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Most people are struck by an archetype . . . at least once in their lifetime, and after that

all they can do is to circle round and round it.

Elemire Zoll^, Arc hetyp es



ABSTRACT

What is the nature of the spiritual Master idea in Hasidism? The thesis is set

forth that in classical Hasidic sources the figure of the Tzaddiq is conceived of,

primarily, as an archetypal idea. Such an inter?retatíon of the Hasidic Tzaddiq is

substantiated by a re-examination ofboth Hasidic and earlier Jewish traditions, and is

considered against the background ofmodem academic scholarship. The approaches of

Martin Buber and Gershom Scholem are considered as part of a broad review of

modern historiography relating to the Hasidic idea of the Tzaddiq. Arthur Green is

presented as the first modem scholar to relate the Hasidic conception of the Tzaddiq to

a history of the idea going back to the Rabbinic period. It is proposed, horvever, that

Green did not $asp the distinguishing characteristics ofthe Tzaddiq idea, and that like

his predecessors, he underestimated the signiflrcance of the Hasidic idea of the Tzaddiq.

Given that both early Hasidic sources and the earlier Jewish sources to which they refer,

point towards an archetypal idea of the Tzaddiq, and given the centrality of the Tzaddiq

in the Hasidic world, it is proposed that this is the seminal idea which inspired and

informed the development of the whole Hasidic movement.

in setting folth this thesis the term "archetype" is defined, not according to Jung,

but according to Philo's idea of an element to be found v¡ithin an individual which

connects the universe with the Divine. This is then related to the holographic idea. The

origins ofa spiritual idea of the Tzaddiq are traced in Rabbinic literature, as is the

emergence of a specifically archetypal idea of the Tzaddiq in medieval Kabbalah. The

ramifications of such an idea are explored in a number of classical Hasidic writings, and

parallels are drawn to the archetypal conception of the spiritual Master figure in Sufì

teachings. An Excursus at the end of the thesis presents modern accounts ofthe

function of the Tzaddiq as it is exemplified by living Hasidic Masters.



PREFACE

This thesis is the fruit of a long-term love affair. When I first began

undergraduate studies at the University of Manitoba some twenty years ago, in the Fall

of 1972, it was for the purpose of studying Jewish mysticism with Rabbi Zalman

Schachter. I was very much on a vision quest at that time: I was seeking a vision ofthe

essence ofthe Jewish religion. I wanted to know if it was the same or different fiom

the essential mystical teachings of the major religions of the world. On the basis ofthe

answer I found and the "vision" I attained, I was prepared to set the course of my life.

Notwithstanding the fact that in academic circles since then, "essentialism" (in

the sense ofreducing a given religion to a certain essential idea) has gone out of

fashion, I felt I found what I was seeking. In the teachings of the Hasidic Master, Reb

Nahman of Bratzlav, I found what was for me was the essence of a Jewish mystical

understanding of the place of the human being in the wolld. What I found, indeed, was

a universal vision, which might fit the spiritual teachings ofany of a number of

religions. What I found, nonetheless, felt to me to be deeply Jewish. I had expected a

Jewish view of the world to revolve around the Torah, but what I found at the core of

this vision was not a book, but the function of the spiritual Master. In subsequent

studies I have leaured that Kabbalists, generally, have regarded the Torah not as a code

to be deciphered but as a field of infinite meanings. What then provides the basis of the

truly great interpretations? Before I ventured any further in the study of Kabbalah, I

could see that the interpretations of R. Naþman were far too serendipitous to be derived

simply from the knowledge ofbooks. They had authority, vividness and clarity, and

answered--as far as words can answer--the questions I was carrying. What then was the

source of R. Nahman's inspiration?



What I found at the center of the elaborate mandala which was woven in the

teachings ofR. Naþman, was the "archetype of the Tzaddiq". I first heard this

expression from Zalman Schachter, although I never heard him develop its

implications. Yet it was clear frem the start that it was not a matter of a certain person

as much as a certain human capacity. More than the forms of Judaism, or of any

religion or creed, it is this idea which has continued to hold light to my own spirirual

search. It is this idea, specifically, that led me to study Sufism.

in the light ofmy own spiritual search, this thesis and indeed all my academic

efforts represent a kind of "round trip". They reflect a return to my roots, a desire to

clarify for myself the rvisdom of my ancestlal tradition, and a desire to share with

others perspectives of this tradition rvhich to nourish me. Some readers may find me

too much concerned with understanding Jewish tradition in its own terms, rather than

from the position of an impartial outsidel. To such objections I would answer that the

object ofmy study is simply to arrive at a correct understanding of the contents of

certain Jewish mystical teachings. As for those who may be concerned that I may have

imposed a personal or perhaps a "Sufi" point ofview on the Jewish sources, I would

simply request that they carefully weigh and consider the evidence I have assembled.

My aim is neither to write an apology fol the Jewish tradition nor to reading new

meanings into it, but to uncover a vital idea of the Jewish tradition which, until now,

has gone unnoticed.

The biggest challenge in writing this thesis has not been documenting it.

Indeed, as I have read and ¡:eread the Jewish texts cited by previous scholals, I have

been amazed at how vividly and consistently they tend to illustrate my thesis. The

challenge had been accounting for this thesis in terms of the work of previous academic

scholars. And yet, for all of the criticism I level at the work ofprevious scholars such

as Buber, Scholem and Green, as I have pursued their work my esteem for them has

steadily increased. Scholem's overview of the field of Jewish mysticism, and his

lll



standards of academic discipline have provided a working basís for scholars ever since.

Buber's courage to seek a vision in traditional sources which might be applicable to

modern man, has been less influential among modern scholars, but it has been no less of

an inspiratíon for me. Arthur Green was a personal model for me in my spiritual

search, before I went up to Canada to study with Zalman Schachter. Thus it comes as

something of a surprize to find myself, after all these years, in intellectual combat with

Art Green. Nevertheless, it is Green who first traced the major sources of the

development of the Tzaddiq idea which provides the basis of this thesis. Although I

sometimes feel ftustrated that none ofthese scholars Iecognized the archetype of the

Tzaddiq which I believe to be the very heart Hasidism and of much of Kabbalah, I am

also quietly pleásed. They mapped out the territory and left it for others to come and

dig up the treasure.

Thus I hope that my criticism of the work of these men will be understood for

what it is meant to be, what is often called, in the Hasidic sources, "controversy for the

sake ofheaven". I realize, of course, that without the contributions of the various

scholars I mention here, I would have no glound on rvhich to stand.

I was introduced to the work of Moshe Idel aftel I had already begun to

compose this thesis. I was greatly encouraged to find a scholar ofhis calibre who had

the courage to pursue the thesis that there is in Judaism, more than a mystical

philosophy, a bonaJìde mystical tradition. Over the course of the last two years I have

been privileged to be able to study rvith Professor ldel, first briefly at the Jervish

Theological Seminary in Nerv Yolk, and then at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem.

More than anything else, what (I hopel) I have learned flom him about the craft of

scholarship is to welcome new data and allow it to inform my theories, rather forcing it

into the shape of my preconceptions. I am $ateful that our insights are often similar,

and appreciative, as well, of the differences in our views,



I have had the good fortune to choose a thesis topic which reflects my "first

love" in the spiritual field. Were it not foî the sustenance that comes from what one

loves, I don't think I would have endured the arduous process ofbringing this project to

the light ofday. I am appreciative ofthe advice of my advisor, Neal Rose, and of the

members of my thesis committee, and am grateful for the support of my friends in the

years that I have been immelsed in this thesis. I am most especially grateful for: the

moral and matedal suppolt of my parents, Joe and Tzippi Heckelman. It says in the

Mishnah, "míkol tnlantdaí hiskalti." "l have gained consciousness from all of my

teachers." My parents were my first teachers, and beginning with them I wish to thank

all the teachers and friends who have enlightened me on the way.

Ya'qub ibn Yusuf

Vemon, B.C.

July 14,1992
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NOTE ON TR,A,NSLITERATIONS

The commonly accepted "scientific" scheme for writing Hebrew characters

employed by the Encyclopedia Judaica leans heavily on the use of diacritical marks,

and is often misleading regarding matters of pronunciation. I have adopted a modified

scheme which gives priority to the correct pronunciation ofthe words in modern

Hebrew. I have employed underlining (which my computer supports) in place of

diacritical marks (which it does not), so as to distinguish a soft "å" from a harder "frå",

while eliminating the misleading "ch". In cases where there is a daggesh in Hebrew I

have doubled the consonant in English. However, in the case of certain well-known

words for which a popular spelling is generally accepted, such as "Hasidism" and

"Kabbalah", I have conformed to popular usage. Of course, the original spelling of all

transliterations in direct quotations has been preserved. Thus I count six different

spellings of the word "Tzaddiq" in this thesis, and I may have missed some! I

apologize to the reader who may find this confusing, but until a sensible compromise

such as the one I am proposing becomes generally accepted, the gap between a popular

and "scientific" scheme for Hebrew transliterations will continue, with numerous

variations prol iferating.

Thus I have conformed, as much as possible, to the following scheme for the

English spelling of the Hebrew terms in this thesis:



t,
mt)
nt
sÞ,!,
p5
fttz!
qi)
,'1

shv
sti
tñ

AN
bt
yl
g¡
d1
hn
yì
z\
hn
ttt

i,y ,

k¡
kht

Given the vagaries ofEnglish, I have found no one scheme for rendering the

ubiquitous Hebrew vorvels, which are written in Hebrew only as diacritical marks. I

have, however, aimed at employing a reasonably consistent system which employs

some of the commonly accepted spellings for vowels, and gives the reader a good

chance to guess at correct pronunciations.



INTRODUCTION

The Tzaddiq is the foundation of the world.

These words identify the pattem which connects successive layers of the Jervish

tradition of a spiritual master figure.l On the basis of this quotation, which was

deliberately taken out of context from Proverbs l0:25, cosmic significance was ascribed

to the figure of the Tzaddiq. Although the term tzaddiq in the Bible simply meant a

"Righteous" individual, it was identified in later Jewish tradition the Tzaddiq as a kind

of upside-down "foundation" by which the ea¡th is established on the basis of the

Divine. The idea of the Tzaddiq as "the foundation of the world" is introduced in

Talmudic literature. It is developed in the theoretical literature of medieval Kabbalah,

in which the Tzaddiq is identified with the Sefirah of "Foundation" (in Hebrew, YesoQ

within the metaphysical stn¡cture of the Ten Sefirot. The outstanding historical

application of this Tzaddiq idea appeals somewhat later, among the leaders ofthe

Hasidic movement initiated in the middle of the eighteenth century by Rabbi Israel

Ba'al Shem Tov.2

IGregory Bateson's notion of "the pattem which connects" comes to mind in
this regard: "Break the pattem which connects the items of learning and you necessarily
destroy all quality." Mind and Nature: a Necessaty Uni4, (Toronto: Bantam, 1980), 8.
In this case, however, the "pattern which connects" a variety of Jewish conceptions of
the Tzaddiq as "the foundation ofthe wolld", is not only implicit in the idea ofthe
Tzaddiq, but is stated explicitly in the tradition in which it is related.

2Although the historical examples of tzaddiqin (the plural of the Heblew word
tzaddíq) have generally been male, a feminine form of the word, tzaddaiqal¡, also exists



Arthur Green has traced the history of this idea in his ground-breaking study,

"The laddiq as Axis Mundi in Later Judaism".3 Green presents the Talmudic,

Kabbalistic and Hasidic developments of this idea as successive strata of the Jewish

"holy man" tradition. Although he does not explicitly claim that the Tzaddiq is "the"

(rather than "a") conception ofthe spiritual master figure in post-exilic Judaism, it

emerges from Green's analysis no other figure in the Jewish tradition of the last

nineteen hundred years has represented a comparable function. Neither the scholarly

authority of the Rabbi, nor the enthusiastic devotion of the Hasid, nor the eschatological

ideal ofthe Messiah has represented, as has the Tzaddiq, a human bridge between

Creator and creation in the here-and-now.

The Hasidic movement which arose in the second halfofthe eighteenth century

to oapture the hearts and minds of much of Eastern European Jewry, revolved around

the figures of various Reóåeun, or spiritual "Masters", who were regarded as living

embodiments of this Tzaddiq idea.4 The teachings of these Masters were delivered

in Hebrew. There are, indeed, numerous instances of mothers, daughters and sisters of
Tzaddiqim who served at least to some degree as spiritual leaders (although not
generally the wives of such leaders, or women unrelated to prominent men).
Specifically, Hannah Rahel, the famous Maid of Ludmir, is known to have functioned
for a time in the Hasidic world in the Tzaddiq role. For further discussion, see Ada
Rapoport-Albert, "The Maid of Ludmir", Kabbalah'. a Newsletter of Research in Jewish
Mysticism 2, no. 2 (Spring/Summer 1987), l-3. This is the historical figule upon
whom the Isaac Bashevis Singer story and Barbara Streisand movie of "Yentel" was
(very loosely) based. Although she functicned as a Tzaddiq, Rapoport-Adler points out
that this does not demonstrate a genuinely fenrinine Tzaddiq role: it was generally
believed that the Maid of Ludmir acquired her powers because she was possessed by
the soul of a male Tzaddiq who had sinned! Nevertheless, I have endeavored as much
as possible to avoid referring to the figure of the Tzaddiq as a "he". While all ofthe
prominent Hasidic Tzaddiqim were men, the archetypal idea of the Tzaddiq itselfis not
in itself, I believe, gender-specific.

3 Arthur Green, "The Zaddiq as Axis Muncli in Later Judaism", The Journal of
the Anterican Academy of Religion 45, 1977 .

4Although the Yiddish tetm Rebbe is a direct translation of the Hebrew term
R¿v, which is in English "Rabbi", it came to be associated with the original meaning of
the term, a "Great One" or "Master", while even in a Hasidic context, the tetm Rav
continued to mean an ordained reprosentative of the Rabbinic tladition. The diminutive



orally to their þasidint, or "disciples", and were subsequently recorded and published.

The ideas conveyed in these discourses tend to reflect earlier developments of mystical

Jewish thought; preeminent among them is the idea of the Tzaddiq.

Precisely what is the nature of the Tzaddiq idea which Hasidism derived from

earlier traditions, and made the basis of its spiritual Master ideal? For interesting

though complex reasons, modem Judaic scholarship has generally neglected to ask this

question. Yet within this literature, the answer is not ha¡d to find. Green cites a

quotation from lhe Bahír, the first major book of Kabbalah (which appeared in the 12th

century), which serves to summarize both earlier and later developments of the idea of

the Tzaddiq:

There is a single pillar that reaches from earth to heaven and 4ddiq is its name.
It is named for the zaddiqitn When there are zaddiqim in the world, it is
strengthened; when there are not, it becomes weak. It bears the entire world,
as scripture says: "laddiq is the foundation of the world" (Prov. 10:25). If it is
weakened, the world cannot exist. For that ¡eason, the world is sustained even
by the presence of a single zaddíq within it.)

By means of the metaphor of a pillar, this text describes the function of

maintaining the world in terms of "tzaddiq". The name of this function is then applied

to a category ofpeople, known as tzøddiqin (plural for the "righteous") who perform

this function olbearing the existence of the world. While it is desirable that there be

more than one such individual in the world at arly given time, the emphasis is placed

not on the identity ofa particular individual, or group of individuals, but on the

function itself. The "righteous" individual who serves in this capacity is thus

considered to be an exemplar of this Tzaddiq function.

form, Reó, was used rather freely in a Hasidic context as a term of respect. The
abbreviation "R.", which stands for "Rabbi", may also be read in somé instances as
"Reb" or "Rebbe". For example, in the case of "R. Nahman of Bratzlav", any ofthe
three are correct.

5 Grcen, "Axis MuncJi", 333.



My thesis is that the Hasidic movement, basing itself on sources such as this,

conceived of the Tzaddiq as an archetypal idea. That is, rather than describing a mythic

hero or an exalted personality of some kind, the term Tzaddiq was understood as

describing, primarily, an objective function which was reflected in the personal

examples of individual Tzaddiqim. I intend to demonstrate that the classical literature

which appeared in the early decades ofthe Hasidic movement is very much concerned

with the elaboration of this idea, so that it would have served as the theoretical model

upon which Hasidic leadership was based.

Such an archetypal understanding ofthe Hasidic idea of the Tzaddiq has not

been pursued in any methodical way, until no*.6 Because it is unprecedented, it rvill

6I am indebted to Rabbi Zalman Schachter-Shalomi for first introducing me to
the idea of "the archetype of the Tzaddiq" as it applied to the teachings of Rebbe
Nahman of Bratzlav, when I was an undergraduate student ofNear Eastern and Judaic
Studies at the University of Manitoba between 1972 and 1975. In his recently
published expanded version of his doctoral dissertation, Spiritual Intimacy; a Study of
Counseling in Hasidsin (Northvale, N.J.: Jason Aronson, 1991), Schachter-Shalomi
discusses "The Rebbe as an Archetypal Model" (170-1), saying that "he fi¡nctions as a
conjunctive person: he responds ot the hasid's problem by answering, scolding, and
even by giving the needed "pat on the back." . . . Against the "divine" role that the
rebbe assumes, the hasid can work out his problems with some assurance of definite
results. . . . If the rebbe were not there to intercede \¡vith the divine, the covenantal
relationship between the hasid and God would not be concretized. None of the
accessible means of communion with God are equal to the mediation of the rebbe."
Thus Schachter-Shalomi uses the term "archetype" in the restricted sense ofan earthly
intermediary or representative of God. He does conclude his discussion by saying that
the Hasidic Master serves as "both the human archetype and the divine; and as such he
reminds the hasid ofhis own potential, ofwhat he can become." This encompasses
more of the sense of "archetype" as I employ it in this thesis. But as he þroceeds ( 171)
to discuss "The Rebbe as an Accessible Model", Schachter-Shalomi doei not apply this,
explicitly, to the idea ofthe archetypal function ofthe Rebbe. Thus, as I illustrate in
the Excursus at the end ofthis thesis, the data which Schachter-Shaolmi has assembled
generally bears out this thesis, but it is the observed function ofthe Hasidic Master,
more than the understanding or this function expressed in traditional Hasidic teachings,
which is the focus of Schachter-Shalomi's study.

The only other published references I am aware of to the Tzaddiq specifically as
an "archetype", are by Yehudah Leibes. In his Hebrew study, "Hamashiah Shel Ha-
Zohar ("The Messiah of the Zohar: the Messianic Image of Rabbi Shim'on bar Yohai"),
published in The Messianic ídea in.Israel (a volume in honor of Gershom Scholem's
Eightieth Birthday, Jerusalem: the National Research Academy of Israel, 1982), Leibes
indicates that the second century rabbi, Shim'on bar Yohai, who appears in the



be necessary, first, to provide an account of the general state of modern Hasidic

scholarship which provides the backdrop against which this thesis appears. Only once I

have done this will I endeavor to trace the development ofan archetypal undelstanding

ofthe Tzaddiq, by reviewing and reevaluating a number oftexts which have previously

been considered in academic discussions of the Tzaddiq, along with corroborating

souroes which I have translated into in English for the first time.7 My approach to

these texts will be mainly henneneutical: I will attempt to interpret texts in accordance

with the kind of understanding that the texts themselves imply.S

thirteenth century as the hero of the Zohar,
of the Tzaddiq which later is important to I

, provides an "archetypal" model of the figure
the Hasidic Masters. Leibes states l1l4) thatof the Tzaddiq which later is iimportant to the Hasidic Masters. Leibes states ( I l4) that

: [Hasidic] theorists saw in Rashbi [R. Shim'on bar Yohai]in my opinion, generally, the [Hasidic] theorists saw in Rashbi [R. Shim'on bar Yohai
re archetype lavtypusl of the Hasidic leader." However, the focus of Leibes's study isthe archetype I

not on an archetypal conception of the function ofR. Shim'on as distinct from a mythic
one, but precisely on the personality of R. Shim'on as a mythic hero. Leibes
emphasizes this personal dimension, for example, in the following quotation (l l8): "the
spiritual connection of the Tzaddiqim with Rashbi was altogether very great, as is
indicated in the pronouncement of R. Barukh of Medzibush: "Shim'on bar Yoþai, I
know you and you know me." Thus Shalomi-Schachter's work complements my thesis,
whereas Leibes provides a counter-point to it.

TAlthough the idea of this thesis and the manner of developing it are my own,
my approach has many parallels to that which is advocated by Moshe Idel in Kabbalah:
New Perspectives (New Haven: Yale Univelsity, 1988). As ldel has demonstrated, it is
not only by uncovering material that has been neglected by previous scholars, but by
finding better ways of approaching already familiar material, that the knowledge of
Jewish mysticism may be expected to grow. Thus Idel has addressed the question of
how the study ofthis field might progress beyond the formidable accomplishments of
Gershom Scholem. He proposes the study of manuscripts as a balance to Scholem's
emphasis on (the more theoretically than experientially-oriented) books of Kabbalah.
Yet Idel points out (p. 19) that "the exploration of new material isnotthe only, oreven
the most important, object. . . . Even a rereading of texts studied by Scholem may
yield interesting new findings . . . and the study of the contert of some quotations cited
by Scholem may at times foster different interpretations." (The italics are his.) My
study is mainly concemed with texts rvhich are already available in easily accessible
studies of Hasidism (in the English language), and is more directly concerned with the
research of Arthur Green than that of Gershom Scholem. Yet I share Idel's fundamental
concern with bringing an appropriate sense of "cont¿¡r" to the study of mystical Jewish
texts.

SFor a discussion of the importance of such a methodology and some examples
of its application, see Chapter 9, "Kabbalistic Hermeneutics", in ldel's ly'ert
Perspectives. Idel declares (p. 200): "Modem research has formulated only some
general concepts regarding Kabbalistic symbolism, but has neglected the problematics



Such an approaoh requires that attention be paid not only to what is stated,

explicitly, in the words of a given text, but to what is conveyed, implicitly, by the ways

in which language is employed in the text, and in the context of the larger tradition in

which this text appears. This requires a sensitivity to the ways in which Jewish authors

refer to earlier texts, which may relate to other texts that are earlier still, implying a

whole tradition of interpretation. In order to be able to enter and understand the realm

of Hasidic discourse, it is first of all necessary to appreciate that the Hasidic authors

located themselves within the context ofan existing, on-going tradition.9 Although

Hasidic authors, like the earlier Jewish sources they quoted, did not feel bound to be

faithful to the simple meaning of the sources they quoted, a field of meaning

nevefiheless became associated with certain key words and themes. A term such as

tzaddiq, as it is employed in Hasidic usage, implies such a field of meaning. Thus,

although Hasidic authors were often anachronistic--they were often (but not always)

unconcerned about the historical sequence in which the sources they quoted first

appeared--I believe that retracing the historical development of the Tzaddiq idea will be

helpful in facilitating a contemporary understanding of how the Hasidio sources

understood it.

that arise fiom the emergence of Kabbalistic methods of interpretation, and has ignored
the intricacies of the relationship between the Kabbalist qua interpreter and the divine
text." The challenge which faces the scholar of Kabbalah is not only to interpret a
given text, but to correctly apprehend the approach to interpretation which is implicit in
ihe text itself. Thus Idel points out, for example, that preconceptions regarding the
nature of "symbolism" have limited the scope of scholarly interpretation of Kabbalah
(pp. 218-3a). By imposing a category of analysis on a given text which is inappropriate
to the universe of discourse of that text, much ofthe information it contains may be
distorted, or rendered inaccessible.

gThe Hasidic sense participation an on-going process of interpretation is
expressed, for example, in their calling their new insights þidushay Torah,literally,
"renewals ofTorah". (The word "Torah" itself means "Revelation", or "Teaching", or
"Scripture", that is, the Five Books of Moses.



Inasmuch as I am concemed with the idea of the Tzaddiq as it is leflected in the

"context" of the tradition in which it appears, my methodology might be considered

both historical and hermeneutical, and thus I would call it "contextual". Rather than

regarding the characteristic ways in which the authors of Hasidic texts framed thei¡ idea

of the Tzaddiq as distractions to be ignored or as obstacles to be overcome, I am

looking, precisely, to understand the phenomenon implied by nuances of Hasidic

expression. My aim is to grasp the self-understanding reflected not only in the works of

individual Hasidic Masters, but in the broadel tradition which they collectively

represent.

Yet I haye chosen to express my understanding of the traditional idea of the

Tzaddiq in a word I am introducing from outside of Hasidic tradition. As I am

claiming that the idea of the Tzaddiq may best be understood as an "archetype", it'r/ill

be necessary to clarify the contextual meaning of this term, as well. What, precisely, is

meant by an "archetype"? What is the history of the term, and what bearing does this

have on how it is employed in its usage this thesis?

How, specifically, am I distinguishing the category of

"archetype" from that of "myth"? Thus, before pulsuing an historical/philological

analysis of the word "tzaddiq", I will pursue a philological/historical analysis ofthe

word "archetype", so as to prepare the way for a hermeneutical analysis ofthe idea of

the Tzaddiq which is reflected in Hasidic literafure.

Even before considering the background of the terms I am employing, however,

a prior question arises conceming tho setting provided by previous scholarship for a

thesis such as this. How is it, indeed, that scholars until now have managed to overlook

the archetypal nature of the idea of the Tzaddiq? What picture have they presented of

the historical significance of Hasidism, and how might this thesis change that picture?

The thesis that the Tzaddiq is an archetype may best be understood against the



background of Hasidim, and yet an understanding of Hasidism will reflexively be

altered by a new perspective on the significance of the Tzaddiq. These are complex

historiographical issues, and I have chosen to attempt to deal with them in detail, befor.e

pursuing my analysis of the idea of the Tzaddiq. The advantage of such an approach is

that it provides a thorough orientation to the historical setting of Hasidism, and to the

authors of Hasidic historiography who have provided a sense ofthat setting. The

disadvantage is that it means setting forth "conclusions" about the significance of the

Tzaddiq before discussing what the idea of the Tzaddiq is--before demonstraring that

the Tzaddiq is an archetype.

Thus, while I have endeavored to provide a logical and systematic exposition of

this thesis, the reader may find that considerable patience is required in order to follow

it through. I have proceeded in the following order: The first chapter.is devoted to a

¡eview ofthe modern historiography of Hasidism, the bearing it has on this thesis and

the perspectives this thesis might contribute, in rurn, to a view of the significance of

Hasidism. The second and third chapters are devoted to clarifying the background and

meaning ofthe terms "archetype" and "Tzaddiq", respectively. Then, in the fourth

chapter, I describe the archetype of the Tzaddiq as it is conveyed in classical Hasídic

texts. At the end of this chapter I endeavor to demonstrate the usefulness ofan

archetypal analysis to the study of comparative religion, pointing out that particularly

strong parallels may be found between the archetypal idea of the Tzaddiq in Hasidism,

and the archetypal idea of the Complete Human Being in the Sufi tradition.

In an excursus at the end of this thesis I have included "participanlobserver"

descriptions of the phenomenon of the Hasidic Tzaddiq by Jiri Langer and Zalman

schachter-Shalomi, I have placed these descriptions outside the thesis proper, as they

neither prove nor disprove the thesis that the Tzaddiq is an ar.chetype. Rather., they

demonshate the function of the Hasidic Tzaddiq, not as an idea, but in its social



manifestations. Readers who prefer to approach the subject of the Tzaddiq with a

picture in mind of what it is that Tzaddiqim actually do, may wish to begin by reading

the Excursus.

Personally, I was first impressed by the archetypal idea of the Tzaddiq I

encountered in the teachings ofR. Nahman; it is only more recently that I have pursued

the implications of this idea in tems of a detailed study of its history, historiography,

and the vocabulary used to describe it. My "discovery", in this sense, preceded the

various "proofs" by which I have endeavored to substantiate it. Thus I have had to

work backwards, in order to build a case for seeing the Hasidic idea of the Tzaddiq as

an archetype. I would suggest, therefole, that those readers rvho do not require a

systematic exposition--those who, like me, prefer first to "see" the idea as a tvhole, and

only then to pürsue its logical implications--may prefer to begin with the Appendix, and

then read Chapters Three and Four, saving Chapter One for last.

Towards a New Paradigm

The problem of where to begin this thesis--with Hasidic descriptions of the

Tzaddiq which demonstrate the archetypal nature of this idea, or with an account ofthe

implications of approaching this figure in this way--refelects a larger problem. I have

endeavored to apply a rational mode of analysis to an idea which was never intended as

the object ofsuch analysis, but which was meant to be grasped intuitively. The

ploblem is not that "the archetype of the Tzaddiq" is a particularly difficult idea to

understand or to convey in the English language, but that such an idea is not a thing

which can be proven either to exist, or not exist. Rather, it is a way of conceiving of

the Tzaddiq function. Framing an academic thesis so that it describes a function rather

than a thing, requires an adjustment of paradigm: the implicit assumptions which



determine the kinds of knowledge that can be applehended.l0 Wherein do the implicit

assumptions of my methodology depart Íìom those of previous scholars?

The academic study ofreligion as it has developed from a nineteenth century

Religionswissenschaft approach to the "science" of religion, has tended to regard

matters of religion more in terms of "what" they are, than in tems of "how" they

function. There is a tendency to conceive ofan idea such the Tzaddiq as an entity or as

an abstraction, rather than as a function or process.l I lronically, such a "scientific"

paradigm continues to be the norm in the social sciences and humanities, even as the

physical sciences have adapted more flexible models for understanding the phenomenal

world. To cite a well-known example: in the development of twentieth century physics,

l0Ken Wilber has clarified the original meaning of the term "paradigm" which
"was introduced . . . by sociologist Thomas Kuhn, in a very influential book called lre
Structure of ScíentiJìc Revolutions. A paradigm, as Kuhn used the term, had a very
precise meaning, He did not use it the way most people do now, as a type of 'super-
theory' or 'world-view.' Instead, Kuhn said, paradigms are subtle, profound, far-
reaching--and they are unconscious. You don't even know the paradigm exists until it
is challenged by its successor. So a paradign is a set ofunconscious cogníttve
principles and assutnptions that deJìne what type of data you (tre even able to see in the
first place." [The italics are mine.] "The Great Chain of Being: an Interview with Ken
Wilber" The Sun no. i64, July 1989.

i lMoshe Idel has pointed out that there is a problem with ÍÌaming Kabbalistic
material in terms of abstract philosophical categories, when the material itselfreflects a
more flexible and dynamic approach. "Modem scholars, including [Gershom] Scholem
. . . overstressed the importance of the speculative over the mystical; Kabbalistic
symbolism is envisaged'as a way to penehate the texts and to understand the divine
shucture, ¡ather than as a path to experiencing the divinely revealed texts. According to
these scholars, Kabbalah is less a religious phenomenon using philosophical
terminology . . . than a philosophy reminiscent of other brands of speculations, albeit
expressed in shange terms." Nsw Perspectives, p. 14.

While Idel raises questions that have not been asked before about the "scientific"
value of Scholem's research, there is another side to this issue he does not directly
acknowledge. Scholem is certainly not the first Kabbalistic author to mix philosophy
into his inte¡pretations. Although doubt has been cast on the accuracy ofhis
apprehension of other people's contributions to Kabbalah, Scholem and his school may
in fact have been unintentionally creative as Kabbalists, Thus his original philosophical
interpretations of Kabbalah might be viewed not in tems of its being coüect or
incorrect, but in terms of their being yet another interpretation of Kabbalah. It is my
opinion that it is not possible to study a field such as Kabbalah without consciouly or
unconsciously, poorly or well, making a contribution to it.
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it was discovered that it is not useful to describe an electron either as a particle o,'a

wave. Instead of asking "what is it?" the more fruítful question was discovered to be,

"how does it behave?" Thus it was observed that electrons function in a way which

sometimes fits the one model, and sometimes the other. l2

In a similar vein, it is not my aim to prove that the word Tzaddiq as it is used in

Hasidism, and in the sources from which it drew, is always and exclusively meant to

refer to an archetype, and never describes a particular mythic hero. On the contrary,

beginning with the Talmud and continuing in the Zohar, the archetypal idea of the

Tzaddiq is often associated with the larger-than-life figure of Rabbi Shim'on bar Yohai.

As I hope to demonstrate in Chapter Three, such accounts emphasize the personal

greatness of R. Shim'on, along wíth a distinctly impersonal conception of his role as a

Tzaddiq. Nor would I claim that the Hasidic literature of the Tzaddiq never refers to

particular individuals. What I do wish to show is the degree to which classical Hasidic

literature, building on earlier precedents, endeavors to elaborate on an archetypal

conception of the figure of the spiritual Master.

The shift in paradigm which this thesis represents, relates not only to how the

function of the Tzaddiq is conceived, but to the context in which it is understoocl. I am

pointing towards a "self-understanding" which is expressed not only åy the Hasidíc

Masters, but ln the tradition they collectively represent. This, I realize, may mean

12"Th. upprrrnt contradiction between the particle and the wave picture was
solved in a completely unexpected way which called in question the very foundation of
the mechanistio world-view-+he concept of the reality of matter." Fritjof Capra, ?úe
Tøo of Physics (New York: Bantam Books, 1975),56. One might object that the
"concept of the reality of matter" and religious ideas represent two entirely different
orders of reality, so that it is not possible to draw parallels between them. But this is
precisely the point: whether consciously or unconsciously, assumptions about the nature
of the material world are reflected in our approach to the "matter" ofreligion. Thus, if
it is desirable to approach certain aspects of physics with questions of "how", rather
than of "what", it should be evident that such an approach might also have something to
offer the study of mystical religion,



opening myself to charges of anthropomorphism. I am indeed conceiving of Hasidic

tradition as a cor?orate entity which resembles a human being not in its having a

physical body, but in its having a "psychology" of its own. By that I mean that the

"tradition" represented by Hasidic literah:r'e would have been a living system of

knowledge, with its own process of assimilating past experiences and incorporating

them in itself, even as it continued adapting itself to its environment.l3 Elsewhere, I

have defined the word "tradition" as "a living system of knowledge communicated by

word, example, and shared experience."l4 Such a "system" ofknowledge implies the

existence of smaller systems within itself, and larger systems around it. l5 Thus, when

speaking of "the Hasidic tradition of the Tzaddiq" I am locating this tradition,

vertically, rvithin the context of earlier developments of the Jewish idea of the Tzaddiq,

l3In Peter Russell's discussion of "General Living Systems Theory" onpp.2T-
3l of The Global Braín (Los Angeles, J. P. Tarcher, 1983), he presents James Miller's
"nineteen subsystems of a general living system", which he applies to "human society"
as well as the human body and the biosphere. While interesting correspondences may
be found between a number of ways in which information is plocessed in these systems
and in a spiritual tradition such as Hasidism, I believe it would be stretching the
analogy to insist that correspondences to all nineteen ofthese exist! Also discussed is
the "self-organizing" property, which is "a living system's ability to maintain a high
degree of intemal order despite a continually changing environment" (31). It is on the
basis ofboth kinds of critera, according to Russell, that James Lovelock distinguishes a
"living system" such as the planet earth fiom a non-living entity such as a machine.
Thus in general terms, I believe that a movement such as Hasidism might be considered
a "living system" as well.

14I present a general argument for a "psychology of traditions" apploach, and
an analysis of its implications for the study of Jewish mysticism, in my article "The
Psychology of Traditions: a New Paradigm in Judaic Studies", in Religious Studies:
Issues, Prospects and Proposals (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1991). For a discussion of
this definition of tradition, see p. 269.

15I hane in mind Fridof Capra's definition of a "system", which is at the heart of
his understanding ofthe "new paradigm" he applies to a variety offields of knowledge:
"An integrated whole whose properties cannot be reduced to those of its parts is called a
system. Living organisms, societies, and ecosystems are all systems. . . . Living
systems are organized in such a way that they form multiJevelled stn¡ctures, each level
consisting of subsystems which are whole in legard to their parts, and parts with regald
to larger wholes." The Turning Poinf (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1982), 43,
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and horizontally, within the Hasidic tradition as a whole. But the Hasidic tradition

itselfis located within the larger tradition ofKabbalah, which in is tum located within

the larger mystical Jewish tradition, which in turn partakes of the Jewish tradition as a

whole.l6 Thus a specific reference to the idea ofthe Tzaddiq in the work ofan

particular Hasidic author is to be understood not only as a reflection of his personal

experience and thought, but as a specific point of reflection within this much larger

"tradition". I am seeking an understanding of the Hasidic idea of the Tzaddiq which

takes into account the traditional system of knowledge in which the idea appears.

It is against the background ofwhat A¡thur Green has already accomplished in

his studies of the idea of the Tzaddiq, and in the light of a significant perspective I

believe he has overlooked, that it has been possible to write this thesis. At least in

theory, Green himself has been an outstanding advocate of approaches to the study of

Jewish sources which allow for a rediscovery of religious meaning. l7 Specifically, he

has spoken of the challenge ofunderstanding religion "ln its own lernts"'.

l6The te.. "Kabbalah", which means "tradition", is generally taken to mean the
tradition which clearly emerges in mystical Jewish literature ofthe twelfth century, in
which Jewish Scriptures and Commandments and especially Hebrew prayer are
subjected to mystical interpretation in terms of the theory ofTen Seflrrot. As ldel,
particularly, has pointed out, "Kabbalah" does not in fact refer to a single monolithic
tradition, but comprises a number of (sometimes competing) streams, which have
appeared within the larger context of orthodox Jewish tradition, Moreover, in addition
to the major hadition of Sefirotic Kabbalah, which Idel designates as "theosophical"
Kabbalah, there is a minor sûeam of "prophetic" or "ecstatic" Kabbalah, represented
mainly by the work of Avraham Abulafia, which is based on the intrinsic mystical
significance of the Hebrew alphabet. Thus I would consider all Jewish traditions which
relate in some way to a mystical understanding of the Ten Sefirot, the Four Worlds,
and/or the Hebrew alphabet--which means virtually all of Jewish mysticism since the
twelfth century, including Eastem European Hasidism, and certain earlier sources such
as the Sefer Yetzír'ah, a part of the nadition of "Kabbalah". Earlier Jewish mystical and
quasi-mystical literature, such as the Heikhalot literatule, or for that matter, references
in the Talmud to a cosmological conception of the Tzaddiq, might be considered to be a

part of "the Jewish mystical tradition" but not to be of "Kabbalah". I genelally prefer
the appellation "mystical Jewish tradition", however, since it emphasizes the fact that
Jewish mysticism has developed within the framework of Rabbinic Judaism, rather than
as something separate from it.
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Scholars ofreligion are beginning to speak of the need to study religion in its own
terms, and are viewing its interpretation in the language of social sciences as
inappropriately reductionistic. This is not to say that they support the truth claims
ofany particular tradition, but that they recognize the religious as representing a
unique domain of human experience that cannot be explained away by reference
to social or psychological needs. . . . In its retreat from functionalistic modes of
explaining all human behavior, including religion, part of the academy is
admitting, with much caution, that the great religious and mythical systems
represent insightful mappings of the human psyche, and that their teachings,
while not reflecting accurate history, geography, astronomy, or physics, do offer
the one who knows howlro read them a profound view of the collective inner
experience of humanity.

It is in this spirit that I hope to show that the archetypal idea of the Tzaddiq

represents a significant insight into the religious experience of humankind. And yet,

even in an expression such as "insightful mappings of the human psyche" the danger of

reductionism lur*s. It is important to bear in mind, for example, that although a

psychological dimension may be emphasized in many Hasidic teachings, the teachings

themselves do not represent a specifically psychological approach. Hasidic sources are

not concemed with mapping "the collective inner experience of humanity", but with

mapping the divine typography and showing how it may be revealed in the experience

of the individual. Thus, if I were to interpret the figure of the Tzaddiq, for example, in

terms of a Jungian "archetype" (considered as an element of the "collective

unconscious"), I might make an interesting contribution to the field of Jungian

psychology, but I would be doing an injustice to the study of Jewish tradition.

Religion, I believe, deserves to be studied in terms ofwhat it proposes to be: not merely

17In "Scholarship is Not Enough", (Tikkun July/August 1987, pp. 38-39), Green
acknowledges the importance ofbeing "fully aware ofhistorical development, of
comparative studies, of the social and psychological factors underlying theological
claims, and so forth," Yet, "without rejecting these," he proposes that "we must move
beyond them." Green speaks of a kind of scholarship in which "the scholar of exegesis
or hermeneutics will present a model ofpast re-rereadings of text that can open the
possibility of new readings in the future."

p. 88.

18Arr¡¡¡ Green, "Jewish Studies and Jewish Faith", Tikkun, vol.I no, 1, 1986,
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as a cultural artefact, or even a product of human creativity, but as an apprehension of

the Divine.

That scholars have neglected to ask such a fundamental question as the nature of

the Hasidic idea of the Tzaddiq is, I believe, indicative of the wide-spread problem of

reductionism in the academic study of Kabbalah. Modern scholars have tended to

analyze Jewish mystical texts in terms of philosophical, socio-historical, and psycho-

logical categories, effectively reducing these texts to "nothing but" a source ofdata for

philosophical, socio-historical, and psychological analysis. Such approaches, of course,

have value in providing a picture of the possible intellectual, social and personal

implications of the texts that have reached our hands, but they are extremely limited as

a means of illuminating the ideas (not to mention the experiences!) these texts

represent. Thus while the specific problem I am addressing in this thesis concerns the

nature of the Hasidic idea ofthe Tzaddiq, it implies the broader question of how to read

Jewish mystical texts.

Since an academic approach, especially in the humanities, tends to look towards

categorization as a method of analysis, I have chosen the category of "archetype" as a

means of apprehending the Hasidic idea of the Tzaddiq. Thus I am offering to answer a

phenomenological question about the nature of the Jewish spiritual Master ideal which

has generally been overlooked. The lack of interest in considering an area such as

spiritual leadership in the light which traditional Jewish sources might shed reflects, i

believe, a broader problem not rn the field of Jewish mysticism as much as $)ith the

field as a whole. Mystical sources of Jewish tradition are generally regarded as

anything but a source of mystical knowledge. Thus, by proposing that the Tzaddiq is

an archetype I am attempting to provide a single solution to a two-fold problem. I

mean the category "archetype" to indicate not only the nature of the Hasidic leadership

l5



ideal, but to be an example of a mode of analysis which affords contemporary students

of religion access to the wisdom of the Jewish mystical tladition.

By considering the Tzaddiq as an archetype, I mean to convey the nâture of an

idea which is central to Hasidism, and much of mystical Judaism. How then might my

success or failure in this endeavor be determined? Let me suggest the following criteria

for evaluating a thesis such as this: Does it afford an insight into a significant aspect of

the traditional sources which otherwise would be overlooked? Is it appropriate to the

context provided by the tradition in which these sources appear? And is it both

significant to specialists in the field and understandable to general students of religion?

I hope that by demonstrating the thesis that the Tzaddiq is an archetype, I will succeed

in fufilling all of these criteria.



CHAPTER ONE

BÄCKGROUND ÀND IMPLICATIONS OF HÄ.SDIC HISTORIOGRAP}TY

I am proposing that the Hasidic idea of the Tzaddiq be considered an alchetype

on the basis of how this idea is understood in the context of Hasidic tradition. Yet there

is another sort of context which has a bearing on this thesis: the context provided by the

modern academic study of Hasidism. Although, early in this century, Hasidism was the

first area to be oultivated in the academic study of Jewish mysticism, it is only lecently

that scholars have begun to seriously study classical Hasidic texts. And yet the

approach I am proposing challenges assumptions already well-established in the field.

It is with the idea in mind of making space for a fundamentally new perspective on the

Hasidic idea ofthe Tzaddiq that I will present, in this chapter, a critical review ofthe

¡elevant contributions of other scholars.

Indeed one might ask, if the Tzaddiq rs an archetype, why has no one else come

forward with such a thesis until now? To be able to answer this question it will be

necessary to review the history ofmodem Hasidic historiography, its methodological

assumptions, and the causes and implications of the directions it has taken. Horv have

previous scholars viewed the general significance of the Hasidic movement? How have

such views ¡eflected on thei¡ understanding of the role of the Hasidic Tzaddiq? How,

indeed, might the perspective on the Tzaddiq which I am presenting here, r'eflect on an

understanding of the movement as a whole?

While many modem scholars have written about the Hasidic movement, there

are two outstanding figures who have tended to shape the direction of subsequent

scholarship in the field: Martin Buber and Gershom Scholem. A third major figure



deserving special consideration is A-rthur Green. Although Green's work in Hasidism is

somewhat limited by the horizons which these and other scholars established before

him, it is Green, mole than anyone else, who has investigated the Tzaddiq as an idea,

both in Hasidism and in earlier Jewish mysticism. Thus Green, more than any other

scholar, represents the state of the art of the academic study of this particular subject.

Therefore, even as I attempt to introduce the broad field of research in Hasidism

available in English in this chapter, I have organized my approach in terms of a detailed

analysis of the claims and confributions of these three scholars.

Buber's Interpretation of the Hasidic Tzaddiq

Contemporary readers both inside and outside the academic world, are likely to

have first encountered the Hasidic figure of the Tzaddiq in the writings of Martin

Buber. Buber was the first, and remains the most prominent, of a number of modern

authors who have drawn the attention of a general audience to the Hasidic movement.

Gershom Scholem, who more than any other scholar has established the study of Jewish

mysticism as a rigorous academic discipline, has pointed out that "most ofus, when we

speak about Hasidism, probably think primarily in terms of concepts that have become

familiar through Buber's philosophical interpretation." 1 Given the focus of this thesis,

Buber's presentation of the idea of the Tzaddiq as it is embodied in the figure of the

Hasidic Master is worthy of detailed consideration. Scholem himself acknowledged

that his personal decision to devote his efforts to the study of Jewish mysticism was

inspired by Buber's early Hasidic works.2 And yet Scholem regarded the enoûnous

lGershom Scholem, "Martin Buber's Interpretation of Hasidism", in Zåe
Messianic ldea in Judaism (New York: Schocken, 1971),229-30.

2See Gershom Scholem, From Berlin to Jerusalem: Memories of My
Youth, tra¡s. Harry Zohn (New York: Schocken Books, 1980), pages44,73,112.



influence of Buber's Hasidic writings as something of a mixed blessing, since "despite

Buber's own frequent indications, many authors . . . have not in the least been aware

that Buber's work ls an interpretation and that there might be a problem in relating the

interpretation to the phenomenon itself."3

The Question of Sources

I would like to begin by presenting Buber's interpretation of the idea of the

Tzaddiq, and then go on to consider Scholem's critique of Buber's approach, and the

broad implications of Scholem's work for subsequent research conceming the Hasidic

Tzaddiq. There is, however, one aspect of Scholem's critique which might be useful to

pursue before proceeding any further. Scholem was concerned not only with liberties

that Buber took in his interptetation of Hasidism, but with the literature on which he

based it. Thus Scholem pointed out that Buber avoided the voluminous literatule of

Hasidic Sefarim (literally "Books") which record the actual discourses of the Hasidio

masters:

The most important of these works were written between 1770 and 1815, when
Hasidism emerged from bitter polemics as a force in East European Jew.y and
sought to spread its views and manner of life orally and in writing. Thesè
teachings contain the teachings of the great saints of Hasidism, thè Zaddikim,
which, by the way, often cite as illustration epigrammatic sayings or short
anecdotes. An even more extensive literature of the same type came into being
after 1815, but for the most part it contains only variations oi the basic motifs that
were set forth and developed in the older works, . . . This literature embraces
well over a thousand volumes.a

IfBuber ignored these teachings of the Hasidic Masters, on what did he base his

writings about Hasidism? Scholem describes

an equally extensive body of legends, biographies, and tales conceming the
miracles of the Zaddikim and of collections of their memorable sayings. This

3Scholem, "Buber's Interpretation", 230.

4tt¡a.,231.
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genre of legends developed at the end of the eighteenth century and enjoyed an
ever-increasing popularity among the Hasidic masses. . . , The main features of
the Hasidic legends crystallized during the first half of the nineteenth century,
in many instances incorporating much earlier legends of different origin, which
were then transfened to the great personalities of Hasidism. Since abbut 1860,
several hundred volumes of this genre have appeared. . . .5

Why did Buber prefer these often apocryphal tales to the writings which recor.d

the original words of the Hasidic Masters themselves? In addressing this question,

Scholem levels his most devastating critique of Buber's work:

The legends possess a considerable advantage and appeal and lend themselves
more easily to a subjective interpretation than the theoretical writings in which a
train of thought is more carefully developed and carried through. . , . Apparently
Buber regarded these sources as far too dependent on the oldei Kabbalistiõ
literature to be regarded as genuinely Hasidic. . . . When Buber claimed that the
legends of the Hasidim were its tn:ly creative achievement, he . . . had to contend
that the originality of the movement genuinely manifested itself only in a genre
of literature which almost certainly came into being nearly fifty years aftei the
theoretical writings which Buber had so decisively shoved aside. Such a position
is simply not tenable.6

Buber's fixation on what he considered to be the original elements in Hasidism

pointed, him away from the literature which reflects the thought of the Hasidic Masters,

in which they relate their own view ofthe Tzaddiq to the larger mystical Jewish

tradition. It is from criticism such as this, and Buber's attempts to defend his work, that

the well-known "Buber-Scholem Controversy" arose.T As we shall see, the limitations

of Buber's approach to Hasidism have only been partially corrected by subsequent

scholarship.

And yet, although it is based mainly on the tales, Buber's general analysis of the

character of the Hasidic Master remains unparalleled in the works of subsequent

smi¿., zg3-¿.

6Ibid., z3s.

TSee Maurice Friedman, "The Interpretation of Hasidism: Buber versus
Scholem" in Martin Buber's Life and llorkvol.3 (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1983), 280-
99. I find that while Friedman endeavors to emphasize the creative merits of Buber's
app¡oach to the study of Hasidism, he does not effectively answer Scholem's specific
criticisms, such as the one related above.



authors. Thus, although they require further corroboration, his conclusions are worthy

of serious consideration. Indeed I have found that at least as far as his conception of the

Tzaddiq is concerned, the general lines of Buber's analysis are in large measure

confirmed by the writings of the Hasidic Masters. An exploration of the areas of

agreement, and the differences, itself may be instructive.

The Tzaddiq as "Helper"

Buber developed his theories of the general nature of the Hasidic movement in

philosophical works such llas ídisn, and The Origin and Meaning of Hasidisn,S and

related Hasidic tales which illustrate the distinctive personalities of various Tzaddiqim

in his well-known Tales of the Hasidi¡n. It is in the Introduction to the first volume of

the Tales, however, that Buber specifically addresses the question ofthe nature of the

Hasidic Tzaddiq. There he characterizes the Tzaddiq not as a saviour with a panacea

for the ills of the world, but as a "helper" who facilitates others progressing towards

their goals. According to Buber:

All that is necessary is to have a soul united within itself and indivisibly directed
to its divine goal. But ho\.v, in the chaos of life on our earth, are we to keep the
holy goal in sight? . . . A helper is needed, a helper for both body and soul, for
both earthly and heavenly matters. This helper is called the zaddik. . . . It is he
who can teach you to conduct your affairs so that your soul remains free, and he
can teach you to strengthen your soul. . . . He does not lighten your soul ofthe
struggle it must wage in older to accomplish its particular task in this world. . . .

The zaddik must make communication with God easier for his hasidim, but he
cannot take their place.e

Buber continues in this passage to acknowledge that in the course ofhistory

Hasidism in fact departed from the ideals expressed by its early and greatest

SMartin Buber, ?l¡e Origin and Meaning of Hasidism. ed. Maurice Freedman
(Atlantic Highlands, N. J.: Humanities, 1988), and Hasidism (New York: Philosophical
Library, 1948).

gMartin 
Buber, Tales of the Hasidint: The Early Masteru, trans. Olga Marx

(New York: Schocken, 1947),5.



proponents. Thus he declares that "everlthing else is distortion and signs ofit appear

relatively early. " Hasidim would often come to look upon their Rebbe less as someone

who might help them to grow, than as someone who could guarantee that their spiritual

and material needs be met.10 Buber's focus (not unlike my own) is on correctly

understanding the vision which the Hasidic movement originally proclaimed for itself,

rather than accounting for the ways in which it failed to fulfill this vision, and

eventually degenerated.

While i do not know that Buber had this particular source in mind, R. Nahman

of Bratzlav describes the work of the Hasidic Master along lines quite similar to those

he sets forth above, in his discourse "The Master of the Field". There he describes the

Tzaddiq by way of the simile of a gardener in the field of souls. Such a "Master of the

Field" is not described as being, himself, the divine goal, or even as an intermediary to

God. Rather, he is described as engaged in the work of helping others to find their own

place, and to grow, within the "field" ofthe soul:

Know, that there is a "field" . . . and the "trees" and "grasses" are like holy souls
growing there. And there are various naked souls who wander about outside the
field, awaiting and anticipating restoration ltíqqunl, that they be enabled to return
and enter into their places. . . . And they are all of them seeking and anticipating
a Master of the Field, who \r,ould be capable of occupying himself with the need
of their restoration. . . . This Master of the Field supervises and makes constant
efforts to water the "trees" and grow them . . . . And when his eyes are
illuminated . . . then he can look into each one, individually, to bring him to the
totality llakhlitl.tl

lUSee the Appendix for descriptions of more or less degenerated uses in
Hasidism of the kvitteL a written petition addressed to the Rebbe and accompanied by a
donation, used as a means of petitioning God for the fulfillment of spiritual and
material needs.

1 l Nah-an of Bratzlav, Liqqutay Moharzn (Jerusalem: Meshekh Hanahal,
1990), folio 65a. The tlanslation is my own. The last wold, which I have trânslated as

'totality", is the Hebrew vtoñ takhlít (in Yiddish, takhlis), which means, in this context,
the "goal" or "purpose" or more literally the "totality" ofexistence.



One of the striking features of this teaching is that rather than communicating

the disciple's perspective regarding the spiritual master, it communicates the perspective

of a master, or potential master, regarding work with others. The practical function of

the Tzaddiq is described in terms of the responsibility such a figure assumes, for safe-

guarding and supporting the integrity ofeach individual entering his "field", or sphere

of active influence.

R. Naþman proceeds, in this text, to list the qualifications for "one who wishes

to gather himself and introduce himself that he might be the Master of the Field". He

"must be an upright and mighty man, a warrior, a wise man and a very great Tzaddiq."

Given the emphasis on the centrality of the Tzaddiq in the chapters before and after this

one, and in the bulk of R. Naþman's teachings, as in the Hasidic teachings of other

Masters, preceding them, there is no question in my mind that the term "Master of the

Field" is a metaphorical paraphrase of the term Tzaddiq. Including the term "Tzaddiq"

at the end ofthe list of qualifications would seem to be a further indication that such a

person is, of course, to be a Tzaddiq. It may also be meant to indicate, perhaps with a

touch of irony, that along with all other qualifications it is necessary for such a person

to be a "righteous" pelson, accolding to the original biblical definition of the term.

Buber describes the nature of the help such a Master provides his disciples, by

emphasizing that "one man can take the place of another only as far as the threshold of

the inner sanctum."l2 "Within these limits" however, according to Buber,

the zaddik has the greatest possible influence not only on the faith and mind of
the hasid, but on his active everyday life. . , , Not the teachings of the zaddik but
his existence constitutes his effectiveness . . . not that he is there as an intellectual
leader but as the complete human being with his whole worldly life in which the
completeness of the human being is tested. As a zaddik once said: "I learned the
Torah from all the limbs of my teacher."r3

12Bnber, Tales: Early Masters,5.

13lbid.



Elsewhele in his teachings, R. Nahman also speaks of the "completeness" ofthe

'lzaddiq.l4 In the quotation from the Master of the Field, however, he is less

concemed with the Tzaddiq's being complete thân with his bringing his disciples to

their own "places" (or "inner sanctum"), in order that they might reach a "totality" of

their own. Clearly, Buber's emphasis on the respect of the Tzaddiq for the spiritual

integrity of the individual disciple is borne out by Naþman's text.

Yet Buber's emphasis on the Tzaddiq's sharing his "active everyday life" with

his disciples appears to reflect his involvement with the tales, over and against the

Hasidic discourses. His emphasis on the Tzaddiq being a teacher of "worldly life", as

opposed to being an "intellectual leader", can only be supported by deliberately

opposing the value of the Hasidic tales, which often reflect daily life transactions, to the

Hasidic teachings, with their impressive intellectual (and imaginative) content. If
Buber had focussed on the discourses of the Hasidic Masters, as well as on the tales told

about them, he would have hàd to have given more weight to the role of the Tzaddiq as

an agent of mystical prayer, and indeed, as a source of mystical teaching. The

discourses facilitate an interior view ofwhat the Hasidic masters understood their

function to be, while the tales show how they expressed themselves outwardly, in

relation to others. Yet tales and the teachings, alike, convey a sense of the Tzaddiq as

an accessible model of contact with the Divine.

Substance and Form

There are instances in which Buber's description of the Hasidic conception of

the Tzaddiq do indeed appear to be based upon formal Hasidic teachings. How then did

he employ upon these sources? For example, in discussing the nature of the master-

l4see the discussion of "Completion" in the section on "R. Nahman's Tzaddiq
and the Complete Human Being" in Chapter Four.



disciple relationship between Tzaddiq and Hasid, Bubel makes reference to the analogy

of "substance and form", a common motif in the early Hasidic discourses:

One ofthe great principles ofhasidism is that the zaddik and people are
4ependent on one another. Again and again, their relationshiþ is compar.ed to that
between substance and form in the life of the individual, between bodv and soul.
The soul must not boast that it is more holy than the body, for only inihat it has
climbed down into the body and works through its limbs can the soul attain its
own perfection. The body, on the other hand, may not brag of supporting the
soul, for when the soul leaves, the flesh falls into decay. Thus the 2addikim need
the multitude, and the multitude need the zaddikim. The realities of hasidic
teaching depend on this inter-relationship. t s

Much the same teaching is expressed in one of the earliest Hasidic books, Toldot

Ya'aqov Yosef, by R. Ya'aqov Yosef of Polnoy. In the appendix at the end of Tl¡e

Zaddik, a study ofthe thought ofR. Ya'aqov Yosef, the author, Samuel Dresner, points

out that "even though the Toldot, the ealliest ofhis books, was published in 1780 . . .

there is every indication that he commenced writing them many years before. The

evidences ofearly material in his books . . . [is] indicative ofthe period of time, at least

t\ryenty-seven years, which was spent in the writing ofhis books."16 The Toldot makes

the following statement:

Within a single man, the soul should not act amogantly toward the body . . .

for the souls descends into this world in order to perform the commandments in a
perfect manner óy means of the bodily linús.. . . Thus, all the more so, the body
should not act arrogantly toward the soul, boasting that she nourishes the soul, for
when the soul is divided from the body, the body putrefies. They are each in
need of the other as a man and his wife, each one being only half a person. So it
is, in general, that the scholars and zaddikim should not say that they do not need
the common people, for they are the bearers ofthe Torah, and many
commandments are fulfilled through the people. All the more so, the people

1SB.,ber, Tales: Early Masters,T.

t6samuel Dresner, The Zaddik: the Doctine of the Zaddìk According to the
Il'ritings of Rabbi Yaakov Yosef of Polnoy (London: Abelard-Schuman, 1960),245.
Dresner proceeds to cite the caution with which the Toldot (who may also be r.efened
to, in Hasidic fashion, after the name of his most important work) specifies direct and
indlrect quotations from the Ba'al Shem Tov as evidènce that they are likely to be
authentic.



should not say that they do not need the scholars, nor act anogantly toward them
because they support them, since the reverse is really true.l?

There is strong correspondence between Buber's description and that which is

found here in the Toldot. The only element which appears to be missing froin Buber's

version, is the traditional Jewish understanding that it is in the fulfillment ofthe

Commandments of the Torah that the purpose of life is realized. I am concemed,

however, that Buber's quotation, as well as this quotation from the Toldot, may be

misleading in a more fundamental regard. Buber's discussion of the "inter-relationship"

ofbody and soul, between the multitude and the Tzaddiq, suggests a relationship not

only of mutuality, but of equality. This would seem to be reinforced (certainly for the

modern reader) by the reference to man and wife. This is further confirmed by the

closing lines ofteaching cited above: "So it is that each ís only a half, If both form and

matter, individually and collectively, unite, then they become one complete man."l8

Clearly, both parts are regarded as necessary for the creation of a greater whole.

Yet in a Hasidic view, there is a hierarchical relationship between "form" and "matter",

and what they represent: they are by no means equal. This is spelled out in a teaching

Dresner quotes earlier in his book, which originally appeared much earlier in the text of

the Toldot:

Man is created out of form and matteq,;which are two opposites, mattel. tending
toward material domination [qlippot]lv and form yearning for spirirual things.

lTDresner, TheZaddik,l38, translated fromfolio 72b of the Toldot. The italics
are Dresner's. The passage continues with a quotation from the Talmud: "The world is
sustained because of Hanina my son", a reference to a rabbinic model of the Tzaddiq
tradition which I will consider, at length, in Chapter Four.

18lbid. Again, the italics are Dresner's.

l9The Hebrew t erm qlíppot rccalls the theory that sparks of the Divine which
are trapped within material "shells". While the "shell" nature of qlippah may be
regarded as being negative, particularly in Lurianic Kabbalah, I would translate it in
this context ofthis teaching in more descriptive terms, such as "density", "opacity",
"extemalization" or "exteriorization", rather than in terms of the moral judgement
implied by "material



The purpose of man's creation is that he should convert matter into form, creating
a unity. As this is the purpose of the creation of the individual man, so it is with
the nation as a whole. The masses are called "the people of the earth," because
their concern is with the earthly, material things, and so they are "matter." The
zaddikim, who engage in Torah and prayer, are "form". The purpose of all thisis
that matter should be transformed into form. . . .20

Here it is indicated that there is a natural polarization between matter and form,

between the people and the Tzaddiq. The "unity" which is to be desired between them

is not a simple matter of merging the two, of establishing an equal partnership, or even

of establishing an equitable truce or mutual accommodation between them. Rather, this

"unity" is meant to be the product of a process of transformation by which "matter" is

freed from the restrictions implied by materiality, and is released or revealed to be

"form", Thus it becomes cleâr that the teaching of the Toldot with which we began,

which corresponds to Buber's teaching, was not meant to stand on its own but to

provide a balance or corrective to the earlier onejust cited. Given an under:standing of

the fundamental tension between matter and form, and having established the idea that

spiritual yearning is meant to win over and transform the human identification with

gross material things, it is pointed out that this should not be misunderstood as a one-

sided denigration of the material realm in favor of the spirituat. The practical

application of this idea is that those who are Tzaddiqim (or who aspire to be) should not

look down upon the rest of the community, and isolate themselves from them. The task

at hand does not require separation of a spiritual elite for the purpose of purification,

but rather, the creation ofa bond of mutual support between those who are focused on

spiritual pursuits and those who are focused on the material world in the interest of

ultimately transforming the material into the spiritual.

Thus Buber's descrìption ofthe mutual "need" which the Tzaddiq and the people

have for one another is not in itself inconect, but it is informed by an assumption which

domination".

2Olbid., t¡0, quoted from folio 5c of the lolda¡
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Buber prefers to overlook: that the Tzaddiq is superior to the ordinaty person, just as

the soul is superior to the body, and "form" is superior to "matter". I do not mean to

say that Buber exaggerates the importance of the bond between the Tzaddíq and his

community, but I do mean to say that his descliption lacks precision.

While Buber minimizes the Hasidic view of the qualitative difference between

master and disciple, he also overlooks an idea in Hasidism which bridges them: the idea

of the Tzaddiq as an innate potential which might be developed within the individual.

This is indicated in a number ofpassages in the Toldot, for example, in a later passage

on the subject of "form and matter":

The principal purpose of the creation of man, who was made out of form and
matter, is that he should strive all his days to turn matter into form. Aftel he has
achieved this in himself, he should endeavor to transform others, for the zaddik is
theform or soul of the whole world, while the wicked are the matter or body of
the whole world. The zaddik must strive all his days to change matter into form,
to bring the wicked under the wings of the Shechinah [divine presence], which is
the goal and purpose of everything,2r

The Toldot slides, in this passage, from a discussion of the task of the individual

to refine himself or herself, to a discussion of the planetary significance of the Tzaddiq.

Just as all people contain "form" as well as "matter" within themselves, so everyone has

the potential of transforming wickedness into righteousness and functioning as

Tzaddiqim, who are "the righteous", for the sake of the world. It should be bome in

mind that the early Hasiclic masters began as disciplés of the Ba'al Shem Tov, and then

of the Maggid of Mezerich; generations of Hasidic Masters began as disciples of other

Masters. Thus it should come âs no surprise that at the very beginning of the Hasidic

movement, the Ba'al Shem Tov's secretary should indicate that it is possible for an

ordinary person to proceed towards becoming aTzaddiq22

2lDresnet, The Zaddik,137, quoted from folio 99a of the Totdot.

22The Toldot, however, did not appear to view himself as a Tzaddiq, and
certainly did not gather disciples around himself. The significance of his contribution



A careful examination of the language the Toldot employs, reinforces this point.

He declares that "the wicked øre", in the plural form, whereas "the zaddik rs", as a

singular ideal. Nor are "the wicked" conceived ofas evil beings who must be

condemned and destroyed; rather, the category of "the wicked" is considered in terms of

the raw material of the world, which is characterized by multiplicity and which exists to

be transformed by the singular principle of the Tzaddiq. Thus the term tzaddiq is

employed, in this passage, in a double-meaning: it is both the individual person who is

righteous, and the "form of the world" as a whole. The function of the Tzaddiq is

described as that of the universal "soul of the world", which has the capacity to

transform the many "wicked" souls with which the world is populated, and reunite them

with the Divine. By means of the figure of the Tzaddiq, the idea of a cosmic stmggle

between good and e'r,il is recast as an interface between the many and the One.

This analysis of the idea of the Tzaddiq as it is reflected in the Toldot's wr.itings

on "matter and form" anticipates the thesis that the Tzaddiq is an ar.chetype. Buber

himself, however, developed no "two-fold" understanding of the Hasidic idea of the

Tzaddiq which might embrace both a cosmic function by which the purpose of the

creation is fulfilled, and the actual occupation of individuals serving in this capacity.

Such a cosmological understanding of the role of the Tzaddiq, reflecting ideas of earlier

Kabbalah, tends to be more typical of the Hasidic discourses than ofthe tales. Let me,

however, point out here that tather than elevating the Tzaddiq principle to the point

to the Hasidic movement was that, by framing the teachings of the Ba'al Shem Tov in
terms of a concern with an objective function of the Tzaddiq, subsequent Hasidic
Masters were enabled to see themselves as progressing towaids Tzaildiq-hood. In an
unpublished essay, "The Community in the Eyes of the Zaddik: according to the
Teachings ofRabbi Yaakov Yosef of Polnoy", Menachem Kallus has assèmbled
material which supplements the material presented in Dresner's The Zaddik, and
demonshates how Rabbi Ya'aqov Yosefpresented a step-by-step progtam by which
ordinary Jews might advance, by degrees, towards becoming a lzãddiq.



where it is out of reach, such a cosmological dimension actually places it \'/ithin the

grasp of the ordinary individual.

Here, indeed, we touch upon an irony ofearly Hasidic literature: the teachings

which were the product of a spiritual elite present a broadly inclusive notion of the

function of the Tzaddiq, with which the reader is invited to identify, while the popular

tradition of the tales in which particular Tzaddiqim are lionized, relegate them to the

status ofa spiritual elite! Nevertheless Buber appropriately down-played this tendency

ofthe tales to place the figure of the Tzaddiq on a pedestal, out of reach. Buber's

feeling for his subject is such that he conveys what I believe to be a correct impression

ofthe frinction of the Hasidic Tzaddiq, though not necessarily for the right reasons.

The Interdependence of Master and Disciple

One of the outstanding points of Buber's analysis is his emphasis of the

interdependence of the Hasidic Master and his disciples:

The teacher helps his disciples find themselves, and in hours of desolation the
disciples help their teacher find himself again. The teacher kindles the soul ofhis
disciples and they surround him and light his life with the flame he has kindled.
The disciple asks, and by his manner of asking unconsciously evokes a reply,
which his teacher's spirit would not have produced without the stimulus of the
question.2l

What is the basis for such an analysis in Hasidic literature? These "hours of

desolation" would appeai to correspond to the reachings in which Hasidic authors

describe "the descent of the Tzaddiq" .24 In Gershom Scholem's essay entitled,

"Tsaddilc. the Righteous One", he presents the idea that for the Tzaddiq, personally,

23Buber, Tales: Early Masters, S.

24Wïile Dresner devotes two chapters of The Zaddik to this subject of "The
Descent of the Zaddik" (pages 148-190) and a third to his deliberate exposure to
"Transgression and Danger" l9I-221), he is mainly concerned with the Tzaddiq's
"descent" as an extension of his identification with the (sinful) people. According to
Dresner the Tzaddiq does not really sin, but takes risks, and may, for example,



there are periods of ascent and of descent, corresponding to the pulse of life
generally. The higher state could easily be seen as one ofpure absorption, or
even ecstasy, while the lower state is one in which the tasks of active life are
performed, with ceaseless consciousness of the Holy. . . . Such fluctuations are
a continuous part ofthe Tsaddík's life with God, even when his life is nor viewed
in relation to its function for his fellowman."25

Scholem quotes a source related in the name of the Ba'al Shem Tov, which

describes the psychological "fall" of the Tzaddiq as a necessary part ofthe process of

the Tzaddiq's own development: "the righteous, before they come to new clarity and a

high level, fall down from their level."26 Like Dresner, he affirms that "whether or not

this fall is a necessary precondition for his own ascent, or whether it is undertaken or

submitted to voluntarily out of a sense of mission, in either case the fall of the Tsaddik

is connected with the life of the community. . . ."27

But what has become of Buber's idea of the disciples lifting up their Master? In

general terms, Scholem indicates that the Tzaddiq

receives no less than he gives. By attempting to lift up his contemporaries,
he himself is raised; the more he fulfills his function as the center ãnd head of
the community, the more his own spiritual stature grows. By becoming a
medium and vessel for others, the siream of life flõwing thróugh him eädlessly
heightens the intensity of his own life.28

Scholem substantiates this view with a quote ftom the Toldot

And when the multitude ofthe people ascend one level, the head ofthe
generation-also ascends upward. . . . When you have a company and [a]joining
together of [yourselfl with the children of Isiael to lift them-up isol ttrãi ihey witt

deliberately open himsellto public criticism. But he is not described as beinq so
rulnerable as to need assistance from his disciples in order to "find himself aþain',.

25Gershom Scholem, in his chapter "Tsaddik the Righteous One,' , in On the
Mystical Shape of the Godhead: Basic Concepts in the KabbAhh fans. Joachim
Neugroschel, ed. and rev- Jonathan Chipman(New York: Schocken Books, 1991)
(originally published in German in 1962), 137.

26"Quoted in the name of the Besht by R. Moses Elkanah of Zborov,', ibid.,
note l0l, page 292.

27tb¡d., ttg.
28rbid.
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retum to the good way, you will also receive great good from this and they will
take you olive oil--that they may draw down the flux called oil upon yourself as
well.zc

When the people are lifted up, presumably by virtue of the leadership of the

Tzaddiq, the Tzaddiq who is the "head of the generation" receives an anointing of

blessings by virtue ofbeing at the head of their ascent. But even in the co-operative

model expressed in this quotation, there is no mention of the idea that the ascent of

other people serves to off-set the descent of the Tzaddiq.3o I am not aware of any

references in Hasidic teachings to disciples lifting their master in "hours ofdesolation",

or at the time of the Tzaddiq's "descent". Thus I am left wondering whether this idea of

the personal dependence of the master upon his disciples is Buber's own idea, or

whether it is substantiated by teachings and tales with which I am unfamiliar. Although

Buber immediately follows the quotation cited from him above with two "miracle tales"

intended to "demonshate the lofty function of discípleship", neither of these tales

addresses this specific point.3 I

Along with Buber's sense of the importance of the spirirual and emotional

support which disciples provide for their Rebbe, the quotation cited earlier stresses the

ímportance of their questions as a stimulus which "unconsciously evokes a reply" that

would be impossible "without the stimulus of the question". This point, like the last,

has for me the ring of tnrth, although it too is not confirmed by any Hasidic texts I

29lA¡¿., zgz-t, n. 106. This quotation, taken from folio 64b oî the Toldot,
(which Scholem appears to have rendered quite literally, and therefore awkwardly,)
does not appear in Dresner's book. Dresner himself does not emphasize this idea'oî
others raising up the Tzaddiq,

30Schole- points out that the well-known Hasidic phrase adapted from the
Talmud, which describes the Tzaddiq risking "descent for the sake of ascent", does nor
specifically appear "in any of the hundreds of sayings attributed to the Besht by the
Rabbi ofPolonnoye." (ibid., n. 103)

31See Buber's Tales: Early Masters, p^ge8. While in both of the tales which
Buber cites the master is able to influence heãven only with the help ofhis disciples, in
neither case is the master, personally, in need of lifting up.



know.32 In this case, however, Buber's insight might be broadly infened from a

variety oftales in which disciples' question are instrumental in triggering the quality of

the response that they receive.

One of Buber's strengths as a wïiter (which might also be regarded as a

scholarly liability) is his ability to imaginatively recreate a Hasidic milieu. Inasmuch as

the delivery of the Hasidic teachings, which Buber generally neglected, might be

described in terms of a storyJike setting, he employed his talents in portraying this

milieu as well. The following description provides a sense of the context in which

Hasidic discourses would have originally been delivered:

On the sabbath when, at the third meal, he expounds the Scriptures and reveals
what is hidden, his teaching is directed to\.vard them: they are the field of force
in which his words make manifest the spirit in expanding circles, like rings
widening on the waters. And this meal itself'! Wè can approach an understanding
of its tension and bliss only when we realize that all--eaCh giving himself utterly--
are united into an elated whole, such as can only form around an elated center,
which through its very being, points to the divine center of all being.33

According to Kabbalistic tradition, the "third meal" which begins in the later

part of Saturday aftemoon focuses on the coming of the Messiah. As the light of the

Sabbath day begins to waner people sitting together at a table at which only a little food

is served, yealn together to bring the light of "a time which is entirely Sabbath" into the

approaching darkness of the week-day world. Buber's description of the setting for

32In a variety oforal teaching situations in the Sufi tradition, however, I have
encountered the idea that the quality ofteaching a teacher can provide is dependent
qpon th€ opening created by the question of the student. The onus, thereforè, falls upon
the student, to put together the kind of question which enables the teacher to teach.
This principle is expressed, in general terms, by Reshad Feild in The Alchenry of the
Heart (Matthew Shoemaker ed., Shaftesbury, Dorset: Element Books, 1990), pâge 4:
"There are two things that we need . . . . One is the ability to listen and the ôtñeiis the
ability to ask a question. Sometimes I sit in front ofhundreds ofpeople and when we
have a'question and answer'period nobodv asks a real ouestion. Molt oeoole merelv
want to ialk, orthey want to àtnact attentión, or expresihow important'they are . . .l
An actual question comes from the heart, not an intellectual queition. . . . Listening
requires effort and a desire to know, and'so does asking a quêstion."

33Buber, Tales: Early Masters, g.
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Hasidic discourse, situates itself in this reflective atmosphere of the Saturday evening

meal. Hasidic discourses might also be delivered, however, in the more exuberant

atmosphere ofa Friday night or Festival meal, although this then would leave a twenty-

four hour delay until the end of the Sabbath, when the discourse might be written down.

Buber's description of the function of the Tzaddiq at the center of the community--as

the focal point of yeaming andjoy reflected in each of the individuals in the circle--

conveys a shared sense of the Tzaddiq "within".

Together, the Rebbe a¡dhis hasidim constitute a greater whole. The light ofthe

communion they share at the table of their Rebbe would also filter into the relationships

between basidin i¡daily life. This is an area in which the tales provide a valuable

source of insight. On the basis ofhis reading ofthe tales, Buber concludes that the

relationships among individual hasidin might be seen as an extension of their

connection with their Rebbe:

Their common attachment to the zaddík and to the holy life he embodies binds
them to one another, not only in the festive hours of cómmon prayer, and of the
coÍìmon meal, but in all hours of everyday living. In momenfs oîelation, they
drink to one another, they sing and dance iogether, and tell one another abstruíe
and comforting miracle tales. But they help õne another too.34

Buber describes how the intimacv of the Tzaddiq with God allows him to know

and accept himsell and the people rvho come to him. The Tzaddiq,'who, by truthful

tuming to God attains a stage where he loves himself in God, i.e. in perfection, can help

a man who confides in him to love himself even so, thar is, truthfully, instead of the

deceptive perspective of egoism."35 By knowing his own humanity, as well as the

spark of divinity within him, the Tzaddiq helps those around him both to accept and to

elevate themselves. This connection of the Tzaddiq both within and without, reflects

34rbid., lo.

35B,tber, Ha sidism, 17 5.



on the entire community. Thus, whatever the Tzaddiq "accomplishes in each individual

he accomplishes in the coherence of the Whole."36

An Oventiew of Buber's Approach

I have focused, thus far, on specific claims which Buber makes regar.ding the

Hasidic figure of the Tzaddiq, and on the relation ofthese claims to specific texts.

Indeed, Buber's depth of feeling for his subject, combined with the fact that it is he who

introduced it to the modem world, makes it is easy to forget that he is at best a

secondary source of information about Hasidic sources. An intelpretâtion ofBuber is at

best only an interpretation of an interpretation, rendering the original sources that much

more remote. Yet bearing these reservations in mind, it might be helpful to take a

broader view of Buber's approach to this subject at this point. How, indeed, have other

scholars viewed Buber's understanding of the figure of the Tzaddiq?

To judge by the title, Buber on God and the Pe{ect Man, Pamela Yermes

would seem to have devoted her book to an exhaustive study to this very subject.3T

Actually, the book is a more of general analysis of Buber's life and spiritual vision. Yet

Vermes has addressed a brief chapter to Buber's undersranding ofthe Tzaddiq in

Hasidism, which she has entitled, appropriately enough, "The True Helper". Vermes

endeavors to show just how the Tzaddiq serves as a "helper", by summarizing the

various characterizations of the role ofthe Tzaddiq represented in Buber's tales: the

Tzaddiq as an embodiment of the Torah, as an ascetic, a lover ofnature, a lover of his

fellow human beings, as an ecstatic lover ofGod, as a man of humility, a healer, and a

man of insight into souls. She cites examples of the teaching styles of various Hasidic

36mi¿.

3TPamela Verm es, Buber on God and the Perfect Man, (Chico, Ca.: Scholars
Press, 1980).
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masters: Reb Avraham of Snetyn's emphasis on unifying oneself, Reb Menahem Mendl

of Kotzk's insistence on the truth, Reb Shneur Zalman's systematic development of the

intellect and contemplation, and Reb Mended of Vorki's teaching ofsilence as a way of

worshipping God.38 Yet, according to Vermes,

none ofthese Hasidic leaders were selected by Buber as specific patterns of
perfection, and none of their specific virtues, teachings oitalents. It was the
zaddik in his role at the centre of the community whom he postulated as the
perfect man, the zaddik as an elevating and sanctifying forct, in touch with above
and below, bringing together man and man, man and God, and man and his own
self. It was the zaddik as a reflection, in his own person and example, of God the
ever-present Helper. It was the zaddikleading and guiding his peoþle, and
assisting each to persevere in his own initatío dei.3e

Vermes, like Buber, effectively points beyond the simple idea of the Tzaddiq as

a "helper", to indicate how the notion ofa "foundation of the world" is applied in

Hasidic lore to the function of a point-of-contact bridging a variety of realms. By

describing the Tzaddiq as bringing together "man and man, man and God, and man and

his own self', Vermes indicates that the Tzaddiq functions as a central point bringing

coherence and unifying the social, spiritual and psychological realms. I would differ

with Vermes, however, and indeed with Buber, on th€ choice of the wor.d "perfection"

to summarize the role of the Tzaddiq. o i believe that the word "completion" better

expresses the comprehensive function of the Tzaddiq as someone "in touch with above

and belovr", especially in light of Buber's own emphasis on the interdependence of'

master and disciple. The principle which the Tzaddiq represents is not an abstract and

38Ibid, t¿S-t¿9. It is interesting that the figures Vermes selects are relatively
"late", 19th century Hasidic mâsters. This may reflèct aview of the later masters as
more specialiled and easily identifiable than early masters, such as rhe Maggid ofl
Mezeriìch, who are more õlosely related to the eiample of the Ba'al Shem i"ov.
C^onversely, lt geegs to_me that the early masters weie more comprehensive examples
of the idea of the Tzaddiq per se.

39tbi¿., l¿9.

40see the last quotation from Buber, above.



other-worldly "perfection", but a potential for completion within the life ofthis

world.4l

As we have seen, Buber did not try to substantiate his views of the Tzaddiq with

specific references to Hasidic material. And yet, as this thesis develops, it will become

even more apparent that such material confirms the general sense which Buber

conveyed, of the connecting function of the Tzaddiq. Buber's main limitation is that he

emphasized the outwardly visible expressions of the Tzaddiq, in the role of spiritual

counsellor and friend. While it is natural for a scholar's approach to the object of study

to be informed by his or her own interests and inclinations, it is a mistake to confuse

those aspects one finds most attractive with all that there may be. Clearly, in the eyes

of a humanist such as Buber, the most striking and appealing function of the Tzaddiq

was the quality ofhis contact with other people; yet the Tzaddiq is associated in Hasidic

tradition with other less visible functions, such as intercessory prayer. Moreover,

because Buber concentrated on the tales and not on the teachings, he neglected formal

Hasidic theory, even as it relates to the Tzaddiq's public role. However, within these

limitations, Buber succeeded in showing how the Hasidic figure of the Tzaddiq

provided his disciples with an accessible model, linking the world in which they lived

with the Divine.

41In my reading of Hasidic texts I have found refelences to shlaymut
("wholeness", or "completion") much more common than references to temimut
("simplicity", or "perfection"). Shlaymut implies a comprehensive embiace of both
exalted and grounded consciousness. See the discussion of "Completion" in the section
on "R. Nahman's Tzaddiq and the Complete Human Being" in Chapter Four.
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Buber's Peers and hís Progeny

In the first half of this century, Simon Dubnorv pioneered the development ofa

social analysis of the history of Hasidism.42 Until the contributions ofscholars in

recent decades, Dubnow stood virtually alone as a social historian of the Hasidic

movement. Buber's retelling of Hasidic tales, on the other hand, is reflected by the

efforts ofa number of other authors both in his day and in our own. Beginning with the

publication of Minkin's (aptly titled) Ronance of Hassidism43 and, Horodezky's

Leaders of Hassidísm,44 followed by Buber's two volumes of Tates of the Hasiditn45

(some of which had appeared in German publications as early as 1917), an entire genre

of twentieth century literature has arisen, characterizing Hasidic life as a romantic ideal.

Outstanding among such efforts is Jiri Langer's Nll e Gates to the Chassidic

Mysteries,46 a work which gushes with enthusiasm for Hasidism, but which has a touch

of authenticity attributable to the fact that, early in this century, the author himself

made the journey from modern Prague to Hasidic Court of Belz, and immersed himself

in a Hasidic way of life.

Also deserving mention is Louis Newman's Hasidíc Anthologr, an encyclopedic

collection not of stories, but of short Hasidic aphorisms which are arranged

sequentially, according to author and school.47 More a collection of anecdotal wisdom

- ^ - _. 42si*on Dubnow, The Histoty of The Jews in Russia and Potand (Philadelphia:
1916).

43Jacob Minkin, The Ronnnce of Hassidism (New York: Macmillan, 1935).

445.4. Horodezky, Leaders of Hassirlrsrn (London: Hasefer, 1928).

45In addition to Buber's Tales of the Hasidirn: Early Master.r, there are the
Tales of the Hasidim: Later Mast¿r's, trâns. Olga Marx (New York: Schocken, 1948).

a6f!¡ Langer, Nine Gates To the Chassidic Mysteries trans. Stephen Jolly, (New
York: David McKãy; l96l).



than a compilation of formal Hasidic teachings, Newman's collection complements

Buber's compilation of the Hasidic tales. Thus there has arisen a modem genre of neo-

Hasidic literature, which is mostly based upon the popular nineteenth centuiy

collections of Hasidic aphorisms and tales.

Perhaps the most notable ofthese "portraits" of Hasidic Masters to have been

produced in recent years, are by Elie Wiesel. In,Souls on Fire and Sontetuhere a

Master,48 Wiesel relates many of the same Hasidic tales as were told before, by both

Buber and Langer. But despite the opposition which Wiesel has posited between the

role of story+eller and that of historian, he differs from his predecessors mainly in the

attention he has devoted to locating these tales within their historical settings.49 Yet

Wiesel's analysis, like both Buber's and Langer's before him, is strongly colored by his

personal outlook and distinctive story-tellerrs voice. While much of this literary

4Tlouis Newman, Hasidic Anthology: Tales and Teachings of the Hasidint
(New York: Bloch, 1944),

48Elie Wiesel, Souls on Fire: Portt'aits and Legends of Hasidic Master.s (New
York: Random House, 1972), and Sontavhere a Master: Fwther Hasidic Portraits and
Legends (New York: Summit, 1982).

49Thus Wiesel introduces a tale about the Ba'al Shem Tov as a form of personal
history (^!ouis on Fire,5), saying that "it describes events that may or may not have
happened . . . in quite the way that they are told. Viewed from the outside, all ofthese
tales are incomprehensible; one must enter them, for their truth may be measured only
fiom the inside. Whether accurately retold or invented outright by his admiring
contemporaries, they must be passed on exactly as the narrator received them in his
childhood." Wiesel goes on to declare that "it is not surprising that the Baal Shem
should have fared so poorly with lay historians, who were, after all, 'outsiders.' He
eludes them. Nothing about him can be said with certainly. . . . Unable to draw a line--
any line--between mythical and real being, between fìction and testimony, they are
embarrassed." ibid., 7-8. I agree that a story-teller may choose to base his craft on
childhood memories, or on some other special standard of authenticity; I quite agree
that thejob of the religious historian is to attempt to draw a line "between mlhical and
real being, between fiction and testimony". But Wiesel exaggerates when he indicates
that this would be for the sake of arriving at a purely extemal account ofwhat
happened, and denies his own role, not only as a storyteller but as an historian. I would
suggest that the task ofthe religious historian is a subtle and demanding one, which
embraces both the subjective and objective poles Wiesel has opposed to one another: it
is to attempt to conectly apprehend the religious significance of traditions that have
reached our hands.



love-affair with a Hasidism reconstituted by modem authors may not qualify as

objective academic research, it might be considered a modem, quasi-religious

phenomenon, which is a worthy object of study in its own right.50

Scholem's Approach to the Hasidic Tzaddiq

As Buber and his contemporaries pursued the study of Hasidism, Gelshom

Scholem was endeavoring to establish the broad field of Jewish mysticism as a

legitimate academic discipline. In the light of Scholem's contributions, the academic

study of Hasidism has come to be regarded not as genre on its own, but as a specific

area of this much larger field. As we have seen, Scholem criticized Buber for

endeavoring to separate Hasidism from its moorings in the Jewish mystical tl.adition.

Yet Scholem was nevertheless appreciative of Buber's ability to identify and describe

aspects of the movement that might continue to inspire the modern reader:

While the enthusiasm of certain other apologists for Hasidic teaching . . . was
essentially naive and their books were ai odã mixture of charming jimplicity and
dullness, in Buber we have a deep and penetrating thinker who not only adniires
intuition in others but possesses iì himsèlf. He hãs that rare combinatión of a
probing spirit and literary elegance which makes for a great writer. When an
âuthor of such stature and such subtlety set down with untiring seriousness what
to him seemed the very soul of Hasidism, it was bound to mate a deep impression
on our age. In one sense or another we are all his disciples.st

The irony of this analysis is that considering the kind of standards which have

become the norm in contemporary scholarship in Hasidism and Kabbalah, "we are all

disciples" of Gershom Scholem, much more than of Martin Buber! This presents a

5oNeal Rose's D. H. L. dissertation, Buber the Story-Teller, which contrasts
Buber's versions of tales of the Baal Shem Tov and Rabbi Ñaþmaí of Bratzlav with the
earlier versions from which he drew, is one such post-modem srudy of the modem
"romance" of Hasidism.

5 l Scholem, "Buber's Interpretation", 229.



special problem, of accounting for the thesis that the Tzaddiq is an archetype in the

light of scholem's work. Indeed, this thesis might be seen as building on a foundation

which Buber prepared in his sympathetic presentation ofthe Hasidic Tzaddiq as an

accessible model; by relating the Hasidic idea ofthe Tzaddiq back to earlier Jewish

sources, and by adding a mystical to a human understanding ofthe function of this

figure, I am supplementing Buber's work considerably, but am not direct contradicting

it. Scholem, to his credit, introduced the approach of tracing the development of

mystical ideas in the course of Jewish history--an approach, indeed, which is often

reflected in the traditional sources themselves. yet scholem made a curious exception

in the case of the Hasidic Tzaddiq, an idea which he saw fit to remove from earlier

Tzaddiq traditions. In order to re-evaluate the Hasidic idea of the Tzaddiq in the light

of earlier sources, it will therefore be necessary to review and remove obstructions

which Scholem erected, and which continue to stand in the way.

As we shall see, there are good reasons why Scholem's approach has superseded

Buber's, in academia ifnot for the general reading public. lt is the cogency of

scholem's critique of Buber, and the broad conclusions which subsequent scholars have

drawn from it, that makes it necessary to challenge Scholem's conclusions regarding the

figure of the Tzaddiq, so as to make room for a different approach.

Scholem's critique of Buber's approach to Hasidism extends beyond Buber's

decision to focus on the tales instead ofon the Hasidic teachings. Scholem tèlt that

Buber's perception of the movement was focused too nanowly in terms of his own

spiritual agenda, that by excluding elements ofthe movement he found unappealing,

he presented a distorted picture of it:



Buber, to whom no one denies possession ofan exact knowledge of Hasidic
literature, does not write as a scholar who gives clear references to support his
contentions. Buber combines facts and quotations to support his purpose,
namely, to present Hasidism as a spiritual phenomenon and not as a historical
one. . . . First, Buber omits a great deal of material which he does not even
consider . . . [such as] the magical element, which he continually explains away
or minimizes, and the social character of the Hasidic community. Secondly, the
material that he does select, he often associates closely with his own
interpretation of its meaning.52

Although a measure of selectivity is necessary and desirable in scholarly

research, we have seen that Buber's lack of concer¡ with substantiating his claims on

the basis of Hasidic texts (not to mention eye-witness reports) limited the scope of his

analysis. Scholem's contention is that Buber sacrificed historical accuracy in favor of

his own imagined "spiritual" ideal. And yet ifnot for the sense that, beyond its being

an historical event, Hasidism might have a "spiritual" significance for the modem

student ofreligion--a sense which Buber most convincingly conveyed-I see no Leason

for scholars to devote special efforts to studying it.

Nevertheless, Scholem expresses a legitimate concem that by playing oflthe

existential aspect of Hasidic lore against its traditional setting, Buber denied the

metaphysical underpinnings of Hasidic teaching:

The great masters of Hasidism . . , transfened its basíc meaning from the sphere
of divine mystorios to the v¡orld of man and his encounter with God. According
to Buber, this was the really creative aspect of Hasidism. And since in the last
analysis it is the creative impulse which mâtters, he felt justified in almost
conrpletely ignoring the Kabbalistic or "gnostic" element in Hasidism. For him
it is nothing more than a kind of umbilical cord which must be severed as soon as
the new spiritual creation exists in its own right if we are to see and understand
the new phenomenon in its authentic mode ofbeing.53

This, indeed, is the great limitation of Buber's work: while he was conect in

identifying the emphasis on the experience of the individual which characterizes

Hasidic teaching, he sought to extract it from the metaphysical context in which the

52rbi¿., z3o-r

53tb¡d.,zsz.
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meaning ofsuch experience was understood. And yet Scholem was in agreement with

Buber, that Hasidic literature is not palticularly "creative" in its presentation of

Kabbalistic ideas:

Although one may say that the Hasidim never lost their enthusiasm for the
teachings of the Zohar, the Bible of the Jewish mystics, and for the Lurianic
Kabbalah, and although no page of a Hasidic book can be understood without
constant reference to these traditions, it still remains true that, in elaborating the
theosophical doctrines of the Kabbalah, the Hasidic w¡iters did not prove thlm-
selves particularly creative. All students of Hasidism are agreed thãt its most
valuable contribution lies somewhere else. The Hasidic writers use the old
formulas, concepts, and ideas, only giving them a new twist.5a

Scholem expresses the view that unlike the Zohar and the major works of

Lurianic Kabbalah, Hasidic works do not represent a particularly innovative

contribution to mystical Jewish thought.55 While Hasidic teachings tend to be woven

out of earlier Kabbalistic and Rabbinic materials, they do not, indeed, generally

represent a special contribution to "the theosophical doctrines of the Kabbalah".56

I agree with Scholem that the "new twist" which Hasidism contributed is less a

philosophical development than a psychological application of existing metaphysical

theory to the experience of the individual. Scholem describes how such an approach is

applied:

Hasidic writers are fond of reinterpreting the conceptual language of Kabbalah,
which originally refers to the mysteries of the Godhead, in such a manner.that it
seems to concem the personal life of man and his relation to God. . . . In the

54tbid., zls,

554 statement such as "a// students of Hasidism are asreed". however. bess to
be contradicted. Indeed, in subsequent studies I hope to focui on thê creative'genÏus of
R. Nahman of Bratzlav, and his original contribution not only to the literatureõf
Hasidism but to the literature of Kabbalah, which may be found in his teachings as well
as in the tales he told.

56We do well to remember that in the first half of this century, when Buber was
active and Scholem !rst presented Maj or Trends, the academic study of r.eligion
generally approached it more as a matter ofphilosophy and belief thãn of fai=th and
practice. The kinds of approach represented by schõlárs such as Mircea Eliade and
Wilfred Cantwell Smith had yet to make its màrk.
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writings [for example] of Rabbi Dov Baer of Mezritch . . . we find page after
page in which he almost systematicaÌly takes up individual Kabbaliitiõ concepts
iq order to ex-plain.their meaning as key-words for the personal life ofthe piois.
T_h.V lo not for this reason lose their original meaning, which in fact continues
likewise to appear, but they gain an addit'ional level.57

This I find is an accurate representation of the creative contribution of Hasidic

literature. It is a contribution which Buber ignored, because ofhis investment

in seeing Hasidism not as a development of Kabbalah, but as a ¡eaction to it. Buber's

rejection of the Kabbalistic elements of Hasidism is especially unfortunate in the case

ofhis interpretation of the Tzaddiq. In this case, as it happens, his interpretation would

have been suppoüed and expanded had it been informed by more of a Kabbalistic

perspective. Buber, however, was attached to a view of Hasidism in which "Kabbalism

became Ethos" and (most unfortunately, fiom the perspective ofthis thesis)

"personality takes the place of doctrine".58 That is why he preferred the Hasidic tales

to the discourses: they had little or no Kabbalistic content, and therefore supported his

differentiation of the life-affirming values of Hasidism from the anti-woildly "Gnostic"

tendencies he associated with Kabbalah.59

And yet, for all of the incisiveness of his critique of Buber, Scholem himself did

little to improve the state of Hasidic research. Although this was clearly what Buber

overlooked, Scholem produced no major study of the movement based on Hasidic texts,

and never demonstrâted an approach to the study of Hasidic literature. perhaps this was

because Scholem accepted Buber's thesis that the Hasidic teachings, themselves, did not

express the originality of the movement. Or perhaps, more specifically, this was

57tbid., zt6-l .

^^ . 
slfltSqql an, B.uber's Life.and Work,28 1. The italics are Friedman's, but they

effectively highlight the crucial difference in emphasis.

59Moshe Idel has recently suggested that scholars ofKabbalah have been slow
to come to terms with new research into Gnosticism which suggests that it may have
been Jewish sources which infl,uenced Gnosticism, more than Iñe other way aóund.
See New Perspectives, pp. 30-2.



because Scholem did not see the Hasidic teachings contributing to what interested him:

the development of Jewish mystical philosophy. At any rate, Scholem succeeded in

demolishing Buber's view of the significance of Hasidism, without replacing it with

another coherent view of the movement's significance.

Scholem's Analysis of Hasidism

In Major Trends ín Jewish Mysticism, Scholem set forth an historical over-view

of the entire field of Jewish mysticism which has influenced Jewish scholarship ever

since. In the last chapter of that work, "Hasidism: the Latest Phase", Scholem does not

in fact demonstrate the contribution ofa Hasidic "phase" to the larger history of Jewish

mysticism. Rather, he discusses the obstacles found standing in the way ofdoing so.

Early in the article Scholem excuses himself for contributing little to this area of study,

because he has "no wish to compete with the excellent collections of Hasidic anecdotes

and epi$ams . . . contained for instance in the writings of Martin Buber."60 Yet, he

points out, "there is still room for further attempts to interpret Hasidism, particularly in

its relation to the whole of Jewish mlsticisrn."6l

Reviewing Scholem's essay, one is struck by the degree to which he has taken

up Buber's concem for identifying a uniquely "creative" element of Hasidism. Here,

Scholem is not satisfied with saying that the creative contribution of Hasidism is to be

found, not in wftar it taught,but in how it applied earlier Kabbalistic ideas to the

experience ofthe individual. He focuses, instead, on the problem of identifying the

seminal idea that motivated the entire movement:

The impression one gets [from a comparison with earlier Kabbalistic sources]

60s"hole-, Major Trends,327 .

6l rbid.



is that no element of Hasidic thought is entirely new, while at the same time
everything has somehow been transformed; certain ideas are more strongly
emphasized than before, while others have been relegated to the background.
A consistent attitude inspires these changes, and we have to ask ourselves wherein
it is to be found.62

Scholem recapitulates the spirit of early Hasidism, as follows:

The first fifty years. of Hasidism after its founder's death ( 1760- 1810), its truly
heroic period, are characterized by. . . [a] spirit of enthusiasm which expressèd
and at the same time justified itself by stresiing the old idea of the immaìence of
God in all that exists.63

This is the period that was productive of the classical works of Hasidic literature

which are the central focus of this thesis. By emphasizing that the Hasidic idea

of divine immanence was derived from earlier Kabbalistic sources, Scholem implicitly

rejects Buber's.claim that the originality of the movement is to be found in its emphasis

on the "here and no',v". But, Scholem asks, if it is not the immanence of God, what

other creative idea might have inspired the Hasidic revival? He declares, in sweeping

terms, that "this enthusiasm was anything but Messianic."64 Elsewhere, Scholem

clarifies his position:

I,am far from sugegsting that the MesSianic hope and the beliefin redemption
disappeared from the hearts of the Hasidim . . . [as] there is no single pos:itive
element of Jewish religion which is altogether lacking in Hasidism. But it is one
thing to allot a niche to the idea of redemption, and quite another to have placed
this conceqt with all it implies in the centèr of religiols life and thought. This
was true of the theory of Tikkun in the system of Lirianism and it wai equally
true of paradoxical Messianism of the Sábbatians; there is no doubt what'i¿eã
moved them most deeply, motivated them, explained their success. A¡d this is
precisely what Messianism had ceased to do fór the Hasidim. . . .65

ó2tbid., 3¿0.

63lUi¿., 330. Here, and in the quotations to follow I have related all of the
author's parenthetical comments in parentheses 0, and reserved the use of brackets []
for comments of my own.

64ftid.

65Ibid., 3zs-¡0.
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Given that Scholem often presented Hasidism as the direct product of ideas of

Lurianic Kabbalah,66 and the Sabbatian movement, his mention of these particular

examples is not at all surprising.6T in this case, however, he avoids over-emphasizing

the ínfluence of either the Sabbatian fascination with messianism or the Lulianic theoly

of tiqqun ("restoration" of the divine sparks) in the formation of Hasidism. But if it is

not these ideas which distinguish Hasidic thought, what idea does? Scholem plesents

his conclusions, as follows:

There are two things about the movement which are particularly remarkable.
One is the fact that within a geo$aphically small area and also within a
surprisingly short period, the ghetto gave bifth to a whole galaxy of saint-mystics,
each of them a startling individuality. The incredible intensity ofcreative
religious feeling, which manifested itself in Hasidism between 1750 and 1800,
produced a wealth of truly original religíous types which, as far as one can judge,
surpassed even the harvest of the classical period of S¿fsd.øe

Scholem points to the sudden appealance of a great many spiritual masters of an

exÍaordinarily high caliber as the feature which makes Hasidism an outstanding

66In Scholem's essay, "The Neutralization of Messianism in Early Hasidism", in
The Messianic ldea in Judaíst t, he discusses how Hasidism adapted one of its central
ideas, the "lifting of the sparks" of the Divine which are trapped within the material
world, from Lurianic Kabbalah. Scholem emphasizes (p. 190) that the "abstract" and
"utopianl' Lurianic doctrine became specifically "tansformed' in Hasidic teaching into
an individual and personal concern with raising the sparks of the people and even the
possessions aDpropriâte to the individual, that one might have attracted into one's life.
According to Scholem, the original element in the Hasidic approach to this idea is that
it "places on everyone a special responsibility with regard to the sphere of his intimate
day-to-day life and his surroundings."

6TRecently, this view has been called into question, In his discussion of
"Expulsion and Kabbalah" in New Perspectives,264-7,Idel questions Scholem's
"implicit assumption . . . that a given cultural and religious phenomenon is closely
intertwined with or dependent upon its immediate historicaL predecessors. . . . Lurianic
Kabbalah therefore logically follows zoharic Kabbalah; Sabbatíanism, the Lurianic
school; and Hasidism, Sabbatianism." Idel offers evidence that Cordoverian Kabbalah
was likely to have been more ofan influence on Hasidic thought than Lurianic
Kabbalah. Moreover, the links in Scholem's historical evidence are weak enough for
him to conclude (267) that whether "Scholem's assertions concerning an alleged
Sabbatian-Hasidic linkage . . . will prove to be justified remains to bè seen."

6Sscholem, Major Trends, 337 .



phenomenon in Jewish history. Buber made much the same point, even more strongly:

"the zaddikim offer us a number of leligious personalities of a vitality, a spiritual

strength, a manifold originality such as never, to my knowledge, appeared togethel in

so short a time-span in the history of religion."69

But rather than seeing in this phenomenon an arrow which points to the

answer to his question, Scholem discards this valuable bit of evidence. He then

attempts to make a virn¡e out of necessity, by declaring that the second remarkable

thing about the Hasidic movement "is the fact that this burst of mystical energy was

unproductive ofl new religious ideas, to say nothing of new theories of mystical know-

ledge."70 Thus Scholem confesses:

If you were to ask me: what is the new doctrine of these mystics, whose
experience was obviously first hand, more so perhaps than in the case of many
of their predecessors? What were their new principles and ideas? . . . I should
hardly know what to answer. In previous lectures it was always possible to lay
down a blueprint, so to speak, of the spirirual alchitecture of the subject-matter
and to give a more or less precise definition of the ideational side. In the case of
Hasidism, certainly a creative religious movement, we cannot do so . . . .7r

This is a striking admission on the part of a scholal of the calible and authority

of Gershom Scholem. Until this point, Scholem had developed a well-informed

perspective on the Kabbalistic component of Hasidic teaching. Yet here Scholem

abruptly abandons the case he has been building, concede that "the new element must

therefore not be sought on the theoretical and literary plane, but rather in the experience

of an inner revival, in the spontaneity of feeling generated in sensitive minds by the

encounter with the living incarnations of mysticism."72 In other words, Scholem has

69Buber, Hasidßm,4.

T0scholem, Major Trends,338. The italics are his.

71¡¡i¿.

72bid. As he proceeds, however (pp. 339-40), Scholem makes it clear that the
Hasidic movement did not reject theoretical teaching in favor ofpelsonal experience,
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affirmed that "personality takes the place of doctine" in Hasidism, which is precisely

Buber's viewl But whereas, for Buber, this emphasis on a living experience which

cannot be accounted for in Hasidic texts is an indication of the virtr¡e of Hasidism, for

Scholem it is indicative of a serious lack. Thus as Scholem continues, he shifts from

admitting a lack in his own ability to discern the "blueprint" on which the Hasidic

movement was based, to indicating that there is something nebulous about the

movement itselfl

The truth is that it is not always possible to distinguish between the revolutionary
and conservative elements of Hasidism: or rather, Hasidism as a whole is as muóh
a reformation of earlier mysticism as it is more or less the same thing. you can
say if you like that it depends on horv you look at it. The Hasidim were
themselves aware of this fact. Even such a novel thing as the r.ise of Zaddikim
and the doctrine ofZaddikism appeared to them as being, despite its novelty, well
in the Kabbalistic tradition.z¡

But the worthy question which Scholem appears to have suddenly forgotten, is

not whether Hasidism was "revolutionary" or "conservative" (it may indeed be seen

either way, or both ways at once) but what idea determined its development? Here,

indeed, it seems that the answer is staring Scholem in the face, and he is determined not

to see it. Ifone is seeking the kind ofidea which would have inspired and supported

the dramatic appearance of "a wealth of truly original religious typês", the obvious

place to look would be in the theoretical litelature relating to those "types". Scholem

implies that the Hasidir4 deluded themselves by assigning a place of the idea of the

Tzaddiq in the Jewish mystical tradition. Yet even if one did nor know about the earlier

but rather transformed theoretical teachings in the light of such experience. Here again
Scholem cites the important example of tñe Maggid'of Mezeritch:'"lf one studies th"e
writings of Rabbi Baer of Meseritz, the most important follower of the Baal Shem and
the real organizer ofthe movement, one sees immediately that in them the old ideas and
conceptions, all of which duly make their appearance, have lost their stiffness and
received a new infusion of life by going through the hery stream of a truly mystical
mind." Thus Scholem reiterates the point that it is by tuming towards suih teachings
rather than away from them, that the genius of Hasidism is tõ be found.

73rbid., t¡a.
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background ofthis particular idea, it would make sense to assume that the Hasidic idea

of the Tzaddiq, like the Hasidic ideas of the Messiah, the immanence of God, and the

"lifting the sparks", would have not been a "novelty", as much as a new apþlication ofa

traditional idea which is related, in Hasidism, to the experience of the indivídual. Of

course, in the light of the research that Creen has put together in "The Zaddiq as Axis

Mundi" , it is clear that the Hasidic idea of the Tzaddiq r.eflects an idea which was

established much earlier, in Talmudic and Kabbalistic sources.T4

Once it has been acknowledged that these, indeed, are the origin ofthe Hasidic

idea ofthe Tzaddiq, what emerges as truly remarkable is that such an ancient, esoteric

idea should have suddenly transformed the face ofthe Jewish community of Eastern

Europe. As I proceed, in the course of this thesis, to articulate the archetypal idea of

the Tzaddiq, I believe it will become incleasingly apparent that this would have served

as precisely the kind of "blueprint" which would have generated the ,'spiritual

architecture" of the Hasidic movement, which Scholem sought and did not find. Insofar

as any single idea may account for such a thing, I believe it was the idea of the Tzaddiq

which was the seminal idea that gave the life to the Hasidic movement. Certainly ir is

obvious that the sudden emergence of a great quantity and quality of spiritual nìastel.s,

. 1a!l note 4, on.page 343 ol "Axis tr[undi", Green discretely takes Scholem to
task, specifically pointing out that Scholem's claim only takes into account the earlier
ethical meaning.which the. term tzaddiq, while it ignorés the earlier spiritual meaning
the term. "Gershom Scholem. . . se€ms to largely ignore the second rabbinic usage-of
Lh". !"ltl - ll seeking,to make the poinr that rhróughõut pre-BeSHTian Hasidic [thãt is,
Rabbinic] literawre þasid,is always a more extrerãe catègory of description thaä the
lelatively normative ¿addiq, he hás selected the nbbinic'uádiq-usagei only from the
fbrmer of the two categories. . . . Might one not better speak of a seiond rábbinic usaee
of the te¡m . . . which is picked up by the early Kabbalali and much emphasized in the*
Zohar, thence,passing on into Hasidism, wherê the terminology of the Zohar as well as
tfrat of the early rabbis becomes essential in the formulation oïa new ideal type?',
Green point-s out that "Isaiah Tishby has already disagreed with Scholem on'liis
treatment of the term ¿addiq^in (the Hebrew) vol.2 o1 Mishnat ha-Zohar (Ientsalem:
Mossad Bialik, 1961), 663ff."



which Scholem and otheri have acknowledged to be the outstanding feature ofthe

Hasidic movement, is more closely related to the idea of the Tzaddiq than any other

metaphysical idea.

Nor is the analysis which Scholem presents rn Major Zr.ei¡rls something that he

later outgrew and discarded. Indeed, as his career proceeded, Scholem continued to

insist that the Hasidic idea of the Tzaddiq is an anomaly. He explicitly expressed this

view in his address entitled "Three Types of Jewish piety,,, which he delive¡ed ar the

Eranos Foundation, a scholarly conference in Switzerland oriented towards the

psychology ofCarl Jung. In this address Scholem described the Tzaddiq as only an

ethical ideal, except that in the case of the Hasidic movement it somehow managed to

usurp the spiritual function which properly belonged to the figure ofthe Hasid:

A very curious metamorphosis of terms has. . . taken place here. Never
would it have occurred to earlier generations, neither in liìerature nor in life,
to give the title of Hasidim to peoþle who admired Hasidim. But this is
p1e_c_rsely wh.at has happened here. People who admired the living embodiments
of Hasidic ideals called themselves Hasidim--a rather paradoxicai, if not
to say scandalous usage of the word--and the true Hasidim, those who live up
to the ide_al, came now to be called Zaddikim. This novel iurn of the termínålogy
is surely highly confusing. A Zaddik in the Hasidic sense has nothins to do
with what the term meani in the traditional usage . . . but r.ather. connõtes the
'SuPer-Hasid'. "rs

There is genuine insight as well as humorous exaggeration and an element of

serious distortion here. Since pre-exilic times, a Hasid had meant a person ofgreat

hesed, nreaning "loving-kindness" or "devotion". Elsewhere Scholem described the

ideal of the Hasid as someone who acts with "such radical exuberance and

punctiliousness that an entire world is revealed to him in the fulfillment of a

commandment" .76 In asense, therefore, he is right in saying that the Hasidic Tzaddiq

T5cershom Scholem, "Three Types of Jewish pietv,, in Eranos Lecures 3:
Jewish and Gnostic Man by Gilles Quiipel and Gershom Scholem (Dallas: Spring,
t972),44.

T6Scholem, "The Righteous One", 90.



represented a kind of "Super-Hasid". That is, the Tzaddiq in Hasidism is an exemplary

model ofthe ancient ideal of exheme devotion to God. Scholem may therefore be

justified in saying that the meaning of being a "Hasid" was reduced, in Hasidic usage,

to describing persons who had not necessarily attained such piety themselves, but were

merely in favor of such a thing.

However, the supposition that the Hasidic figure of the Tzaddiq suddenly

appropriated a spiritual preeminence which had previously belonged to the Hasid, is

entirely unwarranted and incorrect. The Hasidic idea of the Tzaddiqis based on earlier

conceptions ofthe Tzaddiq as "the foundation of the world"; such a conception of the

function of the Tzaddiq, which is both cosmological and mystical, was never shar.ed by

the figure of the Hasid.77 In this essay, however, Scholem conveniently overlooks the

entire pre-Hasidic tradition of the Tzaddiq as a figure with a special function in the

order of things.78

Ironically, Scholem shut the door on the possibility of an archetypal

understanding of the Tzaddiq, precisely when he was addressing a forum of

77I develop this analysis in more detail, in Chapter Three.

78In his subsequent essay "The Righteous One", in The Mystical Shape,
Scholem acknowledges and traces the Kabbalistic backeround ofihe Hasidió idea of the
Tzaddiq. Yet even here he maintaìns (p. 89) that althoùgh "Hebrew literary usage. . .

tends to confuse or even conflare the tÈrms Tsaddik and,Hasld , . . . Basicällv. -
however, when used accurately . . , the righteous man, no matter how elevatdd his
position may be, exists on a lower level tñan the pious one , . . ." Scholem overlooks
the importance.of the.Tzaddiq malgrjql i1 the Talnrud, maintaining (p. 9l), that',the
charismatic traíts of the later Tsaddík in large part derive from the-träditidá of the Hasíd
in the Talmud". This, despite Talmudic discussions such as that in the Babvlonian
Talmud' lsukkah 45bl (considered in chapter Three), in which the charismatic fieure of
R. Shim'on bar Yohai is specifically ideniified with'a mystical conception of the
Pu{{iq. .Scho.lem concludes (p. 128) that "this basic iäea [of the Tiaddiq, which
Hasidism introduced, is the key to understanding the subsequent hvnertroplv of the
doctrine, which scholars of Hasidism have rightl-y dubbed 'îsaddilii'sm.,,, Hé pr.oceeds
to discus-s the Tzaddiq's, "extraordinary poweis a! an envoy of the spiritual woLld and a
helper of mankind", and to pursue the iisue ofthe eventuál instituti'onalization of the
Tzaddiq ideal.



sympathetic listeners predisposed towards archetypal thinking. It is as ifa world-class

scholar of Buddhism discussing the Bodhisatva ideal were to deny the legitimacy ofthe

various Mahayana traditions of a special class of "sublimely indifferent, compassionate

beings who remain at the threshold of nirvana for the comfort and salvation of the

world", because olhis conviction that only the Theravadan notion of a monk ,,on the

point of consecration into Buddhahood" is authentically Buddhist.T9 This indeed

would be a most unfortunate position to present at an intemational conference of

scholars interested not in sectarian controversies within the Buddhist community, but in

archetypal images of spiritual development!

Moreover, Scholem's contention that the meaning of being a Hasid was

diminished in the Hasidic movement is not entirely conect. Beginning with the tales of

the Ba'al Shem Tov, popular Hasidic tales bear witness to a wide-spread affirmation of

the ideal ofradical and heart-felt devotion to God and to one's fellow human beings.

What happened in Hasidism was that such devotion moved out ofthe sphere of the

piously eccentric individual, to be lifted up as the commonly recognized ideal of the

religious community. The Tzaddiq, in his role as the Rebbe or ,'Master,, of such a

community, was a model of such devotion, or hasidut (literally ',Hasidism,'), which

might then be emulated by his þasidim, or."disciples". Thus the word ,,¿arrd' shifted

from meaning simply a passionate "devotee" of God, to meaning the ,,disciple,, of a

pafticular Master, who inspired such intense devotion. ',Hasidism" as a movement was

based on the principle of discipleship, even as the name ofthe movement conrinued ro

resonate with its original devotional ideal,

. _ - 
T9Heinrich^Zimmer, ''The Way of the Bodhisatva,,. Chapter in Rellg íon for a

New Generation (2nd ed.) ed. by Jacob Needleman, A.K. Biernian, & Jamãs A. Gould
(fe1v !o$:_tvtlcmillan, 1977),384. W}ile Zimmer. proceeds ro locate the Mahayana
ideal of the Bodhisatva within rhe universe of Hindu tradition in this essay, he eíds by
indicating what is distinctive about a Buddhist approach.
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What in Jewish tradition would have prepared for the emergence of discipleship

as a new dimension of the meaning of being a Hasid? Abraham Joshua Heschel has

proposed that the Hasidic idea ofthe Hasid is an expansion of the traditional Jewish

emphasis on community life:

One requirement has always been cenrral to Judaism: if an individual is to live
like a Jew, he must be bound to the community. The Baal Shem Tov added a
new and vital element: to live like a Jew, one had to be bound to a rebbe, a
tzaddik. . . . The term "Hasid" no longer meant a man who possessed only cer.tain
qualities, and adhered to a certain type ofconduct. It came [o denote a
relationship--that of the Hasid to his Rebbe, One never said he was a Hasid
without adding whose Hasid he was. And this has remained a keystone of
Hasidism.8o

For the individual embracing Hasidism, the movement facilitated an

íntensification of one's bonds to Jewish community. While the Hasid continued to

identify with the whole of the people of Israel, this identification was magnified in one's

relationship to one's Rebbe and one's fellow Hasidim. Thus the movement offered

those who participated in it both the oppornrnity to make a personal relationship to a

Tzaddiq (and the mystical knowledge such a figure represented), and the opportunity to

involve oneself in a community of spiritual seekers sharing a common enthusiasm and

commitment. In the tumultuous years of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth

century, in which religious identification was beginning to come under attack from the

secular "Enlightenment", such an approach would have been appealing indeed.

At this point I will propose, as a counter to Scholem, that what is remarkable

about Hasidic movement is, first of all, its extraor.dinary success in producing several

generations of Jewish spirituat Masters, and reshaping Jewish community life around

them. But the second remarkable thing is that Scholem and scholars following him

have managed to overlook the power and originality of the idea ofthe Tzaddiq, and the

80Abraham Joshua Heschel, A Passionfor Truth (New York: Famar Str.aus and
Giroux), 1973,74.
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central role it played in the formation of Hasidism. By "originality" I mean both that it

is a genuinely creative idea, produotive of visible effects in the world, and that it is an

idea which faithfully reflects its origins.

Why did Scholem overlook the power of this idea and seek to deny its

legitimacy? I do notbelieveit was a conscious decision on his part. Before I consider

the subconscious influences which may have led to his point-of-view, however, I would

like to demonstrate the pervasiveness of his very limited horizons. Indeed it appears

that because a scholar with the authority of Gershom Scholem srated the "novelty" of

the Hasidic idea of the Tzaddiq as an axiom requiring no further pr.oof, subsequent

scholarship has Jaken this peculiar assumption for granted.

"A New Kind of Leader"

The ramifications of Scholem's perspective are reflected even in a work such as

Samuel Dresner's The Zaddik, which is based on an exhaustive study of a seminal

Hasidic text and which is fundamentally sympathetic to a Hasidic outlook. In the

Introduction to his book, Dresner describes the historical significance of Hasidism as

follows:

The hasidic movement in Judaism, which sprang up in Eastem Eurooe durins the
eighteenth c-entury and within the span of sèverãl dècades gathered tð its banier
and won as loyal devotees to its teaching nearly half of the-Jewish population of
that.area,.has now_ disappeared. It was ihe last great flowering of the jewish
spirit, and succeeded in working a veritable revólution of the*soul in the life of
the people. It brought a renewed sense of God's presence and God,s concem . . .

a feeling of holy joy and devotion in performineìhe mitzvot lcommandmenrsl.
It created a new kind of leader, called the zaddi[, and a new Èind of communiiv.
composed ofthe zaddik and his loyal disciples, called hasidim.st "

Like Buber and Scholem before him, Dresner proposes that Hasidism is

significant because of the success of its early leadership in elevating the r.eligious life of

SlDr"sner, The Zaddik,l4. The italics are mine.



their generation. Dresner is, of coulse, aware that Hasidic groups continue to exist

today; what he considers to have "disappeared" is the "revolution ofthe soul,'attested to

in the literature of the early decades of the movement. It might, however, be pointed

out that the existence of enthusiastic sfudies of Hasidic thought, including Dresner's,

demonstrates that Hasidic ideas have had an on-going influence in the twentieth

century, extending beyond the traditional Hasidic milieu.

My concern, however, is with Dresner's statement that Hasidism ,,created 
a new

kind of leader" in the Tzaddiq--a statement which is supported by Scholem's assessment

of the movement, as well as Buber's.82 Thus despite the commanding title of his book,

the focus of Dresner's study is not on R. Ya'aqov Yosefs conception of the Tzaddiq, per

se, but on his conception of Hasidic leadership as a response to the social needs ofthe

times.83 Given the assumption that the figure of the Hasidic Tzaddiq represents

essentially "a new kind ofleader", rather than a new application ofla profound and rvell-

established idea, it makes sense to present the significance ofthe Hasidic Tzaddiq

primarily in social terms. Here, as in much of modem scholarship in Hasidism (and in

much ofreligious studies, generally), an emphasis on social analysis is allowed to stand

in place of an analysis of a given religious phenomenon.S4

. . 82tp.th_e opening paragraph of Dresner's Introduction, he acknowledges Buber,s
widespread influence, and quotei the passage from Buber's fiasrdrin¡ cited a-bove, in
which he declares that ' the zaddikim ôffer ús a number of religious personalities . . .

such as never" appeared before. Later.in the Introduction, he ñrakes reference to
Scholem's article "Hasidism: the Latest Phase", in Major h.ends.

órDresner's emphasis on the Tzaddiq as a leadership ideal is reflected in the
very first lines with which he opens his introduction: "The crisis ofour time is a crisis
in leadership. The spiritual d-ecay a¡d the peril of world-wide disaster cry out for
exalted men to draw us out of the pjt of the twentieth century. present dãy thinkers are
franticly searching th-e-past-for guidance. The zaddik is the ãupreme exaniple of what
they seek." (The Zaddik, 13.)

S4Following the publication of Dresner,s The Zaddik, Zalman Schachter.
reviewed it in Judaisn, Vol. 10, No. 4 (Fall 1961). Schachter was impressed by the
success of Dresner's book in actually conveying Éasidic teaching. "F'or once, íve now
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This is not to say that Dresner's statement, in itself, is necessarily inconect. As

Heschel pointed out, the shift by which one came to define one's Jewish identity in

terms of being the Hasid of a particular Rebbe (in the sense of being his ',loyal

disciple"), appears to have been a genuine innovation ofthe movement initiated by the

Ba'al Shem Tov.85 Certainly, we know much more about the spiritual master-disciple

relationship as it was defined in Hasidism in terms of the r.elationship of Rebbe and

Hasid, than in earlier manifestations of mystical Judaism. lndeed, it is only in Hasidism

that abundant evidence of a social expression ofthe spiritual idea of the Tzaddiq is

found readily at hand; it is in Hasidism that the figure ofthe Tzaddiq is known to have

appeared, not only as a spiritual ideal, but as a spiritual master available to his disciples

as an accessible model.

While the spiritual leadership of the Hasidic Tzaddiq is entirely unprecedented

in post-exilic Judaism, earlier historical precedents are difficult to determine. Talmudic

have a book that is not about Hasidis¡n, but a Hasidic book.It fits into the general
category ofbooks of gleaníngs." As he expresses his enthusiasm for Dresn-er's success
in putting together an academic study which is at the same time genuinely Hasidic.
Schachter reflects on the problem ofmethodology. "Often Hasiðim wouid reduce'the
books of their masters to a compendium which, ierived fiom those writinqs. wer.e
organizerd afresh around various categories. . . . Organizing his gleaningsãround the
theme of the zaddik, he gathers his materials from all the writings of Ra-bbi Jacob
Joseph_of Polono'e. Deqpite the fact that the book grew out of idoctoral disser.tation,
the author proceeds in a very Hassidic manner." Schachter appears to set aside his own
reservations about Dresner's defining the Hasidic idea of the Tladdiq being emphasis on
in terms of a response to an essentially social problem of leadership:-"Obriiously the
academic treatment which lies behind Dresnerrs Zaddik had, to utilÈe some categories, .

. . which often stand outside thepale of Hasidic thought. . . . [Dresner chose] hiltorical-
sociological categories. . . which are after all at leasihistoricálly meaningfui to us.,,
Dresner's categories,,I would susgest, are no incompatible with ìhe spiritãf Hasidism;
their limitation is only that they do not penetrate very far into the defth of Hasidic
thought.

85This, howeuer, points to an interesting question in comparative phenomeno-
logy, and even historical influence. Among the Sufis of Islam, id-entification with a
particular tariqa, in the sense of a "brotherhood" which is defined by its founding
Shqykh, goes back to the thirteenth century. (See Mys tical Islam: a-n Inttoductiõn to
SUJìsm by Julian Baldick [London: I. B. Tauris, 1989],72-7.) If, indeed, no such idea
penetrated Judaism until the eighteenth century, how is it that it was suddenly embr.aced
at that time?



accounts ofTzaddiqim such as Rabbi Shim'on bar Yohai may have a historícal basis,

although it is much more difficult to determine what historical basis ther.e may be, if
any, for the many references in the Zohar to particular Tzaddiqim such as R. Shim'on,

or even for its many references to a generic category of "tzaddíqin,. Thus whatever the

challenges of interpreting Hasidic teachings, and determining the historicity of the

Hasidic tales, the social role ofthe Tzaddiq is far better documented in the literatur.e of

Hasidism than in earlier Jewish literature. Moreover, the historical proximity of the

Hasidic movement to the modem era means that it has a quality of living presence it

does not share with earlier developments.

Might more be found by way of historical examples of the spiritual leadership

of the Tzaddiq, if the title "Tzaddiq" itself were set aside? Scholem, among others, has

mentioned that R. Yehudah Loew, who is well-known as the creator of the Golem of

Prague, might in fact be legarded as "the first Hasidic witer."86 His writings serve as

a model for Hasidic literature, inasmuch as they provide a pre-Hasidic popularization of

Kabbalistic ideas; might they also indicate something significant about his conception

ofhis own role, which would have served as model for Hasidic leadership?87 What

S6scholem, Major Trencls, 339.

87In From the lhorld of Cabbalah: the Phitosophy of Rabbi Judah Loetv of
Prague (New York: Philosophical Library, 1954) p. 193;thê author, Ben Zion Boiser,
points op-! tþg.dqgq. to which R. Yehudâh Loew liad influenced onê imporrant Hasidiô
Rebbe: "Rabbi simha Bunam hailed Rabbi Judah Loew as his teacherpár excellence,
whose writings had greatly enriched his own religious faith. He went'on oilsrimases
on [sic] Rabbi Loew's grave and even expressed t=he hope that he might bé pñvileg"ed to
study under him in the spirit-world after äeath." Bezalèl safran. in '-tøaharal andÞarlv
Hasidism" in Hasidism: Continuity or Innovation? ed. Bezalel Safran, (Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Harvard University, 1988),47, points out that two othei impoftañt'
"Hasidic masters ofthe nineteenth centuri--Ra6bi israel of Kozhnitz and Räbbi Mendl
of Kotzk--made the Maharal's works required reading for their followers.,, One of
them, the Kotzker, insisted thathis Hasiäim not skip-over the passages in which the
Maharal appeared to repeat himself, because they were meaningful.- Safran points out
(no. 3, p. 9l), that "Gotresdiener has noted the aäumbration of t-he Hasidic Zãddik in R
Judah Loew's work", in Ha-Maharal mi-Prague (Jerusalem, 1976),p.54.



might be extrapolated about earlier models of Jewish spiritual leadership, for example,

from the controversy between the two early masters of Kabbalah: the Ramban, who was

a powerful rabbinical authority and an influential author of Scr.iptural commentaries,

but who was hidden about his role as a teacher of mysticism, and R. yitzhaq Saginahor,

who although not a prominent Jewish leader, taught Kabbalah r.elatively openly? In a

similar vein, what might writings of and about later Kabbalists, such as Rabbis

Avraham Abulafia, Moshe Cordovero and Yitzhaq Luria, suggest about the role they

assumed as spiritual master figures? To what degree do they pre-figure and/or reject

the model which later would be embraced by the Hasidic Masters?

The phenomenology of the Jewish spiritual mâster is a vast open field which

contemporary scholars have for the most part neglected, with a few notable exceptions

such as Heschel's admirable study of The Propåe¡s.88 Regarding the two-and-a-half

millennia stretching between the Hebrew Prophets and the Hasidic Masters, studies of

the inner and outer life of influential Jewish mystics are very few and far between. One

outstanding example is Werblowsky's Joseph Karo: Lawyer and Mystlc, a spir.itual

biography of the 16th century mystic who, more rhan anyone else, defined the shape of

contemporary Jewish law.89 Yet even in such an example, the emphasis is on the

theory and practice of Karo's mystical experience, more than on the theory and practice

of his role as a spiritual leader.9O

SSAbraham Joshua Heschel, The Prophets (New york: Jewish publication
Society, 1962).

89R. ¡. Zwi Werblowsky,./o seph Karo: Lawyer and Myslrc (Philadelphia:
Jewish Publication Society, 1977).

90werblowsky included in this book a srudy of the mystical outlook of the
leading Mitnagged (oi "Opponent" of Hasidism), Rabbi Eliahu, the Gaon of Vilna.
Werblowsky opens "Appendix F: The Mystic Life of the Gaon Elüah of Vilna', (ibid.,
p. 311), with the following remarks: "Throughout our srudy of Kãro's Massid iì has 

'

been repe^atedly shessed.thãt mystical (includìng psychicaljphenomena wãË by no
means infrequent in Jewish history and that, in faõt, many wèll-known rabbis did have



Indeed it seems that little is known about Jervish precedents for Hasidic

leadership, at least in part, because so little research has been done in this area. It may

be that further research will show that the Hasidic model of the Tzaddiq, and the

Hasidic movement as a whole, is less isolated a phenomenon in Jewish history than has

generally been assumed. Or, it may be that such research will demonstrate, more

preoisely, wherein the newness of the Hasidic model of leadership resides. My remarks

have been meant to indicate that such a question exists. Further research into the

question of the history of the function of the spiritual master in Jewish society, as

distinct from the question of the history ofthe idea of the Jewish spiritual master,

extends beyond the scope of this thesis,9l

and others did seek mag.gldic revelations. . . . Ir has been suggested that further
biographical research will_undoubtedly bring to light many rãõre unsuspected cases, in
addition to those already discovered by Schõlem, iishby,ãnd orhers, ând that rhe
existence oftreatises and manuals such as vital's or Alb-ottini's Isixteenth centurv
examples] prove the widespread desire ofpious souls for the eiits of the Holy Sóirit."
However, the emphasis in lverblowsky's mystical Jewish biofraphies, and the sfudies of
the other scholars he mentions (to whóm sh-ould be added thddeiailed studies of
Avraham Abulafia by Moshe ldel), is on the mystical more than the leadership
phenomenon.

9ll-et -e acknowledge, in passing, that a century before the advent of
Iasidism, the term "Tzaddiq" was ãssociãted with another public and mystical leader:
the Messianic prete_nder Shabbtai Tzvi. Thus Gershom Scholem mentiois (in ',The
Neutralization of Messianism in Early Hasidism', , p. 362, n. 42) that "all thà statements
about the Zaddik in Psalms are explained as statenients on Sha6btai Zvi in Israel
Hazan's commentary on a_large pqrt of the Book of psalms, composed 1679.,, Because
itr,vas subsequent_!f_ 1egârdcd as a heretical movement, the spirinial master model
advocated in the sabbatian morement by definition falls ouiside the focus of this thesis,
which is on "Hasidic tradition" as the Hásidim themselves conceived of it. It might be
lJgued that ifSabbatianism was indeed as significant (though hidden) influence õn
Hasidic thought as scholem suggests it was,-the decision to-limit the icope of this thesis
to what Hasidim recognized as the soulces of their tradition is artificiallv constrained. I
would contend that continued emphasis on the question of Sabbatian influence on
$as¡dþin (despite Schol-em's acknowledgementihar Hasidism effectively neurralized
the Sabbatian concept of Messianism) wõuld at this point dehact from a'fresh
consideration ofthe Hasidic spiritual master idea. Lèt me cite in this regard, Idel's
observation (New PerspecTives, lq), !hat? in general terms ',a balanced aþproãch is, in
thil incipient stage ofresearch in Kabbalah, utopian. To illusrrate: Schólèm spent years
collecting every piece of evidence concerning tlìe various stages of the Sabbatìan '
movement, focusing on every historical detai-i regardins the lîves of Sabbatai Sevi and
Nathan of Gaza, whereas, in contrast, influential workJof such central mystical figures



Hidden and Revealed Tzaddiqinr

I will tum, at this point, to consider another aspect of the popular misconception

of the figure ofthe Tzaddiq which is largely attributable to the work ofGershom

Scholem. This is the idea that there is an authentic Jewish tradition of thirty-six

Tzaddiqim who are "Hidden" (Nígar), and are responsible for pr.eserving the world,

whereas the notion of a Tzaddiq who is ''Revealed" or ,,Famous,' (Nigteh or Mefursan)

is a recent Hasidic innovation.

From what has been quoted above from Scholem's article ,'Three Types of

Jewish Piety", it would be logical to conclude that in his view the Tzaddiq is simply an

ethical ideal, with no special cosmological or salvific significance. on the contrary,

however, Scholem concludes this article by introducing the idea that the ethical idea of

the Tzaddiq is "higher" than the charismatic (or in his terms, the Hasidic) idea, and

indeed, that this represents the legitimate Jewish tradition concerning the salvation of

the world:

, There were.two types of Zaddikim, those who are hidden and keep to
themselves and those who manifest themselves to their fellow-men aird are
working as it were under the public eye. . . . The hidden zaddikim are of the
higher.order, bec_ause they arè not tempted by the vanity almost inseparable from
I public career. indeed, some ofthem take ii upon therilselves to build up an
image in sh^arp conhadiction to their true and hidden nature. They may ,iot eu.n
be aware of their true natul'e and-go about pe'forming their good äeedó in secr.et
without k¡owing that rhey are of the elect.-. . . Legeãd has it that one of the
thirty-six is the-Messiah and would reveal himselfãs such, if only his generation
were worthy of redemption. You can never know who these higirest bãarers of

af . . . R,Naþman of Bratslav were only rarely mentioned by Scholem.,' Thus I have
chosen to sgj aside notonly the questioir ofa irossible foresñadowing ortne naiiãic 

-

idea of the^ Tza4diq. in sabbatianism, but the lärger quesrion of the ráationship between
the idea of the Tzaddiq and^that of the Messiah in Hãsidic teaching, While thèse
questions may be^worthy of investigation, I believe that it is neces-sary, first, to counter
to the.tendency.of Scholem's work io give undue weight to the more üargiíal (and
"false") Messiah figures, by conveying a sense of theJnore noûnative Jeríish tràdition
of the Tzaddiq.



moral standards are. One of them, and this is the final molal, may be your
neighbor.e2

In his presentation of these ideas, Scholem indulges in a kind of a partisanship

whioh is uncharacteristic of the bulk of his work. In the second sentence, above, he

passes judgement on the relative merits ofthe Hidden and Revealed ideals ofthe

Tzaddiq. Moreover, he presents as his own scholarly opinion, the Mitnaggdic assertion

that rather than it being virtuous for Tzaddiqim to commít themselves to public service,

this virtually guarantees that they will become subject to the comrpting influence of

"vanity". Thus as Scholem paints a picture ofthe redemptive significance of the

Hidden Tzaddiq, he makes it clear that this is the figure which he personally favors.

In an essay entitled "The Tradition of the Thirty-Six Hidden Just Men",

Scholem proposes to hace the histoly of this Jewish tradition, and its relation to non-

Jewish sources. Despite the assumprion reflected in the títle ofthe essay, however, that

the tradition of thirty-six Tzaddiqim is concerned with specifically ,,Hidden" saints, I

find that the evidence Scholem has assembled points towards nearly the opposite

conclusion.

Scholem presents Talmudic sources which describe thirty, forty-five, or thirty-

six Tzaddiqim'rvho protect the world. "A Babylonian teacher of the fourth century.

Abbayae, ',vas the first to introduce the number thirty-six: 'the world is never without

thirty-six just men ltzaddiqirnlwho daily receive the Divine Countenance."'93 Scholem

proceeds to acknowledge that in this earliest known reference to "thirty-six" Tzaddiqim,

92scholem, "Three Types", 45.

93cershom Scholem, "The Tradition of the Thirty-Six Hidden Just ly'ren, in The
Messianic- Idea in Judaisn (N9w Yo¡k: Schocken, I97l),252. In Chapter Three I trace
some of the history of the Rabbinic discussion of a mystical and cosmólogical role of
the.Tzaddiq, which.goes back as far as a source in the Mishnah. Indeed, íhe mystical
and cosmological significance ofthe Tzaddiq are closely assooiated in many of the
Talmudic sources.



the emphasis is more on a mystical than a cosmological role. "The motif of perceiving

divinity, which is granted these just men, r.eplaces that of preser.ving the world.',94

Scholem then proceeds to cite a theory of the origin of the idea that thele are thirty-six

Tzaddiqim who fulfill a cosmic role:

Sofia Amaisenova was the first to express the suspicion . . . that this number
9fgi.na19s in ancient astrology- wherathe_360 degiees ofthe heavenly circle are
divided into thirty-six units õ1ten, so-called 'dea-ns.' A dean-divinití ruled over
each segment of the thus divided circle of the zodiac, holding sway ôver ten davs
of the year. . . . [In] Egyptjgn Hellenistic sources , . . the deãns wére regarded '
also as watchmen or custodians of the universe, and it is quite conceivaù'le that
the number thirty-six, which A-bbayae read into Scripture, no longer represenied
these cosmological powers or forces but rather humán figures.ss -

Whatever one makes of such a theory, it has little direct bearing on the meaning

of being a Tzaddiq. scholem points out, however, that the role of a certain number of

righteous people in preserving the world has a very close parallel in medieval Sufi lore:

As early as the tenth ¿nd eleventh centuries we find in the writings of the Islamic
mystics that among these saints there are four thousand who are ñidden and do
not know each other. . . . According to the treatise of the eleventh-centurv
Persian mystic Eq4jryi4, they are nót even aware of the special distinctioñ of
their rank. . . . Still older Islamic sources mention the nuinber of fortv saints.
who . . . live unrecognized by their fellow men while connibutine to íhe
continued maintenance of thè world through their good deeds.e6 

-

Islamic Parallels

In a recent article, "The Hierarchy ofthe Saints in Jewish and Islamic

Mysticism". Paul Fenton has expanded Scholem's research with a well-documented

94lbid.

95Ibi¿.,_ZSZ-3. As an anachronistic kind of conoborating evidence, Scholem
proceeds to indicate that a later "Hebrew manuscript in Munich,îhich coniains
astrologicaì inquiries addressed to the figures of thè zodiac, proves that in thã vfi¿¿te
Ages c^ertain Jewish arthors recognized iuch a relationship'of the two spheres. náðh
sìgn ofthe zodiac is divided into three 'faces,' which prodùces the classical nu.n¡"i ãr
thirty-six.deans; ep,h degn is named for one of thirty:six biblical character.s frorn Àü.
and Enoch to Daniel and Ezra.

96:lt,¡¿.,zsq.



investigation into the question of the palallel development ofthis idea, in the two

respective tladitions.97 Fenton points out that l.eferences to Hidden saints go back to

hadith traditions. which are attributed to the Prophet Muhammed. One such source

indicates that "the saints of this community are thirty who r.esemble Abraham."98

Another declares that

the most envied ofmy saints is a believer whose possessions are few, whosejoy
is in prayer, who performs with perfection the seivice of his Master and obevs 

-

him in secret. He is hidden amongst men and none can point him out.ee

Other hadith literature, as well as Sufi literature beginning in the ninth century,

C.8., describe hierarchies of specific numbers of saints (in which the number forty

often appeals), surrounding a single Eub, or "pole". In his Kashf a!-Mahjub, Al-

Hujwiri gives one of the fullest accounts. In it he specifies that the lower levels of

saints are hidden, but that the highest are known, at least to one another:

God chooses the saints (awliya) to be govemors of His kingdom and favour.s
them with the_ performance of diverse liinds of miracle (karámat). . . .

through their blessing the rain falls fi.om heaven and thiough the purity of their
lives the plants spring up_ from the erth. Atnong them the;? are jour íhousand
who are concealed and do not l ow one anothe, and are not aware of the
excellence of their,state, but in all ciratnstances are hídden ft'on th;mselves
andft'om mankind.. . of the officers of the Divine court therê are three hundred
called akhyar (chosen ones) and forty called abdat (substitutes) and seven called
øbrar (pure.ones) and four called, awtad (pillars) and three callêd nuqaba,(chiefs)
and one called qutb ot ghawth, the "pole'i. All ihese know one anoth'er and
cannot act save by mulual consenLt}ù

. 97Paul B, Fenton, "The Hierarchy of the Saints in Jewish and Islamic
Mysticism" (Journal of the.Muhyiddin lbn 'Arabi Society vol. 10, 1991). Scholem, by
contrast, rarely documents his claims.

98mid., tz.

99lbid., tS. My focus here is on an Islamic conception ofhidden sainthood.
For an Islamic conception of the role of the spiritual Mastèr which more directly
corresponds to the archetype of the Tzaddiq, see Chapter Four, the section "R.
Naþman's Tzaddiq and the Complete Human Being".-

1oo¡6;¿.. 19. The italics are mine.



A point which Fenton does not emphasize, is that there are Islamic Sufi

traditions concerning a special role ofsaints which are not at äll concemed with their

being "hidden" figure. Indeed, the strongest parallel I have found of an archetypal

conception of the Tzaddiq in Jewish tradition, is the Sufi idea of the Complete Human

Being. A comprehensive description of this figure, based on the twelfth centuty

teachings of Muhyiddin Ibn al'Arabi, is to be found in the four.teenth century work of

Abd al-Karim al-Jili, which is titled, appropriately enough, l/ Insan al Kanil (The

Contplete Human Beinþ. According to Jili, the Complete Human Being or

Universal Man is the pole around which evolve the spher.es ofexistence, from
the first to the last; he is unique as long as existence lasts. . . . However, he
puts on different forms and is levealed by different cults, so that he receives
multiple_names. . -, . At each epoch, he has the name which conesponds to the
garb of the time. ¡or

Here, indeed, is a "universal" and archetypal conception ofsuch a figure as a

singular principle which has been embodied differently, in a variety ofreligious

settings. The Qur'an already provides for a perspective which affirms the validity of

divine Prophets and Messengers, appearing in various cultures, before the prophet

Muhammed. But if the idea of a Complete Human Being might be applicable to Jewish

and other figures who have appeared before, or outside, the 'Urirø (,,Nation") of Islam,

the question arises, what is likely to have been the direction of influence between the

Jewish and Islamic tradjtions concerning this matter?

Scholem already mentioned a Jewish source of the idea of thirty-six Tzaddiqim,

going back to fourth century. With Jewish references to a mystical and cosmological

role of the Tzaddiq going back well before the appearance oflslam in the seventh

10146¿ u1-çur¡- al-Jíli, Universal Man, " exÍacts" trans. with commenrary by
Titus Burkhardt. English trans. by Angela Culme-Seymour, (Sherborne,
Gloucestershire: Beshara, 1983), xx. I discuss this quote more fully, in the context ofa
comparison of a Sufi_and a Hasidic conception of thè spiritual Masier archetype, in my
discussion o_f "Completion" in "The Archetype of the Tiaddiq and rhe Compiête Humán
Being" in Chaptel Four,



century c.E., it is obvious that if there was an exchange ofideas, the Jewish idea of the

Tzaddiq that would have first of all influenced the Islamic. But scholem has shaped his

consideration of these matters specifically in terms of a tradition of thirfy-stx Hidden

Tzaddiqim. Thus he concludes, rather obliquely, that',for the present we cannot

determine whether this conception originated in a Jewish hadition which had already

taken on a new form when it peneh'ated Islamic circles or whether the metamorphosis

occurred in Islam and then the tradition retumed to ¡u¿a¡sm.,,102 Thus he appears to

acknowledge that while the idea ofthe Tzaddiq originated in Judaism, the idea ofa

Hidden Tzaddiq first appeared not in Judaism but in Islam.

Fenton's new research follows the lines of Scholem's analysis. Fenton points out

that the Jewish idea "that the pious acts of certain individuals r.emain unknown and

hidden to their fellow men and indeed that rhese persons conceal their saintly identity',

appears to be "parallel" to the Talmudic and Midrashic üaditions of the Tzaddiq, but

that they are "not at first connected to it". Thus although "such legends [of rzaddiqim]

existed in ancient sources there is no indication that their heroes belonged to a special

category ofhidden saintly men upon whom depended the welfare o¡¡¡. *o.1¿."103 1¡

the case of Islam, however,

the combination of the two concepts appears in early Islamic mystical literature.
particularly in Baghdad, where Je.r#ish influence on'the 4""".ñ; ñ;J;iS;¡i
writrngs was especially strong. An inefutable indication . . . is affãrded bv the
99rJy term designaring a saint in Arabic, siddiq, which is to be related to the
He.brew word saddiq. Furthermore it is noteworthy that the term denotine ihe
hrdden saint.is practically identical in both traditioi s--masÍur in Arabíc, tiistar
in Hebrew. r04

1025ç¡o1.., .1¡irty-Six Hidden Just Men,,, 252.

103pe¡16¡, "Hierarchy of the Saints", l6-7.

10416¡¿., 17.



Fenton proceeds to propose that "there is a possibility that such [early Jewish]

legends [combining both ideas] existed in oral form."l05 Giuen the wealth of

legendary material that has been collected in the various works of Midrash, and the fact

that no such figures appear in this literature, this seems to me to be far-fetched. The

simple fact that the language exists in Hebrew, as in A¡abic, to express the idea ofa

tzaddiq nistar, makes the fact that Hidden Tzaddiqim who have some kind of cosmic or

mystical role are altogether absent from this literature all the more striking! Fenton

mentions, in a footnote, that "this is a popular leitmotif in Hasidic literarure", while as a

parallel "in the Islamic world, the geat mystic Ibn'Arabi . . . teaches . . . that the qutb

can assume diverse disguises such as that of a 'bean-seller' or 'Mosque sweeper'."106

The signifìcant point, which Fenton does not emphasize, it that the Islamic sources

expressing this idea precede the Jewish ones by several hundred yearsl He prudently

concludes only that

there exist between the hagiographical doctrine within these two great traditions
numerous points of similarity, These convergences, in the domain of technical
vocabulary and numerical symbolism, allow õne to suppose that there were
close contacts between the two traditions at some poinì. As for the doctrinal
parallelisms . . . further research may allow [scholärs] one day to specify
whether they are due simply to coinðidence òf an archetypal órder, or td direct
influence.l07

In short, Fenton is unwilling to speculate as to whether Judaism and Islam

influenced one another regarding the Tzaddiq idea, despite the hístorical proximity of

these two cultures. Ofcourse, I cannot fault Fenton's respect for the power of the

"archetypal order" of the Tzaddiq idea. Yet there is no denying that abundant evidence

1056¡¿. Fenton credits Rudolph Mach with proposing the idea of "Jewish
influence on the formative period of Sìrfi writings" ¡it Oèr Zaãtt¡k ¡n Talnrud und
Midrasch (Leiden: Brill, 1957), 138-43.

10616¡¿., no. 20, p. 3 l.

107¡toi1.,29.

6'1



of a Jewish idea of the Tzaddiq as "the foundation of the world,' predates the

appearance ofthe Islamic religion; nor can one deny the abundant evidence of medieval

Islamic conceptions of a Hidden Tzaddiq idea, which had no Jewish precedents and no

Jewish parallels for hundreds of years. It would be hard to imagine the Jewish idea of

the Tzaddiq not having influenced the Islamic idea ofsainthood, although the

emergence of a Jewish Hidden Tzaddiq idea is so very late, and European, that it makes

the possibility of Islamic influence appear somewhat more remote.

Scholem is more forthright about the historical relationship ofthese ideas. In

fact he makes the astonishing admission that, whatever their relationship to Islamic

sources,

in neither the ancient Jewish legend nor the later rabbinic and Kabbalistic
literature up !g Ég eighteenth cènrury do these thirty-six Zaddikim appear as
unknown and hidden. Even where there is a refereice to pious indiviåuals who
do their work entirely in secret, no connection is establishèd with the motif of
the world's preservation by the thirty-six just men. ros

Scholem's open acknowledgment that the ideas ofl Hidden Tzaddiqim and

Thirty-Six Tzaddiqim do not converge until the eighteenth century, has obvious

consequences which he preferred to ignore. In fact, scholem has indir.ectly admitted, in

this paragraph, to having mistitled his essay and proceeded on a false basis. As

Scholem has acknowledged, the Jewish tradition ofthirty-six Tzaddiqim is not

particularly concemed with "Hidden" Just Men. Or it might be said, just as well, that

the Jewish "tradition" of thirty-six Just Men is an almost modern innovationl Here is

yet another instance in which Scholem's scholarship has been granted unwarranted

authority, and in which his conclusions, left unchallenged and unchecked, have

engendered ongoing confu sion.

1085s¡q1srn, "Thirry-Six Hidden Jusr Men',, 253.



The Emergence of a Jervish Hidden Tzaddiq Ideal

I do not mean to imply, however, that there is no basis in Rabbinic and

Kabbalistic sources, for the later.emergence a Hidden Tzaddiq ideal. As is typical of

Je\ryish tradition, seeds of later developments may often be found quite early. R.

Shim'on bar Yohai, for example, appears in the Talmud as a relatively cloistered and

ascetic {igure. He spent thirteen years with his son in a cave, hiding from Roman

persecution and delving into the mysteries of the Torah. R. Shim'on, of course, cannot

be considered an entirely Hidden Tzaddiq; not only did he spend this time with his son,

but his spiritual greatness is openly proclaimed in the Talmud, and is elaborated

considerably in Midrash and Kabbalah. Indeed, there is logical problem in identifying

R. Shim'on, or any well-known Jewish leader as a Hidden Tzaddiq, since one who is

famous, by definition, is not hidden! Nevertheless, it seems to me that the model R.

Shim'on provided would gave at least some support to the tendency to conceive ofthe

Tzaddiq as a Hidden as well as a Revealed ¡¿.u1.109

Among the cast of characters who appear in the Zohar there are, as well, two

somewhat mysterious and amorphous figures who are revealed to have been awesome

masters of mystical wisdom, and are identified by the archetypal appellations of the old

Man (Sava) and the Child (Yanuqa).l l0 Certainly, these figures conrribute to the

109See Chapter Three for a filler discussion of R. Shim'on as a model Tzaddio.
The fact that R. Shim'on incorporates elements of both the Hidden and Revealed
Tzaddiq ideal may answer, at least in part, a question which occurred to me recently:
wly, oJ a.f l the Rabbis of the Talmud, is it R. Shim'on who appears as the central fìÁure
of the Zohar, rather than a more obviously mystical and morè-central rabbinic figuË
such as R. Aqiva? A_detailed_comparisori of how the Talmud portrays and the Z-ohar
interprets these two figures might'6-e a fruitful area for furtheriesearih, relating to the
larger question of Jewish models of spiritual leader.ship.

1101¡.rr are. v.ery much archetypal figures in the Jungian sense ofthe term; that
is., they are only partially personalities, and in large measure ihey exist as ideal typés.
Thus there are a number of accounts in the Zohar] both of "an oid man. a donkeí'
driver" and ofa "child". See the notes listed under.these names in Zoh'ar: The |íook of
Enlightenment, trans. and intro, by Daniel Chanan Matt (New york: paulist press,



Jewish notion that there are those who possess great spiritual knowledge and powers,

and are not generally recognized in the eyes in the world. Yet they are not explicitly

identified with the Zohar's idea of Tzaddiqim who maintain the welfare of the

*o.1¿.1 I I

To retum to Scholem's own research, then, where does evidence ofthe idea ofa

bona Jìde Hídden Tzaddiq first appear? Scholem cites as the earliest published

teferences to explicitly "Hidden" Tzaddiqim,

two Kabbalistic books of the eighteenth centuly \ryhose authors were reputed to
belong to the hidden just men: Rabbi Neta of Szinawa and Rabbi Eisikiho lived
. . . near Przemysl. In the introductions to their writings, which of course were
published only after their deaths, their contemporaries tell of the rumors which
circulated regarding their true character.¡r2

1983) pp. 250 and 286. The degree to which these respective figures mav refer.to the
same character, or to a series of similar, mythologically related õharacteri, is not
entirely clear fiom the text. Mat himself relatesihe figure of the Old Man in the Zohar
to Jung's idea of "the old man as archetype of wisdom'i

. 11i1¡ ¡r interesting to note, however, that in both passages fi.om the Zohar.which
Matt has translated, R. Shim'on informs his companions that hé is well acquainted with
the these characters whom they have met. In the'case of the Old Uan (p. iZ6) he
declares, "You are so fortunate to have attained all this! Here vou werö with â heavenlv
lion, a powerful.hero compared with whom many heroes are nõthing, and you did not '
recognize him right away! I am amazed that you escaped his punisñment!- The Blessed
ilqly On9 m-ust have wante4 to ¡1ve you." R. Shim'on continúes by reciting the ver.ses
'Jhep.aqhoftherighteousltzaddiqlislikethelightofdawn.... yourpeõple,allof
them righteous, will inherit the land forever. . . .i The implication woulå seèm'to be
not only that the Cld Man is "righteous" person, but that R. Shim'on's companions have
a share in this status (perhaps alóng withlhe Jewish people as a whole). inìhe lieht of
their contact with him. In the reference to the Child(p. 

-175), 
R. Shim on relateihim to

the Old Man (savø), saying, "He is the son of an invinìible iock! . . . the son of Rav
Hamnuna Sava!" Then he adds,.rather.cryptically, "This one is not known by any name
in the -world, for somethìng sublime is ins'iãe hin.i. It is a secr.et! the flowini¡ ligirt of
his.father shines up-on himl This secret has not spread among the Comrades.ï fhus,
while the Zohar refers to the existence of hiddenlpirirual ma-sters, their relationship to
the category of Tzaddiq often referred to in the Zohar, both as a câtesory of humari
beings and a function of the Divine, is rather loose and undefined. Cieai.ly, however,
the category of Tzaddiqim is not limited to such beings.

I l25s¡6¡.rn, "Thirty-Six Hidden Just Men", 255-6. The fact that their works
are published posthumously solves the logical problem oftheir being both "hidden" and
publicly "revealed".



Scholem relates this genre of litelature to later Hasidic forgeries which included

"more or less moving letters which were supposedly exchanged between the master

[Ba'al Shem Tov] and several ofthe hiddenjust men,"l13 A contemporary of the early

Hasidic Masters, R. Neta of Szinawa is regarded as having been a member neither of

the Hasidic nor of the Mitnaggdic camp. Yet this juxtaposition of the relatively obscure

figure of R. Neta with the revealed figure of the Ba'al Shem Tov points towards

cornmon origins of the ideals of the Hidden and Revealed Tzaddiqim which they,

respectively, represented. Both ofthem appear, more or less, ín the same time and

place.

Indeed, the earliest published Hasidic tales recount how the Ba'al Shem Tov

himself closely guarded his hiddenness until it was time for him to reveal himself to the

world. Such literature attests to a differentiation between the states of hiddenness and

revealedness, from the very beginning of the popular conception ofthe Hasidic

¡¡6vsrnç¡¡.114 It might thus be infemed that both these states are regalded as having a

purpose, although the truly great things were accomplished by the Ba'al Shem Tov (and

presumably, by other Tzaddiqim) when they were revealed. The idea that it is better to

be Revealed than a Hidden Tzaddiq is spelled out, explicitly, in early theoretical wor.ks

such as the Toldot of Rabbi Ya'aqov yor.¡.1 I5

I1316¡¿., 256.

11439. ¡, Praise ofthe Baat Shent (Shivhei ha-Besht), trans. and ed. by Dan
Ben-Amos and Jerome R. Minrz (Bloomington: Indiana Uniíersity, 1970). Tlie first
edition of this book, the first anthology of Hasidic tales to see theiieht ofday, was
published in 1814. Thus it marks the beginníns of the publication oT tales. iúét after the
publication ofthe last ofthe "classical" literatuie ofthe discourses, in lgl i. See note
162, below.

_ llSAccording to Dresner, R. Ya'aqov Yosef considered the ideal ofthe
1ecþ.¡ior1^of þTzaddiq to harbor an attitùde of "conrempt', for the people. See The
Zaddìk, 102-110.



Thus I am suggesting that not only was the idea of a specifically Revealed

Tzaddiq a Hasidic innovation, which may have originated in the idea of the Ba'al Shem

Tov dramatically revealing himself to the world, but that the Hasidic movement may

have been responsible for the creation of the category of Hidden Tzaddiq, as well. Or it

might be proposed that with Hasidic theorists such as the Toldot proclaiming that it was

better to be a Revealed Tzaddiq than a Hidden one, and their "Opponents,,, the

Mitnaggdim, proclaiming a Hidden Tzaddiq ideal, the crystallization of these two

conceptions would have been the mutual product of the two opposing camps.

Clearly, Scholem is unable to provide any earlier setting in which these two

terms were used in contradistinction to one another. Scholem has no choice but to

admit that the idea that it is specifically Hidden Tzaddiqim rvho are responsible for.the

world, appears to have been an innovation of the second halfofthe eighteenth century.

Yet he nevertheless advocates the view that it is the Hidden and not the Revealed

Tzaddiq who has a legitimate place in the Jewish mystical tradition, without indicting

that this is a matter ofpersonal preference, and despite the fact rhat this conflicts with

the evidence he has in hand! By embracing such an apologetical approach, has

Scholem placed himself, perhaps unwittingly, in the neo-Mitnaggdic camp.

The ProbIen of "Strangeness"

I have indicated, thus far, d¡ør Scholem thought ofthe historical significance

(or rather, the historical insignificance) of the Hasidic idea of the Tzaddiq, how he

accounted for the claim that the Hasidic Tzaddiq was a "novelty',, and howhe

accounted for the authenticity of the Hidden Tzaddiq ideal. Ihavealsoshown

something of wherein his conception has influenced subsequent Hasidic scholarship,

What I have put off until now is the consideration of why he may have been inclined

towards such a one-sided point of view. Let me begin by emphasizing that there is a



history of modem Judaic historiography, going back long before Scholem, which has

sought to marginalize the Hasidic idea of the Tzaddiq. At the conclusion of Dresner,s

ìntroductory paragraph, which i quoted earlier, he implies that it is neeessary to

understand this background, in order to understand how Hasidism has been conceived

of in modern Hasidic historiography:

It is only natural that such a movement [as Hasidism], like all the great
movements in Judaism before, should have left an indelible mark 6oth on the
thought and the life of the people. It has, but there is a strangeness in the modem
Jewish attitude to Hasidism which requires corrunent.Ir6

This "strangeness" is ¡eflected in an attirude of alienation and even hostility

towards the Hasidic figure of the Tzaddiq, which was common among academic

scholars before Buber and his contemporaries rnade their contributions in the first half

of the twentieth century. And yet, despite their efforts, Scholem appears to have

resurrected a sense of estrangement towards the Hasidic Tzaddiq which has colored

modem historiography (including that of Dresnerl) until the present time.

After acknowledging Buber's influence in drawing attention to the positive

models of leadership which the Hasidic Tzaddiqim provided, Dresner rraces the virulent

anti-Hasidic prejudices of the earlier founders of Jewish modem history. Dresner is

impressed by "how little the leamed scholars of die ll/issenschaft des Judentums knew

of hasidic literature. Ignorance, however, did not prevent them from issuing against it

pronouncements whose authority has only recently been challenged.',1 l7 ¡1" cites as an

example the work of Heinrich Graetz, whose " Histoty of the Jews is still . . . the most

popular work on the subject", and which now, even more than a century latet, "remains

in many ways unexcelled". I 18 Yet according to Dresner, when Graetz

l16D.ern"t, The Zaddik, 14.

1176i¿., 15.

1186;¿., 16.
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treats the forbidden subject of Hasidism, mit'able dicr¿, all scholarship and insieht
are cast ar,vay. . . . _Hasidism, he says, "the new sect, a daughter of darkness, wãs
born in gloom.and even today proceeds stealthily on its mlsterious way." .'. .

To Graetz the Baal Shem was simply a 'wonder-worker' who would'seé into the
future' and 'perform miracles.' He cânnot decide whether this was deliberate
'trickery' or only 'self-delusion'. He accuses the Maggid of Mezeritch, the Baal
Shem's _successor, of indulging in vulgar jokes, andãT deceit. . . . Gráetz speaks
of the'chasidean witches' Sabbath' anã déscribes the 'hermitage' of the zadàik as
hisdirty littleretired chamber'where he conducted himself as-'the papal vicar of
Cod uPon earthr.l le

The position of scholars such as Graetz is best considered against the

background of their times. The modern study ofreligion began its development in the

nineteenth century, in the scientific-historical milieu of Religionswissenschaft.

wissenschaft scholarship was based on an evolutionary interpretation ofthe history of

religion, which assumed the inevitable progress ofpositive science and liberal

n¿¡u.r. 120 Adapting this kind of outlook to an intellectual defence of Judaism,

proponents of die llissenschaft des Judenun¡s exalted in the historical triumph of

Rabbinic Judaism as the democratic product of the evolution ofthe earlier institutions

of Israelite religion. For scholars such as these, the rise of Hasidism with its cult ofthe

Tzaddiq--at the very dawn of the modem era!--was an embarrassing anachronism, an

ancient fossil which should never have been revived and ought to be buried once and

fo¡ all.

1196¡¿.

_ l20Jacques Wardenburg, in his "View on a Hundred years Studv of Relision".
the introductory section ofJhe ãnthology he edited, on Classical Approãches to tie
Srudy of Religion: Ains, Methods and fheories of Research, l: Introduction and
Anthologt (The Hague: Mouron, 1973), indicateJ that ,,the idea of evolurion itself was a
fertile idea in the second halfofthe lgth century. and its influence on the srudv of
religion . . . has been quite considerable. , . . Mõit scholars at the time did not'see
evolution as an hypothesis to be verijied, tut indeed as a self-evident assumption." (2g-
29) Thus, for example, an influential thinker such as Auguste Comte conceiied of '
religion as "only the fir^st stage o.f man's mental developrient, followed by that of
metaphysics and that of science."



Graetz's condemnation was not limited to Hasidism. Thus he concluded that "all

these absurd [Hasidic] fantasies owed their origin to the superstitious docrrines ofthe

Kabbala which . . . still clouded the minds of polish ¡r*r."121 viewed in this light,

Buber's efforts to separate Hasidism from Kabbalah make a great deal ofsense.

Scholem, who made it his task to study and reevaluate the "superstitious doctrines" of
Kabbalah which even Buber and his contemporaries had avoided, was nevefiheless

appreciative that

thoughtful and scholarly writers. . . [such as] Martin Buber. Simeon Dubnow.
S. A.,Horo.dezkv,_Jaco6 Minkin and ö*rers rrävefr*id;ãîi liir, ã^àr,iäi,i.ì"r,tl o rne splnt o¡, Flasldlsm than we have at present of its predecessors. .-. .

I I hesel open-minded writers . . . have shown us, as the rèsult of their
investigations, that beneath the superficiar pecuríarities or gari¿ic iìlè tnere
¡¡!¡r¡ç a, srratgm of,positive valuès, whicÉ were aLl too ."rilt ;;;;i;;È;ä -tl.li_._Tl""¡ struggte berween.rationalistic 'enlightenment, aird mysticism
dunng the nlneteenth century.l22

Thus, for all of his differences with Buber, Schorem perceived himself to be a

part of a new generation that did not have to defend rational inquiry from the threat of
mysticism; his was a generation that could afford to apply rational inquiry even to the

study of mystical subjects, with beneficial results. From his position at the Hebrew

university in Jerusalem, Scholem vigorously opposed those who sought a revival of the

old lltissenschaft des Judentums, in the Hebrew language. According to scholem's

vision the time was ripe for a revival of Jervish studies in which

factors that . . . *år" considered positive from the world-view of assimilation
and self-justificatior require funðamental new criticism. . . . Factors which
y919 ,a91iCrat9d 

will,appear in a different, more posiiive f ight. . . . ri is'påïsiUle
Îtìat what was termed degenerate will be thought-ofas a reielation and lisht and
what seemed impotent hãllucinations--wiil uireueal"¿ asì ñ;;ll;i;;';i;Ë.'.
not tre washing and mummification of the dead, but the disõovery or n";¿ãän tìie
Þy removal of the obfuscating masks.l23

12116¡¿,

l22scholem, Major Trends, 325-6.
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Although scholem expressed his expectation that the study of Jewish mysrical

lore might be a source of inspiration for the current generation in statements such as

this, he himself concentrated his efforts on generating a descriptive rather than a

prescriptive analysis. A comparison oftheir works shows that Scholem not only left

the study of Hasidic sources to the hands of Martin Buber, but he left the entire

prescriptive task of identifying',a stratum ofpositive values" from which a new

"discovery of hidden life" might proceed in the hands of scholars such as Buber.

scholem's own approach sought to account for the development ofthe various mystical

aspects of Jewish tradition without seeking to place them either in a,,good,,or.a ,'bad"

light.

Yet the question which concems us here is why did the spirit of fair-mindedness

and scholarly objectivity fail Scholem so dramatically, when it came to the subject of
the Hasidic Tzaddiq? It would have made sense for scholem to wish to distance

himself from Buber's romantic view of Hasidic life. But why then did Scholem deny

the theoretical foundations of the Hasidic Tzaddiq which Buber himself had neglected,

and embrace instead Buber's view that the strength of the movement was in its

personalities as opposed to its teachings? why did he never consider that the idea of
the Tzaddiq might have had a significant role in the development of the movement,

especially as he sought and could not find any other idea in ear.ly Hasidic literature

which might account for the genius of the movement? why did it never occur to

scholem to at least question his own neo-Mitnaggdic hypothesis, which left him

asserting, on the one hand, that the Tzaddiq is legitimately an ethical and not a mystical

123puy¡¿ Biale, Gershom Scholent: Kabbatah and Counter Histot v
(camb_ndge: Harvard universìty, r9z9), ll. euoted from a letter by ceríhom scholem
to,the Hebrew poer HSyyim {a!qq aiatit,.pùblishea in Dvarim Oá_Co, ii:qoy-"-'-'--
Morcshah u-Teþiya,2 vols. (Tel Aviv: 1976).

t6



ideal, and asserting, on the other, that it is the Hidden and not the Revealed Tzaddiq

who is the legitimate mystical model?

The fact that Scholem's most s\.veeping dismissal of the Hasidic idea of the

Tzaddiq was in his Eranos lecture, suggests that perhaps he was particularly

uncomfoÍable relating this idea as an integral part of Judaism before a gentile audience

It is tempting to speculate that while Scholem felt free to pursue an interest in

developments of Kabbalah that were deeply buried in the past, he was embamassed by

the fact that Hasidic institution of the Tzaddiq continues to have life in the twentierh

century. There may be an institutional dimension to the "strangeness" of Scholem's

attitude towards the Hasidic Tzaddiq, as well. As the secular "Enlightenment" began to

spread into Eastern Europe in the beginning ofthe nineteenth century, just a little

behind the spread of the Hasidic movement itsell and Hasidic Masters were among its

most outspoken opponents. These Masters understood that it was the "Enlightenment,,,

more than the orthodox Jewish Mitnaggdim, that presented a mortal threat to Hasidic

communities and their traditional way of life. 124 yet modern Jewish historiogr.aphy

originally developed in this secular milieu. Thus even as scholem felt free to criticize

díe Ilissenschaft des Judentums for its rationalist apologetics, he himself was a

lIlissenschaft ptoduct. Although he extended secular Jewish historiography to

accommodate an interest in mystical developments, Scholem was acutely aware that his

1241¡u. a work such as R. Nahman's Z iqqutay Moharar¡ does not share the
focus of R. Ya'aqov Yosef the Toldot on distingüishiág the Hasidic idea of a Revealed
Tzaddiq from the more Hidden model. Rather, I woulã say, R. Nahman,s focus is on
djstinguishing the true function of the Tzaddiq fi.om rhe erñpty outward form ofthe
Hasidic institution of the Tzaddiq, and reconciling a Jewish'with a secular view ofthe
nature of the univelse in which the Tzaddiq functions. I provided an example of the
former in.the quote from lrqqutay Moharan 65, at the beþinning of this thésis. The
latter is illustrated in.the preceding folio,64b, in which R. Naþman equates the Lurianic
conception of the void with the space within the creation which accommodates hakhmot
hitzoniot, "external sciences" or'textraneous wisdoms',.



approach was quite alien to the world of the othodox Jewish mystics, neal whom he

1iu.¿.125

Just as Scholem criticized scholars following Buber.for failing to recognize that

his assessment of Hasidism "rs an interpretation and that there might be a problem in

relating the interpretation to the phenomenon itself', Moshe Idel has criticized

subsequent scholars for assuming that "the works of Scholem or . . . his views of

Kabbalah are tantamount to Kabbalah i¡se1¡."126 Just as Buber's conception of Hasidic

life is based on a selective reading of Hasidic texts, informed by values he brought to

these toxts, the picture Scholem assembles of the "history,' ofKabbalah is only

tangentially related to what Kabbalists themselves consider to be the origins and

substance of their tradition. Thus, rather than fôcussing on the definitive role of the

Zohar, not only as the canonical text of Kabbalah but as the source ofmuch of

subsequent Jewish religious practice and belief, and on the centrality of cor.dover.ian

and Lurianic Kabbalah for orthodox Jewish Kabbalists in the last four hundred years,

scholem devotes the best of his efforts to documenting bizarre eruptions such as the

sabbatian heresy, as well as early developments of Kabbalah which, from the point-of-

view of the history of mystical Judaism, are the fragmentary remains of a series of

125¡n ¡¡s autobiography, I.'ront Berlin to Jerusalent (pages l6g-9), Scholem
conveys a sense_ of how, even in the physical location of his ioñe, he wás an outsider
on theedge.ofthe religious_ communìty which he haunted in search of holy books: ì'ôur
house lay directly-beyond the still intaôt walls which separated the ultra-o'rthodoi tr,teatr
She'arim glafsr ¡o.m the quarter.s of the not-so-pious. . . . One could say that outside
the walls of this. Orthodox paradise, we lived alniost allegorically. The ñational
Library was aJ that time located two minutes up the streeT; two minutes down began the
main thoroughfare of this quafter were the secôndhand bookstores were clustereà'
together. . . . Th. walls of the.houses in this disrrict were plastered with proclamations,
anathemas, and curses di¡ected at the Zionists, all their schools, and othei worÈ, of '
Satan. . . . Thus, this Meah She'arim was a rather dialectical oáradise. as is oresumablv
the nature of paradises. we represented the snake that crawleï over tÍre walis of this '
paradise."

l26ld,el, New .Perspectives, 17. See ldel's discussion of "Methodological
Observations", especially pp. l7-24.



experiments that failed. Yet Scholem's wolk is considered objective, scientific account

of the "history" of Jewish mysticism, because it is related in terms of (his own) theories

of cause-and-effect. I 27

Moshe Idel has pointed out that while numerous scholars have commented on

the differences expressed in the Buber-scholem controversy, the points on which Buber

and Scholem agreed have tended to becorne Ae facto orthodoxies of Judaic

scholarship.l2S An outstanding example of this tendency is the agreement among

scholars that the Hasidic Tzaddiq as something quite different from earlier conceptions

of this figure in Jewish tradition. Although it is likely that Buber came to this position

based on his affinity for Hasidism and his discomfort with Kabbalah, and Scholem, for

quite the opposite reasons, their scholarship has had a conspirational effect.

While Scholem and Buber each pursued a different strategy, both ofthem

succeeded in framing the study of Jewish mysticism as something quite removed from

1271¡ a¿¿;¡¡s¡ to criticizing a number of Scholem's historical conclusions in his
section on "Methodological -observations", Idel points towards the potential value of
phenomenological.and þsychological approachei to the study of Kabbalah, provided
they are applied with grea_ter seLijtivity änd precision than one ordinarily fiirds in the
works ofcarl Jung and Mircea Eliade. "Thé hybristíc endeavors of Eliade to discover
the'patternsr o^f religion can be compared only io the attempts of Jungian psycho-
analysis to unfold the archetypes ofihe humah psyche. . . .'The mecñaniiaiapplication
ofthe results ofsuch types ofresearch to Kabbàliitic materials can only obfudcäte án
appropriate understandíng of them." (p. 23) And yet, even as ldel critiôizes the
gppr.oaplreq of Eliade and Jung as inappropriate to the language and metaphysics of
Kabbalah, he subjects Scholem's conðèptiòn of "history"'ito ão parallel .ritíque,
qresumably because it reflects a concept of extemal caise-and-effect in the '
determination of historical "truth" whíòh is fundamental to academic scholarship. Thus,
wfilg h9 criticizes many of Scholem's findings, he builds his theories on a founàation
which Scholem established. The possibility ihat Scholem's conception of "history',, like
Eliade's definition ofreligious "plìenomenã" and Jung's definition'of psychologicâl'
"archetypes" mjght b_e inñerently incompatible with rinderstanding Käbbalah iñ iti own
terms, is something that Idel never consìders.

1281 ¡¿ys heard from Idel that he has written an essay which has not yet been
published on variou-s points on which Buber and Scholem agi.ee, and which sirbsequent
scholars have therefoie taken for granted, which are neverth-elesi incorrect,



the understanding Jewish mystics might have of their own tradition.l29 The difference

between them is that while Buber sought only those elements of Hasidic thought he

might present in a sympathetic light, scholem sought out marginal elements of mystical

Judaism, such as the sabbatian and Frankist movements, and interpreted even the

Hasidic idea of the Tzaddiq as a kind of anomaly. In retrospect, the approaches ofboth

men suffer from thei¡ intellectual distance from their subject matter, although this does

not deny the hemendous contributions each ofthem made by opening the fields of

Hasidism and Kabbalah, respectively, to the comprehension of modern students of

religion. The challenge which remains for a new generation of scholars, is to combine

Scholem's willingness to consider the texts as they stand, with Buber's intuitive feeling

for what the modern reader might learn from them.

1291¡ ¡¡s discussion "petryge¡ Scholars and Mystics" (New perspectíves, 2S_71
ldel conside¡s the possibility that dialogue between scñolars 

"àá ".tt 
õaíipiãaiiiãí.ri

ot the Jewlsh mysticaì rradition might indeed be fruitful for both sides. ',Tire
acad.emlcra.n may enrich himself both as a person and a scholar through his direct
contact with a mentality he attempts to penetrate, . . . on the other hãnd . . . the srear
achrevements of academic srudies in the fields of bibliography and history of KaEbalah
tum thescholar into a potential source of information . I. é".; a;ith.;;Jilãit;-'-^^
amongrheKabbalists-" Thiskindofthinkingwasforeigntothegeneraiìãióìs"iror",n
andBuber. .Nevertheleós,.Idel's ou'n rese-arcñ is reratedifor ttte -istlãri, io S.lr"iã-;r'
academic (that is, synthetic) model of a "history of Jewísh .yrti.ii-'ïà tónrr";"" '
whlch stands enti.rely outside.the categories of traditional Jewish study, practice and
bellef. l hus' whire rdel has done much to restore a sense of the impolaice for
s'lsequent Jewish mystics of cordoverian as well as Lurianic rabËaläl--irrór" t*o
gcltoo.!t o1 llolght repre-senting virt,ally the enrire syllabus for Kabbalists ever since
(plus Hasldic literature for Hasidim), Idel has, like scholem, lavished considerable
ajtention on_ speculations based on fragments of "early", thaí is twelrthìì;rñ----
l(aþþalah- .ln the meantime, no academic scholar of Kabbalah has yet compiied a
history of the.influence.of mystical develo,pments on the normative practicê of Jewish
relrglon as it is reflected, for example, in the Hebrew prayer Book. Althoueh less than
berore, an artllrclal drstrnction between "Jewish mysticism" and "Jewish traãition" has
been preserved. It might be borne in mind that as ihe word qaJó;/"I, ;;ñ;;6";Jl"
t\¡/eltth. century texts, it does not reptesent a separate traditio'n, but esoteric
hansmissions of Jewish tradition reìating to thê practice ofprayÞr.



Fo I lowing Scho I em : The So cio- His to r ical App ro ac h

Happily, a considerable amount of research based on Hasidic texts has recently

appeared in English. unfortunately, scholars approaching Hasidic texts are generally

less interested in what they have to say about ways of approaching and under.standing

the Divine, than in what they may imply regarding the social circumstances surrounding

their appearance. The continuing neglect of the Hasídic idea of the Tzaddiq may be

attributed in large measure to the pervasive influence of Scholem's approach to the

study of "major trends" in Jewish mystioism, considered mainly in socio-historical

terms.l30 Thus, while a variety ofscholars have written about the Hasidic ,,doctrine of

the Tzaddiq", and although they may differ widely in their opinions of the Tzaddiq as a

social institution, they tend to be alike in considering this "doctrine,, as a product of

history, rather than as an idea which may in fact have shaped ít. 13 I

An influential example is the approach of Joseph Weiss, in his Studies in

Eastern European Jewish Mystícism, to the "Zaddikology" of the Maggid of Mezeritch

. l30tn fairness to scholem, rdel has pointed oLLt (New perspec¡ives. D. r l ) that.
in addition 1o-pqr¡uing an histori.cal approaôh, Schotem'was "-..ótñ*ii;ir.;¿h ;ir.-'approached Kabbalah as a religious phenomenon, more than eitlier his predecessors or
his successors did, . , . It is, however, significant íhat mosi of Schole;'ídi;;;;;i";; ;;
phenomenologJcal aspects of Kabbalah were written at a relatively later stage ofhis
scholarly activíty . . . [as] the result of the need to Þresent it to . . : [al barti;ulâr tvne of
audience." Thus it should be acknowledged that tËe recentlv publiihèå Mvst¡cal'sí,àià
of rhe_Godhead, even with its chapter on-the idea of the rraäåiá,iãpiÃãír;';-'-'-'-
significant c,ontribution to the stuây of the phenomenology of räbbäiarr. li.".ain,
perplexing that precisely at the Eranos conierence, wherã"he was addressins an
audience oriented towards Jungian psychology, Scholem not only overlookËd the

i:?*l:lryilryql" of the Hasidjc rzäaãiq, lui csmissed ail not¡i, oiì-r,ãi;;däiq u, u
splntual as distinct ÍÌom an ethical "type"!

131¡ huyg chosen to speak in terms of the,,idea" rather than the ,,doctrine,, of the
Tzaddiq. The.term "doctrinqi ;n1pt¡9s a¡ J.r*t óilgiãìiy, or of phiiosophi;;i 

-' "'-
atstraction,which is in itselfpreji¡dicial and misleadinË. ríásidic liïeiaturåãii.urres
the idea of the Tzaddiq at lengthl precisely because it is-not reducible to a sinele
Ío-ul1;, The oft-quoted "The Tzãddiq is'the foundarion of the world," has nõ single"correct" 

^lnterpretatio¡. 
As Ihope to demonstrate in chapter Four, it is elaborateõin a

vanery ot ways, whtch nevertheless express a common nexus of meaning.

8l



and R. Nahman of Bratzlav. Although Weiss appears, on the surface, to be

dispassionate, he reflects a cynicism towards Hasidic subjects which is reminiscent of

Heinrich Graetz and his contemporaries. Thus weiss interprets the "Zaddikology', of

the Maggid in terms of an elaborate rationalization for the practice of magic, and

relegates the teachings ofR. Naþman on the subject ofthe Tzaddiq to "the strange case,,

of a man who is wholly preoccupied 1yl1þ þi¡¡se1¡ 132 In ',Between yesh and, Ayín', ,

Rachel Elior endeavors to present a more even-handed approach to the "material

Zaddikism" of the Seer of Lublin. Although Elior attributes much of the development

of the idea that the Tzaddiq is responsible for the material needs ofthe Hasid to the

Seer of Lublin,-she avoids condemning it, but presents it, rather, as possibly an

appropriate response to the difficult social conditions of his day. 133 A focus on the

social dimension tends to dominate even a simple text-based study, such as ,,The

Doctrine of the Zaddik in the Thought of Elimelech ofLizensk", by Louis Jacobs.

Thus, rather than endeavoring to penetrate and convey R. Elimelekh,s mode of thinking

about the figure of the Tzaddiq, Jacobs simply extracts from his teachings claims that

might astonish an audience, in his day or in our own.134

132.¡or.O1l Weiss, in his articles "The Saddih*Alterins the Divine Will" 1183-
93), and "Sense and Nonsense in Derining Judaism--The Sffa;ge Case of Naþmàn of
Bra^slav' _(249-69), in Stu.die-s in Eastern Éuropean Jewßh Mysiicrsnr (Nerv t;.[:
oxford university, 1985).. I pursue a detailed- critique of wéiss's appioach to borh R.
Nahman and the Maggid, in Chapter Four.

- l33Rachel Elior, "Between Yesh and Ayin:the Doctrine of the Zaddik in the
Works of Jacob Isaac, the Seer of Lublin", pu6lished in Jewish Histotv: Essavs ii
H-onour of_Chintln-Abramsþ ed. by Ada Rãpoport-Albert and SteveíJ. Ziplirstein
(Lordon: Peter Halban, 1988). See, in partiðular. Elior's discussion of ,,tr.laìèrial
Zaddikism", pp. 425-41.

,134¡ou¡r Jacots, "The Doctrine of the Zaddik in the Thought of Elimelech of
Lizensk", a lecture delivered as "the Rabbi Louis Feinberg Memoñal Lecture in Judaic
Studies" and published as a pamphlet (Cincinnati: Univeriity of Cincinnati, iSig).: 

-



Miles K¡assen endeavors to build his recent ph.D. thesis, "Sources of Devequt

and Faith in Zaddiqitn,on a solid hermeneutical foundation, by giving careful

consideration to earlier Kabbalistic understandings of the tenn devequf (,,cleaving,, or

"attachment" to God), and its application within a Hasidic context.l35 yet even as

K¡assen does an admirabre job ofpursuing the history of devequt as an idea, he relates

to the Tzaddiq mainly as a social institution which popularizers such as Reb

Meshullam Feibush (who did not consider himself to be a Tzaddiq) reregated to an

elite. Because the term tzaddíq escapesthe kind of historicar-philological scrutiny

which has been applied to the term deveEtt,the conventional assumption that the

Hasidic Tzaddiq is a novel social institution is allowed to stand. Similarry, in Att ís in

the Hands of Heaven, a study of the teachings of the Izbitzer Rebbe, Morris Faierstein

considers the lzbitzer's idea of the Tzaddiq without relating it to earlier Hasidic

conceptions with which he would have been famiriar. Instead, Faierstein limits his

interpretation ofthe Izbitzer's idea ofthe Tzaddiq to the social dimensions of ,,Mordecaí

Joseph's attempt to deal with his rerationship to his former mentor, Menachem Mende I
of Kotsk. ' . [and his] serf-perception as a reader and his perception ofhis fe ow

zaddiqim."136

The outstanding exception to the sociological emphasis which tends to

determine how all ofthese text-based studies relate to the idea ofthe Tzaddiq, is Arthur

Green's "psycho-biography" of Rebbe Nahman of Bratzlav, Torntented Master.l3T

Here too, however, considerations of the outward human setting are alrowed to replace

13 SMiles.K¡assen, "sor¡rces or 
-D_evequt and.Faith in Zaddiqitn: the RerigiousTracts of Meshullam Feibush Heller of Zbaraz;ñ;,]òõö:' 

^'

. 136¡4o¡¡¡s M. Faierstein, I ll is in the Hands of Heauoraecaiioiáji"iin,,,î'"iËoxr(Hoboken: Ktav, lé89), 
uen: The Teachings of Rabbi

' 1374¡¡u¡ Green. Torn.ented Master: a Life of Rabbi Nahnnn of Bratslav(University, Alabama: ui'i ve'si ty õi Àiãa'í^^i lú síl 
"" "'



considerations of the inner content ofthe teachings. Thus, rather than explore the

spiritual life ofR. Nahman as it is reflected in his teachings, Green pursues the kind of

psychological approach which focuses on the personality conflicts and neuroses which

might be inferred from ¡¡r *o.¡.138 By focussing his srudy on Nahman's weaknesses

and difficulties--be they real, or in the mind of the beholder--Green succeeds in

deflating his hero before the reader has had a chance to discover why he might be a

worthy object of study, in the first place. Thus there is little opportunity to observe

how the idea ofthe Tzaddiq is approached by one of its most devoted, and clearly its

most imaginative Hasidic propone¡1. 139 once again, a consideration of a Hasidic idea

of the Tzaddiq is set aside in favor of speculations conceming what might be inferred

from such teachings about the conditions surrounding their appearance. while the

1386rr.n himself acknowledges that he took the work of Joseoh Weiss as the
model on which he based his_approach: "The most serious scholarly riork ;;ñ;i;;"
undertaken to date is that of the 

-late 
Joseph weiss . . . a srudent or éerrtrom Sår,ãiå.,'

[who] undertook a thorough critical examination of Nahman's life and thousht. . . . '
weiss eslablished the key guidelines to all further study of Bratslav Hasidisir. . . . he
employed a method that combined the tools of intelleciual historv with the insishts of
psychoanalysis, demonstrating that in the case ofso fully self-préoccupieJ;;;?;;;;
Nahman was, there can be noìepararion between biogríphy aüd a; u;ãe;;r;ÅJins';i-his
thought. Throughout both Nahman's teachings ana hÉ s'tories, w;i;iñ;Ë*ì."tñå '^'"
central trgure of concern is none other than Nahman himself. . . . it is the clarification
and justification of his own life-struggle rhat is constantly at the center "Ìúú;b 

"
attention." (Tot.nented Master, 17 -Bl. In short, havine íet out from tt 

" 
ii"È.rlì"Ji

s.upposition that Nahman's teachings are a reflection ofNahman's perronàl problenls,
the teachings per s¿ are understo-cd mainly in the light of such an åppro;;ir: ih;;-'
although Green makes a point ofexplaining that hihas avoided tttáisã oi te"nnlLl
psycholoq,rcal language^( 18-9) ïe embraced a reductionist analysis that could not fail to
drml.nrsh the message of R. Naþman's teachings. Neal Rose has remarked, succinctlv.
that "creen took a Freudian approach, where a Jungian approach would háve been ráóre
appropriate."

139In fairness to Green, I shourd point out that the weaknesses ofhis biosraohv
are to_ some degree compensated by two éxcellent Excursuses at the end orttró uo-oË '
I he tlrst Excursus is on the role of "Faith, Doubt and Reason" in Nahman's thousht
(Torm^ented Master, 285-337), and rhe second is on the ,nore ouicuie ãlt;Í'. iãiåi,
(33E-371). Here Green.provides an analysis which is social, historical and literarv. but
also psychologlcal, not in the sense ofconventional psychoanalysis but in a deeper'
sense reflecting a. "knowledge of the soul". would tliaiGreen t á¿ *.iit* trtr .täitt
brography in the light of the insights he tags on at the end!



romanticism of Buber and the generation of Hasidic historians who fo owed him may

be regarded as a reaction to the dogmatic rationalism of the first, Green's exaggerated

"realism" marks an equally radical break with the twentieth century tradition of

enthusiastic neo-Hasidic hagiography.

A Lack of Perspective

A typical if extreme example of the tendency of contemporary scholarship to

evaluate the Hasidic "doctrine" of the Tzaddiq in terms of a social analysis, which

suffers from a lack ofperspective regarding the Jewish mystical tradition and a lack of
interest in how the Hasidic Masters understood their own teachings, is Ada Rapoport-

Albert's essay, "God and the Zaddik as the Two Focal points of Hasidic worship".l40

Notwithstanding the title of her essay, Rapoport-Arbert is careful to state, from the

beginning, that "the Zaddik was never deified" in Hasidic teachings, and,'never became

the object of worship in his own right,"l41 yer she asserts that "the ordinary person,,in

Hasidism, "stands in relation to the Zaddik as the Zaddik stands in relation to God. Just

as God is the focus of the Zaddik's religious life, so th., zaddik is the focus of the

ordinary person's religiosity." 142 chalrenging the impression reft by schorars such as

Buber, who emphasized the "democratic" implications of the Hasidic movement,

Rapoport-Albert declares that in their

new zeal to dispel the mìsgujded. notíons, particularly regarding the first
generation of masters wher_eþv all were iulbmissiuà discilles ot-ttre sËsht tsa'at
Shem Tovl and inferior to hirir, the scholars *t o *ãpiri rt .ilåäir" åäi,ålw-àr
these men with the Beshr seem to have overshoitÀãiärãri-i,ïärä*ñH#hii
fact the conclusion . . . thar the circle "¿e.o.tati"iãì; uuriorí-yrtì"u-rïã åiiìËål

__._ l40,qda Rapoport-Albert,.'God andtheZaddik as rhe Two Focal pointsof
Hasidic worship" ,'rtìe History ófn"l,s,b", iõ,i.älî;'ün *rity;¡ õñàËål'isî9)

t{Iltoi¿.,322.

r42tbid,,32O.



notions previously confined to small elitist circles of Kabbalists. This
"democratization" has been presented as gaining additional weight from the fact
that . . . with the rise of institutionalized Zaddikism a generatioñ or two later, rhe
opening up of sublime mystical conclusions to the rank-and-file followers of
Hasidism came to an abrupt close.l43

Rapoport-Albert grants that a spirit of mutual sharing characterized the

relationship of the Ba'al Shem Tov with those ws have come to think of as his

disciples.144 She strongly objects, however, to the idea that this spirit ofdirect access

. 14316¡¿.,311-2. In note 46, Rapoporr-Albert expticitly cites Dubnow and
Weiss as sources with whom she differi, and makes no mentión of the work of Martin
Buber, with whom, I_believe, she is in most direct conflict. Her approach is the polar
opposite ofthat which Buber expressed (in Hasidism, pp. 34-6): nOne cannot '
understand the tremendous influènce exerted by Hasididm on the mass of the people,
unless one observes the 'democratic' strain in it, its peculiar tendency to set, id pläce'of
the existing 'aristocracy' of the spiritual domain, the equal right of ail to approach the
absolute Being. Inequality mayþrevail in all things pértainiãg to the outeilife; into the
innermost realm, into the relatioñship with God, iimãy not peietrate. . . , \rye are
speaking of a teaching founded on human experience,'and concerning itself solely with
what comes to pass between man and God." Thus Buber would seerñ to acknowiedee
that Hasidism is not a strictly egalitarian movement--certainly, the Rebbe is accordei a
special status--but he claims that it appealed to the masses, névertheless, because it
Íìeed them as individuals to value and deepen their own relationship wiih God. Buber's
view is substantiated by Hasidic teachings-simplifying the approacti to mystical prayer,
so that. a simp_le recìtation of each of theletteri anil sõunds óf the pruy". ias proioíea'
as the ideal. See Moshe ldel, "Perceptions of Kabbalah in the secõndhalf of 'the'lgth
century", i1J9,wi1h Thought & Philosophy, vol. l. (United Kingdom: Harwood
Academjc_Publishers, l99l), 73-6. It is substantiatèd, as well, -by the many teachings of
the Ba'al Shem Tov, and later of R. Nahman, extolling the ideal ôf the simþle Jew. "

1441¡¡r ¡"r been confirmed by subsequent scholarship. Emanuel Etkes, in his
article "Hasidism as a Movement--Thð First Sìage", in Hasidism: Continuity or
Innovation? , does a thorough job of reviewing sõholarly research and reevaluating
scholarly âssumptions concerning the background of thê rise of Hasidism. Etkes-
presents evidence that the circle ofthe Ba'al Shem Tov, like other mystical circles to be
found among Eastem European Jews at that time, was made up ofpéople who already
have been considered "Hasidim", in the sense of mature spirinial séekeis. "It was noi
the Besht who tumed the members of the group into Hasiãim, but rather the contrary--
âs.they were already Hasidim, they were motivated to accept the Besht's leadership.'In
other words, their recognition of the Besht's authority was based on a conìmon spiiirual
background and religious ideas, shared by them and ihe Besht. It was within the
framework of this spiritual partnership tlrat the unique virtr:es of the Besht became
prominent." (p. 12) What then would have been thè particular appeal of the Ba'al Shem
Tov? "The group acknowledgement of the Besht's súperior abilities was derived from
the fact that he succeeded in concretizing in a most exbeptional way the same ideas
which attracted the $oups members. Tñe significance oT the Beshi's message for his
disciples was not, therefore, the claim to accèpt Hasidism as an ideal but ratñer the
presentation of an exemplary model of Hasidiim." (p. 13)



and open sharing might also be reflected in the Hasidic conception of the relationship to

6o¿.145 Rather, she declares that both "primitive" and "mature,, Hasidic reachings

blocked entirely and a priori the direct route of ordinary people to God by placing
the righteous or perfect men . . . the Zaddikim, in the miãdle of that routé. To Þur
it more poignantly . . . the majority of ordinary people could not follow the dirèct
route to God precisely because a minority of extraoidinary people were blockine
it, insisting that every contact with God should be regulatêd, "channeled', by
them.la6

Rapoport-Albert never defines exactly what she means by ,,the. direct route to

God". She seems to have taken over the idea from previous scholars (such as Buber?)

that this was a primary and necessary ideal of the Hasidic movement, but argues that

the movement in fact betrayed ¡¡ir 1¿.¿1. 147 This a point which deserves more careful

treatment. Certainly, to my knowledge, nowhere in Hasidic lore is the association with

a Tzaddiq meant to remove from the individual Jew the opportunity--indeed, the

obligation--of personally addressing God in prayer at least three times a day, not to

mention in the many ritual blessings! However, beyond an affirmation of the formal

14581¡", would seemto support this contention, when he points out that
Hasidism did not become a wide-spread movement until a generatìon after the Ba'al
Shem Tov, and that in his relationship with his own circle the Besht did not go beyond
1fis tr¡.ditionally accepted. conception-of his age and of previous ages; namelyjhat '
worshipping God on the level of Hasidism wãs appropriate for onìy outstanáing
individuals and was ¡rot within the reach ofthe niássei. His role aõ a carrier of-a
religious message. \.vas therefore restricted only to the very limited group of his friends
and. disciples." (Ibid. l7) "Yet",.Etkes adds,-"there is no doubt thãt thé ecstatic prayer
of the, Besht made a deep impression upon simple Jews as well, with its outer
manifestations." In rhis case, Etkes asks, how ilid the Ba'al Shem Tov come inspire a
mass movement while other notable Kabbalists at that rime did not? He pr.oposês that
at lea-st part of the answe¡ may be found in the dream of the Ba'al Shem iov, in which
he felt commanded to raise the spiritual consciousness of the entire Jewish cômmunirv--
and was troubled by his inability to do so. "By committing himself lat least in theorvi
to the fate and welfare of Klal Yisrael, the Be¡ht providedã precedeñt which inspireá-
his disciples and^followers." (Ibid.,2l) But Etkés adds (and'this is the more sigirificant
point, certainly from the perspective of this thesis) "the Besht also provided a oãttern of
leadership which became a model to be followed by his disciples.'

146¡¿p6p6¡1-¡tbert, "God and the Zaddik", 313.

. . l47O.q.g again, I. suspect that she means to criticize the work of Martin Buber,
without specifying that this is her purpose.
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stmcture of Jewish worship, which is of course addressed to none other than God, the

outlook of Jewish mystics has been that the matter of addressing God is an extr.emely

complex issue. It is not necessarily their understanding that a "dir.ect l.oute to God" is

an easy, or obvious, or even a possible thing to achieve. Indeed, notwithstanding the

discussion of devequt with which she opens her. article, Rapoport-Albeft,s argument

suffers from a lack of consideration of the Kabbalistic background of Hasidic thought.

The vast and complex literature of Kabbalah is almost entirely devoted to the

question of "routes" to God; it is obvious from this literature that Jewish mystics since

the middle ages found this an extremely challenging and engrossing question. Going

back to the earliest Kabbalistic manuscripts available, fi'om the l2th centur.y, much of

this literatu¡e addresses the specific problem ofhow may the central Hebrew pr.ayers be

directed to their intended destination? This is the problem of kawanah, of establishing

a "direction" or "intention" that is effective in reaching and./or influencing the Divine.

As Moshe Idel has pointed out, early Hasidic Masters were indeed concemed

with finding a more "direct route to God" than the ones they had inherited Íiom

previous generations of Kabbalists, as were a number of other Eastem European

Kabbalists living at thar time, including prominent Mitnaggdim.l4S Since the twelfth

century, the Kabbalistic approach of directing particular verses, words and even letters

ofthe prayer to specific Sefirot had evolved into a series ofelaborate schemas,

, 148Rather than a popu-list uprisiirg against Rabbinical authority, it has been
shown that many of the early.Hasidic Masters and their Mitnaggdic oþponents shared
smilal scholarþ and mystical inclinations. According to yaaõõv Hasdäi, in "The
origins of the conflict between Hasidim and Mitnagdìm" (published in Hasidisnt:
continuity ot' Innovation?), "not only are the Ha.sidin and,'Å4itnagdim not at opfosite
poles of Jewish society,- but among the Mitnagdim there is even a-group stemdrins from
the same circles as the founders and early leaãers of Hasidim. To-be sùre, the
Mìtnagdim.incl\de rubbis and parnassni [panons] belonging to the Estabiishment and
the leadership. But the movin! force in tlìè struggle agai-nst"Hasidisn i;¡;;i;.I;thur
e-lement among the Mitnagdim who, in their spiriiand-in their.ways, shori an ;ifíniitio
the founders of Hasidism.t'



culminating in the extremely difficult and omate system of Luriani" ¡o*on6¡.149 g¡¡ç

of the ways in which the Hasidic Masters advocated slicing through the Gordian knot

that had developed, was to emphasize that divinity is already immanent in the letters of
the Hebrew Prayer Book, so that making special kawanot would be unnecessary, and

might actually impose an artificial limitation on the spi'itual power of the prayers.

Thus a model of mystical p¡'aye. was espoused which depended on conscious effoft

rather than on erudition. Thus the Maggid of Mezeritch declared that

He who uses,in prayer all the kawanot he knows, can do no more that use the
KswanoÍ wnrcn are known_ to him. But when he says each word with sreat
attachmenr [hitqashrut], all .the kaw.anot are by thaí veìy iu.t i*ruä.¿ii,i.. .u.r,,anoevery pronounced letter is an entire world. wïen he utters the word with sreat
Îi9:îT1!-:l'-tlJ jl9:t uppt' worlds are awakened, and thui Ë.;ñpìì;;.i'-'
tnereby gTeat actlons. r ),

what one needs for such prayer is the feeling of "attachment", and to carefu y

pronounce each of the words of the prayer. Indeed, it is a model which would be

accessible to the "simple Jew" who needs to put gÌeat effort into correctly pronouncing

the prayers and who might even be ignorant oftheir literal meaning.

Yet I believe that Rapoport-Arbert is correct, inasmuch as she proposes that the

Hasidic conception ofthe role of the Tzaddiq might also be considered in the light of
this problem. Attachment to a Tzaddiq might well be considered a complementary

. 
l49see Moshe ldel, ,'percepricns of Kabbalah',, sections III and IV. pp. 6g_104.

Thus the outs.poken Mitnagged, R.^Hayyim 
"f 

vóiõlt ii,, *ü;'h#;.ii;il ' r'v vu- ¡ wa'

KnowlecgeaÞle ln Lunanlc Kabbâlah, recommended that people foreo all kinds of
f:ryffyt,including those of the HolyAri (R. yitzhaq t"'¡.iã"¿ ìiãËà'äiì;h.
:.::It]Fl_?l !!la's contemporary, R. Ioseph Karo, in this regard (p. 72): ,,Be caretul
nor-:ro rn]p( any thought during^ prayer even (thoughts) conneited iö roíah and Mizvot .. ' srnce tne deep lnner sense ofthe meaning of prayer is unknown to us. Even if someor rne meanrngs of prayer were.revealed to.us by our ancient rabbis, blessed by their
f:T-"-.L1 rlllthe last (of them) . . . the Ari, bteised be his memory, *ho eirãeåËäì"
tne creâtron of wonderful kawanot,.(these meanings) are no more ihan a drop in
comparison of the sea in general witÈ.r'espect to ttrë ínner ãèep meaning oïth'e membersof the Great Assembly, wlo instituted präy., ;

150¡6¡¿., 73.



aspect to the emphasis on simplicity and "attachment" in dir:ecting one's prayers. This

is leflected in the following saying of the Maggid:

The Zaddik, when he prepares to pray befor.e his Creator, His name be blessed,
certainly cleave_s and binds his thought and his vitality to.Eln ^So/[the "]nfinitei'
essence of Godl, may He be blessed, which is the siniple Unitv.'without anv
image. And when_ he begins to speak, he draws the viiality of"tÍre Cr.eator., iet
Him be blessed, (downward) intó his speech and his wordi which he emits fi.om
hismouth...."t5l

Thus while it is up to each Jew to say all of the obligatory blessings and prayers,

which are, of course, addressed only to God, the Tzaddiq is conceived of in Hasidic

literature as a "channel" with the capacity of directing prayer all the way to its divine

destination. Rapoport-Albert has decided, on her own authority, that the Tzaddiq does

not in fact serve as a "channel" to the Divine, but only as a blockage in the flow. Her.

claim that the Tzaddiq stands between the Hasid and God, and inte¡.feres with their

connection, directly contradicts the many Hasidic texts which go to $eat lengths to

describe the narure of the instrumentality of the Tzaddiq.l52 She is, ofcourse, entitled

151ú¡¿., 191.

I 521n ç1tu01., Four, I cite a number of examples of the metaohor of the Tzaddio
as a "channel"; in one ofthese, whose sources is the Maggid, it is spêcified that it ii ihe'
individual Hasid who makes the journey to God, by mein-s of the "ðhannel" *l.ti.tt i¡"
Tzaddìq provi.ljs. The G-reat Maggid of Mezerich-is typically more concemed with
describing the function of the Tzaddiq than with definirie whãt nerson or nersons misht
fulflill it. Rapoport-Albert claims that, in the case of the*Maggiå, "the abs'ence rro,o fiis
teachings of the social.dimensions ofthe Zaddik's role" is "rñõre'easily attributable to 

-

his Iack ofinterest in this dimension . . . than it is due to any conscious renunciation on
his part of the unique quality of the Zaddik.,, It may indeed be that because thev
perceive a "lack of interest" in the social dimensions ofthe idea of the Tzaddio.'scholars
have neglected the Maggid's teachings. yet it is the Maggid, who was more inieresteá 

-

rn spelling out "what" the function of the Tzaddiq is, than "who" mieht fulfill this
function, who is generally, acknowledged to have'beên the main orgãnizer of the
Hasidic movement, and whose disciplés esrabtished its main lineagis. I certainly agree
with Rapoport-Albert when she_ sayi that in the case of the Maggiõ, it is "regréttáOtE
that such-an analysis of his teachings".as Dresner pursued with-t-he ieachingí of R.
Ya'aqgy Yosef, "has.not yet been pioduced." (Ibid., 319.) But, I would adã, it would be
a pity if su.ch an analysis were.to become dominated with speculations concâming the
social implications the Maggid may have deliberately chosên to leave open-endeõ,
rather than focusing on the spiritual vision to he in fáct devoted himselfto elucidaiing.



to her own opinion regarding the validity of this Hasidic model; since the beginnings of

the movement, many Jews, both religious and secular, chose to reject a Hasidic

apploach. What I am pointing out is that here, once again, a negative opinion about

Hasidic teachings, which is couched in terms of a sociological analysis, stands in the

way of a fair presentation and consideration of the substance ofthe Hasidic teachings.

A Syntpathetic Approach to Hasidic Texts

While they do not all resemble one another, all of the works mentioned thus far

reflect Gershom Scholem's assumptions concerning the novelty of the Hasidic idea of

the Tzaddiq. Yet Samuel Dresner's The Zaddík, while it fits within this categor.y, might

also be viewed as introducing a second category of contemporary Hasidic scholarship.

This second category reflects the approach of Martin Buber more than that of Scholem,

inasmuch as material from primary Hasidic texts is presented in a deliberately

sympathetic light, as a harbinger of humanistic values. This is true, for example, of

Dresner's enthusiastic biography, Levi Yitzhak of Berditchev, a sort of modem scholarly

hagiography in which bits of the teachings of R. Levi yitzhaq (set off in bold-face type)

are related within a more anecdotal stream of narrative based on tales told about the

man. 153

Dresner's book fits thc mold set by his mentor, Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel,

in his more complex biography of R. Menahem Mendl of Kotzk, A passionfor

7¡11¡¡.154 The approach of the Kotzker Rebbe is contrasted with that ofthe Baal Shem

Tov, on the one hand, and Soren Kierkegaard, on the other. yet even as Heschel

1535utn¡s1 H. Dresner, The lIt-orld of a Hasidic Master: Levi yitzhak of
Berditchev (New York: Shapolsky, 1986). 

-

15446¡¿¡a¡¡¡ Joshua Heschel, A Passionþr Truth (New york: Fanar Suaus and
Giroux, 1973).
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includes fiagments of teachings of the Kotzker in his nanative, the anecdotal material

tends to take precedence over the discursive, while Heschel's own nanative voice--as

distinctive as Elie Wiesel's--takes precedence over all, Indeed, not unlike Wiesel's

Hasidic works, those of Heschel and of Dresner might be considered neo-Hasidic

creations which nevertheless reflect a concern for historical context and a respect for

the Hasidic sources. zåe cit'cle of the Baal shen Tov, a more objective study begun by

Heschel and completed by Dresner following Heschel's death, focuses on accounts of

the relations between several of the Ba'al Shem Tov's disciples, though extended

quotations from Hasidic texts sometimes make their way into the copious ¡oo1¡61s5.155

Although it is well-documented, this work lacks the passion and focus which drives the

more original creations of its respective authors, Taken together, these works of

Heschel and Dresner reflect Buber's romanticism and his search for humanistic values,

even as they convey the kind of respect for Hasidic discourse which Scholem

advocated. what is significant, hovr'ever, in the light of this thesis, is that none ofthese

works reassess the assumption inherited from both Buber and scholem, that the idea of

the Tzaddiq presented in Hasidism is essentially something new.

In the last fifteen years, a number of translations aimed at making primary

Hasidic texts accessible to the reader ofEnglish have been produced by both the

religious and the academic communities. A¡thur Green's translation, Menahent Nahunt

of Chernobyl: Upright Practices, The Light of the Eyes, marks the first academic

translation and interpretation ofa substantial amount of Hasidic text, which is typical of

the genre 
"r 

u *¡o¡". 15ó Until it appeared, the one outstanding book of Hasidic

teachings available in English had been The Tanya ofR. Shneur Zalman of Liadi, the

155The Circle of the Baal Shem Tov (Chicago: University of Chicago, 19g5).

_1565¡u. Grcen, Menahent N^ahunt of Chernobyl: Itpright practices, The Light
of the Eyes (Ramsey N.J.: Paulist, 1982).



first Lubavitcher Rebbe; although worthy of study in its own r.ight, this is an atypical

work, describing the psychology of the Jewish soul according to the systematic

philosophy of Habad Hasidism.l57 In addition to other works of the Habad movemenl

conceived along sectarian lines, a number ofpietistic texts by R. Nahman of Bratzlav

have been translated, recently, by his orthodox Hasidic followerr. I 5 8 4¡¡6¡9¡
accurate and complete translations ofthe original tales ofR. Nahman have recently

been published,l59 the main collection of the discourses ofR. Nahman, Liqqutay

Moharan, remains, for the most part, untranslated. yet along with other teachings of

his, even these have begun to appear in English in bits and pieces.

Brief selections ofthe Hasidic discourses have also appeared in a number of

scholarly anthologies, in recent years. Outstanding among them is The Teachings of

Hasidísn, by Joseph p¿¡. 160 Although Dan's social and intellecrual history of the

Hasidic movement (conveyed in an extensive Introduction) is essentially a summary of

scholem's views on the subject, and his selection and translation of Hasidic teachings

suffers ffom too much ofan emphasis on (in the words ofthe dustjacket) "Hasidic

1575¡¡su¡ 2alrnan of Liadi, Likutei Ama,,im: Tanya (Btooklyn N.y.: Kehot,
1984).

l58p¡6¡¡¡¡s¡¡ among these are Rabbí Nachnnn,s Fire bv Gedaliah Fleer tNew
York: Ohr Mibreslov, 1972) and Gents of Rabbi Nachnrunby Aiyeh Kaplan (Jerusalem:
Yesh.ivat Chasidei Bres_lov, 1980) Numerous booklcts that háve Ëeen pu'blíshèd in the
last decade by the Breslov Research Institute in Jerusalem. Other worÈs recentlv
published have been translarions of R. Nathan's descriptions of R. Naþman andiis
teachings.

l59Previously, Martin Buber and Meyer Levin each published versions of some
to these tales. The most accessible of the coñrplete translatidns ofthis work is Nahntan
of B,atzlav: Th.e Taþs by Amold Band (New York: paulist, 1978). Rabb¡ Nachntan;i
,storles (Jerusalem: Breslov Research Institute, 1983), transiated ánd commented unon
by Aryeh Kaplan, contains extensive and highiy speôulative nores on the rabbaiiitic
symbolism of these tales.

-^^^. l60Jor.phDan, The Teachíngs of Has#rszr (New york: Behrman House,
r 983).



beliefand doctrine", Dan has gathered in one place a considerable amount of material

translated from "classical" Hasidic texts, and ananged it thematically. I 6l your llord is

Fire is a more sensitive collection of blief quotations culled from ear.ly Hasidic texts,

specifically on the subject of mystical player', selected and translated by Arthur.Green

and Bany ¡1o¡¡..162 The strength of this work is rhat it not only indicates what the

Hasidic Masters believed; it endeavors to convey the feeling they brought to addressing

God in prayer.

. A¡hur Green's Approach to the Tzaddiq

Thus far I have endeavored to account both for the general state ofresearch in

Hasidism and the specific tendency of scholars following Buber and Scholem to regard

the Hasidic idea of the Tzaddiq as a marginal development. As I have already

mentioned, Arthur Green has prepared the way fol a major reevaluation ofthe place of

the Hasidic idea of the Tzaddiq within the Jewish tradition, by locating this idea in the

context of its earlier history. Unforrunately, the way in which Green frames his

approach diminishes a sense ofthe signifìcance of the development of the idea of the

Tzaddiq.

. 11l¡uT himstlf-(in.the Prcface of Teqchíngs of Hasidisnr, page ix), defines "the
works..written by early. Hasidic rabbis" as "the clalsicál period oftheinovément ( l7g0-
LSll)" (Jh.e italics are his). This date covers the period îiom the publication oftÈe
Toldot Ya'aqov Yosef to the publication of Liqqu\ay Moharan, thè fìrst volume of which
was published in l!08, and fhe second, in l8i i. (îhe D egel ilÍaþaneh Ephrayin was
als^g published in l8l l). While the works of R. Naþman iepresen-t a genêratión quite
dlfferent from the other early authors who actualty knew thè Ba'al Sh'em Tov or ierè
disciples.of the Maggid of Mezerich, I most certainly a$ee that R. Naþman's work ii
'classical", inasmuch as it is a most excellent exampie õfthe originat iispiration of the
Hasidic movement.

16241¡¡¡ Green and Bany Hollz, your lkord is Fire: The Hasidíc Masters on
Contemplative Prayer (New Yorki Paulist press, 1977).



Not unlike Dresner, Green begins "The Zaddiq as Axis Mtndi" with a

consideration ofearlier historians such as Graetz, and presents his own wor.k as a

response to their rationalist apologetics. He opens by declar.ing: "The history of

Judaism as presented to us by the lltissenschaft des Judentums of the nineteenth and

early twentieth centuries depicted a religious civilization which seemed to have little in

common with those societies to which the emerging methodology of the history of

religions was first being applied".l63 These early Jewish historians conceived of

Judaism as "a world ofsober theology, law and ethics", which had long ago outgrown

the mythic exaggerations of primitive and oriental religions.

One of the most precious notions of modem Jewish apologetics has been the idea
that in Judaism there are no uniquely holy persons. Eioth irophecy and
priesthood ceased to function in postbiblical Israel. The ràbbi, working as a
scholar, teacher, and_[egal authority, claimed for himself neither the peisonal
charisma of the prophet nor the sacredotal role ofthe priest; every Jew had equal
and direct access to God through Torah and prayer. . . , If all ofisrael is holy and
chosen, a'kingdom ofpriests,'i so the argumeni would go, there is no need fôr the
holy man in his classic roles as intercessór, as administrãtor of sacraments, or as
source of blessing. tr+

Green credits "the recent work of Jacob Neusner" with having,'done much to

rectify this one-sided presentation insofar as the Talmudic rabbi is concerned." He

further aligns himself with "Scholem's conclusions conceming the ongoing presence of

m)'thical motifs , . . crystallized in Kabbalah". Thus defining an approach to religious

symbolism in terms of "mythical motifs", Green proposes that,'Mircea Eliade's insights

around the symbol of axrs nundi" might be applied to "the holy man traditions of later

Judaism", as well as those of other leligions.l65

I636¡ss¡, "Axis Mundi", 328.

1646¡¿.

165¡6;¿., 329-9.



Green distinguishes his approach to the idea of the Tzaddiq from that of scholars

before him (including Gershom Scholem):

Outside the rabbinate, per se, such terms as Uddiq and hasíd were taken bv
apologiststo beembodiments of moral or pious pêrfection in the language'of
Jewish authors, but were not to represent what aie studies of India, A--fricã, or
Siberia as "holy man" traditions. . . . Of course any srudent of the historv of
religions, particularly in noting the minority starus Jews held in the Hellénistic,
Iranian, Christian and Muslim realms, all of them replete with cults of saints and
holy men, must have raised his eyebrows at the abiliìy of such a relieious societv
as a whole to remain faithful to so lofty and rarified â position. toe

While earlier scholars of Judaica prefened to overlook the existence of a

spiritual conception of the Tzaddiq, Green not only proposes that it exists, but implies

that it is comparable to the "holy man" traditions of such far-flung places as India,

Africa and Siberia. Moreover, Green suggests that the appearance ofsuch a figure in

Judaism demonstrates the likelihood of Greek, Persian, Christian and,/or Muslim

influences, although he does not substantiate any ofthese theories, or distinguish among

their various implications. Indeed it appears that Green does not distinguish between a

variety of "holy man" ideas because he conceives of them, collectively, as standing

dialectically opposed to the idea of the Rabbi. From Green's point of view, Jewish

"society" made it necessary for the Rabbis to assign a spiritual role to the figure ofthe

Tzaddiq, although this meant compromising the "lofty and rarified a position"

represented by Rabbinic tradition. Thus even as he rejects ,,modem Jewish

apologetics", Green continues to characrerize Judaism as a legitimately scholarly and

egalitarian approach which is inherently opposed to the idea of charismatic leadership.

Since the Tzaddiq does not represent a particularly ',Jewish,' idea for Gr.een, it does not

occur to him to pursue the question of the Jewish nature of the "holy man" idea which

the Tzaddiq represents.

166¡6¡¿,,329.



The P heno meno Io gic a I Appro ac h

Green attributes his interpretation of the Tzaddiq as an "a.v¡s nnndi,, to the

phenomenological approach of Mircea Eliade. The weakness of Green,s

phenomenology is that it lumps together a variety ofpossible conceptions of "holy

man" or axis mundi figure as they are understood in significantly differ:ent cultures,

blurring the distinctions between them. Thus Green interprets the Tzaddiq as

a unique individual, a wonderman from birth, heir to the biblical traditions of
charismatic prophecy as embodied in Moses and Elijah, and at the same time
the rabbinic version ofthe Hellenistic god-man or qúasi-divins hs¡s.roi

Nor is this a mere inadvertency on his part, which is corrected in Green,s

subsequent work. In "Typologies ofLeadership" he describes the Tzaddiq as,'a figure

at one human and mythic, a spiritualized Hercules . . . in some tr.aditions identified with

God more fully as Avatar or Incarnation. " 168 The inapplicability of the idea that a

particular person may be born as a god or become a god to a tradition such as Judaism

should be obvious to anyone with even a rudimentary knowledge of Jewish theology.

Green's assumption would seem to be that the understanding of the exponents of a

given tradition are irrelevant to the study ofa religious "phenomenon". yet it r.emains

to be demonstrated, purely in phenomenological terms, just åow a Hindu Avatar or

Greek Hero represent the same phenomenon as a Jewish Tzaddiq. Two figures may

share a common attribute--such as being described as a "world pole", or being the color

red--and nevertheless differ fundamentally in their conception and function. It takes

more than a common name to make for a common phenomenon; the burden of

demonstrating the character of a common phenomenon rests with the person making the

claim.

j61tUj¿., 331. Green bases this assessment on the conclusions ofRudolph Mach,
in Der Zaddik in Talnud und Midtasch,53-58.

1686¡se¡, "Typologies", 132.
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In a brief, three-page article entitled "Hasidism", it seems that Mircea Eliade

himself has more success than Green, in identifying the nature of the Hasidic idea ofthe

Tzaddiq.169 Eliade does not have the benefit of G.een's original research; he cites only

the well-known secondary sources, Scholem and Buber. And yet, even as he repeats

the well-worn formula that the Hasidic Tzaddiq represents "a nerv type of spir.itual

leader", he is cognizant of the crucial point which scholem brought to light (although

Scholem himself overlooked its significance), that the Tzaddiq r.epresented ,,no new

mystical idea", By way of analogy, Eliade compares the Hasidic Tzaddiq to ,,the

'pneumatic,' the illuminate, the prophet',, and speaks of "analogous phenomena . . . in

Hinduism or in Islam". Eliade specifies that there is a "striking . . . analogy between

the zaddik and the guru, the spiritual master of Hinduir-',. 170

While the figure ofthe Tzaddiq is generally regarded in Jewish tradition as

specifically not being a Prophet, I believe that Eliade correctly conveys the Hasidic

conception of the Tzaddiq. Like the ancient Hebrew prophets, the Tzaddiq is r.egarded

as someone who has been spiritually illuminated and who canies God's message to

others, rather than as someone who is bom or who becomes divine. moreover, rather

than merely asserting that parallels might be found in the Hindu tradition, Eliade has

indicated the specific aspect ofthe religions of india in which a parallel is to be found.

while the Hasidic conception of the Tzaddiq has little in common with the Hindu

notion ofan Avatar, it does correspond to the Hindu notion of the Guru, especially

inasmuch as the curu is conceived ofas a principle which is expressed in the spiritual

Master, but which is to be found as a potential of the disciple, ¿s *s¡¡. l7 I

169¡4¡¡r.u B1;u¿e, "Hasidism", in A Histo,y of Relisious ldeas Voltnte 3: Front
Muhammad to the Age of Reþrnrs (Chicago: Univêríity ofthicago), I 78-g0.

170¡6¡6.,



Eliade's assessment is simple, and is expressed in very br.oad terms. Likely

based on Buber's descriptions of the Hasidic Masters, it conveys no pr.ofound insight

into the idea ofthe Tzaddiq reflected in Hasidíc literatur.e. But Eliade, ar least, does not

misinform the reader concerning the nature of the idea of the Tzaddiq. what he says is

accurate as far as it goes, and conveys a sense ofthe lines along which further research

might fruitfully proceed.

l7_l¿r ¡o, the analogy between the figure of the Tzaddiq and the Islamic idea of
the c.omplete Human Being, it has already been mentioned in the discussion of "Islamic
Parallels-', above. the specifìc idea that the Complete Human Beins is a þotential which
is to be i.ound and acivated from wiÈinrhe individual, is expresseã by jili (in
universal .Man, p. xix) as follows: 

. 
"Each individual of the human spdcies càntains the

others entirely, withoút.any lack, his own timitatiòn bã"È b"t ;;iiilt"l.-. : ."Ë;ä f.,
as rne accldentat condltlons do not intervene, individuals are. then. like oooosins
mirrors, in which each one fully reflects the other. . . , onlv. ,oré .ontuiri itt" ì"ninn.
only by power [or "potential"],-whereas others, namelv. the perfect t¿an¡¡1, '¡compieie"l
amongst the prophets and saints, contain them by actión. . . .



Green's View of the Hasidic Tzaddiq

What then is Green's understanding of the Hasidic development of the Tzaddiq

idea? As this is the point at which the figure of the Tzaddiq emerges from the pages of

mystical Jewish literature to clearly make its mark in Jewish history, it is a crucial point

of rransition. How does Green account for this transition in terms of its historical

context? He begins, reasonably enough, by saying: "We now tum to the further

development of.this motif in eastern European Hasidism, whe'e it was to leceive its

fullest and most radical heatmen ¡.'172 ç 6, ,,radical" Green means, nor an extreme

deparnrre, but an emphatic retum to the "root,', I most heartily agree. But as he

proceeds he makes it clear that he views its Hasidic manifestation less as the fulfillment

of the Tzaddiq ideal than as some kind of distortion of it.

A new type of charismatic leader had taken central stage in the Jewish
community; claims are made both for his spiritual porv-ers and for his temnoral
authority which seem to go far beyond anyihing prèviously articulated in'rewish
sou¡ces. Of the rich legacy of holy men ahd relilious leariers fiom Israel's past.
vanous paradigmatic figures are_ brought forth to justify the emphasis placeä on
the centrality of the rebbe and his boundless powérs. Élements'of botË ¡t;i
\ingsïip and cultic priesthood are drawn out^ofbiblical sources in defense oithe
Hasidic master. ¡ 73

In his subsequent article, "Typologies of Leadership and the Hasidic Zaddiq', ,

Green traces the themes of kingship and priesthood as well as prophetic and',even,'

rabbinic themes, as they were enrployed by Hasidic authors in their descriptions ofthe

figure of the Tzaddiq, 174 Green presents these motives, however, less as illuminations

of the Hasidic idea of the Tzaddiq than as extravagant arguments employed by the

172ç¡""n, "Axis Mundi", 3i7 .

1736¡¿.

1741find in Green's descriptions an unexpected confirmation of the thesis that
the Tzaddiq is an "archetype", in the sense of a sinele. comorehensive. ou".-"."hi.,n''
fype, which incorporates ãll these other "types" ofJewish ipiritual leádership within
itself.



Hasidic leadelship for the lhetorical purpose of establishing themselves against the

authority of the more scholarly Rabbinic .r,u61ir¡rnrn1. 175

Retuming to the'\Axìs Mundi" arlicle, it seems that Green has built a convincing

case for an organic relationship between Hasidic and earlier mystical developments of

the Tzaddiq idea, only to nullify the significance of this common idea. Like Dresner,

he presents the Hasidic Tzaddiq not as a traditional figure suddenly come to life, but as

"a new type of (Green has added) charisntatic leader". Although Green, like Dresner,

contrasts his approach with that ofthe Jewish \lissenschaft htstorians, like Scholem he

resembles them in his a priori assumption that the very existence of the Hasidic

Tzaddiq is fundamentally unwarranted. Without indicating precisely how, Green

suggests that the "paradigmatic figures" ofpre-rabbinic Judaism have been somehow

misappropriated in the Hasidic setting; by declaring that they are meant to "justify the

emphasis placed on the centrality oî the rebbe", he reduces Hasidic literature to an

apologetic exercise.

Green has claimed, specifically, that the Hasidic leaders arrogated "boundless

powers" to themselves, and that the "spiritual powers" of the Hasidic Tzaddiq,'go far

beyond anything previously articulated" in Jewish tradition. He proceeds to discuss the

Hasidic ideas that certain Tzaddiqim represent the gilgut (the "reincarnation',, or at leasr

the emulation) ofprominent figures, and the idea that at any given time there is an

outstanding "Tzaddiq of the Generation". Green conveys an impression that the Hasidic

conception of these ideas is somehow exaggelated, or unwananted, although he himself

points out, earlier in the same article, that expression ofsuch ideas may be found in

1751¡us Green states ("Typologies", 130) that "the normarive claim to aurhoritv
already.belonged to . . . the very iort ofrabbinaté against whom Hasidism was set in '
opposition. . . . _Hasidism found its way out of thisãilemma by proposing another soft
of claim for its leaders, one that was hiþhly innovative in its u;aÀe here tñough havine
the needed venerable associations in thé eárlier history of Judaisñr

l0l



previous Kabbalistic and even in Talmudic sources.lT6 Thus it seems to me that the

Hasidic conception of the idea of the Tzaddiq is, to paraphrase Schorem, "as much a

reformation" of the earlier tradition of the Tzaddiq "as it is more or less the same

thing".

Green's strongest criticism of the Hasidic Masters is that they claimed

unprecedented "temporal authol'ity". This is an issue he does not pursue in the

remainder ofhis "Axis Mundi" article; his declared subject, after all, is the Tzaddiq as

an idea, and not as a social institution. But what, precisely, does he have in mind?

certainly, scholars are in general agreement that Hasidism did not challenge the

religious authority of the rabbinic tradition (as, for example the sabbatian movement

did). Elsewhere, Green himself has stated that

flasidisp religiously must b.e. viewed as a late postmedieval phenomenon. Its
theologlcal assumptions and limitations are (foi the last time in Jewish historvl
those of the classic rabbinic-mediev¿l world; the authority of scripture, the ' '
invi olab i l itv of h a r a kh a h.fthe "¡vay' of Jewi óh raw], the,iyiìriiåir T*ir,''í.'ì 0a."
rn rne. teachlngs and parables ofthe Talmudic sages. The éntire burden of
tradition is to be bome with joy,.and nothing in ñuman experience may exist thatwill declare any part of it invaiid.t?7

Hasidism is portrayed here as a movement--indeed, the last Jewish movement--

which heroically, if anachronistically, resisted modem historical self-consciousness. I

would say that it was the intention of the exponents of this movement to embrace the

whole fabric of Jewish tradition, and that they sincerely felt themselves to be

participants in that rradition. This is an important point, as it indicates the crucial

l T6Compare.Green's Hasidic references to gitgut ("Axis Mundi,, . 339-40. 342\.
ro nls eafller dlscusslon ot the notion of the Tzaddiq embodying the soui of Moses, aé'itfirstappearsinl,u¡ianicKabbalah(337). Also,.onâputãniír.i.r" ¿¿;i;T;;;di"'h;-"
Dor (339-41) to his earrier expranaìion ihat the'idea öi a rt'elã 

""iiiáiãi"" 
rlãäã"iå'är

rne ueneratl-on goes back to the Jerusalem Talmud, where iiis attributed tõ both a '
tannaltlc and an amoraitic source (332).

- 
1774¡thur Creen, i! ,,Hasidism: Discovery and Retreat,,, published in The Other

Side of God: a Polarin ìn l{orld .Re-ligions.ed. 
peter. L. Sergà, (ór,.dè;'ðtrt; ñ; '-'

York:'Anchor Press/Doubleday, tS8ij, lOj, 
-
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difference between a traditional sense of functioning ÍÌom within a tradition, and a

modern sense of appropriating or even preserving it, fi.om outside of it. For thè

traditional Hasid there would have been no question of "changing" or ',adapiing" the

tradition; yet, as participants in a process by which the rr.adition continually reinterprets

itself in the light of its own precedents, the leading advocates of the Hasidic movement

would have felt entitled to express their own understanding of the tradition. This

faithful though flexible relationship is reflected in the Hasidic approach to r.eligious

observance as well as to Jewish study. Thus, according to Green,

Hasidism may be characterized as a movement of mvstical revival. . . . In sood
Jewish fashioir, absolute_ "orthopraxy" was maintainéd (only the fixed houríoi-
prayer were loosened), though this failed to stave off tlie rabbinic critics ofthe
movement who raged_relentless warfare against it for the fir'st thirty years of its
existence, and whose latter-day followers õontinue to sneer at Hasiâism even to
this daY.tze

The creativity of the Hasidic Masters was applied entirely \.vithin the framework

of Rabbinic tradition. The Tzaddiqim were not an independent source of religious

authority, they operated within the constraints of Jewish law, as well as the (non_

Jewish) "law of the land". what sort of "authority" might they have therefore wielded?

It might be said that they were invested with a spi'irual and moral as distinct fr.om

religious authority, an authority which imposed itselfon the minds and hearts ofthe

Hasidim, and which became institutionalized, in later generations, as Hasidic

communities and even dynasties became entrenched. But even this spiritual authority

of the Hasidic Masters was not an unqualified authority. A Hasidic Master,s approach

to the interpretation ofrorah not only had to be acceptable and comprehensible within

the broad precedents of Rabbinic tradition, but as is demonstrated by the practice of

opening books of Hasidic discourse with leffers of approbation, stood in need of

17816¡¿.
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confirmation by his Hasidic peers.179 Moreover, it was subject to the decision of

individual disciples who chose to attach themselves to a particular Rebbe, to seek his

counsel and follow his teachings as well as his personal example. I 80 The fact that

Hasidim often lived outside the community where their Rebbe resided and would often

travel great distances to see him, is furthel evidence ofthe degree to which the power of

the Rebbe proceeded, voluntarily, from "the consent of the govemed".

As for Green's contention that in addition to "temporal authority", the Hasidic

Masters claimed "spiritual powers . . . which seem to go far beyond anything pr.eviously

articulated in Jewish sources", it is, again, unclear what he means. Does he mean that

the devotion Hasidic Masters asked of their Hasidim is unprecedented? He seems to

suggest that it is rather, the miraculous powers of the Hasidic Masters which went

beyond anything attributed to earlier masters of Kabbalah, but he makes no effort to

document either proposition. such sweeping statements about the novelty of Hasidic

leadership once again point to the lack ofresearch into the nature of spiritual leadership

in earlier Jewish movements. Thus, while Green has conected scholem's assertions

concerning the novelty ofthe Hasidic idea of the Tzaddiq, he has continued to

characterize the institution of the Hasidic Tzaddiq as an abemation that belongs, not at

the center of a spiritual history of the Jews, but somewhere on the peripher.y.

I would tell the story just the other way around. What is actually r.evolutionar.y

about the Hasidic movement, it seems to me, is the fact that in it the figure of the

Tzaddiq leapt off the pages of Jewish mystical literature to appear., as Green says, on

179puç¡s1 Elior has pointed out to me the importance of the letters of
approbation by well-known Tzaddiqim usually displayed at the opening of Hasidic
books.

1805s6 ¡¡s Excursus at the end of this thesis, for descriptions ofpreciselv how
disciples approach Hasidic masters, particular.ly whén they appioach thein for "
counselling.



"central stage in the Jewish community". While ear.lier references to the Tzaddiq may

be regarded as an esoteric (ol even as a merely liter.aty) phenomenon pertaining to some

other time and place, Hasidism confronts the observer with the claim that those who

serve as "the foundation of the world" actually exist, and are available as accessible

models. I believe it is this, rather than the introduction of new or unprecedented

"claims" about the powers of Tzaddiqim, which is the geat challenge presented by the

Hasidic movement. It seems that this is a challenge which continues to disturb even

scholars who are considering Hasidism from an intellectual distance.

Indeed it seems that in academic historiography, as in the field of Jewish

history, the Hasidic sense of the reatity of the Tzaddiq has had an immediately

polarizing effect. Forjust as many of the leading Kabbalists who did not become

Hasidim became "Opponents" of the movement when it first appeared upon the scene,

contemporary schola¡s who do not relate to Hasidism with enthusiasm, tend to regard it

with suspicion, Notwithstanding the fact that the "Hasidism" under consideration may

have disappeared in the nineteenth century, the movement continues to elicit a stand

either "in favor" of it, or "against" it. I know ofno other topic in the field of Jewish

mysticism which has typically commanded such a personal response fi.om the scholars

who study ¡¡. 181 ¡6¡ do any of the features of the movement other than the figure of

the Tzaddiq seem to elicit such an implicitly partisan response, Thus even as Gleen

prepared the ground for understanding the Hasidic figure of the Tzaddiq in the context

of Jewish tradition of the Tzaddiq, he continued the momenrum of lltissenschaft

scholarship in which this fìgure is marginalized. As in the case of Scholem, I do not

believe that this was intentional or even conscious on his part. Rather it appears that the

181The nearest.parallel that comes to mind, is the controvel.sy cunently
surrounding the alleged suppression ofthe Dead Sea scrolls!
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nature ofthe subject, and the conventions of modern scholarship, leave one little room

to manoeuvre.



The Historical Significance of the Hasidic Tzaddiq

I expect it is obvious, by now, that I count myself among those who are

positively predísposed towards Hasidism. I regard the Hasidic idea of the Tzaddiq as

the flowering ofone of the profound and central ideas of mystical Judaism, and the

Hasidic movement itself as the fruit of this idea. what might such a per.specríve

contribute to an understanding of Hasidism as an historical phenomenon? As we have

seen, scholars generally aglee that the Hasidic Masters, themselves, are the outstanding

product of the Hasidic movement. It is they who provided the center--or rather, an

array of centers--around which the whole Hasidic movement revolved. More than a

novel ideology or a new religious practice, what Hasidism provided was a community

of Hasidim devoted to the examples of their spiritual ¡4ur¡.¡s. 182

Given such a perspective, I propose that the movement was able to grow and to

propagate itselfas it did, precisely because it was not based on a central personality but

rather on a cenhal idea. The appearance a great variety of Hasidic leaders in the

decades which followed the death of the Ba'al shem Tov (in 1760), was fostered by

seÍnons which were subsequently published, whose primary subjeòt was not the

personality of its founder, nor ofany particular leader, but the generic function of the

. .l82In'the ¡irst Stage", pp. 6-7, Etkes sets the stage for his own contributions
to an hlstorical under_standing of Hasidism, by declaring that "Beshtianic Hasidism
D€came 

.a wlde' popurar movement. The question which the historian of Hasidism
should theret'ore deal with is, how and why did these transformations take place. we
can drvr.de thls question into two: 1) what motivated the Hasidic elite to abãndon its
way and to commit itself to the^learGrship of rhe masses? 2) ;hy ;;e1h;;;";, -
attracted to this new leadership? Why diã they acknowledfe itjauttroriiv an¿ã¿ãot it,
wa.y of worshipping God? In ihis pafer I will'relate to theîrst oitt'iri áuîr¡""r-ã"J"
only to the more specific contexts. of the Besht's peliod." My aim, at this point, is io
address the second. what would have set in motion the proóess by whichiews'flocked
to Hasidic Masters, in order to become their disciples? '
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Tzaddiq. I 83 while the spiritual genius of the early Hasidic Maste¡:s is reflected in their

words, the literature they produced points less to themselves than towards this

commonly recognized p'inciple of the Tzaddiq. whether later Hasidic Rebbeim

contributed to this literature, or made their mark in some other way, they and their.

disciples built on a foundation which is established in this early Tzaddiq literature.

Just as it is reasonable to suppose that the theory ofthe Tzaddiq inspired and

gave shape to the emerging social realities of the Hasidic movement, it is reasonable to

suppose that these realities, in turn, may have reflexively influenced the subsequent

development of this theory. 184 I am proposing, however, that it is first of all the idea

of the Tzaddiq which would have stimulated the growth of the movemenr. An obvious

advantage of such an approach is that it is simply more comprehensive. Scholars who

regard the idea of the Tzaddiq not as a genuinely creative idea, but as a defense or

rationalization of a "charismatic" phenomenon, leave that phenomenon otherwise

unaccounted for. while the sociological term "charisma" may be a useful description of

a phenomenon which is common to all kinds ofreligious and even secular social

organizations, it is descriptive term which does not, in itself, account for causes.

. , lð.rlt is not clear if the Ba,al Shem Tov himself was a ÞroÞonent ofthe Tzaddio
idea,,though in chapterFour we shall.consider evidence põintilgl;iirì; ãirËüiåi. ïtË
Droaoer quesrron ot the hlstonclty and roÌe ofthe Ba'al shem Tov has been the subiect
of on-going specularion and debáte. scholars are geneLaliy .""n¿."ir.eut:di;""tË--'
histori-city of hìs disciples who published 

'*itingsielatineitr"i, ã"r té.8ninnïlr.'í"u
as tradltlons of the Ba'al Shem Tov. For informãtioh rela-ting to directly to tñe ga'al

!1"* hjï.t.,rlf: we are mainly depend-gnt on collections oi põpula, Uaií¿ið tafãl *îi.f,
were pubrrshed rong after his death. Sifting this material iri sèarch of authentic
elemenls ls a,daunting task, a¡alogous, pqrhaps, to sifting through the New Testament
ln searcn o1 the onglnal words.of Jesus. For_a summary of currènt research, which
lncrudes some recent contnbutions to the field, see "Hagiography with Footnotes:
P_difying Taleg and the Writing-of Tistory in Éasidism'rbfÀä, h"p"f 

",t-ãiùåJ, 
i"

History and Theory Decembef 1988, I l9:59.

.. 
1 81Titur, ltl BeJy€gn yesh and Ayin" Rachel Elior indicates (p. 44 1 ) that

regarding "Material Zaddikism", "it is próbable that we have herà a-,n'uruaiìreiaììån.r,,io
between social cönditions which ser nerv lFirituar and maieriai ctrall;;;;;;j, ;;'ñ;''
other hand, spiritualistic currents of thought. . . ."



Moreover, an examination ofthe histo'ical record shows that an archetypal idea

of the Tzaddiq was featured quite early in the history of the Hasidic movement. To

pick up Joseph Dan's designation of the term,l85 the first two published authors of

"classical" Hasidic literature happen to be among the strongest advocates olsuch a

vision: R. Ya'aqov Yosefof Polnoy, whose Toldot ya'aqov yosefwas published in

1780, and the Maggid of Mezeritch, whose Maggíd Dvarav Le-ya'aqov was published

in 1781. They themselves were intimate disciples of the Ba'al Shem Tov; R. ya,aqov

Yosef was his secretar.y, and the Maggid was his successor., and the man whose

disciples established the main Hasidic lineages. One of the Maggid's disciples, R.

Elimelekh of Lezhensk, who published the most popular and inf'luential of all Hasidic

books on the subject of the Tzaddiq, the No'am Elimetekh, in lTgj . The No,ant

Elimelekh may be regarded as a transitional work, in which the Tzaddiq is still regarded

more as an archetype than as a person, even as the emphasis begins to shift to the idea

of rzaddiqim being a special class ofpeople. Thus an archetypal idea of the Tzaddiq is

to be found in literature which was already influential before the rum of the eighteenth

century,

While it may be more difficult to identify an archerypal idea of the Tzaddiq in

later Hasidic works, it is featured in two other notable, influential and relatively early

works, which yet might be considered a part of "classical,' Hasidic liter.ature. The

Degel Maþaneh Ephrayim, which was published in 18 I I , is a collection of teachings

attributed to the Ba'al Shem Tov which were edited by his grandson, Reb Moshe

Hayyim Ephrayim of Sudylqov. In the same year, the main section of R, Naþman's

discourses, Liqqutay Moharan, was also published. 186 Unlike these other men, R.

, t 
9f t am holj!'ng. to Joseph Dan's definition of ,,classical" Hasidic liter.atur.e,

discussed in note 162. above.



Nahman was neither a direct disciple of the Ba'al Shem Tov, nor a disciple of one of his

disciples (he was, however, his great-grandson, by matrilineal descent). yet in his

controversies with more established Rebbeim, R. Nahman often expressed a passionate

concern for restoring the original ideal of the Tzaddiq. 187

It makes sense for the appearance ofa variety of spiritual Master types, which

so impressed both Buber and Scholem, to have been supported by the power ofthe idea

which is a principle subject of the greatest works of Hasidic literature. The appearance

ofa Tzaddiq literature early in the history of the movement demonstrates the likelihood

that it served more as an inspiration than as a rationalization for the establishing of

Hasidic communities. Scholem sought, and was unable to find, the particular idea

which would have empowered the Hasidic movement and set its course. The ar.chetypal idea

of the Tzaddiq--embodied in one's Rebbe, while remaining an objective ideal--is just

the kind ofidea which Scholem sought, but did not find. And yet the question remains,

why should this particular idea have been so influential?

I believe that Hasidism was abre to flourish as it did, because it was based on a

model which was already deeply-rooted in the religious imagination of the Jewish

people. This might be expressed in rerms of Heschel's insight that in addition to the

"requirement" that a Jew be "bound" to Jewish community, Hasidism added a new

element (or it might be said, a new interpretation of what this meanr): one bound

oneself to the religious community by means of one's relationship to a Tzaddiq.

viewed in these terms, the Hasidic movement might be seen as the product of the

fusion of two elements that were already an integral part of Jewish life: an outward

l86Indeed,
literature.

^ , 187S.9 Gr,een, Tormented Master,52. See also Chapter 3, ,,Conflict andclgw4", p!.?1-!23, for a more psychological interpretatioir of ñahmanË 
"oniioversi",with other Rebbeim.

Dan includes all five of these works in his list of "classical', Hasidic
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emphasis on participation in community, and an esoteric ideal of the Tzaddiq. With the

inception of the Hasidic movement this latter element would have sur.faced from within

the Jewish tradition to combine with the former in a kind of chemical reaction. It is this

reaction which would have precipitated, in Dresner's words, both ,'a new kind of

community" and "a new kind of leader",

Thus it was neither an emphasis on community nor the Tzaddiq ideal, but a

fusion of the two which would have created what is called ,,Hasidism". It is likely that

there were external social and historical circumstances, beyond the scope of this thesis,

which facilitated such a "chemical" reaction. Certainly the late eighteenth and ear.ly

nineteenth century saw many social, political, intellectual, spiritual and religious

upheavals which may have echoed or even influenced the development of Hasidism.

Whatever the supporting conditions of the times, however, I am pr.oposing that it is the

application ofTzaddiq ideal to a communal orientation in Judaism that yielded the

Hasidio movement, with its various spirirual leader.s--each of whom, in their own way,

represented that ideal,

Hasidism and Democracy

Although I do not wish to enter into a discussion of the br.oad milieu of social

upheaval which sunounded the appearance of Hasidism, I would like, at this point, to

pursue one particular parallel to the development of Hasidism which may be instnrctive.

There are two well-known and dramatic revolutions which took place at about the same

time as the Hasidic teachings were being proclaimed and then published: the American

and French Revolutions. A brief consideration of the relationship of those two

revolutions to their spiritual and religious underpinnings might contribute new

perspective to an understanding of the political implications of Hasidism.

lll



France was a Catholic country in which people might either believe in the

authority olthe catholic church, as it was defined by the pope in Rome, or reject it and

rebel against it. The society was organized on an authoritarian basis politically as well

as religiously, and the overthrow ofthe monarchy in the French Revolution precipitated

a period of on-going bloodshed and anarchy. When the pendulum swung to the

opposite extreme and Napoleon crowned himself Emperor, he too assumed a position of

authority which eventually led to his demise. The American Revolution, on the other

hand, generated neither a system without leaders nor a system in which leadership was

identified with certain persons. Rather, it fostered a system in which potential leader.s

might compete with one another in good faith, seeking election by the people over

whom they would rule. The majority of early Americans were protestants of a variety

ofpersuasions; an ad hoc "tradition" ofreligious pluralism informed the American

Revolution. Recently, attention has been drawn to the role in the establishment of

American democracy of esoteric brotherhoods, such as the Masons, which were

invested with neither temporal nor religious authoriry, but which deeply influenced the

thinking of America's "Founding ¡u¡¡.rr".188 Thus it appears that in America, in

contrast to France, spiritual teachings which were not formally identified with either the

1881n "1¡¿.rr Our Founding Fathers Occultis ts?', (Gnosrica vol. 4. no. 9 lJulv
19751) the author, Bob Hieronimus-, cites "hard-core" eviàence that at leairnine üf '
fifty-six signers of the Declaration of Independence were initiated un¿ liii.Ju, -

members of Ma.sonic organizations, and "sòft-core" evidence that fifty+hreã òi the
signers attended Masonic functions. It has been claimed, as well, thaí at least three of
them have been associated with the Rosicrucians, According to fn, fàrrpii oià tnã'
Irodge bV Michael Baigent and Richard LeEh (London: Jonãthan Cape, f'Sa+j iSO,-,'^t
the time ofthe Constitutional Convention, Freemasonry was . . . the òniy reaÍ
organisational apparatus ofany kind operating across siate boundaries. tir.ouehout the
newly independenr colonies," 

'while 
'the coñstirution was a oroduci ór-ã"i ãi"¿..-

andmany hands, not all of them Freemasonic . . . there we'e ültimàtelv r*" I . . nrìãir"
spirits behind the constitution--washington, FLanklin, Randolph, Jeffeison and Jõhn
Adams. Of these, the first three were nãt only active Freemaòris, Urt *en wtto ióól
their Freemasonry extremely seriously--men ivho subscribed fervóntlv to its ideals.
whose entire orientation had been shaþed and conditioned by it.',



political or the religious establishment informed the creation of a system in which

leadership functions had an integrity of their own, which was distinguishable from the

persons serving in political o¡¡r.. I 89

In Hasidism, too, the leadership function of the Tzaddiq was distinguished from

the leader's personal identity. Thus rather than either monarchy or anarchy, Hasidism,

like democracy, generated a pluralistic leadership field in which people freely choose

the leaders with whom they would align themselves, supporting them as they sought

popular or divine "election", whether this support was expressed in the form ofvoting

for President of the united states, or in believing that one's own spir.itual mentor was in

fact the Tzaddiq of the Generation and supporting his efforts to hasten the coming of
the Messiah, a system was created in which the office was distinguished fiom the

person who served in it. This allowed for a measure ofboth stability and flexibility in

both systems, a competition bet\¡r'een parties which did not lead to schism.

one would expect there to be many parallers between the Masonic teachings

which informed the creation American democracy and the Kabbalistic teachings which

informed the creation of Hasidism, sínce the Masonic teachings themselves contain

many Kabbalist¡. 
"b*"n1s. 

190 However, the Kabbalistic idea ol the Tzaddiq, which

. . l89According to-Baigent and Leigh (ibid.,25g) the Masonic Lodees themselves
plovrded the model tbr the idea, adopted in the united states constirutioñ that if
elected officials "were deemed unwôrthy of the officã to *tti.t thev halËeån electe¿.
they could be impeached or deposed--noi by revolution,-'p"üõä;;;,';r-;;ärtlï'--'
vrolent means. but bv estahlished administrative machineiy. Nor wòuld thé dignity of
the office be diminished." whil; i;;i;;ii;"s;il;;îil;.mon 

elsewhere in the
eighteenth century. . . they applied only to the legislaiivó branch of eouemmånì. which
was orten powerl€ss and acted_largely as a rubber stamp for the execútive. In thé new
$mgrigan republic, however, the lriñciple was brought'tò bear on the e*ecutiue--ón ihe
nead ot state--as well. Here too the influence of Freemasonry is apparent."

_ .1901¡us it has been pointed out, for examÞle, that Georse Washinston,s
Masonic "apron'', 'like many upronrìiitr-peiñ¡;'r*.äTì;;r-,å.i"e riäãrä.'"o.. 

"rtne dlstrnctlve characteristics of the American constitution is the 'sepãration of oowers'
3T9."F lþ. three murually checking and.balancing branctres õf ttre gå;;;;"t, '" " ''"
Legrslative (expansive), Judiciar (containing) anil Executive (coorà'inating¡; wå have



would have informed the social (or one might say, the political) strucure of the Hasidic

movement, is itself a very simple idea. what is involved here is not a complex theory

of the checks and balances in the stn¡cture of govemment, but an understanding of the

Tzaddiq as a function of both man and God which is embodied in the leader who is

worthy of following.

Although I believe that they do in fact reflec a common ,,spirit of the times,', I
do not wish to strain the analogy between American democracy and Eastern European

Hasidism. My argument, essentially, is that an analysis of social history in the light of

the spiritual ideals that informed it may yield more interesting and fruitful insights than

a reduction of spiritual teachings merely to their social implications. I would not deny

that the Hasidic Masters, like America's "Founding Fathers", were conscious that the

popular applícation ofthe leadership model which they were promoting, although

consistent with Kabbalistic tradition, was in some sense an innovation. Nor would I

deny that many of their words were intended to justify and defend the legitimacy of this

model. But if it would be unjust to consider the Declaration of Independence or the

united states constitution merely as a polemic against the Royal establishment, it is all

the more a pity to regard the vision which the Hasidic Masters expressed about the role

of the Tzaddiq merely as a polemic against the Rabbinic establishment, or as an attempt

to feather their own nest.

Comrptions may well have appeared from e4rly on, in both systems. yet the

inspiration which people derive, even today, from the founders both of Hasidism and of

American democracy, is an indication of their respective creative achievements. The

Tet this idea already in the Three Columns of the Tracing board". W. Kirk MacNultv,
!y^elqs-onry:.4 Jouiney through Ritual and Synbol (Nñ york: Thames and Hudsoi,
1991) 88. I.ndeed, the idea of the inrenelationéhip ofìhe "expansive,' (Hesed). '
'lgonlaining".(cqyyr-ah)-a1d "coordinating" (TifeirQ tunction'i of thã rnid¿-tilia¿ orthelen setlrot, ln r,vhich of these r€presents a differ.ent ,'column,' or ,,pillar", will be
familiar to students of Kabbalah.



extent to which nations other than the united states have chosen to emulate American

democracy, the extent to which people who are not themselves Hasidism are interested

in the Hasidic movement, speaks to an inner coherence which informed both systems.

of course, a Hasidic Rebbe, unlike an elected official, ordinarily ser.ves for life, And

Hasidism is quite different from American democracy in another significant regard:

although the united States of America formally separated from the British Empire,

Hasidim have always continued to regard themselves as fully a part of the Jewish

community. Thus, while a Hasidic Rebbe have sometimes served. as Rabbi as well as

Tzaddiq, and addressed themselves to questions of Jewish law, the role of the Tzaddiq

continued to be an implicit function in relation to the role of the Rabbi, as it has been

ever since the Talmudic period. It is the Rabbi who defines Judaism, while the Tzaddiq

may identify the life to be found within it.

Hasidism in Histofical Perspective

Obviously, Hasidism represented more of a religious than a political

development, and the best analogies for the Hasidic movement are likely to be found in

the history ofreligions. Indeed, when Buber proposed that Hasidism had a

"'democratic' strain in it", it was in the context ofa broader discussion in which he

considered how Hasidism, "like early christianity," might be "described as a revolt of
the Am-haaretz, i.e., the unleamed people of the land, of the masses of the people who

do not concem themselves with the srudy of doctrine.'191 1ryi1¡ou¡ venturing, myself,

into the field of early christian scholarship, let me point out Buber's assumption that the

early church was a popular and charismatic rather than an intellectual movement,

which incorporated a concern for fine points of doctrine only after the Gospel ofJesus

19l3u6rr, Hasidisn, 34-5.
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had already spread. As I discussed at the beginning of this chapter., Buber failed to

come to grips with the fact that the mature theoretical literature of the Hasidic

movement was already being published early in its history, a mere twenty years after

the death of the Ba'al Shem Tov. The popular literature of the Hasidic tales, on the

other hand, first began to appear in print thirty years later! Of course, there is

somethíng informal and anecdotal in the flavor of the Hasidic discourses, which are

generally composed of the transcripts of Hasidic serrnons. But while these sermons and

books were not addressed solely to an erudite scholarly elite, they do r.equire a basic

familiarity with well-known Jewish sources--a level of Jewish education which in the

modern world would be considered quite high.

Reviewing of the early history of Hasidism, Emanuel Etkes, considers it rikely

that the immediate circle of the Baal Shem Tov would in fact have repr.esented a kind

of spiritual elite. Taking into consideration the sequence and content of early Hasidic

literature, he breaks down the unfoldment of the movement in the latter decades of the

eighteenth century as follows:

During_the sixties, under the guidance of the Magid, Hasidism successfi¡llv soread
its teachings to the public; . . . Hasidism, it woulã séem, focuseã it.;¡i;í;í;;-
then on the more educated. elements to society. The popular element became a
sþifrcant part of the Hasidic movement onl! in . . .ìnä gèneratiån oiir,. rr¿ãni¿',
dlsciples. I he two circles of activity which had lived separately during the
B_esht's period were now united into one whole: that conimunití. for.w"hom the
Hasidic leader srrives to solve its earthly problems, is that ñ; ;;ilility l;
which the Hasidic leader serves as a mddêl and guíde in rtr. *otrt ip oî-c'óä. 

"

Ihj,:d?::l^"pr,:nt is ctearly expressed in rhe wrñings of yaacov-iåsei puUiirfr.¿
ln the l7öus, although probabry reflectrng the seventies; yaacov yosefduestions
wherher lt^rs po.ssible_to bridge the gap between the high srandards of Hásidic
worsnlp.ot uod and thepoor spiritu-al level of the masses. Hasidism's response
was the institution and tñe theóry ofthe Tzadift.rez

The archetypal model ofthe Tzaddiq, bridging heaven and earth, would have

been embraced by an ever-widenening circle of enthusiastic disciples, who at least in

l92g¡¡e5, "The First Stage", 22-3.



the early decades of the movement related to this model not only as a description of

their Masters, but as a potential to be fostered within themselves. Thus the Hasidic

movement would not have been a revolt of the masses against the r.eligious elite, but

rather a gradual expansion and dissemination of the teachings of a spirìtual elite which

were gradually adopted and applied on the level of a mass movement. Hasidism

represented an effort to reolganize and recreate the religious community on the basis of

esoteric principles, and it appears that, at least initially, it met with considerable

success. The basis on which this was founded was rhe Kabbalistic idea of the Tzaddiq.

Both early Christianity and Hasidism might be character.ized as charismatic

movements which proclaimed what might be called "the presence of God in man". The

crucial difference between them, however, is in their respective emphasis on the per.son

in whom God is present, and on a more subtle notion of the Function such persons

represent. If, rather than the uniqueness ofJesus, the early church had emphasized the

function of the christ as it was manifest among its (leading) members, the parallels

between the two movements would be very strong indeed. As it stands, better analogies

to early Hasidism may be found in the early Buddhist Sangha (which generated

numerous "Buddhas", as well as the Pali Canon), and perhaps the early community of

Islam, as well. It might well be argued that an archetypal idea ofthe Buddha (as

distinct from an idea of Gautama Siddhartha, the person) inspired the spread of

Buddhism, and that this corresponds to the role ofthe idea ofthe Tzaddiq in the spread

of the Hasidic movement. The Prophet Muþammed was regarded as an accessible

model for all Muslims following him, as well as the archetypal "seal" who contained in

himself the marks of all previous Prophets. But early Islam may be more like early

christianity in its populist narure. Moreover, both Buddhism and Islam generated a new

religious system, which was as much a rejection of its Hindu or Jewish and christian

background as they were a product of it. The conservative character by which



Hasidism became a staunch defender of Rabbinic Judaism is not echoed in any of these

examples,

The strongest parallel to the 
'ise 

of Hasidism I know of is to be found in Islamic

Sufi brotherhoods which proliferated in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The

obvious parallels have to do with a multi-faceted development of mysticism in both

movements, characterized by the dramatic appearance of a variety of vivid personalities

serving as spiritual Masters, who did not create a new religion but generated a

significant body ofteachings often couched as commentaries on existing scriprures,

related in the form ofdiscourses, tares and music (and, in the case of Sufism, in poetry,

architecture and art as well). Both these movements brilliantly exploited the spiritual

resources of a well-established monotheistic religion, and both remained within its

limits (although deliberately "heretical" developments are to be found in medieval

sufism as well). conesponding to these extemal features, is the inner parallel between

these two cultures which I believe is most significant. Both were based on a common

idea which they sought to translare into the surrounding religious and cultural milieu:

an archetypal idea of the human being who serves as the point at which creator and

creation converge.

I have yet to trace the historical development ofthe archetypal idea ofthe

Tzad'diq' or even to precisely define the term "archetype". yet I have already pointed

towards two conclusions which might be summarized as fofiows. one, which I wilr

develop more fully in chapter Four, is that all "holy man" ideas are not the same, and

the Hasidic idea of the Tzaddiq has a particularly strong parallel in the Sufi idea ofthe

Complete Human Being. The other is that the conception of the Tzaddiq which

provides a central focus ofearly Hasidic teaching, is likely to have been the seminal

idea from which the whole Hasidic movement grew.



CHAPTER TWO

THE MEANING OF ''ARCHETYPE,'

I am claiming that the figure of the Tzaddiq, particularry in Hasidism, might be

considered an archetype. But what precisely is the meaning of the term as I am

emplolng it in this thesis? Its use has enjoyed a revival in recent years, which has

been largely inspired by the psychologicar writings oflcarl Jung. popular usage is

generally quite loose: any character type or pattem ofrelationship which follows an

ancient model or a well-established pattem in a particularly striking rvay, is liable to be

called an "archetype". This follows an unfortunate tendency to employ terms such as

"archetype", "paradigm" and "m¡h" as synonyms for ress fashionable terms, such as

"model", "pattem", "motif', ,'symbol,', "idea" and ,,ideal". 
None of these terms,

however, has exactly the same meaning, and.an awareness ofthe nuances of meaning

distinguishing them is one ofthe few precision tools available to the hands of the

sfudent of world religion.

There is, however, a more limited and precise meaning of the term archetype,

which characterizes its early usage. Two main obstacles stand in the way ofsuch a

traditional meaning being understood. The first is presented by modern dictionary

definitions, which are so broad as to be of little use. The second is Jung's definition of
the term, in which a traditional idea is adapted to a modem, scientific world-view

which differs in its fundamental assumptions from the traditional outlook of, in this

case' the Jewish mysticism. In order, therefore, to distinguish what I mean by the term

"archetype" and tojustify its usage, I will conhast these contemporary definitions with

its meaning in the earlier sources on which they are based. Along with clarifying how



my usage of the term reflects on its original meaning, I will consider the relationship of
the idea of an archetype to the specific vocabulary and general outlook of Kabbalah. I

will focus, specifically, on clarifying the distinction between "archetype,' and ',myth".

Because ofthe importance of this term in my thesis, and more broadly in relígious

studies, I am devoting an entire chapter to clarifying its meaning.

Defi nitions of "Archetype,,

The one general (non-speciarized) definition provided for the wo¡d ',archetype,,

in the oxford English Dictionary, is "the original pattem or model from which copies

are made; a prototype. " If an archetype is simply a prototype, however, what

distinctive meaning does the term convey? The background ofthe term suggests a

deeper meaning, The o.E.D. points out that the English term is derived from the Latin

archetypunt, which, in turn, is based on the Greek word archetypon which combines

the idea of the "first" with that ofan "impress, stamp, type,,. Its English usage is traced

back to the Animadversions uppon . . . chaucers workes by Fnncis Thynne, published

in 1599, which speaks of "the originall or fyrste archetypum ofany thinge." The next

citation is from Francis Bacon's of the Advancement ofLearning,in 1605, in which he

proposes: "Let us seeke the dignitie ofknowledge in the Arch+ipe or first plat-forme,

which is in the attributes and acts of God." Thethirdisfromln Essay concerning

Htmtane undeßtandingby John Locke, in 1690: "By real ldeas, I mean such as have a

Foundation in Nature; such as haie a Conformity. . . with their Archetypes.,,l

There is an ontological dimension to these early English examples which

disappears in later usage. Evidence of discomfort with the category of divinity has

already appeared at the end of the seventeenth century, with Locke,s substitution of the

IThe Ofiord English Dìctionaty 1972 e.d.,s.v. ,'archetype,,.



idea of "Nature" for that of God. Yet for Locke, as well, the archetypes continued to

represent deep, implicit structures ofreality. In later examples the sense ofa
metaphysical function is entirely lost. Thus the o.E.D. goes on to cite T.B, Macaulay's

History of England, published in r849, which describes "The House of commons, [as]

the archetype ofall the representative assemblies which now meet." Here, indeed, an

archetype is an "original pattem or model from which copies are made"; the

"archetypal" function of the House of commons is described as the prototype on which

they are based. Yet while House of commons may yet bear the dignity of an exalted

ideal which serves as an inspiration fo. other assemblies, it no longer r.epr.esents a

higher order ofbeing. The "arche" of,,archetype" has been reduced from an

ontological sense of "origin", to a temporal, etioìogical sense of an ,,or.iginal,, model.

Although the definition it offers may in fact reflect modem usage, I find it

regrettable that the oxford English Dictionary makes no allowance the continuation of
an ontological dimension of meaning.2 other dictionaries, in line with this example,

also define an archetype as a prototype, so that the word has been effectively stripped of

- 2rt should be acknowledged., howe^ver, that reference is made to a special use of
the rerm "archetype", in the psyðhoiog,y of C.'G. Jung (ibi¡.). This i, ¡.fi;'.-d;ü- "'
pervasrve ldea, lmage gr ¡y¡nþql that forns part of thè collective unconscious.', The
lnappllcaÞi llty.ot J.un€'s detlnition to a study of religious tradition such as this is
consrdered ln detall, below. under the definition of "archetvpal" the oxford dictionarv
specifies turther.that rhe Jungian definition is "freely i""a ¡í,'uir,:ä,yZäi¡"ì¡*ri. ËJ". ií"
rne casel ot motlts which recur in mythologies, fairy tales, etc., e.g. ihe Great Mother,
the wise Man, the Enchanted prince, and b'y eitensíon oiänv p"ruariu" svmboric
representation.". This definition of an archeiype, which migú'be ,h;,r.;;äì;;'-
"rgglrync motif or.pervasive symbolic repreièniation", is fuite uroaa,-ieì iiii the one
wnlcn.ls most apphcable to a variety ofuses of the term. eitendins bevond its
specrahzed'¡,qe in.psychology, or literary c¡iticism. It is a pity thai suõh a useful
detlnrtron ls llsted only.as a. special case ofa special case! 

-Névertheless, 
the weakness

or such a defrnltlon rs that there is little to distinguish an "archetype" from a',motif'. It
appearsthat what ismeant is that, following Jun!, an archetype ipecifies a recunins 

--

motif which is based on a humair character-or o,iúumãn .lì.iã;ii;ii;;: Th
'larchetype" would be taken as a fancy word for a motif, just us it t as beenìãten a, afancy woTl for prototype. The questíon remains, isit eiË a -orà ip.;id;;;;i;;"f ."
archetype?



its distinctive meaning.3 This may be symptomatic of the degr.ee to which the modem

era is dominated by a positivist world-view, which is uncomprehending and therefore

intolerant ofideas ofa hierarchy ofbeing. Thus, by the end of the twentieth century,

the meaning ofa perfectly good English word which happens to reflect a metaphysical

perspective, has all but disappeared,

A happy exception is to be found in webster's Intemational Dictionary. The

first definition for "archetype" listed there, is "the original model, form, or pattern from

which something is made or from rvhich something develops.,,4 This seems at first

glance not to differ greatly from the definition in the o.E.D. But it reaves open the

possibility that l'ather than merely serving as a moder from which copies ar.e

mechanically stamped out, an archetype identifies a characteristic potential which may

be developed or unfolded in any of a variety of ways. This is compatible with a later

definition the dictionary provides, specificalry applicable to biology. An archerype is

defined as either a "plan of structure deduced from the characters ofthe members ofa
natural group of animals or prants", or their "original ancestor". Thus, while the

archetype ofa plant might be considered, in an etiological sense, as the hypothetical

ancestor ûom which the species deveroped, there is an ontological sense ofthe word

which points towards an implicit structure or innate potential which is reflected in all

,. _3Thus Fu nk & llagnalls Standard College Dictionaty (Text Edition) (New
York: Harcourt Brace & world, Inc., 1963) deflineJ , Aiðt ãi'ipè,, as "an oripínàt àl
standard pattem or moder: prototypeí'. rné uving weiiiòi 'Eir;v;i"p;åir' å;;'ìàià* ,r
the Engtísh.I,lnguase^(Chièago: E-nglish Languile r;rtlii;ì;'ä-;il;;: f;;iT.'{;(,;a!"
lj T a modlt or rrrst rorm; the ong_inal pattem after which a thing is made, or'io whichlr corresponds." rhls ls a betteÌ definition, inasmuch as it leaves t-he possibie
(ontological?) significance.of the 

^corresponden." àprñ:e"áè¿. Ir*eìu.n itã referencesIo.J,n9,worg prototype" rn both of these dictionaries, we find much the same definition-wlrn rne srlpulatron that in Biology, a ,'prototype" is an ,,archetype,, (meaning, of
course, a prototype) !

. ^ -, 
 lYebster's Third Internatìonal Dictionaty of the Engtßh Langtßge tJnabridged,

197 6 ed., s.v. "archetype',.



members of the species. Yet there is a reservation expressed by the use of the word

"deduced" in this definition: an archetype is regarded more as a mental construct than as

something which is ontologically real.

A second definition in webster's Intemational Dictionary follows the first,

which accommodates more of a sense of ontologicar reality. This definition is

presented in the form of three sub-definitions:

2 a in Platonisn: one of the ideas of which existent things ar.e imitations . . .
b. in-scholastic philosophy: the idea of the divine intellecï tt ui Aéi."oir*
the tbrm of a created thing c rn Locke'. one of the external realities with which
our ideas and impressionito some extent correspond5

According to these definitions, an archetype is an "idea" or "ideal", not in the

sense of mental construct or hypothesis, but in the sense of a deep structure ofreality

which is reflected in the ideas, perceptions or things which it determines. while the

Platonic and Scholastic definítions, considered alone, might still suggesr a kind of
etiological prototype, considered alongside Locke's definition they convey more of an

ontological sense of an on-going correspondence between archetypes and their

manifestations. In such a sense the archetype of a certain animal or plant would fully

imply an innate dimension of all members of its type, Definitions such as these point in

the direction ofunderstanding an archetype as an implicit structure of the phenomenal

world.

Etiolog) and Ontologt

while the understanding ofan archetype which will be appropriate to this thesis

reflects it ontology rather than its etiology, this should not be misconstrued as a denial

of the honored place accorded to etiological speculation within the Jewish mystical

tradition. since the Talmudic period, such an approach has tended to come under the

5rbid.
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ntbnc of Ma'aseh Breishyt (the "Account of Genesis',), as distinct ftom Ma,aseh

Merqavah (the "Account of the Chariot,', or spiritual "Vehicle"). There is a

complementary relationship between these two kinds of mystical literature: ihe first

speaking in etiological terms of the path by which God created the rvorld, and the

second describing the path in creation leading back to God. As it happens, Hasidic

literature, as well as earlier mystical literature relating to the idea ofthe Tzaddiq, tends

to emphasize this second idea of re-connecting Israel, and the wor.ld, with God.6 Thus,

the figure ofthe Tzaddiq as "the foundation of the world", in contr.ast with other

archetypal conceptions of the human being in Kabbalah,T is typically understood not as

an agency of the creation of the world,S but as the agency of its physical preservation

and its spiritual sustenance.9

6Even when reference to mystical conceptions of the creation ofthe world
occurs in this literature, it tends to be employed so as to illusffate this path of[eturn.
SeeJ for €xample,.folio 67 or Liqqutay Moharan II, in which the letters of the first word
o_1 the IJrble, "rn-the-beginnin g'.' (BReisHiyr) are rearranged to spell "Master ofthe
louse" (aosø ra ri r), which itinierpreted in terms of th-e states'of conr"iournirì of th"
rzaddlq who. supervises.the created world. Thus the figure of the Tzaddiq is eouatedwtn the fund,amental pnnciple of creation, and absorbs the values which Liad béentll?-:t?q tn lrahse! luilliyt See the discussion of "R. Nahman's Tzaddiq and the
complete Human Being" in Chapter Four, for a fuller discussion of this texì.

. .. ,Py way of conrrast, the figure of Adant eadnnn (primordial Adam). as it is
descnbed ln the Lurianic Kabbalah of the sixteenth century, is ver.v much a óiototvne of
the creation.of the world; it is an "archetype" precisery in íh"etiãróeicai;ã;;¡ìífi;'
"the oflgrnal pattem or model" for the entire cieation.' See Gershorñ Scholem, ,,The
Mystical Shape of the Godhead',, in On the Mystica! Shape of the C"¿nr"¿ ä. iS',i1,
and 46.

^ 8W" do find something of an exception to this rule in a couÞle of earlv
1ef91ence^s in the Mijlrashic (iñterpretive) iiterature 

"f 
th;};É;di..'p;;ã. 'ií Midrash

Rabbah for the Book of Genesis (8:a¡, tÉere is an account in which,'befor.e the cieation_
God.'tumed to look onty at the dèedj of the zaddiqin so tt ut it éiiäñi;ïth;;i;È;ä""'
would not dlssuade Him fiom man's creation", and another in whicñ ,'God took counsel
with the souls of gddiqim for advice conceming the furure of this humanitv ü;;;--'
crealrng". (Creen, "Axis Mundi",331.) In both rhese examples, however, íhese
tzaddiqim are consulted, not so much_ãs a blueprint tor ttre öreaiion åi irt" *o.jã, uut 

",partners with God or parricipants iri divine coniciousness. They ar.e onty agents'oi- 
--

models of creation, insofar as one reads this into the idea ofGoã "consuitin"s', with
them. This particular quotation may nevertheless show something oiihå ãài"iàp-.nt



Is it therefore to be assumed that the idea ofthe Tzaddiq is an ontological and

not an etiological archetype? Dividing the definition of the term in this way does not

yield entilely satisfactory results. First of all, it is not entirely lncorrect to consider the

Tzaddiq an archetype in the sense an "original model" from which tzaddiqim are made.

To do so would símply indicate an original model or primary idea to which tzaddiqim

conform. clearly, the category of Tzaddiqim would not be identifiable without there

first being a model to which they might be related. But while this may be true, for

purposes of this thesis it is not very important. By itselfit offers no special insight into

the idea of the Tzaddiq. ontology and etiology express, in this instance, two sides of

the same coin, and it is not the coin that is needed.

The significance of considering the Tzaddiq as an archetype is not that it defines

the model rzaddiqim represent, but that it indicates the distinctive character of this kind

of a model, which is reflected in the idea of the "foundation of the wor.ld,,. An

archetype, in this sense, is not only more than a prototype, it is mor.e than an ontological

model considered only in reference to its own species. Rather, the idea of an archetype

to which I am pointing subsumes both a prototypicar and an ontorogicar function in a

larger function relating to the universe as a whore. An archetype is, in this sense, a

Supertype; that is, it is a typical representation ofa deep stn¡cture, not only ofthe

ofan archetypal idea ofthe Tzaddiq. To whatever degree it may represent an earlv.etiological conception of human beings providing . -i¿ãt Ì"i õí.àii;;, ;Ëir i; ãT iå;"
wnrch larer shrfted tiom the figure of the Tzaddiq to that ofAdam eadmon.

9To some degree the Tzaddiq is also a figure pointing to\.vards the eventual
redemption of the wõrld. Thus, therê is a rink ìrithe i.*üi"er of Rebbe Nahman. and
il o^ther Hasidic.sources, betweên the idea of the T"u¿¿iôãiìãiù.ià1M.;;i;il:''"' ""'
unrorn¡nately, the concentration by sclolars such as Schôlem on the Messianic idea has
oDscured the centrality of the idea of the Tzaddiq. one of the aims of this thesis is to
recress the lmþalance created by such scholarship, and to establish a sense. not onlv the
centralitv, but of the character df the Hasidic ideà'of tne rzàaãiq.- rt ,niÈ-ñi;ir;; b" "'-possible,in subq:quenr research to consider ttre i¿ea ofiUessirh i; td;iiil;¡iñ"
ldea ol the I zaddiq, and not only vice versa.



members of a certain class of beings, but of the entire universe. l0 It is an image, or

idea, or most essentially afunction of the unity of existence.

Stipu I ative D eJìnitìons

For the sake of clarity I will propose, at this point, two definitions of the term

"archetype" as it has been employed thus far. An archetype is:

a) a deep.or. implicit shucture or model which identifies the essential
characteristics o.f a particular type b) the function of such a model which relates
all members of its type to the unity of existence or to the Divine.

it is this second definition, with its religious or spiritual implications, which is

of course the focus of this thesis.

The relationship of the members of a given type to their archetype may

sometimes correspond to another idea, which has been described, in recent years, in

terms of the "Holographic Paradigm,'. An archetype is like a hologr.aphic image,

inasmuch as it is a single figure which implicitly contains other instances of the same

thing, within itself. The term ,'holography,, originally described

a method of lenseless photography in which the wave field of lisht scattered bv
an obJect Þ recorded on a plate as an interference Þattern. Wïeñ the
photographic reco'd--ihe h-ologram--is placed in a'coherent lighl bËãm like a
laser, the.original wave pattem is regenerated. A three_dimen-sional image
appears.l I

If the plate is broken this pattem may also be regener.ated, though in less detail,

fi'om any of its pieces. Thus"any píece ofthe hologram wíll reconstruct the enrire

image!\2 rn The Holographic paradignt, this "pa.adigm" is considered as a means of

_ 101 have in mind here the etymology of the word ',uni-verse,,, which implies
"tuming towards unity".

. ^ .1 
lfJn Wilber, "A New perspective on Reality", in The Holopraphic paradiøm

and other paradoxes: the Leading Èdge of sciencø édítea uy K.; wiiË;-ad";i;i"""
Shambhala, 1982),6.

l2lbid., italics of the author.
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describing a perspective found among a variety of mysticar traditions which might now

be applied to contemporary science, especia y physics and psychology. The focus of
this thesis is' of course, in the opposite direction: applying a holographic paradigm, or

more accurately, a holographic example ofan archetypal paradigm as a means of
illuminating the Jewish mystical tradition.

The Archetype of the Torah

Viewed from such a perspective, the Torah is probably the supreme archetype of
the Jewish tradition, Although the revelation of the Torah on Mount sinai is the

outstanding Jewish myth, this is not what I mean here. Nor do I mean the literary

contents of the Five Books of Moses, or the physical characteristics of certain

parchment scrolls. what I mean is the conception of the Torah as a model linking

creator and creation, which contains the entire creation within itself. l3 Thus, Moshe

Idel points to an early, anonymous Kabbaristic author who declares (with circular Iogic)

that "the Torah, beginning with the first pericope until the last one is the shape of God,

the Great and Formidable, blessed be He, since if one letter is missing from the scroll

of the Tcrah, or one is superfluous . . . that scroll is disqualified, since it has not in itself

the shape of God."l4 He quotes, as well, the prominent early commentator on the

Zohar, Yosef Gikatilla who argues (perhaps more convincingly) that

. -l3In Islamic lore the archetyp-ar function of Scripture is described in terms ofUn al-Kitab, "the Mother of the Bõôk',.

l4tøo¡!e ld.el, "lnfinities of Tor.ah in Kabbalah,', pubtished in Miclrash andti:lelarul:,.,qll qe.gfTgy H. Harlman and Sanford Budick (New Haven: yale
Unlverslty, I9Eó), 141-157. Although he does not emplov thè term ,'archetvnei'.
sp€crrrcally, an archetypal view of the function of the iorãh might be inferr'eã-nom thisartlcle as a whole. Idel himself characterizes the function ofroiah in Judaism bv *ru -
of cosmic imagery (42), describing how "authoritativ. iàùui"i.lË*iJi.-;#;;'.""-
regaroed as þut pletades ofstars rotating around the Bible.,'
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the whole sacred scripture teaches that there is a God, because in its inmost
content.there is nothing but God . . . for ir was dictatéd by God. anã nðir,inl 

""nproceed ftom God but what is Himself, and is divine. Tlíe sacied scripture'¡s ii¡,in its ínmost contenL Bvt in its derivatives, which pr.oceed fi-om the ii-;rt - ---"
content but are on a lower plane, the sacred scriptuie is accommodateJiã iire
perceptions of angels and men."l5

Thus the manifest form of the Torah expresses an "inmost content" which serves

an archetypal function relating God to the phenomenal world. But an archetype is a

model which relates not only to God, but which contains, within itself, numsrous

members or parts. There is a hint of this idea in Gikatilla's reference to ',derivatives

. . on a lower plane . . . accommodated to the perceptions of angels and men,,,

Moshe Idel, like Gershom scholem before him, characterizes the Kabbalistic

idea ofrorah not in terms of its archetypal nature, but in terms of its "infinity,,.

Scholem, indeed, has provided a history of the development of what might be

considered the archetypal/irolographic idea ofrorah. He begins with a reference in late

work of Midrash (Numbers Rabbah), in which

every word, indeed every lener [of the Torah] has seventy aspects. or Iiterallv.
'faces.' It does not occui in the ialmud but wäs develof.'¿ äãrn ã'rãÅ"ài"''
S..9 ... . that every commandment that issued from G'od's mouth in thã 

---
Revelation at Mount Sinai was divided and could be heard in all seventy
languages... . . [Later, in the_?oha¡-] the sevenry languages wére droppi:d and ttre
new formula was bom. ._. . 'The different uspecís a.jsec-.ets that can'b!
discovered in every word. 'In every word str'ine màny iights.'r;-"-' --

This expresses the archetypai idea ofone (Torah) containing the many (seventy

translations, or even a multirude of lights), within itself. The holographic idea that

there are many who, reflexively, contain this one, emerges later in Kabbalistic

literature:

The last and most radical step in thedevelopment of this principle of
the infinite meaning of.Torah_was taken byihe palestinia'n ,.t,oiioi r.t¡ulirt,wno ounshed ln tne slxteenth century in safed. They stalted from the old
conception that the souls of Israel whõ went out ofEgypt and receiveã thì-Torah

1Stbid., tso. The italics are mine.

l6Gershom Scholem, On the Kabbatah ønd lts Syntboliinr,?
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at that time numbered 600,000... "Consequently there are 600,000 aspects and
meanings in the Torah. 

. 
According^ to eaðh oné ofthese ways ofexpiaining the

Torah, the root of a soul has beenTashioned in Israel. In thê Messiänic asË.
every single man in Israel will read the Torah in accordance rvith the meínins
peculiar to his root, And thus also is the Torah understood in paradise.,iLz

Thus the Torah is regarded as a model which not only bridges God and the

world, but which is embedded within many (human) representatives. Not only does

each soul in Israel reflect the Torah, but each individual reflects it uniquely. Such an

idea shows a degree of differentiation which extends beyond the ,'Holographic

Paradigm". Thus R. Moshe Cordovero, the first major figure of Tzefat Kabbalah,

emphasized that there is a special portion of Torah which pertains to each of the

600,000 souls: "and to none other than he, whose soul springs from there, will it be

given to understand it in this special and individual way that is reserved to him." The

archetypal idea which is expressed in the model ofrorah, is an idea not only of implicit

unity, but of implicit unity which is reflected in a system of tremendous diversity. The

archetype ofTorah is reflected not only within a single type-+he type of the Jewish

soul--but is reflected, within that type, in the forms of 600,000 individual types.

Yet I sense something lacking in the notion ofthe Torah as an archetype.

Shortly, I shall consider the conceprion ofan archetype in the psychology ofcarl Jung.

Although there are serious limitations to Jung's conception of the term, Jung has

contributed a psychological dimension to its modem usage, by which an archetl,pe

might be considered as function to be found specifically within human beings. It is in

the sense that an archetype is a human capacity as well as a divine function, that it is

. tJlUtg Scholem p9r-1ts-our that in this quotation from the witings of Reb
Hayyim Vital, each of the 600,000 souls--who throueh sllsrl/. or transmiä.ation,
cotinuously, constitute the people of Israel--are linkõd io ãacfi of the "60õ,000" ietters
ofTorah, although the Torah, iñ fact, contains only about 340,000 letters. 

'Even 
less of

aproblem is the fact that there may be more than 600,000 Jews in the world at any
given time: more than one person inight share the same "soul root" (shoresi ieiiánah).
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pafiicularly appropriate to identify a mystical conception not of the Torah but ofthe

Tzaddiq, as an archetype.

Let me therefore add, at this point, rwo stipulative definitions ofthe term

"archetype" which are meant as a further refinement of the definitions I offered above,

and which emphasize a psychological dimension, and are par.ticular.ly applicable to this

thesis:

a) a capacity which is typical.of(a certain class) ofhuman beings, which
expresses a function of the Divine or the universe as a whole biá function
of the Divine, or of the universe as a 

-whole, which is expr.essed'as 
" ".!à"itywhich is typical of (a certain class) of humán beings

Both definitions, in this case, are meant to describe one and the same

phenomenon. out of respect for the metaphysical spectnrm of the early English usages

of the term, I have purposely not differentiated between an archetype as a function of

the universe or of the Divine. Nor have I limited it to being a capacity of all, or only

ofa certain class of human beings. The essential feature of this definition is that it

identifies the unity of all existence with a function to be found within human beings,

which is simultaneously human and divine.
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Jung's Definition

The definitions of an archetype I have proposed, above, differ.s quite markedly

from Jung's definition, although it fits much of the actual usage of the term by Carl

Jung and others following him. Such definitions, moreover, reflect the sources in

antiquity which inspired Jung's usage of the term, as well as, most likely, its early

English usage. Jung himself used the term "archetype" in a specialized sense which is

quite different from what ir meant in the traditional sources. At this point i would like

to consider, in detail, Jung's definition of the term, and show how my own is more

suitable to the study of tradition such as Judaism.

As in our discussion above, the Platonic "ideas" provided Jung with a point of

departure:

"Archetype" is an explanatory paraphrase ofthe platonic ,'idea,,. For our
purposes this term. . . tells us that . . . we are dealing with ar.chaic or--I would
say--primordial types, that is, with universal images that have existed since
remotest times.ls

Jung departed from Plato and Platonists, inasmuch as he did not regard the

archetypes as "primordial types" or "universal images" having an ontological existence

within the consciousness of the Divine, or even within "Nature". He assigned them,

instead, to "a common psychic substrate ofa suprapersonal nature which is present in

every one ofus."l9 Thus he introduced the idea that archetypes are latent possibilities

which might be activated within the psyche of the individual, It was not Jung's

intention to contribute a psychological perspective to a fundamentally metaphysical

1.8Jung, Archetypes and the Collective (Jnconscious (princeton: princeron
University, 1969), 4-5.

1grtid., ¿.



ídea, but rather, to displace metaphysics altogether. Thus he located these ',universal

images" entirely within a psychological context.

Jung considered these archaic images to be "universal,' in the sense ofbeing

universally dispersed within the human psyche. That they might be considered as a

connection to the universe as a whole or to the Divine, was not of primary importance.

This purely psychological category of archetypes included, for Jung, a variety oftypical

figures, such as the Mother, the Child, the Trickster, the Wise Old Man, as well as the

Anima (or feminine aspect, especially of a male), and the Animus (or masculine aspect,

especially ofla female). While ideas of the Great Mother or the divine Child might be

drawn from religious imagery, other ideas might be found elsewhere.

To distinguish a psychological from a metaphysical use of the term, Jung

identified the "common psychic substrate" in which his archetypes appear, with a

"collective unconscious" of the human race. According to Jung, the two terms imply

one another; the archetypes are the contents of which the unconscious is the container.

In addition to our immedr¡te corsciousness, which is of a thoroughly persona.l
nature . . . (even if we tack on the personal unconscious as an appenãi'x¡, there
exists a second psychic system of á collective, universal, and imiersonáÍ nature
which is identical in all individuals. This collective unconscioud does nor develoo
indivìdually but is inherited. It consists ofpre-existent forms, the archetypes.
which can o,nly become conscious secondarily and which givé aefinite fóim to
certain psychic contents,20

Thus Jung's archetypes do possess a kind of ontological value; they represent a

"psychic system" which is superior to the specific manifestations which they inform.

But if these archetypes are "pre-existent forms", what is their origin? what meaning or

purpose do they express? Jung's pragmatic approach avoided positing any ultimate

order or purpose:

I have often been asked where the archetypes or primordial images come from.

2orbid., ¿3.



It seems to me that their origin can only be explained by assuming them to be
deposits^of th.e constantly repeated expèriences of humánity. . . . Ttre archetype is
a.kind ofreadiness to produõe over and over again the sami or similar mythíc'
ideas.2l

F'om Jung's perspective, the idea ofan archetype need not imply a divine origin

or destiny; they are simply accretions of collective human experience. Functionally,

they represent an unconscious habit or "a kind ofreadiness" of experience to take shape

in certain forms. A vital feature of these tendencies, however, is that they are not

merely passive shapes, but active, effective forces. Thus he declared that "there are

present in every psyche forms which are unconscious but nonetheless active--living

dispositions, ideas in the Platonic sense, that preform and continually influence our

thoughts and feelings and actions."22

By emphasizing that archetypes are Iiving dispositions, Jung drew attention to

the idea of an "impersonal" and "universal" dimension of existence which actively

influences all other levels: thought, feeling and action. Archetypes, according to Jung,

are more than ideas, in the sense of abstract mental constructions. They are profoundly

influential functions. Jung was particularly concerned with distinguishing the function

of archetypes from the contents of myth. "These products are never (or at least very

seldom) myths with a definite form, but rather mythological components which,

because of their typical nature, we can call , . . archetypes."23

From such a peßpective, both secular folklore and religious teachings would be

regarded as cultural fabrications whose mythological contents indicate archetypal

dispositions which, at a deeper level, formed them, An archetype itself is not to be

. ^^^. _2^lA¡thony Ston, ed., The Essential Jung (pnnceton: princeton University,
1983),70.

22hng, Archetypes, 4-5.

23 Jwg, Archetypes, lS3.



confused with the images by which it is desor.ibed.24 Were it not already well-

established that Jung meant archetypes only as psychologlcal dispositions, it would be

tempting to read into his conception of the archetypes an idea which is common to

much of mystical religion. That is, the idea of an "imaginal world" higher than the

physical realm, which alludes to an utterly transcendent level which is higher still, and

which cannot be expressed in words or even symbols.25 Thus, while there is no

Hebrew term which exactly corresponds to the word "archetype", an archetypal realm is

spoken of, in various ways. 'Olan Ha-Atzilut or ,,World of Emanation,, is named in

Kabbalah as that realm in which the possibilities of the Divine are adjacent (atzel) to

one another, in which they might first appear.26 In some Kabbalistic systems, the

archetypal realm might be associated with the next world down, the World of

conception or creation, Briah. similarly, Islamic sufi teachings describe the Alemi

hnkan t "world of Possibilities".2T Such divine "worlds" are different from Jung,s

"collective unconscious" inasmuch as they describe, in ontological terms, a higher order

ofreality, standing in a direct hierarchical relationship with the Infinite, or Absolute.

., ^ 
24o1,".unalogy which imme{ately comes to mind is the openning statement of

the l ao te Ching, by Lao Tsu: "The Tao that can be told is not the etemaT Tao. The
name that can be named. is not the eternal name." The nameless is the besinnins of
heaven and earth. The named is the mother of ten thousand ttrines.i; ltrããs-l-at€¿'tï ci^-
l" {"1g and Jane English. New york, Random House/Vintage Ëô"kì, lS7i. 

-F"lío-'-
t.-lne.). I he l ao, ln this sense, names the unnameable archetypé by virtue of which
creation comes into existence.

, ,5:'f llg_ iqaginal.world is more than the corporeal world, since it is siruated
closer to the w.orld of^Light, thougÌ it is less real tlian the spiritual luminous realms of
![e,]lrge.ls." William C. Chittick, The SuJì path of Knowlecîge (Albany: SUNY preis,
1989). See also srfs,r and raoism: a conparative studv o7 Kev phiíosoohicar '
concepts .by Toshihiko lzutsu-(Berkeley, university of caliîornía, l9g3), and creative
Imagination in the SuJìsm of lbn 'Arabiby Henri Côrbin (princetoî: priíbeion - --- -
University, 1969).

26See Halevi, ll/ay of Kabbataå, Chapter 3, "The Great Tree of Azihtt" , 27 -36.

27See J.G. Bennett, Intimations (New york: Samuel Weiser, lg75),74.



According to Jung, the one place nol to look for archetypes is in esoteric

religious teachings:

The term archetype . . . designates only those psychic contents which have not vet
been submitted to conscious elaboration and are therefore an immediate datumãf
psychic experience. In this sense there is a considerable difference bt*;;; the--
a¡chetype and the historical formula that has evolved. Especiallv on ttre trìnrrËi
levels of esoteric teaching the archetypes appear in forms'that reíeat quìte' -

unmistakably the critical ãnd evaluatiñg infii¡ence of conscious elaùorätion.28

Thus it seems that Jung would have looked with disfavor upon the thesis that a

figure such as the Tzaddiq might be considered an archetypel rhe Tzaddiq, indeed, is

just such an "historical formula" which has "evolved" as an expression of "the higher

levels of esoteric teaching" and is "unmistakably" a product of "conscious elaboration",

As opposed to such "products", Jung proposes that archetypes are disclosed as the data

of "immediate experience". Jung's assumption would seem to be that the more such

data is consciously elaborated, the more likely it is to be distorted. The logical

extonsion of such an argument is that Jung's own detailed elaborations of archetypal

ideas--not to mention the considerable literature which his followers have generated on

the subject--are, by definition, distortion upon distortionl But setting aside the general

problem of "conscious elaboration", it would appear that Jung considered the ,,higher

levels of esoteric teaching", as a genre, to be especially contaminated.29

If one is then to exclude the products of "the higher levels of esoter.ic teaching,,,

where, indeed might archetypes to be f'ound? what kind of evidence woukl point to

their existence?

z8Jung, Archetypes, 5.

29There is a parallel notion in the academic studv ofrelieion. narticularlv in the
methodology.of Mircea Eliade, in which it is assumed that "prim-itive'i religions iave
more."natural" and th,erefore, presumably, more valid syrnbóls, than the mãre 

- -- -

linguistically-oriented naditions such as iudaism and Isiam. Sêe Eliade's Inwges ancl
.Ynú.ols: sudies in Re.lígious syntbolism, philip Mairet, trans. (New yor.k; Stt-ee¿ ãtìã
Ward, 1970, first published in France, 1952). 

-
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We must now tum to the question of how the existence of archetypes can bg
proved. Since archetypes are supposed to produce certain psychíc fo..r, *i
must discuss how and where one can get hóld of the material-demonstratínq these
forms. The main source . . . is dreanÃ, which have the advantage "i¡.iriË- 

---
involuntary, spo^ntaneous produc-ts of the unconscious psyche rí¿ u." trriiËro..
pure products ofnature not falsified by any conscious þurposs.ro

Without entering very far into the field of dream analysis, I will endeavor to

point out the obvious weakness of such an approach. By considering dreams as "pure

products ofnature" and therefore archetypal, by virnre of their "involuntary,

spontaneous" and "unconscious" nature, Jung opens the way to confusing what he

himself considered the "personal unconscious", with the "collective, universal, and

impersonal nature" he identifies with archetypes. Although certain dreams may break

through the veneer of strictly personal associations to reveal persons or events of more

general significance, dreams which convey a truly "universal image"--in the sense of

being utterly transpersonal and hanscultural-are, to my knowledge, extremely rare.

Dreams are much mo¡e likely to convey personal and social associations which may,

perhaps, be combined with more fundamental images. In short, they constitute a

personal equivalent of "m¡hological" material, This is not to deny that archetypal

material may sometimes appear in certain dreams, only to point out that there is reason

to suspect that dreams, as a category, are not likely to be any more archetypal than more

social forms of secular and religious story+elling.

I believe that Jung is quite right in distinguishing between the ar.chetype itself

and "the historical formula" by which it conveyed. I would nevertheless maintain that

mystical religion is a singularly good place to look for such things. Rather than

demonstrating the interference of "conscious elaboration", it is precisely in ,,the higher

levels of esoteric teaching" that archetypes are most likely to have been differentiated

and distilled. How then should one apply Jung's point that "one must, for the sake of

30 Jung, Archetyp es, 48.



accuracy, distinguish between 'archetype' and 'archetypal ideas'.,'31 "The archetype of
the Tzaddiq" is, properly speaking, the archetypal function which the term Tzaddiq

represents, whereas "the archetypal idea oî the Tzaddiq" denotes the particular ways in

which this function has been conceived of in Jewish lore. It may not always be

practical to speak in terms of such a formal and lengthy and cumbersome expression as

the "archetypal idea" of the Tzaddiq. Moreover, if the archetype alluded to by the

term Tzaddiq is intended, rather than its cultural elaboration, it is more correct to

speak of the Tzaddiq "archetype" than "archetypal idea".32

Jung's S c íentifi c P a ra dignr

I have no quanel with Jung's attempt to adapt the idea ofan archetype so as to

make it serviceable within the scientific field of psychology, as he conceived it. His

psychological emphasis on archetypes as transpersonal functions to be uncovered rui¡ftr¿

an individual, highlights a significant dimension of the possible meaning of the term.

Yet the accompanying assumption, that an archetype is not only a transpersonal but a

hanscultural idea, severely limits or entirely precludes its application to a study of
religion (or, for that mater, anthropology), in which the subject at hand,., the

understanding reflected in a particular culture. It would be surprising indeed to find a

particular tradirional culture relating to the idea ofan "archetype,, specifically as a

transcultural ideal rhis would imply an extraordinary self-consciousness on the part of'

that culture, by which it would regard a central feature of its description of the universe

as residing, simultaneously, outside of that description.

, ,31fni; is specified in a footnote Jung attached to the last quotation cited from
Jung above: Archetypes,5, no. 9.

. 3Z1suspect I am taking far less liberty than the various Junqian osvcholosists
who speak ot particular gods and goddesses, such as Hermes and Ãphrridiie, as -"archetypes" rather than as "archetypal ideas,,,



Indeed, Jung's own vocabulary and definitions are by no means ',culture-free".

His use of the term archetype was circumscribed by what he could and could not

accommodate within his own conception of a scientific world-view. Thus Jung found a

way of talking about archetypes which avoided identifying rhem, as Francis Bacon did,

as "the attributes and acts ofGod". He refrained from even asserting, as did John

Locke, that these were "Ideas" of "Nature". And yet he was sufficiently sensitive to the

origin of the word to feel compelled to address the question of the r.elationship of the

archetypes to God. Jung recognized that in the original conception of the term,

archet)?es were considered as contents of the Divine and not of the collective

unconscious.

Thus Jung himself admitted that "we cannot tell whether God and the

unconscious are two different entities. Both are borderline concepts for transcendental

contents."33 Yet Jung was able to conceive ofthe notion ofGod only as one of the

contents of the collective unconscious, and not as its container.

When I say as a psychologist that God is an archetype. I mean bv that the ,,tvne"
in the.psyche. The word "type" is, as we know, derived from uþos, "blow,,'6r
"imprint"; thus an archetype presupposes an imprinter. psvcholosv'as a science
of the soul has to confine itse-lf to iti subiect anä euard aeãinst orärsteooins
its proper boundaries by rnetaphysical asiertions õr otheiprofessions .jf'faiih. ro

Archetypes imply an "imprinter" as well as a medium in which they are

imprinted. By naming both the "collective unconscious"--the ,,collective" being the

imprinter, and the "unconscious" the medium imprinted--Jung avoided taking the matter

any further. This fit his model of science as an empirical pursuit which was to be kept

separate from metaphysics.

33storr, Es s entia! Jung, 329.

34taia., zø1.
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Jung's situation, of course, is quite different from our own. He was addressing

the study ofpsychology in a way which he hoped would nor sherch beyond the

breaking point, the scientific paradigm of his day, whereas we are addressing the study

ofreligion. As scholars ofreligion, a religious understanding is precisely what we are

seeking to comprehend, Far from being off-limits, conceptions which relate the

physical world to higher, meta-physical structures and purposes ar.e entirely within our

domain. It may be no more our task than the task of a psychologist to assert, or deny,

"professions of faith". But it is our task to try to understand religion in a way which

accurately reflects the understanding of proponents of religion, and which makes them

comprehensible and possibly illuminating in a modern setting.

To relate traditional ideas in the modem terms is not an easy task. we are

seeing how difficult it to do justice to a single word, "archetype". Ear.lier, I suggested

that this was an indication of the "positivist world-view,, which was already making

itself felt before the end ol the seventeenth century. Jung himself was aware of such an

issue and in his analysis took it back to a parting of the ways between Aristotle's

empiricism and the metaphysicar approach ofplato. The tension between these two

paradigms is particularly significant, given Jung's equation of "archetype" with the

Platonic "Ideas":

In former times,^despite some dissenting opinion and the influence of Aristotle.
lu was nor too dllllcult to unrrerstand plato's conception of the Idea as supra_
ordiante and.pre-existent ro ail phenomenu . . . , \i/;rr l a prrirãsãlrrãr, r'sñoura
continue in the platonic strain aïd say: Somewhere, in "a rirace ¡eïoná ttr" ,[iÃ."
there is a.prototyp.e or primordiat imáge of the."iirèitt .ii, p,;;;;ì;'i;ä'*'
sìlpraordlnate to.all phenomena in which the "matemal", in thè broadest sense of
rne rerln, ls manrtèst. But I am an empiricist, not a philosopher; I cannot let
myself presuppose that my,pecuriar teinperament, nïy o*,n ãttitude to intetiectual
problems, is universally vâlìd.:s

3 5 Jung, Archetypes, 7 5-7 6.



Here Jung lumps together an etiological idea ofan archetype as a "pre-existent"

prototype, and the ontological idea of a "supraordinate" image, in order to distance

himself from both! And yet, though he identifies himself as an "empiricisr"__ or

perhaps because of it--he feels called upon to at least acknowledge that metaphysical

"philosophy" exists. Actually, there is more at stake here than a liberal

acknowledgement of the validity of an approach other than one,s own. Jung is

struggling with the difficulty of adapting a fundamentally platonic concept, which he

admires and finds useful, to the Aristotilian paradigm of modern science with which, as

a scientist, he identifies himsell

As an empiricist, I must point out that there is a temperament which resards ideas
as real entities and not merely as nonüna. It so happens--by tle merestäðiaeni, 

-

one might s¿y--that for the pàst two hundred yeari we have been Iiuine in àn äsË
ln whlch lt has become unpopular or unintelligible to suppose that ideãs could 6e
anything b.ot nonina. Anyone who continues-to think ai Þrato did must o.u ioi
his anachronism by seeing the "supracelestial", i.e., metaphysical, essènrå ófìni
Idea relegated to the unverifiable iealm of faith and supeistition, or charitably left
to the poet.36

Jung is describing a problem which, as a student of psychology, he shares with

students ofreligion. The idea ofan archetype is virn:ally incomprehensible, from a

strictly materialistic point of view. To rhe degree that the academic study ofreligion is

conceived of in the image ofpositive science, we are addressing one order of

knowledge with the tools ofanother. To be able to focus on an archetypal idea requires

a re-tooling ofour vocabularv. That is why this "little" chapter, whose purpose is the

clarification ofa single term, has so much ground to cover. That the Tzaddiq is an

archetype is demonstrable, provided one can think in archetypal terms.

Archetypal thinking, properly informed, is not sloppy thinking; it does not make

of everything an archetype. This is the leason for endeavoring to delineate the marks

by which an archetyþe might be distinguished. But a definition, by itself, does not an

36mi¿.
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archetype (or a thesis) make. The idea of an archetype and its application to the ídea of

the Tzaddiq may be assembled piece-by-piece, but it can only be grasped as a whole.

Philo's Archetype

I will attempt to reassemble the "pieces,, from which Jung first constnrcted his

idea of an archetype, so as to reconstruct the "whole', of the idea. My point of

departure are the metaphysical sources from which Jung himself drew, though I will not

feel compelled to impose on them an "empiricist,, interpretation:

The term'"archetype" occurs as early as Philo Judaeus, with reference to the
Imago Dei (God-image) in man. It can also be found in Irenaeus. who savs:
"The creator of the world_did not fashion these things directly from himsáf
but copied. them from_archetypes outside himself ' . in the Cotpus Herureii"urr,
God is called . . . "archetypal liglrt'|. . . . The term ,,archetypei is not found
in St. Augustine, but the iäea of it is. . . . he speaks of ideãê orincioales.
'which are themselves not formed. . . but are ìontained in divine '
understanding."'37

Not everything in these references supports the definitions of "archetype" I

proposed earlier in this chapter. The quotation from Irenaeus implies an etiological

notion of archetypes, and removes them from the Divine. On the other hand, the

reference in the Hermetic tradition to "archetypal light" recalls the many Kabbalistic

references in which God is spoken of as in terms of "Infinite Lighf'.38 According to

Jung, "when the Corpus Herneticum, which probably dates fi.om the third centl¡ry,

describes Gocl as . . . the'archetypal light', it expresses the idea that he is . . .

37mi¿., ¿-s.

_ - 
38.S.., for example, Liqqutay Moharan 64e, inwhich God is refened to as ,,the

Infinite Light ltself', which is discussed in',God Within", in the section on ,'R.
Naþman's Tzaddiq and the Complete Human Being,,, in óhapter.Four.
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pre-existent and supraordinate to the phenomenon of 'light',"39 Such an idea of

"archetypal light" is clearly ontological, and may be etiological as well. But only the

quotation from Philo suggests the possibility of an archetype describing a function

which is simultaneously human and divine.

It is Philo, the earliest source Jung cites for the use of the word "archetype",

who is the most appropriare source for understanding of the use of the term "archetype"

in this thesis. Philo was a Jewish mystic who expressed ideas which were congruous

with Jewish tradition, in the language of the "science', of his day, which was neo-

Platonic philosophy. Let me cite at some length the text to which Jung refers, as his

Philonic source for "archetype". Like many mystical texts later in Jewish tradition, it is

conceived as a commentary on a verse from the Hebrew Bible:

Moses tells us that man was created after the image of God and after His likeness
(Gen. 1:26). Right well does he say this, for noth-ing earth-bom is more like God
than man. Let no one represent the likeness as one to a bodily form; for neither
is-God in human form, nor is the human body God-like. No,'it is in'respect of the
Mind, the sovereign_ element of the soul, thaithe word ,'image" is used;ior after
the p.attem of a^single Mind, even the Mind of the Universeãs an archétype, the
mind in each of those who successively came into being was molded.ao 

-'

It is because the mind in human beings is a reflection of the Divine Mind, that

Philo considers it an archetype. "Mind", thus considered, embraces all ofthe territory

covered by Jung's conceptions of consciousness and the (collective) unconscious, and

somewhat more as well. Specifically, the archerype of the Mind is that faculty in which

the human and the Divine converge. Thus Philo continues:

It is invisible while seeing itselfin all things . . . while it opens by arts and
sciences.roads branchìng in.many directions, all of them g'ieat hilhways, it comes
through land and_sea investigating \'/hat either element co-ntains. l. . Ánd so,
canying its gaze beyond the confines ofall substance discemable by sense,

39fung, Archetypes, S-

AlPhilg Vol. l,trans. F.H. Colson & G. H. Whitaker (London: Wm.
Heinemann, 1929),,55. This is the same ¡eference and translaiion as was cited by Jung
in the source quoted above.
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it comes to . . . even the p_attems and the originals of the things of sense which it
saw.... Wafted... to the topmost arch of the things perceptible to the mind,
it seems to be on its way to the Gr-eat King Himself;ãui, amid its longing to sáe
Him, pure.and untempered rays of concentrated light stream forth liké alonent,
so that by its gleams the eye of the understanding is d,azzled3l

While later metaphysicians such as Thynne, Bacon and Locke might consider

"the patterns and the originals" by which the "things of sense,'were creared to be the

archetypes themselves, for Philo these are but secondary types. philo would certainly

not have agreed with Jung's identification of "the archetypes', with a broad class of

"primordial types"; he is interested in identifying a single Ar.chetype in which all these

various types are subsumed. This archetype of the Mind, as it comprehends the entire

cosmos, includes all forms of knowledge within itself. Yet, according to philo, there is

a point at which even such an archetype must yield to that vvhich precedes it, both in

time and in order of importance: its own source in the Divine. Thus the archetype of

the Mind is overwhelmed in the radiation of God "Himself', conceived here in terms

akin to the Hermetic conception of "archetypal light".

In conclusion, Philo retums to the quotation in Genesis, in which man is

described as being created in the image of God. It is not clear whether philo means that

there are various archetypes which correspond to various images, here, or whether he

continues to be focussed on the single archetype of the Mind. But it is clear that philo

means to emphasize thât it is indeed God who is witnessed in the archetype of Mind as

it is embodied among humankind:

Since images do not always conespond to their archetype and pattern, but are
in many instances unlike it, rhe writer further broueht 

-out 
his rireaniná bv addins

'after the likeness'to the words'after the image,,thús showing that ariacóurate "
cast, bearing a clear impression, was intendeã.a)

alIbid., ss-z

42tb¡d., st.
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Philo's conception of the meaning of "archetype" is thoroughly mystical and

metaphysical. It is remarkable, in retrospect, how much of the original meaning of the

term Jung had to discard, in order to adapt it to his model of empirical science.43 The

one point which Jung cites from Philo--the association of the idea of an archetype with

"the image of God"-he overlooks Philo's careful disclaimer, rhat it is not in the

physical sense of an "image" that man possesses the image of God.44 Much significant,

however, is the way in which Jung, and even some of the earlier sources! confuse the

idea of a singular archetype with what Philo called "the pattems and the originals ofthe

things of sense".

Compared to the Jungian "archetypes", the archetype in philo is a',super_

archetype", that is, a single, over.-ar.ching Type embracing all possible "types"--in which

all the Jungian figures, such as the Mother, the child, the Anima and Animus would be

included. unity and divinity and all-inclusiveness, but not the highest possible level of

divinity, are properties of the Philonic archetype. Jung wished to set aside the question

of their divinity from the consideration of archetypes, per.se. For philo, what

distinguishes the archetype is precisely its being a point-of-contact with the Divine.

The archetype is thus a subtle form of iconography which is particûlarly well-suited to

monotheistic religion.

. . 
431 suspect that Philo's use ofthe term was also based, in some measure, on

emplncal observation: that is, that what he related in the quotations above was not mere
speculatron, but was based on personal experience. That Jung's own exþerience aooears
to Eot have penetrated to the dèepest realms of mystical expeiience, ,"i á.ruuliv " --- -

1:?gïl19l lir success in beginnìng to map the ténitory bétween tÉe prêviously"distant
poles ot modern science and symbolic dimensions ofexpenence.

^ _ .441-?t9\, in the Shiur Qonraå literature, the idea of man beins made in the imase
ot cod would be taken far more literally, so that in the later developiment of Kabbalah-
we do not find the reluctance.to_assign äivine significance to the physicat ¡orñi;;;
that we find in Philo. See Scholem,ì'Mystical Slape" in Uysttcai íiaþ¿. 

- -' -' '*"



I do not wish to exaggerate, however, the differences of outlook between Philo

and Jung, Does Philo really mean Mind to be the only possible archetype? A¡e there

no human examples ofan archetype in Philo? Indeed, elsewhere Philo expiesses

himself in a way that is suggestive of Hasidic and other Kabbalistic literatur.e, in which

Prophets and Patriarchs are conceived ofas archetypal figures. Abraham, alöng with

later Prophets and Patriarchs, continues to exist after his death in the "world ofideas":

A_bralqm woul{ go to the fathers, ¡ourished in peace, in a goodly old age.
The fathers, Philo tells us, can be interpreted . . . as the woild ofideas iã which
the mind of the Sage, after the death of the body, makes its new home.as

But in Philo as in later Kabbalah, it is Moses who is the central archetypal

figure. Philo identified Moses with the Logos archetype, from which all othe¡:

archetypal ideas are derived.

The Logos on the one hand is the totality of all the "ideas" which reside in the
intelligibìe world; on the other hand, thé Logos is the single supreme ,'idea',,

from which all other archetypal ideas emana-Íe. Allegoricãlly, ñIoses is the 
'

hieros logos, a phrase difficult ro render in English, thoughìhe idea is not.
Hieros can mean sacred, or it can mean priestly.a6

Moses represents the Sacred Word; there is even a hint in the term "hieros

logos", of Moses functioning as a kind of High Priest of the Word.47 The figure of

Moses represents that point from which all "ideas" or "words" are gathered, and from

which they all proceed. Here, indeed, is a foreshadowing of R. Naþman of Bratzlav's

45samuel Sandmel, Philo's Place in Judaisnt (Ktav: New york, 1971), 185.

{6Samu9t Sandmel, Philo of Alexandt'ia: an Introducttoø (New york, Oxford
University, 1979),95.

4TOrdinarily, we might think of Moses as the Prophet and Aaron as the priest.
But according to Sandmel interprets him (lbid., 96), "whén Phito speaks of Scripture as
hieros logos, he meáns that Scripture, properly understood, is the pirity of thoulht
which is_also Moses., Scripture ãs utteianðe is'speech . . . represented âllegoricaÍy as
Aaron. He who has been inducted into the procèss of allegory can move ñom thé
"s.pee.ch'-' of Aaron, that is the literal sense oi Scripture, inio túe "thought,, of Moses,
who is the Logos.
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"Tzaddiq who is the archetype of Moses", fr.om whose "melody" "all of the'melodies'

of all of the wisdoms and philosophies of the world go forth, as they are all gathered

and annihilated in that one."48

Contemporary Conceptions of the Singular Ar.chetype

Philo's notion of a singular archetype--which might be identified with the Mind,

or with a figure such as Moses--closely resembles the Hasidic idea of the archetypal

Tzaddiq who is "the foundation of the world". Such idea of an ,'ar.chetype" might

barely be recoghizable, today, were it not for the contributions ofCarl Jung. And yet it

is only by going beyond Jung's "archetypes" that it is possible to.ecover a traditional

usage of the term, which is appropriate to the Jewish mystical tr.adition.49

How might this idea of a singular archetype be understood in a contemporary

context? Let me retum, briefly, to the work of Carl Jung. Though his approach to ,,the

archetypes" generally reflects what he elsewhere identified as a "polytheistic" as distinct

from a "monotheistic" approach,50 Jung did consider the question of a single archetype

48R. Nahman of Bratzlav, Liqqutay Moharan, folio 64e. The tr.anslation is my
9_wn. Fgr 1 fuller text, see "God 'vVithin" in "R. Nahman,s Tzaddiq and the Complete'
Human Being", in Chapter Four.

49I previously explored a number of the ideas in this chapter. and soecificallv
pursued the implications_of this distinction between a traditionalãnd a Junlian worlá-
view_, in an article "The Limiis of Jung: the Spiritual Joumey Beyond Imag"es and
Symbols", published in Gno¡rs no. tO,'vVintei 1989, 52-55. 

- 
Thei.e I contrãst Jung,s

"anthropom.orphic {e¡v", which "conceives of the wor-ld as being made in the imãge of
man",.with''the traditional, theomorphic view" which grants rha;the world ai iiáplears
to us "is indeed made in the image olman", but whichãffirms, as well, that "the hïman
being has been made in the imagè of a greater Reality, of whiih we ar.é not fully
awate. "

S0storr, Es s ential Jung, 329.
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in which all others might be gathe'ed and uníted. This he associated rvith what he

called the "God-image":

Empirically it can be established . . . that ther.e is in the unconscious an
archetype.of whole¡ess which manifests itself spontaneously i; d;;;;, etc.,
and a tendency, independant ofconscious will, io relate othér. ar.chetvoes to '

th^is centre. Consequently, it does not seem improbable that the archêiype
ot wholeness occunies such a central position which approximates it tó ihe
God-imags.sr

with some hesitation, Jung identifies the quality of wholeness and integration

with the image or idea of "God". Although he does not equate thís idea of God with

either the Imprinter of the archetypes or the medium on which they are imprinted, he

does relegate to it the status ofan Archetype among archetypes. "The God-image does

not coincide with the unconscious as such, but with a special content of it, namely the

archetype of the self."52 And ifone wished to increase one,s awareness ofthis ,,self,,

so as to facilitate the integration which the God-image represents, rvher.e would Jung

recommend a person to turn?

The selfdoes not become c^o¡scious by_itself, but has always been taught, if
at all, through a- tradition of knowing (the puíush/ atnt¿¿ téachine. foñnitance).
since it stands for the essence of indlìiduátion, and individuatioíi;1il;;ibG'
without a.relationship to. one's environment, it is found u'nong tr,'orã *iir, ï-r,ó,
lndlvidual relations can be established.53

Thus we have come full circle. Having broadened the meaning of the term

"archetype", Jung returns to the krnd of principle which philo fiLst identified in his idea.

'Iung now identifies this as a specific kind of archetype, the archetype of "wholeness,,,

of the "God-image" or "the selfl'. Moreover, he asserts that knorvledge ofthe selfcan

be related, "ifat all", through a mystical "tradition of knowing", enabling a person to

51tbid.

52rbi¿.

53C.G. Jung, Aior (Princeton: Princeton University Press , 1973) 167 .



cultivate such knowledge in relationship with others in one's enviLonment. presumably

Jung means the kinds ofrelationship which a spiritual teaching, spilitual fellowship and

the Master-disciple relationship have traditionally represented. Mor.eover, it seems that

he has arrived at the very example of the Hindu Guru which Mircea Eliade offered as

an analogy for the Hasidic Tzaddiq! Having nan owed and refined his notion of an

archetype, Jung would seem to have at last become reconciled, if reluctantly, to the

advantages of "the higher levels ofesoteric teaching".

Perhaps the most striking feature ofJung's conception of such a singular

Archetype is that it "stands for the essence of individuation". unlike the Mother or the

Trickster or the Anima and Animus, such an Archetype represents not the development

ofparticular characteristics or talents, but the development of the totality of one's

human capacity. By identifying this idea with the "God-image", Jung would seem to

suggest that such human development already implies the idea ofthe Divine.

Zolla's Synthesis

Has anyone taken this idea one step furlher, attempting to harmonize the modern

conception ofan "archetype" found in Jung with a more t;aditional, metaphysical

perspective? In his monograph on the subject, simply titled ArcheÍypes. Elemire Zolla

seems to have donejust thar. zolla declares th¿t "archetypes are not to be defined and

counted, because they lie too deep for words." A second time he declines to offer a

definition, because "in the process of definition their ineffable essence is lost,,,54

Nevertheless, in the course of his discourse, Zolla provides a number of useful

descriptions of the nature and function of the archetype. He nearly defines it as

S4Elemire Zolla , Archetypes (London: Geor.ge Allen & Unwin, l98l), 55.



follows: "A-n archetype is what can permanently order objects into sets, gather together

emotions, and direct thoughts."55 Thus,

what we actually perceive is ultimately decided on the archetyÞal. or what used to
be called the diíine lever . . . the dirreience i' 

"oil" ü;riü"'iu'n;,i"iifiË;*'"
awareness. Matters archetypal are still supreme, but nowadays eoâ1, b.uonã th.
grasp of.a generatio^n_have'become too remote. 

'our 
minasãn ill;-"*;;;ir;'th"

whore prcture, nor f'olrow the string of causes fi'om the order.ing units õf the
cosmos to the surrounding physical reality.só

Zolla is proposing a metaphysical perspective in which it is understood that the

universe is descended from an archetypar and ultimately a divine order ofbeing. It is
because our grasp ofnature is bounded by the affairs ofour own generation--because

we are immersed only in the "secular", in the sense of that which is temporal--that we

tend to be blind to a meta-historical view in which an archetypal dimension appears.

Archetypes describe a dimension of existence from which apparent existence

derives: "Archetypes are something alive, more alive than living cr.eatures, because they

are life-giving, meaning-giving." Thus the archetype of the human form is that which

accounts for the function of the whole, even for physical health:

,_ f!"Ír"hoyqe or shaping form is constantlyat work directing cells to build,
heal and mend the ever-faltering, always dying body, accordingio the ideal or'
archetypal pattern. The archetyþe is nót a ineie notíén it is theïouidins. ïealinn
energy., the living presence of what.makes hale, whore an¿ noiv--iné m;i"d" t'h;"
engendering gender. When a man is close to hís archetype he ís daemoni". ' "-
genial, near ro.perfection perfected, which consists i" ttíátoì.1 ãiruooåãiå"t" 

"reverlhing which is not tlie wor.king our of the archetyp;l ÃáåJìtt"--^-"-- "'

The significance of the archetypal ries not in the creation of a multiplicity of
types, but in the underlying unity to which the "arche" type points. There is a

psychological as well as a theological question at stake here: the ar.chetype implies not

only an understanding of the underlying unity ofthe Divine, but that such unity is the

5Srbid., zo.

56rbid., +8-4s

57rbid., oo.



underpinning of human nature. Here Zolla picks up where Jung's notion of

"individuation" left off:

We are deluded into believing that ,concrete 
_individual' is something beyond the

combination of typic^al traits. But 'individual, means something indi'visi6le,
which is only true of metaphysical oneness. True conc.etenesi--in the sense of
'grown together'(cun creicere) into a unity, a monad--is not to be found in what
wo¡ds and types point at, but in the opposiie direction, in what enables us to use
and assemble meaningfully-the_ finite-vlords and types: in ar.chetypes, that ara 

-

relatively.infinite, and that lead back to the pr.imai ìource, at.che îtseif,
metaphysical experience. 58

It is because human beings already possess the capacity for comprehensive

knowledge, because we are comprehensive beings, that we can comprehend the relation

of all kinds of parts to a larger whole. The archetypes are appar.ently infinite, because

there are manifold guises which indicate the relation of the many to the one. But to

consider "the archetypes" as a multiplicity is to lose sight of the uniting function which

the archetype itself represents.

Only by transcending words, images, impressions, will-o'-the-wisos. does one
touch truth: not by prizing the _'raw' imprèssion above its 'baked' e'xpression,
but by realising_both are delusions and-that truth lies in reaching thä source'of
impressions and words--the archetype that gathers them into itJmould. . -. 

-

If we reach towards the archetype ihat is thè source of the appearance. the tvne
of the objects, and therefore iti irue meaning, we shall ceasé io seek fór rut'fi 

-

among appearances.5e

Schaya's Kabbalah

In The Universal Meaning of Kabbalah, a philosophical study by Leo Schaya,

the kind of metaphysical conception of the archetype which Zolla develops in general

terms is applied specifically to the hadition of Kabbalah. Shaya pr:esents a Kabbalistic

view of the human being as an archetype, represented in tems of the relationship of

"heaven" and "earth":

58luid., ¿s.

59lbid.



The 'figure of the all' in divinis is man's own ar.chetype. his uncreated beins: 'Man
above' . . . whereas the'image of the all'is his cosmið manifestation, his crãated
being: 'man below'."60

The creation of subtle worlds "above", as rvell as the matelial creation "below,,,

is understood to be in accordance with this human prototype:

God created the world and all that exists in contemplating 'man above', who is
none other than the infinite unity-ofthe ten se/ìroth. Heir.eated everyihing in the
image of 'man', for_he wished to be glorified by the ,mystery of .un':"t ð *TsirãJ 

-

man, everywhere above and below, to be his eipressioî, his r.evelation, his
symbol.6t

In Schaya's summary of Kabbalistic thought, an etiological and ontological

conception ofthe centrality of the human archetype combine. But the question might

arise, why should it be "the mystery of nnn" that is so exalted? Is this mer.e flattery on

the part of God, and gross vanity on the part of human beings? Rather, there is a

perception that the innate function of the human being is to serve as that which

reconciles, not only the various aspects ofhuman nature, but the various creatures and

the creation as a whole. Because the implicit nature ofthe human being is the true

archetype of the Divine, it is the destiny of man to .aise what is expressed in the terms

ofLurianic Kabbalah as the "sparks" that are hidden in all of creation:

All îhat exists aspires, consciously or,othe'wise, to become integrated into the
universal and divine being of man, who links the lowesr world tith the suoreme
'self of all things; and. God has given to each rhing, accor.ding to its pecuLiär
ability, the power to rise, through rnanifold t.arrsfõrmations. ip to tlie inteeral
'form' of man, which is the ar.clietype of all ar.chetypes: divine'being.àz

The characterizations ofthe function of tlre ar.chetype rve find in Schaya and

zolla and indeed, in Philo, are both descriptive and p'escriptive. The pictures they

provide of the archetypal functioir of the human being can be imagined, but they cannot

. 6,0^*q Schaya, The tJniversal Meaning of Kabbatah, (London: George Allan &
Unwin, 1971) I 17.

61Ibid.
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be verified by the physical senses or by rational proofs. These authors are nevertheless

recommending that we, their readers, allow such pictures to influence our vision ofthe

universe, although they may be verified (as Jung rvould say, ',if at all"), only by

mystical (or to use Zolla's word, "metaphysical") experience. My r.eason for citing

these examples in this thesis is, of course, descriptive. My pur.pose is creating a frame

of reference for understanding the Hasidic idea of the Tzaddiq as an archetypal idea,

It would be natural for the reader to ask, at this point, about the contemporary

relevance of an archetypal approach? Might the alchetype of the Tzaddiq be something

more than a literary and philosophical curiosity, an artifact of the history of religions?

Earlier in this thesis i presented the problem presenred by an academic approach to the

study ofreligion which is based on ouþmoded conceptions ofscience. what might be

yielded, however, were students of the physical sciences app.oach the study ofreligion

in search of insights which might have some bea'ing on 
'esea'ch 

in their own field?

what might an understanding of an archetype detived fi'om mystical religion contribute

to the broadening of a scientific world view?

The Holographic Paradignt

As the discussion has proceeded thus far, it has been expressed in terms of the

significance ofidea of the Tzaddiq as a holograph, on the one hand, and on the other in

terms of a meataphysical sese of an archetype. yet, by way of the ,,holographic

paradigm", there are those who would point moder.n science in the direction of a

rediscovery metaphysics. "The fundamental question that is under. consideration is

whether mind results as an emergent property from the interaction of an organism with

its environment, or whether mind reflects the basic organization of the universe

(including the organism's brain)."63 Given that there is, indeed, ai,basic organization



of the universe", a structure ofknowledge more fundamental than the collection ofdata

from the senses and the application ofreason, the appearance of such a structure may be

precisely what an archetype describes. what the idea ofa holograph implies, is one

specific aspect of the function ofan archetype: the capacity of individual members to

reflect a greater whole.

. In the.implicate, hologaphic domain,.the distinction between points
bec^omes blurred; informãrion becomes distributed as in the éi"Àii"-åîtr,"
surface of a.ponp, What is organ-ism (with its component o.gans; is no lonqer
sharply distinguished from what lies outside the boundaries ;fth;;kñ 'i;?h;
holographic domain, each organism represents in some manner the universe. and
each portion of rhe universe iepresents in some manner ttte 

".g""lt-i *iihil ï:ä
This is expressed most succinctly in the following quotation from a Buddhist

sutra:

In the heaven of Indra there is said to be a network ofpearls so anansed that
r,l l:" ]q"\ at orre you, see all the others reflected in it.'f n t'fre iurne ;?t; -
eaci. object in the world is not me.ely itself but invorves every other oúject,
and in fact rs every other object.65

what the model of an archetype adds to this "holographic paradigm" is the idea

of the human being as the nexus ofsuch an interiace. Apprying this hologr.aphic moder

to an understanding ofwhat an arcehtype is, leads to yet a further refinement of the

defi nitions provided above:

an a'chetype is a universal or transcendent function which is demonstrated in
certain exemplary.human beings and is dispersed.,nong otn.ir,ìn *üornliË*irt,
as an lnnate capaclty

Thus the idea of "the archetype cif the Tzaddiq", specifically, would be based on

the notion that there is at least one individual Tzaddiq who is, in the language of Jewish

tradition, "the foundation of the universe".66 It assurnes that the "Tzaddiq', function of

63"What the Fuss Is All About" by Karl pribam, in fn" noøg,Whi;porodig^,

64b¡d.,:. '-q.

65lbid., Wilbe¡ "Karl pribam's Changing Reality,,, 25

33.
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such an individual is dispersed among others, who relate to it inside as well as outside

of themselves. These others are most often considered, in Jewish sources, in terms of
the "Hasidim" or disciples of rzaddiqim, or in terms of the Jewish people as a whole.

They might also be considered (most exclusively) in terms of other., lesser Tzaddiqim,

or (most inclusively) in terms of humanity as a whole. However it may be reflected in

others, the archetype of the Tzaddiq which is represented in individual rzaddiqim

constitutes a convergence of the human and the Divine, which is reflected in others as

well as in themselves.

such a definition is not only applicable to a Jewish idea of the Tzaddiq. Thus

Mahayana Buddhist traditions refer to "Buddha-nature", suggesting that Gautama

Siddhartha, and other Buddhas as well, represent an archetype which is universalry

dispersed as the implicit nature ofhuman and perhaps even other forms of sentient life.

The "christhood" ofJesus might arso be considered in such archetypar terms. Such a

view of Jesus as an exemplar ofthe archetype ofthe Christ may or may not be

compatible with christian theology, in rvhich Jesus is regarded as a person who is

uniquely divine.

Archetype versus Myth

I believe it will be useful to ask, at this point, how such an idea of "archetype',

might be distinguished from the idea of "myth"? Inasmuch as I intend to distinguish the

archetypal conception of the Tzaddiq from a mythic ,'holy man" idea, the distinction of

""rn neDrew. vesod'olan..In the geo-centric cosmology reflected in the Jewishmvstical tradition, the meaning ot tne worã álåiriä"ìuiãäËi this "worrd,, as well as theentire "universe" lof which it is the focql pgi"ti, an¿ Ããre äeneraily, tr," õãt.e;iy oi'-
"space" (as it.relaìes ro rhe caregorieso¡-"ii;;;r;åì';;äi.' wr,il. rhe word mav ¡rso
mean "eternat", the usual meaning ofveso d 'orantãssimei th;iü;; i;å'diq, iïi.iuïg
as the "foundation" of this world,-fuliÍlls u .orrni.-tun.iìãn.

66In Hebrew, y"s od 'otan In the
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these terms is of critical importance to this thesis. By ,,myth" I mean a story which

assumes ultimate significance. Because of the ultimate significance of the story, the

main character or characters of such a story assume ultimate significance as well, not as

examples or as types but as concrete entities. Thus, as Jung pointed out, while

archetypes may in fact be the "components" of mlth, the two realms should not be

confused.

The clearest discussion I have found which distinguishes these two terms and.

applies them to a larger framewo.k, is by Ken wilber. In wilber''s paradigm, which he

applies to individual development as well as the development of societies as a whole,

myth replaces a more primitive, "magical" view of reality, but is pr.ior to the acquisition

of reason.

we usually think of the mythic srructure as wirdry imaginative and dreamlike,
and the rational level as dry and unimaginative. in facl it is exactly thà opooiite.
Th.e mythic sfiu*ure, despjte all ìts gocis and goddesses, its demoní anà ;óii.it;, 

-

is in fact very concrete and lite¡alistlc. It beliãves these myths a, u.att"r'oi 
-'

cgncrete fact, not.as symbolic and visionary. Moses really did part the Red Sea,
christ really was bom of a virgin, cod reaily did rain breád doivn from heaven,'
and so on.67

It is only after learning to extrapolate, rationally, and ther.efore to consider

alternative models, that one becornes free of the oppressive yoke of mythic. The

popular fascination with the realm of ,,m¡h" actually confuses the mythic and the

archetypal level:

vy'e take the freedom of reason and mix it with the fantastic aspects of mvth. and
the result is a romantic notion of myrh as imaginative, free, anã transc"nãeniái. 

-
But,when you are actually rr¡ the mithjc struc-ture, it's nothing of the sort. It,s
hardheaded, concrete, and unimaginative. It's fundamentalisio8

67Ken Wilber, "The Great Chain of Being", 8.

68l¡id,
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It is only after the rational stage of experience is supplanted, in turn, by an

"existential" experience ofthe limits of rationalism and a degree of dissatisfaction with

it, that genuine mystical development becomes possible:

The rational and existential levels combine to strip us ofchildish and adolescent
approaches to spirit..They.clean out the_magical änd mythical notions of spirit
4¡ l cosmic parent who doles out reward foibelief or etemal damnation foi
disbelief.6e

Wilber divides the varieties of mystical experience according to "psychic,

subtle, and causal" realms. "The psychic is the beginning of genuinely transcendental

of spiritual development", a realm in which ,,paranormal events can occuL,', and which

mainly "operates by vision". "The causal", on the other hand, ,,is non-dual-mysticism,

which finally and totally hanscends the subject/object or self/other duality.,, But it is

"the subtle level" which is "the source of theistic mysticism--the direct relation ofthe

soul to God", and is the principle area addressed by the Jewish mystical tradition in

general, and the Tzaddiq tradition in particular..

The subtle is the home of the archetypes, in the platonic, Buddhist, and
Augustianian sense. It is also the reãlm of audible illumjnations,
spiritual illumination, experiential realms of ascended knowledgã, and
gxpanded awareness. Thls is the soul proper, the highest point ãf individual
identity, beyond which lies total releade oîthe knotõfthe'soul into absoiute
spirit itsgl¡u o

I am not concerned with entering, at this point, into a detailed analysis of
'wilber's characterization ofthe archetypes and the subtle realm, in r.elation to the

psychic and the causal, Suffice it to say that archetypes as they are perceived at this

level of religious life, are understood as models of functions of the Divine rather than as

concrete entities. I am not saying that they are not considered real, within the tr.aditions

in which they appear, that they are considered to be "just metaphors". euite the

69rbid., g.

7oftid., e.
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contrary, they are considered more real than the elements ofthe phenomenal world

fi'om which they obtain their symbolic descriptions; it is in relation to the greater reality

of God, that they are considered to be metaphorical.

one way of distinguishing between archetype and myth is to say that while both

appear as artefacts ofreligious tradition, a myth is an object ofreligious belief whereas

an archetype is a description ofa divine function. A person may therefore affìrm, or

deny, the truth ofa parlicular myth, while an archetype is more or. less tlansparent to

the function it replesents. One simply employs a paüicular ar.chetype in ones

apprehension of the Divine, or does not employ it, in much the same way as one takes a

bus or a train to arrive at a given destination.

r5'1



Hebrew Equivalents of ,,Archetype"

At this point the question might arise, how specifically appropriate is such a

concept of an archetype to the Jewish mystical tradition? we have aheady seen that

such a definition of "archetype" is not likely to be found in a dictionary of the English

language. What may be more surprising--or even alarming, given the topic of this

thesis!-is that no such a te'm is to be found in Hebrew dictionaries, either..T l And yet

the kind ofidea suggested by an "archetype" as it has been defined in this chapter, is

expressed in Hebrew sources.

Since the appearance of Kabbalah in the twelfth century, Je\.vish mystical

symbolism has been expressed, primarily, in terms of the Ten Sefirot.72 To what

degree is sefirotic symbolism specifically archetypal? The symbolism of the Zohar, for

example, is expressed in terms of a valiety of metaphors and per.sonifications, such as

"Father", Mother" and seven leading Jewish figur.es: Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses,

Aaron, Joseph and David, who are generally understood (in both traditional and modem

scholarship) to be circumlocutions for specific sefirot.T3 To the dêgree that these

T lThe modem Hebrew term avtypus whtch literally means "father-type,,, helps
us very líttle, since it is bimply a translation of "ar.chetype,í or ,'prototyp;';.

_ 72"The mainstream in Kabbalistic thought undoubtedly is the theosophical
Kabbalah, whose dominant conceptions is thatãf a complex uia aynu'nir rttïrctu." or
divine powers. commonly k¡own âs Sefirot. This renn . . . h., b*il1;;;ip;;ì;üñ;'
the late twellth century as designating manilestations that are either part ôfthe divine
:P9q* or dire,ctly related to the divine essence, serving as its vesséls or instrumenis;
almost unlversalty, th€se powers number ten. . . . classical Kabbalistic theosophy
lrepresented, llst and foremost, by the Zohar] includes both an elaborate ' "
anthropomorphical hierarchy and áynamic intenelationships among the components of
rnrs nrerarcny. IdeL, New perspectives,l 12. See also Gershom SCholem. Ma¡or
Trends in Jewish Mysticísm,267-239, and Kabbalah, gg-116.

13"Th"_Zohrr rurely describes the entire sefirotic system. lt even avoids the
term se|irot and instead speaks oflights, levels, links, root;, garinents of the King,
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characters or fi.rnctions are understood as possibilities which manifest within the

individual, and not only in "higher" worlds, the Sefirot might well be considered as

archetypes as I have defined them. Such a psychological approach to the Sef'írot is,

indeed, a hallmark of Hasidic thought, but it is found in much of earlier Kabbalah as

well.74

The idea that it is man who is the primary theatre of Divine manifestation, that it

is the human being who determines the activity of the Sefi¡ot, is stated explicitly by a

sixteenth century Kabbalist, Mayer ibn Gabbai:

The supern_al entities to the lower entities are comparable to the shadow
[compared] to the form;just as the form stirs, thus' the shadow stirs.ij

Moshe Idel interprets this statement as follows:

Man, being.the basic pattern of the higher structure, is able to influence its state
þy h's actlvrty; ontorogfal resemblance serves the theurgical goal. This far-
reaching.presentation of man as the archetype of the revãaled ãspect of the beitv
is a highly s.ignificant deparrure from the o¡iposite o'.tupnåi, i" ü,f,;;h';;fihi
shadow of the supernal. . . . No longer is the image ofGod understood as the

crowns.of the King, and dozens of othe¡^images for the individual seJìrot. The reader
ï]u:l rlrterqret the symbolism and identify the correspondin g seJìrah-." Daniel chananMatt, translatron and inhoduction , Zohar: the Book of Enlíghtãnnent, 33.

, /4td9l distinguishes the "theosophical', approach of the Zohar and its
lnterpreters tiom the approach of "ecstatic" Kabbãlísts such as Avraham Abulafia. who
spoke drrectly and unambiglously of the existence ofthe Sefirot within the human soul
*nd e,vel the i_uman.body. (New perspectives, 146-147) while the intelrectual
roundarron or Hasldlc.thought is_provided by theosophical Kabbalah, Idel attributes the
qìyc,nojoglglr emphasrs rn Hasidism to the influence of ecstatic Kabbalists such as
Aburatra: " Ihe psychological understanding of the Sefirot occurs in an explicit wav in
ecsrarlc Kabbalah and, later on, in Hasidism; this phenomenon is probably related ío
their shared interest in exheme forms of devekut.^wlten a ce.iain"."rti.årlîJt.ä'"
focuses on inner.experiences_ mo'e than on rheurgical acti"itt;ih;;;ti;i"s ì;'b;-"'
actlvated^are no longer the objectively existing divine sefiroi'but rather the human
splntual setirot." I would add, holever, thatìhis dichotomy between ,,ecstatic" 

and
"theo.soph^ical"-Kabbalah can be over-emphasized. even giíen ii'áiiri*ãi*rìä"ãËir
activity of the Sefirot in the Zohar, they may nevertheless-appear as archËtvoes "
descrip^tive of the- function of G_od in m¿n. Í pursue ttris s*¡äci specücuiii'* it r"tut..
to the function of the Sefirah "Tzaddiq,' in thè Zohar, in Chäpter îhre 

". 
' -

?srbid., 176
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basic. archetype; now, the human image is regarded as the original, reflected bythe divine structure.T6

within the tradition of theosophical Kabbalah, the Ten Sefirot represenr a

comprehensive Íiamework within which all divine possibilities ar.e integrated. Given

that they describe an area in which the functions of God and of man overlap, it should

come as no surprise to find the figure of the Tzaddiq is related to this framework, and

associated with a particurar Sefirah. It is related specifically to yesod, the ',Foundation,'

on which the entire structure rests, the point of contact between all higher dimensions

and thematerial world. Nor is the name of this Sefirah a coincidence; the Talmudic

interpretation ofProverbs l0:25, in which the Tzaddiq is understood to be "the

foundation of the world", most likely preceded the association ofone of the Sefirot with
the name "Foundation" in medieval Kabbalah.

Yet, while the range of symbols which represent the sefirot in a text such as the

zohar is extremely broad, the sefirot themselves represent a specific and limited set of
archetypes. Thus while the Sefirot well may be considered archetypes, archetypes

referred to outside of Kabbalah are not necessarily be sefirot; the two terms are not

equivalent. The Sefirot represent a very specific archetypal system.

The term beþinah, which is emphasized in Hasidic literarure, most especialry in
the writings ofR. Nahman of Bratzlav, is a more general and open_ended term than

Sefirah. Meaning the "quality,, or literally the ,'test,,of 
a thing, it expresses a kind of

linking function by which symbolic associations can be made. As a ,,sefirah,, 
is more

specific than an "archetype", a beþínah is even more gen erar. A beþinahis any element

which may relate an idea or person of thing to another, although, especially in R.

Nahman's usage of term, it often implies a divine aspect or quality. Thus, building

upon the many Kabbalistic references to the sefirah ofTzaddiq, Hasidic references may

76Ibid.
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be found to the beþinah of Moses, or of the Tzaddiq, or in R. Nahman's words, to "the

Tzaddiq who is the beþínah of Moses".77 The figure of the Tzaddiq is associated with

the kind of connection to the Divine which is represented by Moses.

Given that the Tzaddiq is already associated with the sefirah of Foundation, and

that there is no intermediate term in classical Hebrew between Sefir.ah and behinah,I

believe that what is meant, precisely, is "the Tzaddiq who is the Moses archetype,,.

That is, the Tzaddiq who expresses the archetype which Moses represents, Íìrnctions as

a bridge between man and God. This is ground I cover more thor.oughly in chapter

Four. My intention, thus far, has been to show how it is possible that the idea ofan

archetype (in a ?hilonic sense of the word) may be expressed in Jewish mysticism,

although no traditional Hebrew term has exactly that meaning.

^ .,, +lUnrtay Moharan,64e. See "God within" in "R. Nahman's Tzaddiq and the
Complete Human Being", in Chapter Four.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE HISTORY OF THE ARCHETYPE OF THE TZADDIQ

The Etymology of the Term

An archetypal idea of the meaning of the term ,,Tzaddiq,, which first emerges in

Rabbinic literature, is more clearly defined in medieval Kabbalah. yet the idea of the

Tzaddiq first began as a simple ethical ideal, which only later took on a special spiritual

significance. The earliest references to a Tzaddiq figure (from the perspective of

Jewish tradition, as well as from an historical point of view) appear in the Hebrew

Bible. what were these biblical references and how do they relate to later development

of the Tzaddiq idea?

The first place in the Bible where the term tzacldiq appears, is Gen. 6:9, where

Noah is identifiedasiysh tzaddiq tanúm, "a simple righteous man". In Gen. lg:23-2g,

the term "righteous" refers to the kind of ordinary, upstanding citizens who rvoul<i have

justified the city ofsodom being spared. Conrinuing through Exod. 23:7_g, Num.

23:10, and Deut. 16:19 and25:1, "the righteous" refers, simply enough, to people who

are regarded as being worthy by virtue of their righteousness. As much as it is certainly

a desirable thing, in the context of the Five Books. of Moses being a Tzaddiq connotes

nothing exceptional. None of the outstanding personalities--neither Moses, nor

Ab¡aham, Isaac or Jacob--are identified specifically as "righteous", within the biblical

text itself. In Exod. 9:27,Pharaoh concedes that "yh-hl is (the) Righteous", yet this

., ^. 
llnkeeping with Jewish practice, I am avoiding spelling out all four letters of

rne ulvlne Name, even tn English.



does not refer to a special divine quality, but rather is an acknowledgement that the

human quality of being just is applicable to the God of Moses.

As we move on to references appearing rater in the Hebrew Bible, it is apparent

that even the quotation from proverbs 10:25, read in the context ofthe passage as a

whole, does not assign any special spiritual function to the figure of the righteous. The

verse simply declares thar "the wicked (person) disappears like a passing whirlwind, but

the righteous is established forever." (The italics are mine.) This might be understood

as an amplification ofProverbs 10:3, which says that "God will not starve the righteous

person (or "righteous soul", nefesh tzaddiq). Following it, however, proverbs I l:30

suggests that the righteous, along with the wise, have a special function in teaching

others or nourishing them spidrually: "The fruit of the righteous is a Tree of Life, as the

wise reaps souls (or "informs souls,, , loqayah nefasho).2

In Psalm l4:5 we find a generar observatíon that "yh-h is in the circle (or ',in

the generation", bdor) of the righteous."3 This begins to suggesr a special category of
relationship between the righteous and God.

Perhaps the most significant reference to the Tzaddíq in the Book of psalms, is

Psalm 145: 17. This Psalm, as a whole. constitutes the main section of the ofrrepeated

Ashray Ptayer. since the adoption of this p.ayer into the Hebrew liturgy for both daily

2In chapter one i presented R. Nahman's characterization of the Tzaddio as a
"Masrer of rhe Ëield" whoår he ¿.r.riu., ái nãu;J;iñ;i;, iii; ;;;ã.;.üä;; i".growing trees. Yet Nshman makes no expricit referen"c. tò iúi. pãrrãÃèl;;ì;Ë;i;il^
(L.iqqutay Moharan 65a), nor, to my knoùledge, elsewhere 6".'h; ñ;.;;i;¿6,'*-
¡'v¡ere he.compares the relationship between the Tzaddiq and his disciples to that 

'

between the trunk of a tree and its branches). It may beihat the influence of proverbs
10:25 on later Jewish. mysticism is so strong that otñer references in proueiur-are toJin
:tJ.slag9y. Une mrght speculate, however, that R. Nahman, as well as earlier
Kaþþalrstrc sources linkins the idea of rzaddiq with the image of a hee, may have been
influenced by it.

3This muy also be an early source of the Hasidic notion of "the Tzaddiq of the
Generation". Seé Chapter Four.



moüìing and afterrìoon prayers, it is likely to have shaped Jewish consciousness oveÌ

the course of Jewish history, in both conscious and. unconscious ways.4 As in Exod.

9:27 
' 

the term tzaddiq, as it is used here, desc.ibes a category which is applicable both

to human beings and to the divine. Here, however, it suggests something more than a

simple analogy between the two: Tzaddiq yH-H bkhot ttrakhav, vþasid bkhol nn,asav.

"(A) Tzaddiq is God in all hís ways, and (a) Hasid in all His deeds.,, The simple

meaning of the verse is, most likely, that "God is both righteous and devoted". yet it is

stated in terms of a striking symmetry, not onry between the idea of the Tzaddiq and

that of the Hasid, but between the idea of God r.eflecting man and the possible idea of
man reflecting God. Beginning Íiom the assumption that being a Tzaddiq (that is,

righteous) and a Hasid (that is, devoted) is a human attribute which may be applied to

God, it is only a small jump to see them as divine attributes which may be descriptive

ofhuman beings. Given such an understanding, the passage may be read literally, and

against the grain of its simple meaning. Thus, instead ofdeclaring that "God is

righteous (that is, a Tzaddiq) in all His ways . . ." rhe passage would declare that "a

Tzaddiq is God in all his ways . . ." The text lends itselfto being read either way.

It is not ahryays easy to distinguish an original interpretation which gives new

meaning to a text (in Hebrew, a híydush), from an interpretation which illuminates the

meaning it may have had, perhaps subconsciously, for previous generations ofreaders.

I have no corroborating evidence which shows that earry worshippers were as struck by

, ofng plage of this prayer in Jewish liturgy has deep roots that are well
documented. "The Talmuã siates that unyon" 

'íúo 
i..itâl'the ¿shre¡three times a davis sure of life in the world to come (Ber. ¿Ul, unlit rr.ro;, i;i, ;;;ã"r;i; iliË " *,

morning- service, and at the commeùcemeníôf the aftemoón service." ¡vìdËnce of itsuse "in the Psalm scroll discovered among the Dead Seã scrolls -. . would i"ãi."t"'it 
"tthe psalm-was used liturgically as ea'ly as the s..ð"Järpr.." The .;;;iui';;;ã i;'rsarm r4J may be. related to its being "the only psalm to bèar. the title iel¡ illah íIitenllvprarse .) from whrch the entire book of psalms takes its Hebrew name, Tehilliit."

Encyclopedia Judaica, 19'12 ed., s.v. ,,Ashrei',, by Raphael posner..
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the ambiguity ofPsalm 145:17 as I am. certainly, I do not mean to suggest that they

conceived of both the Tzaddiq and the Hasid primarily as attributes of God, simply on

the basis of this verse.S what I am suggesting is that this passage may have contributed

to a sense ofan overlapping ofthe categories of the human and the divine, particularly

as they related to the functions of the Tzaddiq and Hasid. with the application of these

functions to God, as well as to human beings, that which they described may have been

conceived, reflexively, as extending beyond the ordinary human category. Thus I am

suggesting that the "ways" of the Tzaddiq and the "deeds" of the Hasid may, over time,

have come to be considered as areas of divine activity, or more exactly, as areas in

which the human and the divine converge.

such an ambiguous readings of tzaddiq and hasid in psarm 145:17 is certainly

less far-fetched than reading Proverbs l0:25 to declare thar "the Tzaddiq is the

foundation of the world"! And yet this is precisely \.vhafthe Rabbis did. One of the

striking features of the cosmological and mystical idea of the Tzaddiq.which emerges in

the Talmud, is that it does not owe its existence to a single outstanding personality, but

to a single, rather attenuated, text. The text-oriented approach of the Rabbis provided a

stnrcture which allowed for both continuity and flexibility in Jewish tradition. Though

they discouraged prophetic revelations which might result in new scriprures, the rabbis

in fact welcome d, þidushay Torah, new interpretations of Scripture which might open

avenues ofunderstanding diverging quite far from the plain meaning of the text.

Here, then, we encounter the'emarkable erasticity of Jewish tradition. It is an

elasticity which was supported, among other things, by Hebrew grammar. Hebr.ew is

. 5The thesis that the mystical union of man and God does indeed have a nlace in
Jewish hadition, which was dênied by Scholem 

"r¿ 
oìtã", ñ". i;;äi; Ë;

demonstrated by Moshe ldel. see "únio Mystica in Jewis-h Mysticismí in Kabbatah:
New P erspectives, 59-73.
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full of denominatives, verbs derived from nouns.6 As Jewish thought developed and

the Hebrew language grew, liberties were taken in the opposite direction, as well. Thus

in this short phrase three such transformations took place: the idea of a righteous person

acquired substance as the figure of "the fughteous", the verb "founded'l tumed back into

a noun, "foundation", and the adverb, ',forever,,, also became a noun, meaning

"universe" or "world". (The modifiers, "is the" and "of the" are implicitly understood.)

Thus, rather than simply, if hyperbolically, describing the Tzaddiq as being "established

forever" Qtesod'olant), the passage was interpreted literally, but wildly out of context,

so as to identify the figure of the Tzaddiq with the very "foundation,, þtesocl) of the

"world" ('olant), meaning the planet earth, or even the entire universe.T Thus a new

figure emerged, or at least, a new concept emerged of the Tzaddiq, as the foundation of
the world.

The Rabbinic Origins of the Archetype of the Tzaddiq

To trace the development ofthe archetypar conception this phrase represented, it

rvill be helpful to locare it within the historical conrexr of the Rabbinic tradition in

which it emerged. In the years preceding the destruction of the second rempre in 70

c.E., and especially in the years which followed it, the role of the Rabbi in rhe religion

of Israel replaced the cenhality of both prophet and priest. with the adaptation of
Rabbinic Judaism ro the condirions of the diaspora, the emphasis which had previously

. - 
6"o.n. of the commonest and oldest privileges that men took for themserves is

that of.tuming a.noun into a verb." Fdward^Horoüitz, H";-;h, H;'b;r* ü;gr;;; "
Grew (New York: Jewish Education Committee, tSOOl, jO:.

. TThe Hebrew word'olam combines the notion of on-going time l,,forever,,) and
on-going space. .It was employed in a.way which embracès ,i;;;;;¡;d rä;;'f ' -''
''unrverse" as welr as the more immediate sense of "the world". Indeed, given a geo-
centric conception of the universe, the two imply each other.
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been placed on sacred Pe'son (Prophet, priest, and King), and sacred place (the Holy

Land, Jerusalem, and the Holy Temple) shifted to sacred Scr.ipture (the Torah, or Five

Books of Moses, the entire canon of the Hebrew Bible, and later the Mishnah and the

entire Talmud). Jewish religion structured itself as a tradition of laws, customs and

folklore based upon the interpretation of the Torah, with the Rabbi serving as scholarly

intelpreter and pious representative ofthat tradition.

By becoming a pofiable, text-based tradition, Judaism was enabled to adapt

itself and survive into the present era. The conservative yet flexible emphasis on

textual ìnterpretation as the mode ofcultivating, preserving and the transmitting

tradition, accommodated earlier elements of the tradítion, such as an attachment to the

land of Israel, the memory of the functions ofboth prophet and priest, and the

expectation of a Messiah, rvhich at least began as the expectation of the restoration of

national sovereignty under a divinely anointed King. Such elements were

accommodated, at least as literary themes. But for the sake of the unity and coherence

of this tradition, it was essential that the centrality of the Torah and the authority of the

Rabbis interpreting it not be compromised. Thus, as the Rabbinic tradition sought to

define itselfin the context of its increasingly christian, and later, Islamic surroundings,

the associations of further claims to revelation v¿ith faiths that established
thenrselves as being other rhan Judaism, and the defined un¿ .tàrãã óunán of
scrrptural authority. . . led Judaism, at least formally, to declare that it
w¿s.done with-prophecy- 

- 
"Be_tter sage than prophet; 

'counsers 
one rabbinic saying

(Baba Batra l2a).. . . .. [yet] Jewry, èven búorè the emergence of Kabbalah, ' '
w¿s.dotted occasionally with va¡iòus figures who claimed"one degriããiãnãir,,.,
ot dtrect access to heavenly tn:th.8

With the crystallization of the biblical canon, it was no longer considered

desirable to be a Prophet who might bring down further revelations, and threaten the

authority of the Bible as it was understood by the Rabbis; with local congregational

8Ibid., l¿6.
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prayer replacing Temple sacrifices of animals and grain, it was no longer possible to

function as much of a Priest.g The Rabbi became the source of explicit religious

authority, but such authority encompassed neither the implicit prophetic function of

making contact with the Divine, nor the implicit priestly function of extending a

tangible sense of such contact to the larger communíty. As religious authority became

identified with scholarship, these charismatic funcrions (that is, functions related to the

"gifts of the holy spirit") became marginalized.

Formally speaking, prophe-cy.had 
^ended 

with the destruction of the Temple;
prophe-tic.voices þqd been "taken flom the prophets and given" either to ihe'saees
or to "fools and children"--depending on which version õfthe un"i.nt tãvìne ã"nã
chooses., 

,.,Sinc^e then. again in-a lormãl sense, we "pay no attentio; t" n.á"åifl'-
volces." rw ut course, we know that such pronouncements were often observéd in
lfe breach . . . especially in rhe sorts ofpopular mystical circles from,;hi.h 

-- --'
Hasidism sprang.l t

Even as the shift to a Rabbinic conception of Jewish tradition was taking place,

people who had charismatic abilities continued to appear. And while divine

intercession was not to be expected of the Rabbis, the Rabbis themselves did not regar.d

this as necessarily an objectionable thing. It was recognized, particularly in emergency

situations, that having members of the community who were good at obtaining results

from God might be highly desirable, provided they did nor undermine Rabbinic

authority and unravel the fabric of Rabbinic tradition, Thus it appears that after a

period of struggle and adjustment, the lole of divine intercession was assigned to the

figu'e of the Tzaddiq, and being a "Righteous" individual came to mean more than

9The lineages ofPriests and Levites (,,Cohen"s and "Levy"s, etc.) continue to be
traced into our day, but they have a very limited role in contemporary synagogue ritual.

10The first of these Talmudic references is to Baba Batra l2a, andthe second,
'Eruvin'la.

^ . . 1l*h,"r^Creen, "Typologies o_f Leadership and the Hasidic Zaddiq', , in Jewìsh
Spit'ituality vol. 2, ed. Arthur Green (New york: irossroads press, l9gf , iá9,
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maintaining a certain srandard of ethical behavior. what sort of picture might be put

together from existing sources, ofjust how and why this took place?

Charisnatic Models for the Tzaddiq

It in and around the tumultuous First Centur.y C.E. that the origins may be

found, not only for the christian tradition ofthe christhood of Jesus, but for the Jewish

tradition of the archetype of the Tzaddiq. Geza Vermes has suggested that other Jewish

charismatics of this period provide a context for understanding the historical role of
Jesus. 12 They also provide a context for understanding the origins of the Tzaddiq

tradition. while these historical parallels, moreover, must be considered quite separate

from the development of the notion of christhood in christian theology, within the

Jewish tradition no such dramatic break between history and theology occurs. Jewish

wonder-workers of the First Century B.C.E. and the First Century C.E. not only

provide an historical background for the idea of the Tzaddiq which emerges in the

Second century Rabbinic riterature, but they are cited within this literature, and in

subsequent Tzaddiq literature, as exemplars of the role of the Tzaddiq upon whom the

Tzaddiq tradition is based.

There are stories in both the Mishnah and Gemmara about the Jewish wonder-

workers of this period, not all of whom were considered Rabbis. The miracles they

performed included casting out demons, invoking healing, and bringing rain, and

receiving direct communications from God, via a Bat eol or divine "Voice" (literally, a

"daughter of a voice"). These men made a strong impression on their Rabbinic

1-2-see the section by Geza vermes on "Jewish charismatics" (69-g0) in -resusîhe Jew.(clasgow:_williani collins Sons, tsi¡). Iïàìã'ù-år.n not to enrer inro a
olscussron ot whether Jesus m.ight indeed be regarded as an historical example of a

{9yr1!-c$rispatic. (or "Hasid", in Vermes's usíge of the ierm¡, tfrougfr üàrinðr-.ãt., .
case lor vtewlng him in this light.
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colleagues, who, by their own accounts, both appreciated them and had difficulty

integrating them within the emerging Rabbinic tradítion.

The Mishnah tells us about Honi the circle-maker, a Galilean wondèr-wor.ker

who lived a little before the time of Jesus, and who is not identified as a Rabbi. Ina
time of drought in lsrael, Honi cafled for much-needed rain by forming a circle around

himselfl3 and issuing God the following ultimatum:

Lord of the world,.thy children have turned to me because I am as a son of the
house lan informalry adopted family member] before thee. I swear bv tt u *.^t
name rhat I vr'ìlt not move hence until thou be merciful towards rhy cñildieni.,o

We are told that Honi was successful not only in bringing rain, but in

commanding God to deliver a substantial rainfall. The leader of the sanhedr.in

(Rabbinical Academy) at that time, R. Shim'on ben Shetah, responded to reports of
Honi's actions with grudging admiration. He decla¡ed:

"lf you weren't Honi, I wourd excommunicate you. But what can r do with vou.
srnce you stn lnutllateh) before Cod, and He does what you want, just like a,son
who mrsbehaves (boteh) tow,,rds his father, and he doeifor him what he wãnt"
Ut.you Scnprure says (prov. 23:25), ',your father and mother shall be happy
wrth you, your parent rejoice."ls

God's indulgence ofHoni is taken as evidence that he is indeed accepted as a

member, so to speak, of God's household. This notion of being included with God in

the realm of divine endeavor, might be seen as beginning to prepare the way for an

archetypal conception of the role of the Tzaddiq.

l3TÌte te*t, '.aSal 'iSu!,might be read "he caked a cake,,. Some scholars would
suggest that rather than merelydrawing a circle around himself, Honi formed á circulãr"cake" of earth such as those wtrictr miy be formed io hoiJ moiiture u.;;;d; lr;;.;d
then placed himself, like a tree, at its cénter. see'otanànäel n"-tnliiì,i tî'åi Å¡'":
Evervman's university, 1977), si. Arthough tnis is not a óruóiál:orìii.iiäü itïái tii,
suggesrs an etement of sympathetic magic, but con.esponds to the motif of túe Tzaddid
Derng a ree, ot r¡r'hlch a number of examples may be found in this chapter.

l4Vermes,./esøs the Jew,70, quoting Mishnah Ta,anit 3:g.

.,-, t5this hanslation, from Mishnah Ta,anit 3:g, is my own. ln Jesus Íhe Jew,
vermes quotes a part of this response in a way that does nôt convey its full power.



The Talmudic relates a more detailed account of the actual prayer technique of

R. Hanina ben Dosa, who lived towards the end of the First century. R. Hanina was

known for his prodigious concentration in p'ayer.l6 Thus, when the son ofR. yohanan

ben zal<kai, the outstânding rabbinical authority ofthe day, became extremely ill, R.

Yohanan asked R. Hanina to pray on his son's behalL skeptical Rabbis checked and

found that indeed, the son ofRabbi yohanan, who was at home some distance away,

revived at the time of Hanina's prayer! when they ask him if he was therefore a

prophet, Hanina replied:

I,3m no prophet, nor am I a prophet's son, but this is how I am favoured.
II1I qT¡*il,flySl!|n my moirth, r know that he lthe sick mìõ is-iauìure¿;
It not, I khow that it (the disease) is fatal.r?

Hanina's response indicates an element of submission to the will of God which

is not apparent in the story of Honi. He functions in relation to God neither as the

commander nor as the commanded, but his cooperation is such that his very request

serves to monitor the divine response. His method ofprayer suggests area of

convergence ofthe human and the divine. Indeed, there seems to be a foreshadowing,

here, ofthe emphasis elaborated in later Hasidic teaching in which the Tzaddiq is

identified specifically as a "channel", and as a mouth-piece for words in which divinity

is manifest.l S R. Yohanan himself does not contend with R. Hanina; referring to

himself in the third person, he acknowledges that his own prayers wourd not have been

_ 16V9r-es relares the following anecdote (ibid., 73): ,'When Rabbi Hanina ben
Dosa prayed, a poisonous reptile bit him, but he di¿ not iníerrupt his praver, Thev rtüeo ookers) departed.and.fo.und the same'snake'dead at the opening oiitõ trole. ,ú<ìe to
Fe. F.al_, they exclâimed, 'bitten by a snake, but woe to the sirake i,hich has bitten .

Rabbi Hanina ben Dosa."'

. l7l¡L¿,, 75, quoting rhe Babylonian Talmud, Brakhot, 34b, andthe Talmud
Yerushami, 9d.

l8See Idel, "Perceptions of Kabbalah,', 73-6.



efficacious: "Though ben zak}.aí had squeezed his head between his knees all day long,

no attention would have been paid to him.,,l9

Although neither ofthem claimed to be a p'ophet, both Honi and sanina are

related within the Rabbinic tradition to the prophet Elijah. The reference relating

Hanina to Elijah is indirecr:

The world was created [in a negative sense] for the sake of Ahab the son of omr.i
and [in a po^sitive senseJ for thJsake of Ra6bi Hanina ben oosa- roì,qi'a¡ -^^..'
this world, fo¡ Hanina the world to come.zo

The obvious intention of this passage is not to suggest an affinity between

Hanina and Ahab, but between Hanina and Ahab's unnamed nemesis, Elijah. clearly,

the implication is that the world was created for the sake of Hanina inasmuch as he

fulfilled a role like that of Elijah. The fact that Elijah's name is not mentioned,

strengthens the sense that Hanina corresponds to Elijah not in a personal sense, but in

the sense of his being, like Elijah, someone whose closeness to God fulfills the purpose

of God's creation. As vermes puts it, "although the prototype of the wicked is King

Ahab, that of the benefactor of mankind is not Ahab's contemporary, Elijah, but the

prophet's latrer-day heir, Hanina."2l Actually, as Elijah lived in the eighth century

B.C.E., it is he who would have been the ,'prototype,', in the sense of the original

prophetic type. I believe it would be more accurare to say that the effèct of this passage

is to indicate the Prophetic "archetype" to lvhich Honi corresponds.

The Midrash Rabbah compares Honi to Elijah as follows: ,,No man has existed

comparable to Elijah and Honi the circle-Drawer, causing mankind to serve God."22

19vet-es, Jesus, 74.

2}loid.,ll 
, quoted from the Babylonian Talmud, Brakhot 6lb.

21rbi¿.

22lA¡d.,lZ, quoted from Genesß Rabbah l3:7 .
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In this case Elijah is named directly, and yet there is an element of indirection ín the

construction of this statement, as well. It begins by declaring that both men were

outstanding individuals, and one would expect it to conclude with a characterization of

their special abilities or their neamess to God. instead, it seems to take the spiritual

attainments of these men for granted; the point that is made is that their use of their

capacities succeeded in drawing others to God. Here, indeed, we find a new element in

the emerging idea of the Jewish spiritual Master: such a person not only offers prayers

or performs miracles for the benefit ofothers, but does so in a way which inspires

others and strengthen their relationship to God.

Although apparently exclusive claims are made for both Hanina and Honi, I

think there is justification for regarding this simply as a matter of literary convention.

Even if the respective authors ofthese statements originally meant to claim that only

Hanina, or only Honi, resembles Elijah, subsequent readers ofboth texts can be

expected to have gathered that they identified, between them, a special category of

people who are like Elijah. Thus I am suggesting that these texts not only point

towards special individuals, but towards a special lpe of individual--a type, represented

by the Prophet Elijah, which is no longer formally identified as "prophecy" and which

remains, for the time being, unnamed. Such individuals bring about miracles by means

ofprayer, but there is an emphasis, as rvell, on the inspiration they provide for others,

and on their own being somehow fulfilling the purpose of the creation of the world.

There is evidence, as well, outside of Rabbinic literature that such men left a

deep impression upon the Jewish community. Thus we find Josephus writing of Honi

as "a certain onias, who, being a righteous man and dear to God, had once in a rainless

period prayed to God to end the drought, and God heard his prayer and sent rain.',23

23luid.
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Here, indeed, rve find an early reference to a wonder-worker as a "righteous man", that

is, a Tzaddiql It may be thar the intention ofJosephus was simply the ethical sense of
the term, that he simply meant ro indicate that Honi, although not a Rabbi, was

nevertheless "righteous" and divinely authorized. yet this quotation nevedheless

provides an early example ofthe charismatic individual being identified as a Tzaddiq.

whatever Josephus's intention may have been, subsequent readers, seeing such a

statement, might well have begun to associate the term Tzaddiq with a category of
people who have a special talent for intercessory prayer.

An Early Charismatic "Tzaddiq"

Before concluding this discussion of early models of the spiritual role of the

Tzaddiq,I should mention one more figure who appeared somewhat earrier, and was

specifically identified with the term "Tzaddiq". Back in the third century B.c.E., a

charismatic figure known as shim'on ha-Tzaddiq was the High priest in Jerusalem. He

is a difficult figure to pin down historically; not all scholars are convinced that the

accounts of him in the Talmud, in Josephus, and in the Second Book of Maccabees, are

based upon the same fig*s.24 But the historicity of the individual is not my primary

concetrr, here; it is the emergence ofprecedents, be they histor.ical or legendary, for

what would later be defined in terms of a spiritual idea of the Tzaddiq.

Shim'on ha-Tzaddiq opens the actual reachings of the popular "pirkay Avot,,

section of the Mishnah with an authoritative statement which effectively summarizes

the Rabbinic world-view: "On three things the world stands: on (the study ofl the

Torah, on worship ('avodah), and on redemptive deeds of loving-kindne ss (genùlut

. 24see the Encyclopedia Judaica, s.v. "Simeon the Just". bv Uriel RaDDaDorr.
Also, the./øwrså Encyctopectia, r.u. "Sirnãon th; jñ;;, ù'; s"irrii"i öh-#ì"Ëi;äii",
the reterences to the Mishnah, and where otherwise noteâ, my references are baseid
upon tne latter artlcle.
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hasadin¡."25 There, he is identified as one of the last Members of the Great

synagogue (anshay knesset ha-gdolah), and the chain of scholars which produced both

Hillel and Shammai may be traced back to him. He is identified in the Talmud (yoma

39b; Men. l09b; Yer. Yoma 4:3) with seven miracres that occurred in his service as

High Priest. In particular, the miracle that the fire on the altar required little wood, and

that the Etemal Light in the Temple never failed, suggest thar he had a special ability to

invoke the presence of the Divine. The Talmudic sources go on to describe how, one

year, on the Day of Atonement, instead ofbeing ushered into and out of the Holy of

Holies by a figure clad in white, he was accompanied by a figure clad in black, and

only on his way in; from this he knew soon he would die, as indeed he did, seven days

later. Shim'on ha-Tzaddiq represents the spirituality ofa by-gone era in one

particularly significant way. Ir is said (yoma 30b; Sotah 7) thar it was following his

death that the practice was abandoned of reciting the Tetragrammaton (the four letter

proper namo of God) aloud in pr.ayer.

The best-known tale related in the Talmud (yoma 69a) regarding Shim'on ha_

Tzaddiqrelates to his charisma, both in the sense ofhis possessing extraordinary

spiritual powers, as well as in the more popular sense ofpersonal magnetism and

political influence. The story is about his meeting with Alexander the Great. upon

seeing Shim'on approaching, Alexander immediately dismounted from his chariot and

prostrated himself before him, and explained that he had seen him in a vision, in which

Shim'on had predicted his victory. Shim'on ha-Tzaddíq then forestalled a looming

religious and political disaster, by explaining to Alexander that following his victory, it

would not be possible to put up a statue of him in the Holy Temple. He could,

25Mishnah Avot, l:2. (The translation is my own.) Might his r.eference to thar
upon which "the world stands", be seen as a for.eshaãowinÁ of tñe idea that it is thè -
Tzaddiq who is "the foundation of the world"?
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however, guarantee Alexander's immortality among the people of Israel in another way:

by declaring that all sons ofpriests born that year be named "Alexander"!

According to Josephus, the reason Shim'on was called ',the Tzaddiq', was

"because of the piety ofhis life and his benevolence toward. his compatriots", and

according to ben Sirah, "because he took thought for his people."26 Thus it appears, in

the case of this very early Tzaddiq figure, that the n otion oî tzaddiq was already being

associated with a sense of concern, not only for one's own righteousness (as in the

biblical model ofNoah), but for the welfare of others. And yet, even as he may have

been the earliest model of a spiritual conception of the r.ole of a Tzaddiq, Shim,on ha-

Tzaddiq is recalled in Jewish tradition very much as a mythic hero. This is exemplified

in the following poem by Ben Sirah, which was later incorporated into synagogue

services for the Day of Atonement:

Great among his brethren and the glory of his people was Simeon . . .

in whose time the House was renwateã, and irì whose days the Temple was
fortified. . . . How glorious was he . . . when he came ouí from the,'un"tu"iu
[on the Day of Atonement]! Like a morning star from between ttre clou¿s '
and like the fall moon on the feast days.2z -

Charís¡natic versus Rabbinic Authoríty

Although there were rumblings in the sources considered thus far, ân acute crisis

had yet to appear between the religious authority of the Rabbis, and the spiritual

authority of the chalismatic individual. The best evidence of such a break is ¿ol to be

found, I believe, in the Talmudic accounts of Jesus, as they reflect, retroactively, a

defense of Judaism against the development of christianity, and "partake rather of the

nature of vituperation and polemic against the founder of a hated party".28 Concerning

26Oscher, "simeon the Just".

27Rappupo.t, "Simeon the Just".



R. Eli'ezer ben Hyrkanus, on the other hand, we find the Talmud preserving a sensitive

and detailed account of a confrontation between the nascent Rabbinic establishment and

a charismatic Rabbi whom it respected but nevertheless rejecte¿.29

It is worth noting from the outset that in the Talmudic recotd of the crisis

involving R. Eli'ezer, he is not presented primarily as a miracle-worker, nor as an

outstanding model of devotion to God and his fellow man. Rather, he is a Rabbinical

authority whose judgement in matters of halakha (the "way" of Jewish law) reflected a

prodigious knowledge of earlier precedents, and a conservative commitment to them.

Thus his approach to Jewish law was implicitly opposed to that of innovators such as R.

Aqiva.

There was one outstanding occasion, the ',Tale of Akhnai,,, when he

substantiated his halakhic rulings on the basis of divine support.30 According to the

2SJoseph Klausner, -/esus of Nazareth,(New york: Macmillan, 1925), lg-9.

, ,. 
29Klausn"r (ibid., 36-47) point_s to accounts in the Talmud in which R Eli,ezer,

who.lived in.the generation immediately following Jesus, when questioned whether
"s]'ch-a-one" (meaning Jesus) had a plaôe in the world to come, would not denv it. and
admitted that his fondness for a saying of the Minin (christian "sectarians") rías ihe
cause of h^is being arreste.d by the Roman authorities. (The lather obscure sáying, "For.
the hire of a harlot hath she gathered.rhem, and unto thè hire of a harlot shall'thãy
retum," would seem to mean something like the expression in contemporary
'computerese", "garbage in, garbage out".) Moreover, a number of salings'of R.
Eli'ezer "bear a resemblance to sayìngs in the Gospels. For examnle. liis íavine.
'Everyone who has a morsel of foôd ln his basket änd says. W¡at itráll I eat'torã'onow?
is of little faith'(Sora 45ó), conesponds to the sayins in Mãtthew (vi. 30-34) The
short.prayer of R. Eli'ezer, 'Do thy will in heaven abóve and give ôomfort tó them that
fear thee here below and do what'is good in thine eyes' (Beràítoth 29b.. T.Bèr.lri. fi
corresqonds to the prayer which Jesus taught . . . ttiy will be done, as in heaven so álso
on earth'(Matt. vi. 9-l l; Luke xi. 2); and to the pasiase in the Goinel. 'Glorv to God in
the.highest.and p^eace to_the children of men'(Lúke ii.-l4)." (p.++) Iíaeea,'nrrtner-
understanding of the.affinity berween R. Eli'eàer and Jesús mäy faóilitate a better
understanding Jesus in a Rabbinic context.

30The oven is called, akhnai,which means "serpent", and the account is known
as "the Tale of Akhnai". while.the rerm may have orilinally refe*ed to thã nãme oi
the own^er ofthe oven, jt has beðn associated with this'particîlar kind of oven, *tri"n i,
made of overlapping tiles, and which might therefore be associated with the rÍ,in ora 

-

snake. The Gemmara offers the th.eory fór the name, "that they encompassed it with
arguments as a snake, and proved it unclean." Is thele buried here, the'suggestion that
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Talmudic editor, R. Eli'ezer brought lorth "every imaginable argument" against the

consensus ofhis colleagues in the sanhedrin (Rabbinical Academy), who denied that a

certain kind ofoven could be made ritually acceptable for passover use.3i once all of
his rational arguments in defense of the use ofsuch an oven were rejected, R. Eli'ezer

resorted to a number of super-natural proofs: at his command a tree spontaneously

uprooted itself and moved to another place, a stream ran backwards, and even the rvalls

ofthe House of Learning in which this disputation was taking prace, began to totter.

None of these proofs are accepted, however, by his colleagues. Nor does he appear to

have exclusive command ofsuch phenomena; at the command ofR. yehoshua the

walls stopped falling, and out of respect for both Rabbis, ir is related, "they are still

standing thus inclined".

in this tale the Rabbinic tradition swallows its claim of being privy to divine revelati
*1-tl_"Tf9l" its premìse for exis-tence? .The.expression ..ríri""rí i; th. ãh;r,;ä
r' L'ls rale rne KaDDlnlc ffadltlon swallows rts claim of being privy to divine revelation.
and therefore its premìse for existence? The expression ..rírF"".i i; th. äË;r.;ä""'
FI::llll^."::.E?9î!!:qnt',y-Fabbalah, wherb-it is,erai.ã toiñãìåJä 

"¡iËüiåääiq.H,:'"9":tlnJ.L"IT: jll_519!t,3áeorMisä;¡ii;p;;;r,;;s,"'üi.;fi;i;

sting of the Serpent."strng ot the serpent." . . . 'Enek ha-Melekh uses this image óf the uro¡oios-ai ãn
eschatolog.ical image for the final resting prace of the riehieous. in which;;ñtil;the final resting 

-place of the righ'ieous, in which 
"uoyiningretums to.its original h.armony and unitf [änd] . . the p"oison õhih";;;;;;;Ë;;?,

Klls, Dut ls sweetened"--that is, taken up and absorbed in the eschatcloqic¡l h¡rrnX',*,kills, but is "sweètened"--thai is, taken úp and
of all thinss."of all things."

in the eschatological harmõny

"Righteous one", mentions "an eitrerirery peJii;ñiri;;i'¿ii¡';;;;;:;i";':;,i:;i,:""
truly archetypal, in the Jungian sense [bui nor necess;rilt in ;;;;ì. Aü;;ì"iö';ñ;"".
Kabbalistic idea, the righteõus live in Þaradise in .uuà-1_-åuiã.ï;l;;-ñ";nn?;ì#;"Àaooaltsuc toe.a, r_ng ngnteous llve tn paradise in cavems_-evidently corresoondina to
þunar cavems rn this world. ln.'Enek ha-Melekå (Amsterdam, l64g), one'of the ñost
iT,l^""n:ljJ:lj*.lthe l¿ter Kabbalah, we find the i;lt;;ins pu;rus. (i.iaaj, ;Áìr-ðiiil"
caves of the right€ous are in the form or un 'ut t nã;ii , it "i';iil;f;"ïbi,ïnÉ i,Jä*i
l?,'l-ulg,:1,:o".d in,rhe Sf.c di.-lsel.u¡hg.(Zohar, Íi, ijsá), i;àiãËi;;'r*i;ä;ï;

- 
311have taken direct quotations and generally paraphrased the account related

in.Baba Mezi'a, 59a-b. See The Babytonian-romu¿i Sr¿ri ñãilni,';i:l;ìänr:'-'*
Isidore Epstein (London: Soncino píess, r935), 352-355. vermes tôucher'on this
lncrcenr only ver,y. bnefly, rn his section on "charismatics and pharisees,, (g0-92).
pernaps because hrs tocus is on parallels between the ministry ofJesus and ttrat ói
:olleFporry. yonder-working rabbis, and not on the fate of charismatiðs *it'hin ìn"
KabÞrnlc kadition. vermes does mention (81), in reference to this affair, that "the one
sphere^in which supernarural proof was jurigeltotally inadmissible *", ìi,,. ã.¡"ììiã"-
oÌ.lawtul conduct (halakhalt)." lh¡q Vermes presenis the rejection of R. Eìi,ezer as á
Ja¡t accompli, rather than as a.painful part of the process by which Rabbinic rradirion
came to define its own authority in tenns of a consensus of ttre sctroiaily;iir;,;;-'-^'
opposed to a charismatic dictatórship.
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R. Eli'ezer then asks for proof "from heaven',. Indeed a Bat eol cries out, ,'Why

do ye dispute with R. Eli'ezer, seeing rhat in all matters the halakhah agrees with himl',

But R. Yehoshua refutes the voice on the basis of scriptural evidence, quoting Deut.

30: 12, "for it is not in heaven . . . (the original verse continues, "but on earth, to do all

the words of this Torah.)" R. yirmiyahu interprets this in democratic terms (based on a

deliberate misreading of Ex. 23:2), to mean "incline after the majority".32

It is further related that Elijah the prophet observed that the divine response to

all of this was to laugh, "My children have prevailed over Me (nítzþuni)r. My children

have prevailed over Mel" so ends the debate, with God, as it were, submitting to the

collective authority of the Rabbis. Although it is indicated that this was a cry of

laughter, I am impressed by what seems to me to be an ironic and painful element in

this divine acknowledgement of the restriction of the authority ofthe divinely inspired

individual, in favor of the scholarly elite.

The Talmud goes on to describe the bitter practicar consequences of this parting

of the ways for those on both sides of the question. In the face of this dramatic

confrontation, all ofthe vessels R. Eli'ezer had declared kosher were bumt, and the

Sanhedrin voted to excommunicate him. R. Aqiva volunteered to be the one to let him

know, "lest an unsuitable person go and inform him, and thus deshoy the whole world.,'

A model of discretion, he dressed in brack and sat some distance away. when R.

Eli'ezer asked what happened, R. Aqiva responded, ,'Master, it appears to me that thy

companions hold aloof from thee." R. Eli'ezer then tore his clothing, removed his

shoes, joined R. Aqiva sitting on the ground (all ofthese being signs of mouming), and

wept.

.nil,! 
32Th. original quotation actually declares, ,,do not incline after the majority, for
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It is recorded in the Gemmara that "the worrd was then smitten": a third of the

olive, wheat and barley crops were destroyed, and "ever¡hing at which R. Eliiezer cast

his eyes was bumed up." Fore-shadowing, perhaps, the tradition that "the Tzaddiq is

the foundation of the world", the welfare of the world appears to have been very much

tied to' the fate of R. Eli'ezer. Bur it seems to have been the',world" of Rabbinic

Judaism which was most directly affected. Following R. Eli'ezer's excommunication,

Rabban Gamliel, who was the President of the Sanhedrin, as well as R. Eli,ezer,s

brother-in-law, narrowly escaped drowning at sea. Ima Shalom (literally, ,,Mother

Peace"), who is both the sister of Rabban Gamliel and the wife of R. Eli'ezer, tries to

prevent her husband from reciting the Tahanun prayers (of mourning for the Holy

Temple), because she fears the consequences ofhis giving vent to his wounded

feelings. Sure enough, one day she inadvertently allows him to recite these prayers and

just as she discovers her mistake, she hears it announced that her brother has died!

Later, on his deathbed, R. Eli'ezer was visited by Rabbis yehoshua and Aqiva,

along with R. El'azar ben Azariah. He declared, "I shall be surprized if they die a

natural death . . . because they did not come to study under me.,, (Indeed, R. Aqiva is

later horribly martyred by the Romans, with iron combs.) Then he continued, ,'woe for

my two arms, that are like two scrolls ofthe Law and that are about to depart from the

world. For were all the seas ink, and all the reeds quills, and all the people scribes they

would not suffice to w¡ite all the Sc'ipture and Mishnah I leamed . . . a.nd my pupils

have taken no more than a paint brush takes from the palette.', when R. Eli,ezer died,

R. Aqiva tore his clothing and his hair and wept, "woe is me for thee, Rabbir woe is

me for thee, Rabbi! For thou hast left a whole generation orphaned.,' euoting II Kings

2:12,he cried out, "My father! My father! 'The chariots of Israel and the horsemen

thereofl'I have many coins to change, but no one to accept them.', R. yehoshua also

wept "Rabbi I Rábbi l" He declared rhe ban against R. Eli'ezer annulled, and indeed,
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many of his rulings were later restored. in defense of R. Eli'ezer, R. yehoshua said

"You should not seek to refute the lion after he is dead.,' The Rabbis generally

acknowledged that "wirh the death of Eriezer, the scroll ofthe Law was hidden

away."33

By voting to excommunicate R. Eli'ezer, the rabbis sealed their conviction that it

is the consensus of learned scholars, rather than the God-given powers of the

charismatic individual, which would be regarded as the source ofreligious authority in

Judaism. Yet the Rabbinic tradition expresses considerable ambivalence, even as it

documents a crucial tuming-point in its own development. It is to the credit of the

advocates of this newly emerging tradition that they were sufficiently candid to

preserve a detailed account of their decision, and the high price it exacted.

Against the background ofsuch an experience, it is not difficult to project that

the Rabbis would have sought to define a function, distinct fiom the office ofRabbi, to

which the use of charismatic powers might safely be relegated. In contemporary

terminology, they needed a way of differentiating between "rerigious" authority-+he

authorization to decide matters of halakha--and an implicitly "spiritual" connection to

God. Although "Prophecy", in the sense of divine an<r poetic inspiration, as well as

knowledge of the future, might be wished away upon children and the insane, it

continued to be acknowledged within the Rabbinic tradition that there were individuals

in the Jewish community who had access to the Divine. Sorcery (kishnf.1 was

condemned in the Mishnah, yet following the destn¡ction of the Second Temple, the

Rabbis did not want to label all exercise of para-normal powers as demonic, when they

. 331 have based this paragraph, and taken its direct quorations, from the account
of the death of R. Eri'ezer ¡i't¡ís;cyiiipidi;iiàâä, i."]"'rñãiåiilri)õ;;;;, ü;Yitzhak Dov Gilat. The Talmudic ráferénces are to snh. 68a; TJ Sha. z'6,'sb;-ñiã. zúi
Git. 83a and Sot. 49b.
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might in fact be wielded by righteous persons for righteous puryoses in alignment with

the will of God. Heschel summarizes the transition as follows:

Rabbi Shimon ben Shetah, one of the most prominent scholars ofthe Second
Temple period, known lor the vigoro_qs acti'on he took to eradicate wiichcrän,
looked askance at miracle workìñg, He considered Honi's aciion i-p;A;;r.--'
Scholars who followed the.teachiñgs ofRabbi yishmael did not accËpt the
audacious belief that tzaddikim haä a say in Heaven, and later g"n"ràilon, .ud"
rare mention of it. However, during the period of ttle Amorairñ i, p;le;tì;;;ìh;
belief that the tzaddikim could inflùencebod's decisions was apoarentlv wiáelv
accepted._ "Tzaddikim govem the actions of the Holy One, Uteisè¿ Ue É".;,-l fi"
Tzaddik decrees, the Hólv one tulfi ils." "The Holy "one 

dêcrees, it i tiuJ¿rt 
- "-

ann uls. "34

The Intolerance of Tzaddiqim

In the light of the traumatic confrontation with R. Elie'ezer, it makes sense for

the Rabbis to have chosen the figure of the Tzaddiq to represent the righteous and

charismatic individual. The most central example of such a Tzaddiq to emer.ge in the

Talmud and Midrash is the Second Cenrury Rabbi, Shim'on bar yohai. yet the

problem of such characters imposing the use oftheir powers in an íntolerant and

dictatorial way, continues with R, Shim'on. Thus the Talmud relates a story which

demonstrates the hazard of the empowerment of R. shim'on: when they emerged from

twelve years of seclusion in a cave, where they were hiding from the Romans and

penetrating the secrets of the ToÍah, R. Shim'on and his son, R. El'azar, saw a farmer

"engaged in plowing and sowing. Enraged at such concern for temporal matters,

whatever they cast their eyes upon was immediately burnt up," R. shim'on was then

instructed by a Heavenly Voice to go back to his iave for another year. whereas it had

been declared that the world was created for the sake ofR. Hanina ben Dosa, here the

Bat Qol declares "Have ye emerged to dest'oy My world: Return to your cave!,' when

34Heschel, Passíon for Truth, 70
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they came out, a year later, it is related that ,,wherever 
R. Eleazar wounded, R. Shimon

healed. Said he to him: 'My son! You and I are sufficient for the world.",35

Thus concern is expressed in the Jewish tradition that the powers, even ofthose

who are most saintly and spirirually advanced, may develop out ofstep with the needs

and realities of this world. Even as the spiritual power ofthe Tzaddiq is distinguished

ÍÌom the more socially circumscribed authority of the Rabbi to legislate religious law, it

¡emains subject to abuse. And yet, despite his mistake, R. Shim'on emerges as the

model of the Tzaddiq ideal. The respect which is accorded to R. Shim,on is perhaps not

so difficult to understand when he is considered in the context not only ofR. Eli'ezer

but, for example, of Moses, who according to the biblioal account, also had difficulty

tolerating the conditions of the world. Thus he killed the Egyptian, and struck the rock,

and descending Íìom Mount Sinai he cast down the Ten Commandments.36

Tzaddiq versus Hasid

It would therefore have been reasonable for the Rabbis to have identifìed the

charismatically gifted individual rvith the model of the "righteous", as a safeguard

against the abuse ofdivine powers for selfish pursuits. There is, perhaps, yet another

reason why this term was chosen, in preference to a second characterization of a type of
Jewish piety (as distinct from a formal religious role) which was already well-

established by the beginning of the common Era? I am referring to the figur-e olthe

Hasid, which Gershom Scholem regarded as the legitimate Jewish conception ofa

spiritual type.37 In the references in the Talmud, the hasidittt rishonim,or ',original

35See Isidore Epstein, Babylonian Talnrud: Seder Mo'ed, vol. 1, Shabbath 33b,
t5-'7.

36Exodus 2:1 1-2, Numbers 20:11-2,Exodus 32: l9-20.
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Hasidism", are characterized in terms of an "utter devotion to fulfilling the mitnot

lcommandments] with a total disregard for any danger".38 I suspect that it is precisely

this element of extremism which discouraged the Rabbis from identifying the

charismatic individual with the model of the Hasid. Rather than encouraging

fanaticism, they may have hoped, by employing the term Tzaddiq, to undercut it.

Thus it made sense for the Rabbis of the Tarmud to identify the charismatic

individual with the moderate figure of the Tzaddiq, although they would have had to

stretch the description of this simple, ethical ideal considerably, in order to make it

cover the figure of the charismatic spiritual master. And yet, in the reference by

Josephus to Honi, as well as in the figure of shim'on ha-Tzaddiq, there were precedents

which may well have paved the way for a more spirituar connotation for the term. How

and when did a specifically spiritual idea of the Tzaddiq first make its appearance?

The Tzaddiq in Rabbinic Literqtw.e

In "The Zaddiq as Axis Muncli,' , Arthur Green specifies that ,'it is possible to

delineate two general strands" in the Rabbinic literature ofthe Tzaddiq. Thus an ethical

conception of the Tzaddiq continued to develop, even as a spirituar conception of this

figule emerged:

It is in the former.sense primarily that Jo,seph is the archetypical 4ddiq:
his righteousness^is acquired thróugh suffeiing, and passes lts greatest test
ll Irs ?onquesr of passion.when confronting the.advânces of põtiphar,s wife.jn the latter sense, it is rather Moses who is the ideal type. recosnized from
birth.as containing the hidden light ofcreation or as béing itl. U?üü 

"-f 

-"'
the dlvrne presence in the world.le

, 1JS.S Chapter One. Þdeed, in -/esus the Jew, 69, Vermes refers to characters
sucn as llonl as "the anclent Hasidi or Devout".

38Ela"a. Hurvitz, s.v. "Hasidim", in the Encyclopedia Judaica.

. 39c."en, "Axis Mundi",331. Green's use of the term ,,alchetvpical,, is simolv a
paraphrase for "ideal type". Midrahshic accounts of Moses'tirtn aìeäèã.iu;;;;''' -
mythlcat than "archetypical", in the sense in which I am using the tem.



Green cites an early midrashic reference in which these two strands are

intertwined. In Midrash Rabbah 8:4, God looks ahead to the deeds of mankind before

creating Adam, deliberately turning towards "the righteous,'and not ,'the wicked", so as

not to be dissuaded from creating human beings. In this case it appears that it is the

simple ethical meaning of the term that is intended. yet a parallel interpretation

following the first (in Midrash Rabbah 8:7), and attributed to a different Rabbi,

describes God taking counsel with the souls ofthe Tzaddiqim before the creation--nor

of man, but of the world. Green suggests that "the same Aggadio [legendary] motif

seems to have slipped into the second usage."4o I believe that this is something more

than an accidental "slippage", however. Going back to the midrashic source, the

passage presents itselfas a commentary on I chronicles 4:23, which declares: "These

were the makers . . . among plantations and hedges; there they dwelt with the king in

his work."41 The implication is that these Tzaddiqim dwelt with God in Eden, where

they actually participated in the creation ofthe world.

Thus I believe that there is an element of "slippage", here, not from an ethical to

a spiritual conception of rzaddiqim, but from a mythic to an ar.chetypal understanding

of their spiritual function. The assumption that certain Tzaddiqim existed before the

creation of the world, and were partners with God in creation, opens the door to a

theological challenge to there being single divine crcator. But given that such a

Midrash may never have been meant to be taken riterally, how would it have been

understood?42 As I understand it, the Midrash is indicating that the reflection ofGod

4omid.

41tbi¿.

-. 42For a discussion of the principle that Aggadah is nor meant to be taken
literally, see Judah Goldin ,'Freed'om 

aild Restrairitîf Haggadah", ¡i U¡ã,:asn ai¿
Literature, ed. Geoffrey H. Hartman and Sanford Budick"(îew FÍaven: yale
University, 1986).
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which takes place in the minds of Tzaddiqim--or, the reflection in the minds of

Tzaddiqim which is an innate capacity of the mind of God--is somehow fundamental to

the very origin and purpose of the creation. Thus an etiological description of

Tzaddiqim coming "first" is meant to imply an ontological understanding of their being

primary to the creation.

Thus the Midrash quoted above provides an overview of the entire (ethical and

spiritual) Tzaddiq fiadition. The specificjumpíng offpoint for a spiritual view ofthe

Tzaddiq is "a particularly oftquoted dicrum,' fi.om the Mishnaic Rabbi, El'azar ben

Shamu'a, which is quoted in the Talmud (Tractate Haggigah l2b):

U_pon what doesthe earth stand? . . . R. Eleazar ben Shamu'a says:
Uaon.a sing.le p^íllar, and 4dd.iq is its name. Thus scriprure saysi
" Zaddiq is the foundation of thè world.,,a3

This seems at first glance to be quite different than later (Talmudic and

subsequent) traditions, which speak of each generation being sustained by a certain

number of rzaddiqim. This is connected, however, to subsequent traditions, by the

understanding ofR. El'azar's "single pillar" refers to a singular principle rather than a

single person. such an understanding then makes sense, for example, ofthe statement

of R. Shim'on bar Yohai which is related in the Midrash (Genesis Rabbah 35:2):

"The world cannot exist without thirty s4 cldiqirn sirnllar to our father Abraham.
If there are thirty, 

-twenty, 
ten or five'saddiq¡i¡¡ in thc *-l¿, mV iån unãî"-"''

are among them. If there are rwo, we are tliey, and if one, ii isi.i'4¡

Green remarks that R. Shim,on "seems to shock us with his immodesty,'45 *¡"n
he makes this declaration, but I very much doubt that the intention of the author of this

43Gr""n, "Axis Mundi',, 33L

- . - 
44Although Green quotes this text, I have related the lonqer version cited bv

Paul t'enton rn ''Hierarchy of the s¿jnts'', p. 16, because of the irñportance of the '
assocratron of the number thirty.with Abraham in the discussion ii the zohar Hadash,
cited below. Green includes oily the second and third sentènces I hu;tq*ì"il;d;;:

45 Green, Axís Mundi, 332.
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passage was to outrage a (modern) sense ofpropriety. Quite the contrary, it seems to

me that the main idea of this passage is that whatever the number of rzaddiqim who are

in the world, thefunction of the Tzaddiq may be represented even in a single Tzaddiq.

This is something which Bar Yohai knows, and bears witness to in this quotation, on the

basis of experience which he has shared with his son, and most essentially, based upon

his own experience.

This point emerges that much more strongly when it is considered in the context

of the statement in the Babylonian Talmud (sukkah 45b), which the Midrash mosr

likely echoed:

Simon b, Yohay said: "I saw thar the meritorious were few. If thev be a
thousand, my son and I are. of them. If they be a hundred, my son and I ar.e of
rnem. 

-rr rney þe. but two,_ they are my son and I." A¡e these numbers not a rittlelow/ l-Ias lt not been said that the first line of those who approach the Holv one
blessed be He is eighteen thousand parasangs longl n. iiìiãn;, ËT,i,n.iiã"ii'"i[.
only to those who contemplate God'througÈ'a trañsparentminãr,îüåi".r'tË'J "-"
other figure corresponds tõ those who coniemplate him tt r""eñ å, ;åãiääì.ro..
But are those who contemplate him through a transparent;iñ;*" i.;i;il;;'
-s_1i9 !1ry:*liar they are no less than thirty-six riËhreous;;;; ;h" ¡;ity' '"-'-
wetcome the Dtvlne Presence.aó

This then is the quotation which Scholem identified as the source ofthe
tradition ofthere being specifically thirty-six Tzaddiqim, which emphasizes their level

of mystical attainment. Elsewhe.e in the Babylonian Talmud (Hultin 92a), the numbers

thirty, and forty-five, are mentioned as well:

R. Yohanan-says: "There exist forty-five saints who sustain the world. i do
not know whether thirty are here (in Babylon) and fifteen in the Land oflsrael.
or.rhe opposite ( .) .R, Judah says ttrat fitre Éisi ngurãj'iåT.rït""iliË
¡nlny gentlle salnts who sustains the nations of the world.,,a7

The striking thing about this quotation is that it presents the function ofthe
Tzaddiq as a truly universal function which is ramified throughout the world and is

46Fenton, "Hierarchy of:the Saints,', 15.
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fulfilled by non-Jewish as well as Jewish Tzaddiqim. The assumption of most of the

literature of Hasidism and Kabbalah is that Israel is the central people ofthe world, and

the Tzaddiq their central figure. As far as I know, this more universal application of the

Tzaddiq idea is not to be found in larer Jewish mysticism. This is particularly ironic,

given that in the Middle Ages, Islamic ideas of a certain number of saints who maintain

the world developed side-by-side with the Jewish idea of the Tzaddiq.

The Medieval Archetype of the Tzaddiq

The material presented above, taken together, demonstrates the Midr.ashic roots

ofthe conception ofthe Tzaddiq as an archetype. Ifthis is not clearly the meaning of
any single statement considered in isolation, such a pictur.e emerges flom the

cumulative momentum of the Tzaddiq tradition, taken as a whole. within this tradition

what is first implicit later is made explicit. The idea that the singularity of the Tzaddiq

function exists within the muttiplicity of its representatives is thus stated explicitly in

the medieval Bøhir, in the quotation I cited in the Inrroduction to this thesis:

There is a single pillar. that reaches from earth to heaven and 2addiq is its name.
It rs named tor the zaddiqin When there are zaddiqin in the worlá, it is
strengthened; whe¡itherdaré 

"òt,-ü 
uè.iàiï*ËäË,'i, bears the entire world.

as Scripture says:"Zqddiq is the foundation of the world" tprã". ió:Zjl.-iiii
rs weakened, the world cannot exist. For that reâson, the world is sustáined even
by the presence of a sìngle iaddíq within it.4s

As it is the firsr major book of Kabbalah, the Bahit.is likery to be an important

work in tracing the history of mystical ideas of Judaism. This quotation clarifies R.

El'azar's original idea, by specifying that numerous Tzaddiqim conrribute collectively to

the function of a single "pillar". Even if this weren't exactly what was meant in the

earlier quotations from R. El'azar ben Shamu'a and R. shim'on bar yohai (and I believe

48creen, "Axis Mundi" ,333.
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it is), this is clearly the meaning such material assumed in the eyes of medievar

Kabbalists. Here, as in the quotation from R. El'azar, the Tzaddiq is not meant literally

to be a pillar; it is the idea of the Tzaddiq being a "foundation,' which is expressed this

image of a pillarJike function. what the image describes, is the function of the

archetype of divine support for the world, which is "strengthened" by the people who

participate in it.

Later, in the zohar Hada.rl¡, R. Shim'on is projected into a mystical adventure

which consolidates and builds upon such a view:

"Abraham will surely be" (Gen. l8:18); yiHyeH (=will be) has a numerical
equivalent of thirty.

.'.-.91_",91I 
R.bbi.Simeon vr'ent our and saw that the world was completely dark,that rts lrght was hidden. Said Rabbi Eleazar ro him: "come let us sée *tãt ü i. '

that the Lord desires." They went and found an anger in the rorm ofa sreãt
mountain with thirty lashes'of fire issuing from its "mouth.

jjlla¡ qe you planning to do?" Rabbï Simeon asked the angel."i seek to dgsrroy th-e world, for there are not thirly zaddiqiìñ in this
generation." Thus the Holy one, bressed be He, said conceniing Áuiàia-: "FIewill sureþ b.e,"_meaning that Abiaham was equívalent to ttrirty.S

Saíd Rabbi Simeon: "I beg ofyou, go before the Hory one'and te Him rhat I.
the_ son of Yohai, am to be found ln thã wor.td. . . . If thár" ;;e;;1 ;tl;; '" "'-' ''
righteous ones in rhe world, let it be twenty, as it is *riiten,:;irl.,ãii näi'¿o i, io.
the sake.of twenty" (Gen. l8:31). And if riót twenty then t*. . . änJirlr,.i.ã,=
not ten, let lt be two--my son and L . . . And if theie are not two. there is one.
and-l.am he, as it is wiiten:'laddiq [in the singular] is th; fo;ndatio; of ti;'
world."'

In that hour a voice went fonh from heaven saying: "Blessed is your lot,
Rabbi Simeon, for God issues a decree above and'yoünuüifv it berów! Suierv of
you it was written: 'He does ttre wiil of them that fêar Hi;;lþ;. 

'i¿!,iôl.irî-'' -'

Just as earlier, both Honi and R, Hanina were equated with Elijah, here R.

Shim'on is equated with Abraham. It rvould appear that the author of this narrative was

impressed by the quotation in Midrash Rabbah which spoke of thirty Tzaddiqim being

.. ,49t¡,ia., 334. Although published somewhar later, the material in the Zohar
&aaash le ects the same period as much of the Zohar, which first saw the lisht of dav
about.a century atlerjhe Bahit'. If, indeed, R. El'azar ben Shamu'a were the ñ.. el'ar"í
rntended here, lt might be a further confirmation that it is the entire Tzaddio tradition
that ls the lndirect subiect of rhis tale. This, however, is unlikely, as the narie ofR.
Shim'on's son is also Él'azar.
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"similar to our father Abraham", and decided that this opened the door to equaring one

with thirty. As Abraham might be counred for thirty Tzaddiqim, so might R. Shim,on,

as indeed a mathematicar proof was found to substantiate the idea that ifeven a single

Tzaddiq will truly "be", it is equivalent to thirty.50 Once again, the message seems to

be that the function of the Tzaddiq--embodied in an actual rzaddiq--is more important

than any tally of Tzaddiqim.

Green is interested in this passage as an exampre of the exaltation of R. Shim,on.

certainly, this is a dramatic portrayal of Shim'on's heroic mastery of both angel and

God, which results in his saving the entire planet from destructionr yet even as it
dramatizes R. Shim'on's heroism, it serves to illustrate that the essentiality of the

Tzaddiq function which transcends both number and personality.

The Nature of the Tzaddíq According to the Bahir

This archetypal function is, however, only hinted at. It is not explicitly

identified as a "function". Rather, by being named ',Tzaddiq,,, it would seem to identify

a person. Thus, in the passage below, the Bahir speaks of a single Tzaddiq, in apparent

contradiction to the quotation cited earlier:

Thelloly one, blessed be He, has one righteous man flTzaddioì in His rvorld.
1nd h.e i¡ very-precious to Him, because ñe maintaini ittr **ü."¿^ïå i, tirä'
foundatlo¡., ¡e (-C_o{) provides for him and lets him grow and cultivatei him
and guards hlm. He is loved and treasured above, lovld and treasured below:
feared and sublime above, feared and sublime belbw; ó;;il;;î;;;;;t"à';ú.".
comely and accepred below; and he is the foun¿atioí òiaiiío;i;Ji---'-- -""'"'

. -- .S0rhis is based on the gent,Mt,'ia (numericar equivalent) of the consonants in
Itrg He^blew word, yirryeu, witi the numbèr thirty. ir,ü, iò avj + 5 iÈi;-iõ-iïjïi(Hl:.¡9 A hidden ironv of this tare mav tt'at ¡áween ÁuraLaín an.ì nl srrìnron it i.
i:,,rltfl-* ls.the¡etter bargainer. With Abraham, after all, God agreed to save Sodomonly tl ren 01 the lüghteous had been there, whereas in the case of ñ.. Shim,on God
agreed to save the entire world, and on thebasis of only a .i"Ái. rrà¿ãìäï

^ . .5_lscholem, "The Righteous One',, 94. Aryeh Kaplan, in his translation of IåeBahir (New York: Samuel Weiser, 1979), r.gu.aTti.,åïrãàãi¿l t;;;;-;;l;J; h";r*;,
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Does the identification ofthe Tzaddiq as a person in this quotation contradict
the earlier identification ofthe Tzaddiq as a',pillar" to which persons conrribute? Are
we talking about two different uses ofthe word Tzaddiq, one an abstract sefirah, and
the other a unique person? Are we, to borrow the terminology of christian theorogy,
speaking of two Persons rather than one? Again I would propose that the sorution is to
be found in reading individual passages in the context ofthe tradition which is

comprise--and in this case, in the context of the text or the Bahir itself. Given that the

two references appear together in a singre book, it hardly seems likery that they would
be meant to conflict with one another, or to describe two different phenomena. Even if
it were suggested that these texts refrect two different sources, they are presented in the
Bahir as complementary sections of a single work. Thus it is reasonable to expect that
readers of the Bahir wourd,consider these references to the exaltation ofthe Tzaddiq to
be applicable to that single archetypal function which the Bahi¡.states elsewhere rhat

the human Tzaddiq represents.

Moreover, on close examination it appears that an erement of ambiguity is to be
found even within the single passage quoted above! The passage leaps from
characterizing the Tzaddiq (apparently personally) as someone ,,very precious,, to God,
to characterizing the (presumably impersonal function of)',the foundation of all souls,,.

It is significant that no particular name is given to such a Tzaddiq. Indeed it seems to
me that the tension which makes this passage interesting, derives from its skirting very
close to the heretical view that it is a particurar person who created everyone else--

without, of course, affirming such a view. Readers are thus left to determine for
themselves that what is meant is that the functío¿ of such a person, who is a Tzaddiq,
which is invested with such potency. yet this potency regarding the engendering of

than as an Blessed Holy one has a ,ingl. Riah*o-u. one (Tzadik) in Hisworld,-and it is dear to Him becai¡se it supports aîl ttr"îåii¿. It is the Foundation(yesod). rhis is what susrains it, .;¿rìãiå, iieiåï,';;ä;t"t;ñ.i;Ëi"il::.
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souls, has an almost sexual connotation. while no palticular person is mentioned as

being this Tzaddiq, it is not stated explicitly that this is an impersonal ,,function', of the

Tzaddiq. Thus the passage conveys the feeling that what so impresses both those who

are "above" (the angels) and "below,,(the aware among humankind), is that what

maintains the world and originates human souls, is a divine function which is

nevertheless to be found in a real human being.

The Bahit' supplies fuÉher evidence that a personal and impersonar conception

of the Tzaddiq describe one and the same figure. Thus it states, explicitly, that the

creative power of the Sefirah ofYesod is embodied in the person who is a Tzaddiq.

This is described in graphic terms, in the following quotation:

The Righteous One v,ho ß the foundarion of the world is in the middle [of the
arrangement of the Sefirotl . . . and he is thê prince. . . . And in his harìd
he holds rhe souls of all living things,.for he is the Life of the úoii¿, ã"ã
every term of creation spokenabout (in Scripture) takes place through him.
And of him it is w¡iuen: "and he ceased from woik and iested,, t¡i"i. jï:ïzl,
for he is the principle ofthe Sabbath.s2

Here, once again, the tradition of the Tzaddiq reflects upon itself. The

identification of the Tzaddiq as the agency through which the words of crearion were

spoken, calls to mind the Midrash in which God consulted with the Tzaddiqim before

creating the world. A new element, however, is introduced her.e: by identifying the

Tzaddiq with "the principle of the Sabbath" the Tzaddiq is associated not only rhe

origin and maintenance of creation, but with the completion in which all things finds

rest, and achieve their purpose, Moreover, this passage invests the Tzaddiq with actions

and attributes, such as "the Life of the world", ordinarily reserved for God. one is

therefore lead to wonder, what is their precise relationship? The Bahir puts an account

of the relationship between the Tzaddiq and God, dírectly into the mouth of God:

52tbid., 96. The italics are mine. Kaplan, again, renders this more
impersonally (ibid,, 69) as "The 'Righteous, Éoundaiion'or tne wori¿iis in the cenrer .
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It was I rvho_pla11ed ihis tree, so thar all the world could delight in ir, and
I engraved all within it, and called its name,'the All,,; for all ñangs fiom it
and comes from it and all need it, and all look upon ii and set theî holes upon it,
and from thence all souls emanate.5l

clearly, the "tree" of the Tzaddiq has its origin in a higher source, represented in

this passage by the "I" of God. And yet the "tree,, of the Tzaddiq is the ,,Life of the

world" in the sense of the point from which all things, individually and collectively,

obtain their vitality. The Tzaddiq is, moreover, described very much in terms of a

holographic paradigm, a central image in which "all,'-souls, and aspirations__are

"engraved".

"Heavenly" and "Earthly" Tzaddiq in the Zohar

The references ín the Bahir to the Tzaddiq as the origin of souls, would seem to

suggest ân anthropomorphic conception ofthe sefirot in which the Sefirah yesod

corresponds to the male sexual organ. Thus it seems that yesod represents a generative

function (in relation to souls, ifnot to bodies), although it was still placed, in the Bahir,

above the Sefirot of Netzah and Hod.54 Green describes how, in the Kabbalistic view

which emerged a hundred years later, "in the speculative universe of thirteenth-cenhrry

Kabbalah, particularly as manifest in the Zohar',, the term Tzaddiq

.l3iu-i4.,98. ThisidentificationoftheTzaddiqwith"trreall"hearkensbacktoI
chronicles 29: I 1, which Kabbalists took as a source fbr the names of the seven lowei. 

-

Sefirot: "To.you,_Yh-h, þ the,Greatness and the Severity u"Jth" B;;y,"d;il." '"
Eternity and the.Grace, for all in heaven and on earth is'to you, the Ki¡iedom . . . (an¿
rule as head of all,) The one unaccounred for Sefirah, veso¿, ri,as lJeniinrJ*iiri l'äìi'.

54scholem describes (ibid., 93) how "in sefer ha-Bahir andsome ofrhe earrier.
texts of the spanish KabbalalL influenied by it, Tsãddik assumes ttre posìiión oi trre 

-'-'
seventh seJìrah;. in. this hadition, the sefroth ór Netsah and ËIod foilãw . . . lt. rù.
reason for this doubtless the fact that thlse older schema knew nottting or tr," ,.iuãr
svmbolism of these seJìroth. which (e.g., in numerous ptu"es i" lt é Zãiàri'ào":åì"îra
to the male testicles, fiom which the seed flows. In sqfer ha-Bahit., these sefìrotti
merely represent two legs.". I am not co-nvinced, howdver, tttut u.itig ,ìiuuiãälãi*..n
two legs excludes a sexual implication for the Sefirah ofTzaddiq! -
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has become a conventional term for the ninth of the ten divine emanations
(seJìrot): the same-word thus designates an aspecr ofthe divine Selfand a
particular group of humans. This ninth level ðf divinitv is otherwiie'commnnl.,,
referre_d to.a_svesod.("foundation"). . . . zaddiq is the íoundatiôn åitlrè-i"åìiä']. .
as rhe lmalej reproductive organ is the foundation of the human bodv. It is this
nrnth€manation, standing in the cenhal sefirotic colum¡, which seríes as the
vehicle th^rough which divine life fl0ws into the feminin é *àtt irliàr-lnõli'iion,
the last of the sefirot, and thence into the corporeal world.55

Despite the fact that the Zohar places the Sefirot Netzaþ and Hod above yesod,

it appears to restrict the creative and generative function the Tzaddiq is assigned in the

Bahit', and emphasizes more of a sustaining and preserving function. It is in the Zohar

that the centrality of the Tzaddiq becomes firmly established in Jewish tradition.56

Here, a dual meaning for ''Tzaddiq" emerges; it is both as a generic term for members

ofthe spiritual community (those whose spiritual activities are effective), and the divine

function which is found in such individuals. All of the divine energies represented by

higher Sefirot are channeled into manifestation via the Sefirah which is most often

identified in the Zohar not as Yesod, but simply as "Tzaddiq".

The question remains, to what degree are the human and Sefirotic function of

Tzaddiq differentiated in rhe rext of the Zohar? Green has claimed that "the same

5)Green, "Axís Mundi", 332-333.

,56Isaiah Tishby states th.at whereas earrilr mysticar sources tended to gravitate
towards the use of one term or the other, in the Zohar the term "zaddik is useõ far more
frequently th^an åøsrd, both as a general lerm for virruous p."pt.-j"ã li* ;;;'* ^*'-
specilcally for 'the.sons of the pãlace' who have attained l;ñ"irt i;l;y;;i"A
,elperience- sometimes the us€ of zaddík is connected with the u'se of thé ierm bv the
[Talmudic].rabbis whose sratements a.e interpreted ana e*plái""ãivìt. rr"uijàri!ti,'ã"a
sometimes it stands on irs own, in a mystical context with ño ref"rerice at;lii;;;;ìi;'-
sources.. The term ftasld, w-hich occuré only rarely, is used either *ittr * *ììi,ã"iror"
elaboratlon, but I have not f'ound a single instance of its being used as a description of
the exceptionally pious, as. it is in the Êouot ha-tevarot aÃaïhê-il¡ii Uiiüiii',li¡li
ar.e, respectively, outstanding pre-Kaåbalistic Spanish and cer-aípieîlstiõ-;;.i;:"*'
Ilsqql proce€ds, in rhis chapter, to illustrate the relative status oftËe terms Tzaddiq and
rlasrd rn the zohar. [n one instance, for example (p. lal5) "the hasíd is a superior woe
of.zaddik, while above him there stands the laddiic'with místical-pioór"ritì.í.;' *irrå'-
Righteous and the wicked" , in The ltisdon of the zonar: h, ,sitñòlãsv if rîrt, i"t t
texts arrang.ed and trans..inro Hebrew by Fischel.Lachower and tsaiaË"tiíhbt, E"glirh'
trans. David Goldstein (Oxford: Oxford University, l9g9), p, 1410.
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word" Tzaddiq "designates an aspect of the divine Selfand a particular group of

humans." while this is not wrong, I believe that the opposite statement would be more

correct. That is, "an aspect of the divine self' and "a particular group of humans" are

two ways in which the Zohar expresses the singular function of the Tzaddiq. I am

suggesting that by the use of a single term, a single phenomenon is indicated__a

phenomenon which is reflected, as the Bahir first indicated, both among those "above,,

and "below"-

The text of the Zohar itself speaks of "the Tzaddiq above" and "the Tzaddiq

below", indicating an emphasis either on the idea ofthe sefirah, or the person in whom

it is manifest. Yet I do not believe that these are intended to represent two distinct

entities. indeed , the Zohar addresses this issue, explicitly declaring that:

'Tzaddiq is the foundation ofthe world,,, (proverbs l0) is written just like
that lstant). And the reason is, that whethèr it is the Foundation a6ove oi
the Foundation below, it is all ,,Tzaddiq". And the Congregation of Isrãel
is encompassed [itkleletJ by the Tzaddii¡, from above arìã b-elo*. The Tzaddio
on this side and Tzaddiq on that side, bo'th inherit her, as it is written
(Psalm 30:7) "Tzaddiqim shall inherit rhe earth.,,57

While a formal distinction may be made between the Tzaddiq, or.Foundation,

"above" and "below", these figures ofspeech represent but a singre function. Indeed,

references to "Tzaddiq" both in the singular and plural are cited in this passage as

evidence for there being but a single Tzaddiq. Thus the relationship betrveen the

Tzaddiq and the congregation oflsrael, or the earth, or all that is represented in the

Sefirah of Malkhut (the "Kingdom" or manifesration of God on earth) is but a single

relationship, though it may be viewed from either "above', or "below,'.

Unfortunately, an exaggerated sense of separation between the two aspects of

Tzaddiq tends to characterize the appr.oach ofmodem scholars, such as Scholem,

Tishby and Green. scholem, for example, introduces the following texts as illustrations

57 Zohar I, "Vayeþi", folio 245b. The rranslation is my own.



of "the function of the lower TsaddiY' .58 The first of them, in chr.onological sequence,

is from the Zohar:

The Holy.One, blessed be He, sowed this light in the Garden of Eden, and He
Snqngqd it,in rows with the help.of.the Rigñteous One, who is tnãguiaenii--
in the Garden. And he tool< this light, and-sowed it as â seed of huih, ;;à
.anangg{ it in rows_in the Ga¡de¡, ãnd it sprouted and grew and prodúcéd fruit,
þv which the world is nourished. This is ihe meaning õf the uerie "f_;shi ii .ãL"
for the righteous . . ." (Psalm 97:l l). And it is wriuõr "ffre garããn caiìåi-tfr. 

'

things thar are. so.wn in it to spring forth" (Isaiah ó I : l l ). whãt are "the thinss
that are sown in it"? These a're tñe sowinþs of the priníat rigit, iixnii oiäyt
s-own. Now it brings forth and produces ftaii, uncÌ now it is-sown as at the
beg,inning. Before the world eats this fiuit, the seed produces and sives fruit_
and does not rest. consequently, all the worlds are nburished rt.ãínrt-tn" ,rå"1"
of the gardener, who is called the Righteous One. . . .5e -"'"*rP'r

The intriguing quality of this passage derives, I think, not only from its

description ofa "garden" of primal light in which is the flowering ofrruth, but also for

its description of a function which is at once inside and outside of time, whose agent is

a gardener who is both human and the sefirotic Tzaddiq. The passage serves to

illustrate the function of the Tzaddiq in rerms of a source of light which is more

ontological than etiological. Just as fruit contains its own seed, as it were, the Tzaddiq

who is in the world contains the archetypal function of the Tzaddiq within himself,

"now . . . as at the beginning."ó0

The second passage scholem cites as evidence of "the function of the lower

Tsaddilë'is fi'om a sixteenth century Kabbalist who mentions other sources, but who

58scholem, "The Righteous One", 1 13.

^ ^., 
5?L¡i¿.,' ll3-4. The italics are mine. 

. 
This text, which appears intheZohar, vol

2, folios 166b-16'7a, also appears in vorume r of rishby's wii¿ãir-"ftü2în;;,';:'4i;'
60It is.easy to see h-ow R. Nahman's description of the function of the Tzaddio

1q a gardener in the field of souls in his reaching tËe "Master of th" eGtá; r"it"Jir-''
chapter one) might have been.inspired by such-a passage, arthough i,. *"ì nåiìi'àu

ffiin'?ti",X.1"Hï:',",Ï"":ill"J"fåJ!f!" 
ontotott impried in this passage, but onrv



may have been arvare of the passage fiom the Zohar above, as well, as this passage

clarifies and expands its meaning:

"The Holy one.blessed be He sows the deeds of the righteous in that heaven
whose name is'Aravoth (the uppermost of the seven hEaveni;, u"Jìi tåãi, auitr."
The Heavenly 'A^ravoth is equátèd with the "Righteous one oîtr,e woii¿; ani òî
rts f oundatron, tbr all rhe good oil flowing from the "white head. (i.e., Kether.,
cf. ps. 133:2) to all sides.mingle therejn aÁd the deeds o¡*e iøtààii àiî'- '
entanated front rhere, and, theleeds of peace are sown there. Fãr (in tims of its
substance) the. seed is drawn from the 6rain and reaches the tip 

"rtne 
prt"l"r" ""

and is emptied into its mate; and this is the secret of its bearin'g fr;ii;,'"-"--'
by way of the mystery of true union and unification. ena tne'cailiitf at! this
Ii-es ¡n the deeds of the righteous who ascend upwards with the perfecíion of
their meditation, and are.reflected and absorbèd in that Jìrnnniení; and thÉ is
the sowing of which we have spoken. . . .6r

Here is a technical assignation of the location of the "garden" of the Tzaddiq to

the'Aravoth, the Seventh Heaven. There is also an explicitly sexual development of the

symbolism of the Sefirah ofTzaddiq, in which the agency ofthe Tzaddiq is equated

with the phallus, while the seed the Tzaddiq contain, or conveys, is equated with Keter,

the very highest of the sefirot, the firsr appearance out ofthe undifferentiated Infìnite.

Here, again, the symbol of the seed--in this case, the analogy is to human seed_-

indicates that the cause is implicit in its own effect. Thus the relationship between the

Tzaddiq "above" and "below" is compared to that between the brain, in which semen is

said to be created, and the physical organ in which appears. There is an apparent

contradiction in the text above, between the idea that it is "the deeds of the righteous,,

which are "the cause of all", and that "the deeds of the righteous are emanated,, fi.om

"the white head". I believe that such a paradox ís, however, intentional, that the process

is meant to be circular, so that the Sefirah Tzaddiq can only function by way of the

deeds of Tzaddiqim, but these deeds have their origin not in the realm of human

activity but in the highest metaphysical source. Thus the human Tzaddiq is both an

_- _6ltbi¿., 113. This quotation is taken from Mayer ibn Gabbal,s'Avodat
HaKodesh, published in l53l. Again, the italics are niine.
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expression of the sefirah, and by his actions, its source. once again it is shown that

these two aspects ofTzaddìq are inseparable, that they describe two aspects of the

function ofa single system. The potency of the Sefirah of rzaddiq--which is actua y

conceived, in this case, as an aspect of Keter--is inseparable from the function of the

activity of human Tzaddiqim.

whatever the difficulties presented by the two texts above, it is clear that they

describe the function of the Tzaddiq as a whole, and are not restricted to "the function

of the lower Tzaddiq". It is unfoftunate that scholars become attached to precisery

those conventional distinctions between the "lower,'and "higher,, Tzaddiq which the

authors oftexts'such as these go to great lengths to overcome! yet it seems that a belief

in such an artificial dichotomy appears unnecessarily constrained Green,s choice of
Zohar texts by which he might ilustrate the motif of rza ddiq as axis ntundL

The. frequent associatio¡s of the zaddíq with pillar, foundation, etc., which wecould easiþ be tempte.d toseize upon in our i.a,..i lor axis nrundi, refer almost
arways to cod as zaddiq. o_ur primary inte'est here is in his human .orntãi"ãrt.of whom the Zohar butiarerv savs: "ile rno t nò*s trrås;;;;;-*,äilåiiìih
wholeness, cleaving to his Lirrd . . . [ellipses oitñe ãuthorl A**i Uiàiri"n i"tä""rne wono. Juch a man rs called zaddiq, the pillar of the còsmos. (Zohar i:43a;oz

To speak of "God as Tzaddiq" in addition to ,,his human counterpart,, is, I

believe, to miss the point. Although a book such as the zohar is almost entirely taken

up with the various possible relationships between different Sefirot, one does not find

the "human" and "divine" 'I'zaddiq relating to one another as two different entities, any

more than one finds the comic book character superman meeting with clark Kent!

Rather, in the zohar as in the Bahir before it, and in the subsequent Kabbalistic texts

which followed, artention is lavished on subtle descriptions which indicate precisely

how the human and Sefirotic dimensions of the Tzaddiq imply one another. The human

62creen, "Axís Mundi", 333
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and sefirotic Tzad'diqdo not meet, because where the Tzaddiq appears is precisely

where the split between man and God has been overcome.

Green himself cited a quotation which expricitly makes this point: "who knows

these secrets and serves with whoreness, (such inner knowledge and its outward

manifestation being the essential qualifications of a Tzaddiq) . . . is the pillar of the

cosmos." Such a person is not considered to be "like" such a function of the Divine, but

rather, rs that function. Indeed, where else rvould such a "pillar,'be found?

Let me not be misunderstood. I do not mean to claim that every reference to

"Tzaddiq" in Kabbalah is meant to refer equally to the sefirah and to actual rzaddiqim,

any more than i would claim that every reference to Malkhut in this literature equally

means the Sefirah Malkhut, the People Israel, the physical world and the divinity that is

expressed in it. Emphases shift, and the purpose of a particular text may be to highlight

a particular aspect of a given Sefirah. what I am claiming is that it is a mistake to

artificially impose a separation between a given Sefirah in its "heavenly,' emanation,

and its concrete manifestation. Thus, from a Kabbalistic point of view, the sefirah

Malkhut implies the existence of the world, as the existence of the world implies the

existence of Malkìut. In much the same spirit I would venture to say that not only does

the existence ofthe world depend upon the existence of the Tzaddiq, but that without

Tzaddiqim the Sefirah of rzaddiq has no real existence. In a given context it may be

the human manifestation of the Sefirah that is emphasized by the use of the term

"Tzaddiq", or it may be the principle behind it. But the archerype of the Tzaddiq is not

the one or the other. Rather, the Tzaddiq describes a single slippery "pole" which is at

one end a Sefirah and at the other, a human being.

Thus I believe it was quite unnecessary for Green to have avoided the many

passages in the Zohar which illustrate the Sefìrotic function of the Tzaddiq in terms of

axis mundi imagery, because they appeared to ¡efer to "God as Tzaddiq',. whether is
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the Sefirah or the human being that is emphasized, in the words ofthe Zohar itself, "it

is all "Tzaddiq" !

The archetype of the Tzaddiq is often described in sources such as the Bal¡ir and

the Zohar, in terms on axis mundi imagery. such imagery is meant to be metaphorical:

the Tzaddiq is not a pillar, but only "like" a pillar. But the Tzaddiq itself is not meant

to be a metaphor, but to be really divine. It is not the human personality of the Tzaddiq

that is divine, but the Sefirotic function such persons embody.

The Microcosmic Tzaddiq

Although he avoids the Zohar's descriptions of the Sefirah of rzaddiq, Green

cites a pair of quotations which illustrate, beautifully, the function of the ,,human"

Tzaddiq as a microcosmic figure. The Zohar describes both Abraham and Jacob as

figures who contain the Land of Israel within themselves. This microcosmic function is

exemplified, predictably enough, in the figure of R. Shim,on bar yohai.

. R. Abba began: "The Lord said to Abram after Lot had departed from him . . .
ralse up yoì¡r eyes and see . . . all the land which you see I wiil sive vou and
your seed forever." (Gen. l3: l4-r5) was Abrahãm to inherit uTt t¡i *r,i.r., rr"
saw and no more? How far can a man see? Three, four, perhaps fi"¿;iles . . . .
But once Abraham had looked in the four directions, heläd tàån ir,"1n-tir" lãrà .

. . . Go{ lifted him up over the Land of Israel and súowed him how ir*u. tË -
connecting-point of the four directions, and thus he saw it all. In the sante iàv
he who sees R. Si¡neon sees the entit.e world; he is the joy of tnòse u¡õ1.-ãn¿-'
below.63

All that is scouted out in Abraham,s far-reaching vision is contained in a

Tzaddiq such as Bar Yohai. while Abraham saw the Land as "the connecting-point of
the four directions", the function of R. shim'on is not to see such a ,'connecting-point"

but to be it, and thus to contain the universe within himself. This aspect ofcontaining

is emphasized further in the example which followed the one above:

^.... _93q..g.n,"AxisMundi",335-6,"basedonsourcesínGen.Rab.44:12andHul.
91b." The italics are Green's.
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R. Hiyya began: "The land upon which you are lyinq will I eive to vou and
your offspring." (G_en. 2.8: l3) Was it only ihe place-whìch Goõpromised him, no
more than four or five eils? Rather at thai rimd God folded the eitire LanJãi' 

--

Israel ínto those four elrs, and rhus thar place included th" éntii. iuni Iriñui'
p]ace included the.whore land, how muôh more crear ts it thai a s¡^"ii,-iîip o¡
the world, is equal to the entiie worldl;a

In the case ofJacob, the issue is not his vision as much as what he himself

contains in himself. As "Jacob's ladder" was projected from within him (mídrashic

sources emphasize that the angels "ascended and descended,,, and therefore originated

with him on earth), Jacob already suggests a figure containing vast possibilities. Thus

with the example of Jacob following that of Abraham, it is clear that the Tzaddiq is a

microcosm in which the macrocosm may be found.

wïat is the role of R. Shim'on in alr this? He would seem to be consider.ed very

much the m¡hic hero, as indeed he is considered, almost literally, as larger than life.

Thus Green emphasizes that a Tzaddiq such as R. Shim,on

stands at the center of the cosmos, the place where the four directions meet.
He_is thus the earthly exrension of that'element within the oeitv wtrictr is ta e¿
zaddiq, a this-worldly continuation of the . . . pillar of the Sefiiotic world.,,65

The problem with such an analysis is that it both says too little and too much.

Green confuses the Kabbalistic image of the pillar, which is meant only as a metaphor,

with the Kabbalistic function of the Sefirah of rzaddiq. The person who is a Tzaddiq is

not an I'earthly extension" or a "this-worldly oontinuation" of the Sefirotic ,'pillar',.

Rather, the image of a pillar is a descripticn of the function of such a person.

But along with introducing an artificial separation between tñe sefirah and the

person who embodies it, Green opens the door to confusing a m¡hic and an archetypal

conception of what a figure such as R. Shim'on represents. If this were a truly mythic

conception ofa holy man figure, if R. Shim'on were actually considered to be greater

64Ibid.

65Ibid., ¡¡6.
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than Abraham and Jacob, the logical conclusion would be that their way had in some

sense been superseded by his. The christian idea that the way of Jesus has replaced that

of Moses, is an obvious example of this. But it is unthinkable, in the conteit of the

Rabbinic tradition, for one of the Rabbis to supersede Abraham or Jacob, not to

mention Moses! Rather, it is because tho status ofthese figures is quite secure, that the

author of the Zohar is free to indulge in lavish praise of R, Shim,on, without presenting

any serious threat,

Here, indeed, is an indication of the deeply synthetic outlook of Jewish

tradition. Hyperbolic praise ofR. shim'on is quite permissible, because it is understood

that he only reveals that which may already be found within the very first patriarchs of

Israel. Thus the dèeply conservative orientation in Judaism, by which new insights are

seen as being implicit in the text of the Bible, and in which the role of Moses as the

greatest ofall Prophets is enshrined for all time, has served to facilitate archetypal

rather than a mythical mode ofthought.66 Thus even as mythical tendencies appear in

the Zohar, they are employed in the service of an archetypal orientation. .

The Holographic Tzaddiq

From the microcosmic idea that the whole world (or at least, all of the Land of
Israel) is included within the Tzaddiq, it is only a small jump to the idea rhat all people

(or at least, all of the People of Israel) are included within the Tzaddiq. But it is yet

another step to the Jewish application of the holographic paradigm, in which these

others are also seen as containing the Tzaddiq archetype within themselves. This is a

66Much the same principle informs the approach to prophetic typology in the
sufi literature of Islâm, in whicir ttre propiei rr¿u1ãm.àJir r..n not as reoresentina
something new and unique, but as a synthesis of the aspects of divine *iräo. *rtì"fi 

"."to beJbundin early Prophets. See Muhyi-d-din lbn'Ai.abi, The llisdom ofthe
lrop(ts (Fusui al-Hikam), rrans. from Arabic wirh notes 6y Tirus Burckiardì, trans.Íom nrench by Angela culme-Seymour, (Aldsworth, Glouóestershire: Beshará, r975.



significant aspect of the idea of the Tzaddiq, which is clearly indicated in the text of the

Zohar, which appears to have escaped the notice of other scholars. l/ol recognizing this

idea, and the other aspects of the idea that the Tzaddiq is an archetype, previous

scholars have had difficulty conceiving of the narure of the Tzaddiq in the Zohar. Thus

Elijah Tishby inhoduces the idea of the "the Righteous" as an ethical category opposed

to the wicked. Tishby sets out from the premise that the Sefirah yesod and the human

Tzaddiq are two different things, and then has to back-track to poinr out that

with regard ro the zaddik the Zohar stresses the link between him and yesocl, the
divine Righteous One, who is symbolized by the sign of the covenant of- ' -

circumcision. . . . And followiñg rhis conejpondeñce the Zohar portrñs the
essential characteristic oî the 4ddik as chastity, a determination io,nuiíiuin trr.
covenant. "He who does not maintain (the covenant) as he should is not iaileá-
'zaddik."' The earthly prototype of the'zaddik is Joséph. "Wïoever is
circumcised and maintains the sign of the covenant id called 'zaddik.' come and
see [the proof] from Joseph, who throughout his life was not called ,7aaa* inti
he maintained that covenãnt, the sign of the holy covenant. wtren t e- máintaineà
it he was called '4ddik,' "Joseph råe 'Zaddik.^6í

what Tishby says is quite correct, or is certainry not inconect, as far as it goes.

Yet Tishby himself felt the need to add the disclaimer, that the author of the Zohar

does not stick to this definition, departing ffom it in two directions. On the
one hand, ordj11ry good Je^ws, whô keep-the commandments and lead á gòo¿ lif.,
ate called zaddikin, even if they have not distinguished themselves partiõularlv in
"maintaining the covenant." 

. 
And, on the other ñand, the Zohar ñi"i;;"i thoi 

"'
there are other qualities an characteristics, both religious and móral, that are
essentÍal to the zaddik'.c way of life, and these are nõt less importani than
chastity.6s

lrshby emphasizes the Zohar's interpretation of the phallic symbolism of yesod

in terms of the covenant of circumcision, and its application in sexual ethics, only to

have to down-play this emphasis in order to put it in perspective. what I believe he

misses is that the Zohar uses the symbolism of ,,the ,'covenant,, 
as a device for.

-ó71*ian fisnby , lltisdom of the Zohar, 1413-4. Based on Zohar II,2:Ja, and,
ZoharI, l53b-154b.

68rbid., l¿r¿.
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associating the People of Israel with the quality ofTzaddiq. This idea emerges in a

passage from the Zohar which is very much akin to the material he has quoted. I am

quoting not from a obscure passage, but ftom the opening lines ofthe Zohar,s first

detailed exposition of the idea of the Tzaddiq, a commentary on the second ohapter of

Genesis (which follows an extended discussion of Ma'aseh Brayshít), which opens with

the words "these are the generations ofNoah":

R. ltiylt opened: (Isaiah 60) "Your people are all Tzaddiqim and shall
etemally fl'olam, "îor the world"l inherit thè earth. The creatlon of the work of
My Hands shall praise Me." All of Israel who make efforts with Torah, who
know [and practice] the ways ofTorah, shall merit, because ofthis, the world to
come. Come and see, "all of Israel have a share in the world to come." Whv is
this? 

_ 
It_ is because they keep the covenant "for the world,, lt'otanl that it is '

established, as it is said_ (Jeremiah 30:3), "if not for My covenant,-day and night,
I would not have enshrined the laws of heaven and earth."op

This teaching hangs on a pun: that the Hebrew adverb l,olam, which ordinarily

means "etemally", can be read literally to mean "for (the sake of) the world,'. Thus the

idea of faithfulness in keeping the commandments is linked to the idea of sustaining the

earth. The Zohar continues:

Because. of this, Israel, who keep the covenant and teceive it, have themselves a
pjrtion.in the rvorld to come._ Not only this, but because of this they are called
"fri49i_Sinl". _From ïere we learn thai everyone who keeps this coíenant,'for the
world" fl,'olaml is called "Tzaddiq". Where'do we leam tiris? From Joseph.
Because he kept it as a covenant'Tor the world',, he merited to be called '
"Tzaddiq".. And therefore it says, "your people are all Tzaddiqim, and'for the
world' shall inherit the earrh."70

It is not only a share in the world to come that is the destiny oflsrael, it is to

share in the function of the Tzaddiq, which is maintaining the world in the here-and-

now. The significance of Joseph in this regard, beyond his being a model of chastity,

Joseph is that he is a model of the application of religious principles ,,for the world,'.

This is most likely based on the idea that Joseph kept the commandments of the Torah

69zohar I, 59b. The translation is mine.
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in the midst of the world, even in a place such as Egypt, where he lived and functioned

quite outside the context of the community of Israel.Tl

Further on in this chapter, the idea is deveroped that alr (male members) of

Israel are Tzaddiqim, because they are all circumcised (provided, it is stipulated, they

do not violate their sexual "covenant")! Thus, according to the text above, while

learning and following the Torah is the obvious way ',in,, to participating in the Tzaddiq

function, it seems that the author of the Zohar did not wish to tie the function of the

Tzaddiq too closely scholarship. In a society in which all males were circumcised as a

matter of course, the function of circumcision would have been inclusive rather than

exclusive; it would have served as a conceptual hook on which to hang the idea that

everyone has the opportunity to participate in the archetype ofthe Tzaddiq. Thus it was

emphasized that this was the common destiny which people (Jewish males, at least)

were virtually born to fulfill.

Tishby is quite correct in pointing out that the author of the Zohar does not

"stick to" an ethical definition ofTzaddiq; once the idea ofthe covenant of

circumcision has been developed, it is replaced by other ideas of the significance ofthe

Tzaddiq. Yet rather than indicating that the author of the Zohar is inconsistenr, this has.

to do with the archetypal idea of the Tzaddiq being of primary importance in the Zohar.,

while the various analogies and images are emproyed chiefly because of their varue as

illustrations.

Tishby himself observed that "there is hardly a single topic in the Zohar rhat

does not have some connection with the character and function of the zaddik', .72 This

_ ,,, , 1ltny, Tishby quotes a commentary.by R. Moshe de Leon (the original
publlsner¿nd posslble author of the zohar) that "however one looks at it, Jõseph rvas azaddik.ontv when he was outside the Holy Land and subjecìto i" ãirã" cioã, ;iril,,;4,
not in his power." ll/isdont ofthe Zohar,'l5l, no.5g.

72laid,., l¿st, n. ao.
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then appears tobe the central issue of the central work of the Jewish mystical tradition.

And yet the character and function of the Tzaddiq is an issue which scholars like Tishby

have barely grasped. The lack ofprecision which tends to characterize academic

discussions of the idea ofthe Tzaddiq comes from a tendency to take the ideas and

images which appear in Kabbalistic texts, too much at face value. The possibility that

the Jewish mystical sources, with all of their flamboyance and freedom ofassociation,

have a specific understanding to convey, is generally overlooked. There is, as Idel has

pointed out, a lack of sensitivity to Kabbalistic hermeneutics.

Yet a closer reading of this literature shows that its Rabbinic and Kabbalistic

authors portray the Tzaddiq as an archetype which not only bridges the human and

divine, but whose divine and human dimensions mutually imply one another.

Moreover, in at least one prominent location it is stated, quite explicitly, that the

archetype of the Tzaddiq is a universal potential which relates to each member of the

religious community. This archetypal idea of the Tzaddiq, which fìrsr appears in the

Talmud and Midrash to become a central focus of Kabbalah, is then refined even

further in the theoretical literature which appeals in the early decades of the Hasidic

movement.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE ARCHETYPE OF'THE TZADDIQ IN HASIDIC TEACHING

It has been demonskated, thus far, that as the spiritual tradition ofthe Tzaddiq

unfolded from the Rabbinic to the Kabbalistic stage of developmenr, implicit

assumptions of earlier strata ofthe tradition were made increasingly explicit. This trend

continues with the classical literature of the Hasidic movement. Indeed, one might

expect that if the Tzaddiq were truly considered a function rvhich is at once human and

sefirotic, somewhere in the course of the development of this idea a concise description

of this two-fold function would have appeared. Is any explicit description to be found

of how the Sefirah ofthe Tzaddiq actually functions within the individual?

The "Shvil" ofthe Tzaddiq

Precisely such a description may found in the dynamio image of a shvil,

meaning a "channel" or "path", which, beginning with the earliest Hasidic teachings on

the subject of the Tzaddiq, supplemented and eventually replaced the more static image

of a pillar. In the following teaching related by R. ya'aqov yosef of polnoy in the

name of the Ba'al shem Tov, it is stated that the spiritual Master is not only a person

whose prayers make their way to God; rather, such a person defines the path by whích

God's bounty or influence (shefa) makes its way to earth. More than having access to

such a path, such a person is conceived ofas óeing the path:



The Talmud states that "a heavenly voice came forth and said: The whole earth is
sustained for the sake of (bi-shevil) Hanina My son. . . .,, But in the nam" oi -

my teacher: Hanina.My son forged a path (shèvil) or a pípeline to draw divine
bounty into the world. This is the meaning of"the world is sustained bv the
shevil of Hanína My son." The words of tñe wise are gracious. ro meit àoo.u..
that h€ not only made such a pathway or piperine, but ihat he himserf was ód ed
snevtt of channel, slnce the bounty flowed through him.r

In this teaching, the spiritual Master figure has yer to be explicitly identified as a

Tzaddiq. By describing R. Hanina as a ,,channel", and avoiding designations such as

"Prophet", "Rabbi", or even "Tzaddiq", the focus is placed not on his outward role but

on his inner function. By lifting the word såvll out of its original contexr, the Besht

holds it up as a means of expressing the objective function he knew himself to be

serving as a "channel" for the Divine. It is a function which R. ya'aqov yosef would

have witnessed in his Master, and which he endeavored to relate in teachings such as

this.

The Chernobyler's View of the Tzaddiq

The word "channel" continued to serve as a key, even as the use of the term

"Tzaddiq" became established in Hasidic usage. R. Menahem Nahum of Chernobyl

was one of the early Hasidic Masters, and serves as a bridge between the circle of the

Ba'al shem Tov and that of the Maggid of Mezerich.2 In the following teaohing from

R. Menaþem Naþum, an archetypal sense of the role of the Tzaddiq as ',the foundation

of the world" is explicitly identified with the princiol e of a shvil,or "channel". Thisis

fi,rrther reinforced by a second, more radical idea, that the ,,I" of God is to be found

within the Tzaddiq:

lGreen, "Typologies", 131. (euoring Ben porat yosef gìb; based on Berakhot
17b)

2"As a young man he [R. Menahem Nahum] visited the Baal Shem Tov and
came to be considered a follower ofhis. And at the Baal shem Tov's death he ioined
with those disciples who accepred the Maggid's leadershipand was ";;;iìï;fi;;;among the circle of disciples in Miezrich.i Green, Menahem Nahum,2l.
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The fact is that " ¿addiq is the foundation of the world" (prov. l0:25 ).
He is the foundation and the channel through which divine'bounty and Íife flow
down into the world and to all creatures. tlis alr bv hís shevil, foí he sets oui
the pathway and the road which this life-flow will 'follow. Bv means of his
constant attachment to the creator he becomes a dwelling foi the letter Aleph,
the.cosmicAleoh that live_s within him. Thus Scripture úys: ,'I shall dwell'
in thei¡ midst" (Exod. 25:8). Thus he is rruly a part of Goá, and has a place,
as it were, with Him. . . .

Along with familiar motifs a new element appears here: the Hebr.ew letter Aleph

is seized upon as a cenhal symbol, not only because it is the first letter ofthe Hebrew

alphabet (thereby implying all of creation within itself, but also because it is the first

letter of the Hebrew word aniy, or "r" .4 Thus the letter Aleph is employed not only as a

symbol of the divinity which flows through the Tzaddiq, but as a symbol of the divinity

which may be identified with him. Thus the Hasidic conception of the artachment

(devequt) of the soul of the Tzaddiq to God implies a kind of union in which the ,,I,' of

the Tzaddiq accommodates the "1" ofGod. So much for the relationship ofthe Tzaddiq

to the creator. what then of the relationship between the Tzaddiq and the creation?

The teaching continues:

He also has a place among created beings, however, since he shares with them
the letters Dalet,Mem (=DaM, blood); tie animal sóul is containéd i" hi; bi*¡
Just.as tt ts in all creatures. How right and proper, then, that he be the inter_
mediary between the blessed Creatõr and rlie füll iorld, bindingall ió fiim
so that bountyflow.[sic] to His creatures along the path that n"7tié zàdiià,nu,
s€t out by his devotion and attachment. thusãid the rabbis say of thð u"rlbirot
this is the whole of man (Eccl. l2: l3)-+he entire world is creaíea uy ine slrãvri 

^

of this one."5

The Tzaddiq travels to God by rvay of his "devotion and attachment", and

through them he attains a wholeness which makes him a "channel,' bestowing divine

influence upon the whole world, Nor is this a momentary achievement; as in the

3ibi¿., t¡2. Based, on Meor ,Eynayím, ,yitro,,, quoting yonn 33gb.

4The *.itten character bf the Hebrew letter Aleph is itself an image of axrs
mundi, a vertical slash with one "hand" reaching up, thê other r.eaching dõ*"4 ü 

-

5Green, "Typologies", 132.
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earlier, Kabbalistic sources, what is described is an on-going process uniting the human

manifestation of the Tzaddiq with the Divine source, so that the creation is constantly

renewed:

They saidit in the present tense . . . for Creation is constant. ,'He renews
each day the work of Creation." By the constant flow of His life into His
creatures the act ofcreation is ever'taking place, This is the meanins of
"this is the whole of ADaM,--it refers tolhe 4ddiq, who unite¡ in ni.sef f
Aleph with DaM. Constant creation happenJonly'through tris pattr.o 

----

The Tzaddiq has been identified as the "intermediary" between Creator and

creation, and the daily renewal of the creation of the world is said to take place by no

function other than this. (As there are no capital letters in Hebrew, there is, I think, a

deliberate ambiguity regarding whether it is ,'He,,, God, or',he", the Tzaddiq, who is

renewing and bestowing life upon the creation.) More than a passive receptacle, this

"path" of the Tzaddiq is regarded as the "place" where the "I" ofthe creator and the

creation converges. Here is a clear statement ofan archetypal idea ofthe "1" of the

Tzaddiq, but a holographic application of this idea to the I of others is not made

explicit. It would seem thar the attachment ofthe Tzaddiq to God is identified as the

sole point of contact between the world and its source in the Divine. The words of a

certain well-known wonder-working Rabbi of the First century come to mind in this

regard: "No man cometh unto the Father, but by me."7

Nothing is expressed here that was not already implicit, for example, in the

poetic expressions of the Bahir, but the function of the Tzaddiq is "fleshed-out" more

fully than before. There are a number of details in the chernobyler,s description

which might be easily missed. The service the Tzaddiq provides is described as going

6rbid.

TJohn l4:6, King James translation. This teachine ofJesus misht have a
significantly different implication if in the original Aramãic it said ". .I except through
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both ways: even as he serves the creation by opening the way for the flow of energy

from the Divine, he provides a service to God by "binding all to Him,,. Moreover, there

is a personal as well as a transpersonal dimension to the creativity of the Tzaddiq. The

exact path by which bounty flows to God's creatures is not handed down from above,

but rather, is determined by the Tzaddiq,s own chosen "path" ofdevotion.

Aad yet, in another sense, the function ofthe Tzaddiq has become more an

implicit than explicit, here. unlike the sto¡y in the Midrash about R. Shim'on, the

Tzaddiq is not presented as a magicar hero with the task of saving the world fi.om

disaster; more like the Tree described in the Bahit , the Tzaddiq is the path by rvhich the

world receives its daily sustenance from the Divine. A sense is conveyed ofthe

function of the Tzaddiq as a function of the Divine, but there is littre sense ofthe

human ¡elationship between the person who is a Tzaddiq and God.

The Maggid on the Tzaddiq and the Will of God

Seeking a more comprehensive understanding of the Hasidic view of the

Tzaddiq, I tum to the teachings of Rabbi Dov Baer, the Great Maggid (pr.eacher) of

Mezerich, Later, I shall return to the earliest Hasidic teachings on the Tzaddiq, those

which may be attributed to the Ba'al Shem Tov. In the case of the teachings of the

Besht, however, there is always some question as to precisely where his teachings reave

off and later interpretation of the disciples relating them begin. while the Maggid of
Mezerich was one ofthese disciples, his teachings have an aurhoriry which is clearly his

own. More than anyone else, it was the Maggid of Mezerich who actually established

the Hasidic tradition of the Tzaddiq. Following the death of the Ba'al shem Tov in

1760' the founders of the main lineages of Hasidic Masters were attached to him--

Masters ranging from the enthusiastic R. Elimelekh of Lizhensk to the sober R. Shneur
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zalman of Liad| the fi¡st Lubavitcher Rebbe). (one outstanding exceprion is R.

Nahman of Bratzlav, who nevertheless grew up in a Hasidic milieu which the Maggid

had been instrumental in creating, and was himself a great-grandson of the Ba'al Shem

Tov.) while it is difficult ro determine where legend reaves off and history begins in

the case of the Ba'al shem Tov, the Maggid was clearly the ,,rounder" of the Hasidic

movement, at least in an administrative sense of the word. As his discussions of the

idea of the Tzaddiq demonstrate, he was probably its most important architect, in a

theoretical sense as well.

From certain teachings, such as the one from the chemobyler Rebbe considered

above, one might mistakenly surmise that the function of the Tzaddiq was conceived of
in Hasidism purely in mystical and metaphysical terms, which have little to do with

such practical affairs as intercessory prayer. In the Jewish mystical tradition, however,

spiritual functions are generally understood not only as abstract ideals, but in terms of
their concrete application. Thus the Zohar, for example, is not concerned with

describing the sefirot in terms of an abstract hierarchy of emanations, but as a dynamic

system that is constantly being reshaped in response both to the holy and sinful

activities of man. A¡d thus the Maggid of Mezerich vr'as very much concemed about

the role of the Tzaddiq as a channel for p.ayer, and the question of the relationship

between the will of rhe Tzaddiq and the Will of God.

This is territory which has been mapped before. The teachings of the Maggid

regarding this subject were discussed by Joseph weiss in his article, ,,The saddik--

Altering the Divine Will". Unfortunately, Weiss analyzes the ,'saddikology,, of the

Maggid in terms of the category of "magic".8 This, unfortunately, is a classic example

of the use of a tool of academic analysis which does not fit the marerial at hand. The

SJoseph 'Weiss, Studies, (New york: Oxford University, l9g5), 1g3-93.
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Maggid himself does not describe the action of the Tzaddiq as directly manipulating the

world via magical devices, but as influencing the will of God so as ro bring benefit the

world,9 Thus the subtlety of the Maggid's conception of the interplay between the will

of the Tzaddiq and that of God-that by challenging and overturning His harsh decrees,

the Tzaddiq actually pleases God--is needlessly complicated by weiss's consideration of

whether or not this constitutes magical activity.

Nevertheless, weiss brings some remarkable material to light in the course of
his study, which is worthwhile to consider here. He quores a parable of the Maggid of
Mezerich about "a father who has a little son who wishes to take a stick and ride on it

like a horse." The father, he tells us, "takes pleasure in this. And he helps (the game

along) and gives him the stick."10 By way of interpreting his own parable, the Maggid

explains that God permits Tzaddiqim to rule both higher and lower worlds,

in order that they may be governed at their behest. A¡d we do not herebv
lltrrng€-the honor of His blessed essence. . . . To this end, He contracted
Himself in the worlds in order that He might be u-ut"a uy irtã pì.ái"iããr
the saddikin who receive delight from thõse worlds. A¡d that ïs ritre mãanins
of th.e.verse) "He.performs the will of rhose who fear Ui-.'; Éoitìi. ì ;r ;;;;,
f wllt'l does not belong to the E r .So/["the Infinite"], but it means those whõ
fear Him--viz., the gaddikim-may perform the Will.rt

what most impresses weiss about this text, is that "the IÆhou ¡elationship

vanishes in the Maggid's parable, and the father is presented as a mere onlooker.',

weiss's assumption that there ought to be an "lÆhou" relationship between the Tzaddiq

. . . 9Moshe ldel has suggested a distinction between the catesorv of ',masic,,.
lTlly1ng a kind of direct and extemal manipulation of the world-thrôugh ceríain'
lonnulae whlch does not requiríng recourse to the Divine. and that of'Ìíheurpv".
meanrng the_activation of divinity (e.g., acting upon the sefirot throush makiás'certain
KawanoÍ or "lntentions" in Jewish prayer), so as to draw divine influe.-nces into-theworld. Although magical elements'máy áÍso be found, it is muinrv trtiuìg/ *t i.ír-
charactenzes the appro¿ch to influencing the Divine in Hasidism ãnd Ka56alah. See"Ancrent 'I heurgy" and "Kabbalistic Theurgy" in New perspectives, 156_199.

l0Joseph Weiss, 186-7.

l lrbid., raz.
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and God, like Rapoport-Albert's assumption that there ought to be a',direct route"

between the ordinary Jew and God,12 shows a gap in their understanding ofthe

Kabbalistic background of Hasidic thought. The idea of tzinttzun, or divine

"withdrawal", was derived from the metaphysical theories of Lurianic Kabbalah. The

interesting feature of this text is that it is given an existential meaning. Thus rather than

acting in direct relationship to God, the Tzaddiq is left more or less alone, to ride on his

"horse". Thus weiss may be justified in saying that in the face of God,s withdrawal,

"the saddikin act in the world as in their own domain". yet he is hasry in drawing the

conclusion that this ¡enders "the exact determination of the place and tone ofthe

parable in the no-man's-land between magic and r.eligion".l3

what weiss has neglected to take into account is the dialectical development of
the argument of this passage. As was demonstrated earlier, in the Bahír, Kabbalistic

autho¡s often make statements which appear, at first, to be shocking, only to reconcile

them with a more traditional view which is then ilruminated by a new perspective. It

would be a mistake, in such a case, to pick up the more radical "side" of the argument

over and against the other, and assert that it is the claim of the author.

In this particular discourse the resolution ofthe tension created by the statement

that it is Tzaddiqim who govern worlds "at their behest" occurs almost casually, in the

reference to Tzaddiqim as "those who fear Him". Thus it is suggested that while the

Tzaddiqim are allowed to "play" with the world, their actions are by no means a matter

of caprice. Behind the freedom and empowermenr to which God has entirled them is

the understanding that their actions are deeply informed by the ,,fear,, of God. To put it

a little differently, I would say that it is their awareness and respect for the Divine, their

l2see "A Lack of Persþective" in the section on Fofiowìng schorem: the socio-
Historical Approacå, in Chaptèr One,
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sensitivity to the divine perspective,14 which authorizes the Tzaddiqim to be the agents

of the divine Will.

where suoh thinking departs from earlier bibrical and rabbinic thought is not so

much in the powers it relegates to Tzaddiqim, but in the conception of God it

represents. After all, Abraham and Moses also argued with God (see Gen. lg:17-33

andBx.32:7-14) for the purpose of altering the divine Will. The idea of God in

biblical narrative as a personal "Thou", is supplanted in medieval Kabbalah by the idea

of God as the undefinable rnfinite (ayn sol) which is disclosed by way of the Ten

Sefirot. But while God is specifically identified in this teaching with the Infinite and

not with the Sefirot, traces remain even here, of a more personal idea of God. Thus

God is personified as a benign father; though He is removed, He is not entirely absent;

having set the stage, He continues to give authorization and assistance.

As the conception of divinity becomes more abstraot with the development of

Jewish mysticism, there is a shift in responsibility for divine influence in the world to

the human representatives of the Divine. lt is a shift of emphasis from God's conduct of
the world being revealed to man, to its being revealed through man. yet even as it
might be said that God has given the Tzaddiq command of the world via the "stick" of
the axís mundi or the sefirah ofYesod, it should be pointed out that God remains an

"Essence" existing within the creation in "confiacted" form. To be,'conhacted within,,

is not to be entirely absent; neither the sefirot nor humankind are essentially separate

from God. But God allows the Tzaddiqim the pleasure of performing the function of

ruling the world on behalf of the Divine.

Are the Tzaddiqim a special class of individuars who are magically empowered

to get whatever they want? That is the direction in which weiss is pointing. yet it

, 11f1. word yirah, which is ordinarily translated as ,,fear,', 
shares the root of the

woÍd, t'oeh, "to see"; thus it may camy these more subtle implications.
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appears to me that the Maggid himself addresses this question in a discourse which

weiss relates, which interprets, further, the verse with which the last teaching

concluded (Psalm 145:19) "He performs the will of those who fear Him,,:

He does not mean to say oterafly) thar the Holy one blessed be He fulfills
ll: 1tlt:lll:_lgh¡eoui [Ìzadd i [im] and. cod_'reuiing u, iu"r,l iói *iîi'örrl
nas rne meanlng ot deslre (ta'avah), and the wilr of man proÞer mav lonä fãr '
anything; and this verse does not mean to suggest rh;ilhå;iÄil.;;J;i"di_
l:qile .ly long for materiat benefits. e"r ñí"y.i (.iöü;;jt.d ;rü -""-
as n ls wntten, "and as tbr me,,my prayer to you is a time of ralon,, (Þsalm
69:14). And behold the Hrly Onä,bleise¿ tä He, ciavås,úi pr.vir."i,t.
Saddíkin, and He Himself þpartsto them the *iit to pruy-_i,iãã.ãøãn.Ë-
f:vjlh the scripturar verse) "Fròm man are the oraeringi 

"i 
trte rr""rt -Jäom Godrne answer ofthe tonsue . . ." (proverbs l6: l)_and thén his prayer is

acceptable.l5

The kind of interaction between the human and the divine described here does,

after all, suggest a kind of "IÆhou relationship,,! For although God is both the source

of the will to pray and the one to whom prayers are addressed, God does not dominate

the relationship and is not in totar control. God is dependent on man to give shape to

the divine will in the form of prayers, just as man is dependent God both for the abirity

to pray and the fulfillment of prayer. what emerges might welr be described in terms

of "dialogue".

It is interesting to note that the rr,faggid has refened to God, in this case, nor as

"the Infinite" but as "rhe Holy one blessed be He,, (haqadosh bantkh hu) . According to

Kabbalistic teaching this is the Name of God which corresponds to the Sefirah of
Tiferet, which may be characterized as the center or totality of the Sefirotic rearm. This

then suggests that it is at the heart of the process of creation--rather than at its source in

the Infinite, above and beyond the creation--that the Will of God and man may meet

and mutually define one another. Thus it is understood that prayer which truly refìects

the Will of God represents a convergence of the human and the Divine. l6

lSweiss, Studies, 185-6.
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The reference to God's "answer ofthe tongue" hearkens back to the Talmudic R

Hanina ben Dosa, who determined, in this way, if his prayers had been answered. By

citing Hanina's technique of intercessory prayer! rhe Maggid identifies the iunction of
the Tzaddiq with that of the charismatic wonder-working figures of the Talmud.

Indeed, he continues the teaching quoted above by warmly referring to Rabbi Hanina as

"our teacher":

The latter phrase means as our teacher has rwitten, "if my praver flows readilv
frommy mouth.'' And rhis is the meaning of the verse, ,,H; ú;;ìh; ;ili;itior.
who fear him," It means.to say that his piayer is perfoimed;di"fth;;àrir."'-'-
time) accepred and all this arisês for thebné to wùo- tn" noiybì. uiirr"äi, u"
sends^"the rongue's answer,,and He does this because he was á ¡gnt*"iã"j- -.'
God-fearing man prior to that; therefore He sent him a',*itt" (p.iy"ii *niòî
should be proper and acceptable.rT

The prayer of the Tzaddiq is empowered by God, and to receive such

empowennent must be in accordance with the divine will. The Maggid points out that

being righteous is, indeed, an essential characterisric ofbeing a Tzaddiq. Thus a

Tzaddiq is not merely a magician; it is not the knowledge of technique but alignment to

the Divine which makes the prayers of Tzaddiqim effective.

The Hasidic Tzaddiq in Relation to Jewish Tradition

How did the Hasidic Masters relate their view of the Tzaddiq to earlier

developments? It is clear fiom the reference to R. Hanina ben Dosa mentioned at the

beginning of this chapter, that the Maggid was concemed with relating the Hasidic

figure of the Tzaddiq to precedents in the Jewish mystical tradition. In the following

description of the role of the Tzaddiq in informing the will of God, the Maggid refers

l6this kind ôf convergence. was expressed most simply and sweepingly by the
Iasidic Rebbe pinþas or Koreï2, *i'." ir'i.ããi.ã',üi'Ë;iú i, 

"oì 
to õðài'þüvËr-i,

God."

lTJoseph Weiss, 186
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to the example of Moses, which he relates to the patriarchs as well as to other.

charismatic figures of the Mishnah and Talmud: Honi the Circle-maker, who was

successful in compelling God to bring much needed rain, and indirectly to R. Eli'ezer

ben Hyrcanus, the charismatic Rabbi who ran afoul of his rabbinic colleagues:

'And all Thy children are taught of the Lord" (Isaiah 54:13). This applies to
the p_rayer of Onias the cìrcle_ maker, rvho_, as one might say, changed'the will of
the Creator, blessed be His Name. A¡d aÍso Moses, ãur teäôhe.. D".ac. b" uoà"
him, as it is stated in the Zohar (on the verse) "Remember t" ,q¡tättã*, li""ã, 

--

and J_ac.ob".(Exodus 32:t3) . . . one.might say, he seized the Almighty ân¿ áii"r.¿
His Will, blessed be His Name, and thùs R. ioshua declares, "*e ão ioi üd ii,;
!qth..ko.li' .a1l the Holy One blessed be He h as said, "My cúildren t au. ouåicó.e
Me." And this is the meaning of rhe verse "Thv chiidreí are tausht ( I¡n¡nuãi:- ii-
the Lord," that they, as it were, teach (ronediní) the Lord, btesseã be'nis Nãnie.it

By choosing a text which speaks of ,,ø// thy children', the Maggid indicares that

the example ofthe Tzaddiq does not refer to a single individual alone, but implies its

application to a wider circle. considering this passage along with the one in which the

Tzaddiq is conceived of as a child given a hobby-horse by God, suggests that the

Maggid saw his disciples as "children" growing up to become responsible for the affairs

of man and God. It was, indeed, these disciples who went on to spread the Hasidic

movement, establishing and leading communities throughout Eastern Europe. It

therefore would have been of great importance to the Maggid to elucidate the kind of

model which these "children" in his care might follow.

In the passage above, the Maggid appears to have effortlessly blended biblical

and ralmudic models of the Tzaddiq, but a remarkable substitution has in fact taken

place' The fact that the rabbinic authority represented by R. yehoshua was directly

opposed to the charismatic authcirity of R, Eli'ezer (and, we might imagine, of a Hanina

as well) is conveniently overlooked. By avoiding the explicit mention of R. Eli'ezer,

the Maggid effectively merges his spiritual authority with the rabbinical independence

lSErom Maggid Devarav le-ya,akov, translated by Joseph Weiss and quoted in
Studies, 187-8.



and fieedom of interpretation represented by his opponent, R. yehoshua. Thus the

interpretive autonomy of the Rabbi and the spiritual authority ofthe charismatic are

merged and incorporated in the Maggid's Tzaddiq ideal.

Rabbí and Rebbe

How, precisely, did the Hasidic model of the Tzaddiq relate to the institution of
the Rabbi as it existed ar that time? unlike R. Eri'ezer, the Hasidic Masters were

primarily concerned with spiritual teaching rather than with deciding matters of
religion. Ever since its beginnings in Rabbinic tradition, the spiritual conception of the

role of the Tzaddiq had been removed from that of a prophet who relates a new

message from the Divine, arters religious raw and practice, generates new Scriptures

and possibly creates a new religion, and had also been distnguished from that ofthe

Rabbi. The integrity of the canon was preserved as its Rabbinic interpretarion

continued to grow' and this was a canon which now included not only the Torah and the

rest of the Hebrew Bible, but which was understood to incrude the interpretation of the

Torah in the Talmud, and in subsequent Rabbinic commentaries. In an informal sense,

it was a canon which was was arso understood to incrude the Zohar, which was loosely

structuredas a mysticar interpretation of the Torah, and which since the sixteenth

century had assumed a quasi-canonical status as the basis for extensive Kabbalistic

commentaries, according to the Schools of Moshe cordovero and yitzhaq Luria. Thus.

fact that the figure ofthe Tzaddiq was understood in Hasidism, as earlier, as

functioning entirely within the framework of Rabbinic tradition-+he fact that Hasidic

Tzaddiqim behaved like Rabbis in interpreting Torah by means of traditional

commentaries--was a formal limitation which effectively allowed for tremendous

freedom of expression. Like the very designation of the Tzaddiq as "the Foundation of
the world", this was a legacy of Kabbalah. In the words of Arthur Green,
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medieval kabbalists had already calle^d^ for complete freedom of interpretation
so long as no matter of law is tô be affected. This claim is found ecnã"ã in-so lo¡_rg as no matrer of law is tô be affected. rhis claim is iou"¿ èðnã.J-i,i-"
Hasidism, _[most] explicitly so in the literature of [Rebbe Nahmani or niatstau.nasìolsm, lmosrl expucluy so rn the ttterature of [Rebbe Nahman] of Bratslav
we see ln Hasidism a sort of compromise: homiletical license has-indeed been
given to the rebbe, while legal authoritv has remained in tho ¡rna" ¡f the rn'given to the rebbe, while legal ty has remained in the hands of the rav. . .

yd'",:",lil':,t il,t¡g3_l ¡ratters 
providin! a safe contèit r"iü"ãiògi."riàäiJáiir.

anc splrtruat boldness. ':

Inasmuch as both were interpreters of Jewish tradition, there was room for some

overlap between the function of the Hasidic Tzaddiq, his role as Rebbe, and that ofthe

Rabbi or Rav. Although it is tempting, from a modern perspective, to draw a clear

distinction between the religious function of the Rabbi and the spiritual function of the

Tzaddiq,as the leader of a community both functions are likely to have been combined,

to some degree, in the Hasidic conception ofthe Rebbe. Gershom Scholem cires two

Hasidic inte¡pretations which shed light on this point:

!ighly.illuminating in this regard are two popular definitions of the Hasidic
t saddtk--ot' as he was known in the yiddish vernacular, the rebbe, in contrast
with the purely rabbinic s-cholar, the rov. The differèncé in ,p.ìrin! ór-trr. ì*å
Hebrew words consists of an additional yod, or "point," in thè worí rebbe.
The rebbe, says on€ definition, is a rov . . . who lìas uttui*Jinäit iJa* point
where he touches the Divine, The second definition interprets the numerìcai
value of the Hebrew letteryod, ten, as alluding to the ten inen that constitutã
a minyan, a religious community .. . . . Thus, iays the second ¿ennition, a ;e¿¿e
ts a yv,.,.. wlth.¿ livlng community . . . of people who have been awakened and
roucneo Dy tne dlvlne splnt.ru

19¿¡1¡¡¡ Green, "Typologies ofLeadership", l5l. Thus, while the ,,radicalism
and boldness" of Hasidíc tnirgtttir4..iilr-;--,.-Í l"ppårt tr,. i"gàï.;;;;r;;ti;;i;f '
halakhah, it was intemally su¡iported by rhe much moreìadical i"ñå"uiiã"io¡.Ëåi*.r
Kabbalah.

, . 20Gersho9.S"þl".p, in his chapter ',Tsactdilc. The Righteous One,, , ín On rhe
!!): ti? 

1 
l S l:a.l e .of t h e Go d h e a!_ (New .york: Schocken, t 99 t )i 1 3 3. S"Àõl åo.'' pio"á.i,

to pornt out that atthough, the-Hasidic ideal of the Tzaddiq ,'advocated by the Rabbi of
Polnnoye.and the Maggid _of Mezhierech was that one be ãt once both a'rov anda rebbe
ii .-111s rgeal was only realized sporadicalry_ in the course of rhe Hasidic movement", so
that "the_two types remained separate, and the Tsaddikir¡ became a soecial tvoe of
essenria-l.ly lpriru¿listic and chaiismatic. figures." we should beai in i"ì"J, r,äi.*r,
that while Hasidic Rebbeim wbre nor arwãys regarded uuubbini. .uinoriíiå, in -áii.r,o-f Jewish.law, their role as interpreters_of íhe Tãrah-Jike tttut ãr-uny g.".i;i;;;î"
Kabbalistic Masters before them--involved them direcrly in the iab¡iric-ã,jãirp.ii*î¡
Torah interpretation.
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Thus the Rebbe is considered ro be more deeply connected to God than a Rabbi

needs to be, and more deeply connected to his community than a Rabbi needs to bel

The idea of the Hasidic Master was built upon the models of charismatic leadership

provided by both the Bible and the Talmud, and upon a spiritual idea ínherited from

Talmudic and Kabbalistic sources describing the Tzaddiq as ',the foundation ofthe

world"' and yet it incorporated, as well, a spiritualized notion of the role ofthe Rabbi.

Thus it might be said that the figure of the Tzaddiq was incorporated within the Rebbe,

or else that the Rebbe was a Tzaddiq serving in the capacity of a spiritual leader ofa
community.

Tzaddiq and Preacher

Gershom Scholem points out one other model of the Hasidic idea of the Tzaddiq

which deserves consideration, although this one is not explicirly acknowledged in early

Hasidic literature: the model of the nokhiah ("warner,,) or maggid (popular ',preacher,,).

The very fact that the man most responsible for establishing the foundations of

Hasidism is known as the Maggid of Mezerich, despite his having impressive rabbinical

credentials, is a strong indication of the importance of this model. According to

Scholem,

this element entered Hasidism, not so much from the theory of earlier Kabbarah,
as from the practical life of polish Jewry during the ieventáenth an¿ eiehtìintï-'
centuries. The nokhia4was a person who toolãupon ni-sãiitüe iui[;iä,hi""
others rhe parh to be foTlowed iir order to tulfill th;.thi;;îiå;i. .'. l^rî" "?.î'*presumption involved in rhe act of preaching in public must hive'kindlåJ' 

-''
res.entments; in o¡der to overcome ähis, they-neeãed minimally to .Á¡oãv tn.i,
radical demands in their own persons. 

'Eveí 
so, u t""tibl";;í"so,iirÃ ÃË.îTiì1"

existed between the talmudic icholars.and tt esé treácieis oi.;ñi;;;;. l:;il;ï
is well documenred even prior to the time of t¡rà Þãaishem To.i. Tñ; ----

n-tok-hiþin auacked the scñolars, in whom intettect tra¿ìiiflãa ãil ,.ìi!ìä".
feeling.zt

2llbid., tz2-3.
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Against the background of such a tension between the office of Rabbi and

Preaoher, we can understand the desire of the founders of Hasidism to establish a

leadership model which would be distinguishable flom the conventional model ofthe

Rabbi, without condemning Rabbinic Judaism and without separating from it, and

without denying the possibility rhat such spiritual leaders might serve as Rabbis as well.

In contrast with members of his circle like the Maggid of Mezerich and R. ya'aqov

Yosef, neither the Ba'al Shem Tov (who, ironically, was called "Rabbi,, Israel) nor

many ofhis disciples' disciples, had strong rabbinic credentials. "In this context,',

scholem points out, "we must not forget that the majority ofearly Hadidic leaders,

particularly the most important ones, held the position of nokhiah rather than that of

rabbi in their communities." Thus he reasons that "in Hasidism,the nokhiah and the

Kabbalistic Tsaddik were merged into one figure.,,22

Scholem's proposition that these two figure were ,,merged" is supported by

placing certain examples of early Hasidic rwitings and the Mokhiah literature that

preceded it, side-by-side. scholem points out that these Mokhiþim "needed to embody

their radical demands in their own persons" because of the vulnerability of their

position as itinerant preachers, supported neither by established institutions nor

(necessarily) by scholarship. This, in rum, points to a vital relationship berween the

inner life of the preachpr and of the persons addressed. Thus I find the words ofan

early seventeenth century Mokhia[ whom scholem quotes, Abraham ben Eli'ezer of

Shebreshin, anticipate the Hasidic literature of the Tzaddiq:

There are books on medicine filled [wìth information on medicines] like the
-sto''ny_sea, yetone who is not expert in them and their terminolosv throush what
he has leamed ÍÌom others could not use them to heal his severe il-liress . .l for
their benefit is in what he has leamed through the actions of nis teacträ, ioi--
action is.the greatest example. . . . So_it is i-n the ways of r"pentunóã: ãþ"rion
will not be so aroused from a book as he will be aroúsed unä a*ilrn.áiy ãnå

22ta¡d., tn-q.
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who.preaches with weeping and a loud and bitter voice, reminding him of
incidents and occurrencès that break a man,s heart.23

I am proposing that this simple principle ofpreaching from the heart on the

basis of one's own experience, and thereby allowing others to identify with what one

says' is likely to have contributed to the Hasidic idea that the Tzaddiq contains others

within himsell Thus the informal tradition of the heart-felt preacher would have

combined with the Kabbalistic idea that the entire universe represented by the Sefirot

exists primarily within the individual, and would have lent substance to it.24

R. Ya'aqov Yosef of Polnoy echoes this Mokhiah idea when, speaking in the

name ofthe Ba'al Shem Tov, he sets forth the doctrine that the Tzaddiq includes the

entire conìmunity of Israel within himself. It is because of the correspondence between

that which exists inside and outside the individual, that the Tzaddiq may benefit others

by his own inner work:

The entire world constitutes a unity, a complete shucture (konah shlenah\
(i.e., reflecting the totality of the Sefiroth)-lthis one is theiead. ttl, ãn"'ií" "r.that one the leg. Ii therefore, a man commits a sin, somethine of that sin is '
mirrored even in the whole ones of israel (i.e., the Riehteousi. lf fthe Tsaddikt
eradicates and erases the stain that he finds in rrimselfãnd oo"'t p.nàn..-uåiðiã-'
God, because of this that sinner wifl also repent. . . . And ttris ri wrrai ìs-miãnt
Þy "peace be upon Israel" (ps. l28:6)--wheñ the faithtul in irrãÀi,;ú;i,;;à;i-
the generation, are whole, rhen rhe masses of the people u.. uiro i,uãúiá]l- 

-^

23tbia.,m.

24See the discussion of "Hebrew Equivalents,, in Chapter Two.

. . .25Çer¡trom Scholem, Mysticat Shape,l27-g. Scholem concludes rhar,,this
Þaslc rdea ls the ke,y to understanding the subsequent hypertrophy of the doctrine,
whrch scholars of Hasidism have rightly dubbed 'tsaddii<ism. fr' Í{e proceeds to àìr.u*
the Tzaddiq's "exrraordinary powerã asãn 

"nuoy 
of th" spiriroat *orià anããl;;;;i"

nankrld"' and to pursue the issue ofthe eventual institutjonalization ofthe Tzaddio
ldeal. 

. 
I can on^ly surmise that the negative bias which enters Scholem,s analysis of ihe

Hasldrc lde¿ oJ the Tzaddiq, may either be a cause or a product ofhis failuré to
recognize the "basic idea" staring him.in the face: that ii is rhe archetypal naruie ofthe
Tzaddiq, by whichhe contains tñe entire community witnin himséif,'r,ïlìi.tr ir;'inätËu
to understanding]' rhe enormous power of the Tzaddiq idea, and the iemai[aîle 

'fruiìi
Þore ln the flasrdlc movement.
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This text jumps from the idea that the Sefirotic "structure,, is contained within

the human archetype, to the idea that those who have realized this archetype contain the

community of israel within themselves. Thus it is stated that the "whole ones of

Israel" serve not only to reflect the Divine, but also to reflect the human community.

Scholem acknowledges that "the Baal shem Tov focuses directly upon the Tsacldik,s

activities on behalf of his generation", conceiving of such a figure not in relation to God

alone, but as integrally related to the entire community. Scholem continues, "The

figure of the Tsaddik who remains hidden does nor much interest him, even though his

followers speak a great deal about the special class of the'hidden r:ighteous'who

operate anonymously, in solitude or unrecognized by society."26

The Hasidic Usage of "Tzaddiq',

And yet, although he credits the Ba'al shem Tov with introducing the Hasidic

ideal of the spiritual Master who has an inner connection both with God and with the

members of his community, scholem doubted whether it was the Besht himself who

identified such a figure with the name "Tzaddiq", According to Scholem, "the Baal

Shem Tov himself was not referred to by his followers as a Tzaclclik. In his own

statements--so far as those are recognized as authentic--he used various terms to

represent the ideal representatives of his doctrine."27 while the term ,,whole ones of

Israel" employed by R. Ya'aqov Yosef in the quotation above is likely to be authentic.

Scholem proposes that the use of the term "Tzaddiq" in teachings attributed to

the Besht \ryas most often substituted for another term, This then would typify the

26n¡d., tzl.
2TGershom Scholem, Mystical Shape, l2l.



teachings of R. Moshe Hayyim Ephrayim of sudylqov, the grandson of the Ba,al Shem

Tov, whose teachings were recorded later than those of the Toldot:

ln tho,se passages yhere.his grandson, rendering the Baal Shem's words,
uses_the word' tsaddík, older formulations of thã same or similar utteranôes
employ such phrases as "a fit person" (adam kasher\, "a wise man" (haiiàn¡.
"a true scholar" (talnid-hakham anútij, or even "thé perfect 

^ui,' fi,ã_iàãiii"
ha-shalenr) or "the head of the generation,, rosh ha_dòr\. Tsaddikìs onlv one of
these terms_, and by no means tñe most Íìequent or obvíous. . . . ittìii.i"ì"ã--'
logrcal^un-clanty disappeared 91ly ryhe_n the Baal Shem's disciple, Rabbi Dov
Baer of Mezhirech, and especially the ratter's discipres, estabrishéd the riaàd¡tc
as a necessary instirution of Hasidic life.28

If, indeed, it was the Maggid who established the use of the term "Tzaddiq" as

the definitive ideal of the Hasidic movement, this adds support to the view that it was

he who was the architect as well as builder of the Hasidic movement.

The Leader Contains the people

The Hasidic idea that the Tzaddiq is a shvil serves to clarify an earlier

Kabbalistic conception of what I would call a "vertical" connection between the

Tzaddiq and God. Another Kabbalistic idea which is clarified in Hasidic texrs, is rhat

there is a "horizontal" connection between the Tzaddiq and other people. The idea thar

the Tzaddiq contains others within himself is related in the Besht's teaching about the

"whole ones" of Israel, as well as in the chernobyler's description of the flesh-ar,d-

blood rzaddiq "binding" all creatures to the Divine. But the holographic idea that

individuals contain the archetype of the Tzaddiq within themselves is expressed more

explicitly in classical Hasidic teachings, typically in rerms of the idea rhat Moses

contains all of israel within himself.

28Ibi¿.
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The Kabbalistic school ofR. yitzhaq Luria, which originated in the sixteenth

century, provided rhe conceptual framework for a Hasidic understanding of this

holographic paradígm. Green provides the following summary of the relevant

teachings:

Kabbalists saw the soul ofAdam as containing within it all those souls
that were born in all future generations. . . . À less well_known but
perhaps equaìly significant part of the Kabbaristic myth is ihe noiion tt at
the soul of Moses contained within it the souls of a 

-lsrael. 
Each Jewiih sour.

accordìng ¡6 T!ria, is related to one of the six hundred tnousanã mvsiiä rãi]..
of the'I'orah. Each Israelite has a particular soul-root which is also manifest 

-

in.a letter of Scripture. The soul oï Moses, however, contains a// of these, 
-

It rs called the neshannh kelalit, the general orall inclusive soul. Itis
beoause Moses'soul contains both thã entire Torah and thoe.ntiie pååpr" trrut
he becomes the instrument of revelation.2e

While I agree with his analysis, Green sees these ideas as pointing to

conclusions quite different fiom my own. He emphasizes that

Kabbalah comes much croser to.c_ontaining a notion of original sin than most
writers on Judaism have been willing to aícribe. . . . :fne õt¿ ra¡¡i"l;;;.*,
lal already seen Sinai as the event rihich redeemed Israel ffom the curse ài--
Eden. If all souls were tainted by the sin of Adam, the Kabbalists nów ilalm. arr
the souls of Israel are redeemed 6y their presence í" thr;;i;i M;;;;;Ë" -"
ascends the mountain. ... . _primaiily, ofòourse, the way to achieve this'access is
through Moses'Torah; in this sense-I(abbarah rámains faittriulrvlatuini..-?Ër.";,
would be precisely rhar chrisrian faith garbed in the symùoli ãi J.*irh';;"ì.-ri.r"
wnlch some Kenatssance humanists indeed hoped it would be!)30

As Green points out, Moses, soul is understood in Lurianic Kabbalah as

containing in itself both the Torah and the people Israel. Green focuses on the problem

of sín and redemption, which does appear in Hasidic lore, but which I fìnd is often

absorbed in Hasidic teachings within the larger issue of the function ofthe Tzaddiq.

while the Hasidic sources do not, of course, deny the importance of the Tor.ah and the

commandments, by conceiving of them as aspects of Moses they assume a secondary

importance--in theory, though not in practice. Inasmuch as the Commandments

29creen, "Axís Mundi,,,336. The italics are his.

3omi¿., ¡¡o-2.
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themselves may be subsumed within the character of Moses (much as Jesus claims to

"fulfill" and not "destroy" the law), it is not the role of the Commandments, alone,

which distinguishes Jewish from christian faith. The Jewish idea of Moses as the

Tzaddiq, as it is expressed in the Hasidic sources, is in itselfquite different from the

christian idea in which Jesus is identified personally and uniquely with the christ. The

question, once again, is what is the nature of the idea of the Tzaddiq?

"Moses" Accordíng to the Degel

what distinguishes the idea of the Tzaddiq expressed in Hasidic lore is that it is

not tied to an historical conception of Moses--or Adam, or R. Shim'on bar yohai, or R.

Israel Ba'al Shem Tov, any parricular individual. yet the example of Moses provides

Hasidic lore with a central image of the archetypal function of the Tzaddiq. one of the

primary sources of Hasidic traditions going back to the Ba'al shem Tov, along with R.

Ya'aqov Yosef, is the Besht's grandson, R. Moshe Hayyim Ephrayim of Sudylqov.

Like "the Toldot", "the Degel" is popularry refened to by the title ofhis book, Degel

Maþaneh Ephrayin. Like "the Toldot", "the Degel" shows care in attributing certain of

his words to the Ba'al Shem Tov. while the authenticity of these teachings may be

more difficult to ascertain, inasmuch as the teachings ofthe Degel confirm the those of
the Toldot, both in stvle and content, they serve to reirrforce our knowledge of the

foundations of Hasidic thought.

This teaching of the Degel, quoting the Besht, speaks of a figure "like Moses"

who (as in the teaching of the Toldot) has not been formally identified with the figure

of the Tzaddiq:

,, Accordìng to the sayìng. of our rabbis, may their memory be a blessing,
"one who leams Torah for its own sake (lishnta') merits maiv thines lor i\,,or.ds".
dvarim) .. . and the secrets of Torah are'revealeã to him, so ít 

^i 
t,Ëir'rna¿"--_- '

like-an over-flowing spring, like a river which does not óease." IMishnah Avot 6l
And thus, in every generation, the "heads" and "eyes" of the generation are
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aspects (bebinot) of Moses, as it says in the Gemmara, "that,s brilliant, Moshe!"
Thus he called one of his companions ,,Moses", 

which is rh.lS;iouh ;fl ó;ài
IKnowledge]. Whoever posselses the aspecr oiDa'at may b.';iËl;'l\iårh;1r,

The reference here to "the 'heads' and 'eyes' of the generation" certainly recalls

the teaching related by the Degel in which "the whole ones of Israel" serve the Jewish

community, "this one [as] the head, this one the eye". The figure who does this is

considered a "Moses" in the sense of a model rorah scholar. such a person, who leams

Torah not for fame or for livelihood but as an act of service to God, becomes a channer

for the divine flow. Thus a link is established between the rabbinical notion of the

study of "Torah for its own sake" and a more mystical idea of communion with the

Divine via participation in Da,at, the Sefirah of divine Knowledge.

Most significantly, this teaching presents "Moses" and "Da,at" specifìca y in

terms of"aspects". Aspects ofwhat? "Da'at", as a Sefìrah, is clearly an aspect ofGod.

The precise meaning of Moses as an aspect is a little more difficult to determine. The

quotatíon from the Talmud decrares that anyone who comes up with a particularry good

interpretation of the Torah deserves to be congratulated and called a "Moshe". This

then is the basis for the idea that people can attain a lever of divine knowledge, defined

as Da'at, which represents the same principle as Moses. But precisely what kind of
"knowledge" is meant here? Is it a matter of scholarly attainment? The Degel proceeds

to clarify this point:

A¡d to understand this matter: "he is made like an over_flowins snrins.,'
is by way.ofl'the.Torah of loving-kindness [åesedl i, ,iù; hi;-t"id;:,ì
(Proverbs) 

. 
That js, that the Torih is entirely loving-kiidess. Thus"one

who binds himself with Torah and recites ',Íorah fõr its own sake';,
". . . is made like an over-flowing spring,', that is, like a,pringîóri, *f,i.f.,living waters are constantly flowinf.rz " '

,**"iiY,:lf,,oil'fl;i,',',3:fïî:""i:üfJi: ?,',;oríffJ,{í#{,1!,,{#:!,,;;l!:f,:,,,
67. The translations from this ,our." ar, .y o-rio.

32lbid.
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For the person who is involved in the deepest levels of the study ofTorah, the

entire affair is transformed into a matter oflove. such activity brings one to the source

of grace. Thus it would seem thar the Rabbinic principle of studying "Torah for its own

sake" is understood, in a Hasidic context, as a kind ofactivity in which the conscious

mind reaches the subconscious mind, in which the intellect isjoined to the heart:

Thus he constantly draws forth loving-kindnesses Ior "continues the flow
of- grace", nta¡nshikh hasadintl, the aspecr of "watei", upon himself and unon
all creatures, each one according to his nature. Althou[h it is not reveãlàããn¿
made visible to the eJe. these graces are neverth€less cõmplete touing-[indnÈsses,
and shall be revealed at the end. And it is called ,,like an únceasing r-iver"
because he is constantly, every moment, and every second, drawin"g forth graces,
the aspect of "water", úpon hiinself and îpon alL óeitures,' without-ceasine- ui uùl
And thus he sweetens all of the consequences [or 'Judgements", dinit,],,o- tf,ut
they are sweetened and transformed inìo compìete ioving-kindíesses. ¡i -- ---'

At first the role of a "Moses" is presented as a matter of spiritual gilo.rs

accompanying the study of the Torah, which affords one access to the sefirah of Da'at.

Now it emerges that more than the mystical experience of an individual is at stake.

words of Torah represent a function whereby wídespread karmic consequences of

human actions are "sweetened". They enable the Sefirah of Hesed (,'Grace" or

"Loving-kindness") to temper the severity of a strict accounting for human actions that

is the function of the Sefirah of Gevurah ("R.igor"), which is also known as Din

("Judgement"). Thus, more than a mysticar exegete, the Moses-like figure is someone

who, through study, is in a position to draw down the continuing flow ofgrace which

sustains the world.

This builds on the Rabbinic idea that ifpeople received the consequences of

their actions, both individually and collectively, it would be too much for them to

endure. Thus, in addition to the haphazard efforts of individuals, and the coordínated

efforts ofthe entire community at the High Holidays in fasting, ropentance and prayer,

33Ibid.
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there are certain "Moseses" who are constantly involved in protecting " c:.eatutes' (baey

'olam,literally "those who come by way ofthe world") from the natural consequences

of their actions. while this is a special function, it is not an exclusive one. Just as

anyone may bring fo'th a profound and original understanding of Torah, it is possible

for anyone to participate in this function as well. Thus it appears to me that this text

does not really mean to say that such action is accomplished only by the study ofTorah.

It is more likely that the reference to the study of Torah is meant to be emblematic of a

kind of esoteric activity which might also be accomplished in other ways, such as

prayer. Read in the broader context of Hasidic tradition, which tends to emphasize

prayer more than sfudy, the point would not be that study is the sole means ofa

"Moshe" securing the flow of grace, but that it is an example of such means of grace.

This teaching has not yet explicitly introduced the idea of a ',Tzaddiq like

Moses" which would later become one of the foundations of Hasidic thought.

Following Scholem's assumption, however, I take the fact that the specific term

"Tzaddiq" is not employed as the generic description ofthat function which earlier, and

later, would be associated with that term, as an indication that this is a teaching which

has come down in the original words of the Ba'al Shem Tov, or nearly.34

The Maggid's Vision of the Archetype of the Tzaddiq

Having considered the teachings ofthe Besht, as welr as earlier Kabbaristic and

Rabbinic precedents, the time has come for a definitive statement of the archetype of

- 34Elsewhere in this teaching, the Degel quotes the Besht as interpretine the
phrase Tor.ah lishna' as meaning "fõr the saËe of the word r"¿ t.iìiiiiiàiii-*f;iiË-
lcknowledging rhat the Holv.Añ interpreted it as ,,for the ràLè oltilré iru"i n'iij, rn"
| )egel-concludes that "most likely.the,marter is one [and the same,'in both cäses]." It is
clear from this remark that the B;'d Shem Tov is nöt the only source t¡e' O"Àãii. u*"r"
of, but it also indicates his tevel of care for not contusing hil'sóil;;i ;;;; ülrì" r"" 

*'
perceived an essential agreement between them,
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the Tzaddiq according to Hasidic teaching. The discourse on the Tzaddiq by the

chemobyler Rebbe which I presented at the beginning of this chapter is not quite such a

definitive statement but might be seen as preparing the way. The most concise and

authoritative statement I know of comes from the Great Maggid of Mezerich.35 The

Maggid begins by developing the early Hasidic notion of the Tzaddiq as "a', Moses,

who includes the entire community of Israel within himself. He then reviews the main

points of the history of this idea, before introducing his own original insight into the

function of the Tzaddiq:

We begin with_the_ Zohar's interpretation of ',One generation passes and
another comes." (Eccles. l:4). Theie is no generation*which doei not have a
Tzaddiq like Moses (Zohar l:25a; Gen. R. 56:7). This means that Moses
included the entire 600,000 of the generation. fhus the rabbis said: a woman in
Egypt gave birth to 600,000 from óne womb (Cant. Rab. l: I 5:3). This is wh"
"One.generation passes and another comes" is said in the singular and not thã
plural:. it _refers-t o the 4ddiq_of the generation , . . as Scriptuie tells us rhat
'laddiq is the foundation ol the woild.,'¡o

Here it seems that the early Kabbalistic idea that a single Tzaddiq, if necessary,

can do thejob alone, has developed into the idea that each generation is provided with

at least one outstanding "Tzaddiq ofthe Generation". The Maggid quotes a discussion

in the Zohar in which the Tzaddiq is conceived of as a comprehensive figur.e who

includes within himself not the universe of space, expressed in terms of the Land of

Israel, but the universe ofperson, expressed as the 600,000 souls ofIsrael.3T Implied

here, as well, is the idea of l,urianic Kabbalah that the souls oflsrael are constantly

. ,35Although I have yet to test this thesis, I suspect that the teachings of the
Maggid th€mselv€s may be seen as_a "whole picture"-or holograph, whicñis reflected
and amplrtied rn its various parts (though not in its entirety), 6y ihe various Hasidic
authors following him.

3 6Arthur Green, "Axis Mundi,',338.

. 
37This then would correspond to the Kabbalistic idea that there are three

essential c¿tegories of ,existence: Space (,olam),Time (shanah) and person 6àfesÐ.See.Adin Steinsaltz, The Thitteen Petaliert Role, trans. yehudâ Hanegbi Nèiíf;k:Basic Books, 1980), 6ff.
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reincamating. Yet the emphasis in his reference to the idea of"the Tzaddiq of the

Generation" is not on a single person who has returned fiom the past, but on a singular

function. Indeed, the term itself involves a bit of a pun: the idea of there being an

outstanding Tzaddiq in a given generation is tied to the idea of the Tzaddiq belonging

to the particular "generation" the Tzaddiq serves and sustains.3S As he continues, it

becomes even clearer that the Maggid is more concemed with the archetypal function

of the Tzaddiq than with a particular personality:

Now it is known that yesod has the power to ascend and draw the divine
abundance forth from above,.becauie it inclL4es all. [yesod: "all".] The same
is tnre^of th.e eari.hly zaddiq: he is the channel who aliows rhe uuun¿änce io riã*
down f'or his entire generation. Thus the rabbis said: "The whole world
is sustained for the sake [såeuil] of Hanina My son." This means thai Hanina
brought the divine flow forth for all of them, iike a pathway ttrrougn *nicn At
can pass; R. Hanina himself became the channel [slievifl for that fl'ow.3e

The Maggid recapitulates the old rradirion of R. Hanina as the model Tzaddiq.

Although he makes an apparent distinction between the Sefirah yesod and "the earthly

Tzaddiq", the point he is making here, as in the earlier sources which the Maggid

obviously knows, is that the earthly Tzaddiq, himself, is the channel for the function of

Yesod, through which the divine shefa reaches the creation. His original contribution is

in the last line:

In the same w.ay Xas he (the aaddiq¡ the ladder of which it is said: ',They go up
and down on it'' (Gen. 28: I 2). Jusi as he has the power to cause the downîarå
Ìlow ot dlvlne bounty, so can his entire generation rise upward through him.4o

_38Green is appropriately cautious about jumping to conclusions about the
Maggid's conception of this figure. "lt.is not cléar whet-her the Maggid believed in a
single zgdlig who was the pillãr of a given q9n€rarion or whether hïac..fiåo iñ. -
no.ti.on that there might be more than one suðh flrgure in the world at a givË:n time.
whlle thls passage seems to point to a singular figure . . . many other p--assages in his
wntrngsandthoseofhisdisciplesseemtopointintheotherdiiectionl'Ibiã.,33g-9.

39Arthur Grcen, "Axis Mundi",3iï.
4olutd.
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Ultimately it is not Moses so much as Jacob, or rather Jacob's ladder, which

provides the Maggid with his ultimate example of the archetypal function of the

Tzaddiq. His original þidush implies thatjust as the angels first ascended and then

descended from Jacob (a theme which is expounded in Midrash), the path ofthe

Tzaddiq leads from earth to heaven. The Tzaddiq not only brings down the divine

flow, but himself provides a "ladder', by which others may climb up to God.

From such a perspective, the Tzaddiq is more than an expert at prayer. He is

more than someone who intercedes on behalf of others, brings redemption from sin,

brings material and spiritual blessings, protects the world as a whole, and gives vitality

and meaning to life. WÏether they know it or not, the Tzaddiq is someone who

contains the members of his spiritual community within himself. And yet even this

does not fully express the function of the Tzaddiq. That the Tzaddiq inspires others

was said long ago about Honi and R. Hanina, and even about Shim'on ha-Tzaddiq.

Here is perhaps an expression of the higher octave of this function. The spiritual

Master is the vehicle in which disciples make their way to God. The obvious

implication of such a teaching is that those who are aware of this function ofthe

Tzaddiq have the opportunity to make use of it.

Earlier I cited the Toldot's presentation of the seminal idea that the Tzaddiq (that

is, each of"the whole ones of Israel") constitutes an archctypal figure which serves not

only as a point of contact with the Divine, but as a reflector of the human community.

The complement of this idea is rhat the Tzaddiq is a mirror which reflects the condition

of others back to them, an agency which allows others to know themselves. This is

expressed by the Maggid of Mezerich in terms of the metaphor of a mirror: ,,the

Tsaddik is called a mirror, for everyone who looks at him sees himself as in a

mirror."4l



How does this self-knowledge which the Tzaddiq reflects to others, relate to his

function ofenabling others to "rise upwards through him" in the knowledge ofGod?

How is it that the Tzaddiq may enable others to gain access to the Divine? Elsewhere,

the Maggid speaks of the Tzaddiq having access to qadmut ha-seikhel, literally "the

precursor of consciousness", that is, a "prior" or "primordial consciousness,,. Scholem

translates this term as "the unconscious", and draws the following conclusion:

I hav^e found no terser, finer, or more exhaustive defìnition of the nature
and function of the Hasidic Tsaddik than an utterance .aae Uy tn" friãglia
in 1770: "The Tsaddikin make of God, if one may phrase it tÉus, tneif-'-
unconscious."a2

while I believe that scholem's use of the term "unconscious" isjustified, care

should be taken with how this term is understood. (Scholem himself makes no special

effort to explain what he means.) It seems to me that it refers to the deep foundations

of the consciousness of the Tzaddiq. Surely it must include a transpersonal realm, an

area of consciousness which is shared among people. This is very much the kind of

realm which Jung named "the collective unconscious", the realm in which dreams have

more than personal significance, in which souls relate to one another as souls, and

universal symbols (what Jung would call "the archetypes") appear. But the Maggid is

stating, as if in answer to Jung, that the unconscious does not end with products of ,,the

collective". The Tzaddiq identifies a channel by which others may connect themselves

to God, because the consciousness of the Tzadrliq is rooted in the Divine,

Indeed, these words of the Maggid point to the idea that within the archetype of
the Tzaddiq is what Philo identified as the archetype of the Mind. That is,

consciousness itself may be realized as a divine attribute which contains in itself the

entire creation, leading up to the point where it is entirely overwhelmed in God.

4lGershom Scholem, Mystical Shape, 134.

42tbid' tzg.
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Clearly, the archetype ofthe Mind is reflected in the consciousness of every human

being. And yet, although it is implicit in the psyche of every human being, the Tzaddiq

is a human who has realized this primordial consciousness in which all of humanity is

included and meets with the Divine. As in R. Nahman's example of the Tzaddiq as the

"Master of the Field" of the soul, it is in the "field" of such a being that others may find

the way to connect themselves to God.

Point of Contact

I would like to pause, at this point, to amplify the Maggid,s vision of the

Tzaddiqby considering a parallel vision. Indeed, the closest parallel I have found to

the archetypal function ofthe Tzaddiq is the Sufi principle of rabita, or point of

contact. rn his Meccan Revelations, the great medieval Muslim saint, Muhyiddin ibn al

'Arabi, accounts for this principle as follows:

It is known that the First Existent Being, ¡þ¡rgh it is One in Entity, in respect to
its Essence also posseses rhe property o.-frelatiãnship with the cosmos that'
becomes manifest from it. . . . Therè must also be án interconnectins factor
(rabit) which is conceived of between- the Essence and the relationstiip, so that the
Essence can accept this relationship.43

The metaphysical principle of a divine archetype which serves as the first point

of contact between the divine Essence and the creation, may also be identified with the

person in whom this function is found. This is expressed in the contemporary Sufi

teachings of Murat Yagan, as follows:

In Islamic Sufi language, rabita simply means "connection". . . . ,'point of
contact", which is the rcot of rabita, mèans the connection with your hisher self.
Higher selves are like members belonging to a Masonic Lodee. îhey aie uerv
tightly connected-with each other. Thèy 6elong to a fratemit-y. They are sruci to
one another with law, understanding and unisoñ. When you ôonnecí yourself to a

a3William C. Chittick (trans. and commentary), The Su/ì path of Knowledge
(Albany: State University of New York Press, l98S), 360.



person who has found his higher self, your higher self will be accessible to vou_
because.vour higher self andthis perión's t'igñer serrbeiänÀìJñËü;ilJ""'
Lodge'rr

By "higher self', what is meant is a "higher" or inner capacity ofthe individual

which is related to the Divine. The "Masonic Lodge,'to which the higher self of
Master and disciple (as well as saintsandMasters ofpast generations) belong, rerates to

the Maggid's notion of primordial consciousness, which Scholem translated as the

"unconscious". This is made clear in an earlier discussion ofthe same subject:

when you^learn how to shift yourself to your_ subconscious mind and you startusing the faculties of your suliconscious mind you tè.on'. more advanced in it.
oecause your srbconscrous mind is infinite. your intellectual mind is finite. ItsLngdom.rs only in.th_e realm of inte ect, of reason, of rational thinkins. ihe 

- --

suDconsclous mlnd's ranguage is myriad and through subconscious votitake vourjo.uT.y to the Infinite. . . . Ãs it dévelops a"¿ it "'mi"ãïãä;";rkí,äiiï 
,""'

whole, you don't.give up your intelle*uät part, uuryôui i"ì;il.;n;;üãñ;*
works under the light of subconscious mind raiher t'han under tl.,e lig'nl 

"i'" 
"

reason.a)

In both teachings, it seems, the person who represents such a "point of contact,,

serves to connect the individual to an area of consciousness in which souls are

connected with each other in their fundamental connection with the Divine. This is an

area one relates to through one's connection to one's higher self, by means ofa
connection with a person who has already developed such a connection. yagan

continues:

So, if you have a ra_bita, there is a higher hand on you. But to establish this
raotra 

^rs. 
not easy, 

. 
your intellectual acceptance of the person is not enoush.your ralrh.ls not.eltough. Only your submission is not-enough. But wheñ vou

lJ3.t.,yth those things, the result of that development, to a cãrtain level. brínss tollre tnrs connectlon: the reality of the connectedness comes up.a6

aaMurat Yagan, "Acceptilg point of contact", page l. unpubrished transcript ofa.talk given in Verñon, 8.c., ôn Jãnuarv 10, 1987. (eï;?L Ë"""ãitiåî'õäri;:lüT'"'
Vemon, B.C.

asMurat Yaean. "point of contact", 5. unpublished transcript ofa talk given invancouver, 8.c., iñ May, le84- K;-bz;h Ë;;"ã;i'ir;¿;ìË.rron, vernon, B.c.
a6Yagan, "Accepting a point", l.
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Hasidic teachings generally elaborate the nature of the Tzaddiq phenomenon,

but say very little about how to relate to such a figure. while Islamic sufi teachings do

tend to emphasize submission to one's Sheikh, or spiritual Master, neither tradition has

much in the way of instructions as to how to make such a relationship work. Here is an

indication ofwhy this may be the case: the totality of the relationship by which

someone outside leads one to make contact with the Divine within oneself, cannot be

reached by a single thought, feeling or action. Relating to such a figur.e is a process

which does not lend itself to systematization. As in the Maggid,s example of Jacob's

ladder, however, the instrumentality of the point of contact is clearly emphasized:

The P'oint of Contact by which you reach anythins is the ooint bv which vou
get: hold of this.thing..Thus,_ when you drink a cup õftea, y'our fi.ít point '--
of contact with the tea is the handle of the cup. Thèn, you clntact the tea with
your lips.aT

How doss such a technical function relate to the function of a particular human

being?

^ Suppose that you are looking for an isolated island somewhere in the pacific
Ocean forthe purpose of prospecting for a certain ore. your first point of
contact with the island will be when you hear of it. The second will be when vou
put your {inger on the map. The thirä wi be a person who can tell you trow tó 

- -
get there. Then, onc€ you have set foot on the iiland, you will n.é¿ ä-fourtf, 

-
rolnt oï uontact ln the tornl of a person on this island who can tell you all about
ir.
You will need a fifth Point of Contact who is knowledgeable about DrosDectins.
and a sixth who is knowledgeable about refining the oË, and u ,.u.ñir,iho ìi''
knowledgeable about Iall of.these things,-including] shifping ánà ;;;k"i,"g ìi"
flnlshed product. I hrough the process of making contact wiìh all of these -
persons, you nìay become.an accomplished busiiessman concerning the whole
operation- -Then, you won't need a pòint of Contact anymore. youîilt be the
thing itself.re

Thus far, all of these Points of contacts make it possible for one to learn what

one needs, to make the connections one needs, in order to do ones own (spiritual) work.

aTYagan, "Point of Contact", 1.

48Ibid.



The possibility even exists ofoutgrowing the need for these

various Points of contact, by leaming to do what they do, oneself. But this in itself

points to a comprehensive function which can best be served by a single person who

already possesses comprehensive knowledge:

But if in the first place you could have met the person who later in the process
nappened to þe the seventh one in the line, you could have avoided eoiiìs throush
all of the previous ones. you might have Léen put i" iñâ tr."¿i 

"ìiÈ-" Ërr*"*"from.who you-could have gottenãll ofthe necelsary contacts to Þroceed in vour
own interesr. I would rike to draw auenrion to the fact tÀáii" üii-iiãr""T. íã"i
Points of contact are nor your "guides", They are oniy tnà inrrrum";ì;¡J;å;'
lild f:. establishing youi own luidance. rrive appÇtrrìs ";;i;öì;'th;'r';Ë,ot r n¡rh, tne mgqnrng and function of the point of Contact . . . wã come to see
that.anythln€. which can be instrumental in our search can be a point of Contatt.
but lt wourd be f'ortunate if we could meet a point of contact who is at tt 

" 
t ig¡årt

possible station of attainment, in the first place.ae

Just as there are distinctions to be made between various points of contacts,

there are distinctions to be made between various Tzaddiqim. All of these stand,

however, in contrast to the comprehensive figure of a singular "Tzaddiq of the

Generation", who comprises the comprehensive function of a Tzaddiq, of point of
contact, within himself or herself. whether or not there is, in fact, more than one

individual who serves in this capacity in a given generation. Thus it is the Tzaddiq, or

Point of contact, whose knowledge is most comprete, who most completely embodies

the archetype of the spiritual Master. what both teachings seem to imply is that such a

Master provides the disciple with alr that one needs not only to connect with God, but

ultimately to become another Master who may perform this function for others.

4elbid, 1-2.
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R. Elimelekh's Conception of the Tzaddiq

It is not surprising, given the shength ofthe teachings of the Maggíd of

Mezerich, that they provided a foundation for the spread of the Hasidic movement. The

popularization and spread of Hasidism, however, contained the seeds of its own decline.

It was one of the Maggid's disciples, R. Elimelekh of Lezhensk, who wrote an

enormously popular book, the No'am Elirnelekh, which more than any other established

the idea ofthe Tzaddiq in the popular imagination of the Jervs of Eastern Europe.

R. Elimelekh was not an original thinker of the order of the Maggid of Mezerich or the

Ba'al Shem Tov. His primary concern was conveying the greatness of the Tzaddiq, and

he only indirectly offered a glimpse of the inner workings of such a figure, His work is

loosely constructed and resembles, stylistically, the rambling discourses by which both

the Toldot and the Degel related the commentaries of the Ba'al Shem Tov. And yet,

although the No'a¡n Elimelekh lacks the intensity and authority which characterizes the

teachings of the Maggid, or R. Nahman, there is a sense of an archetypal dimension of

the Tzaddiq which continues to inform his work. Thus, while the popularity of the

No'am Elimelekh may be attributed to its accessible style, and perhaps to the fact that

the time had simply come fo¡ an easily readable book about the idea of the Tzaddiq, I

believe that it is this archetypal sense ofthe figure of the Tzaddiq--veiled as it is--which

attracted readers to this work.

The following quotarion shows how ideas of the spiritual Master, going back to

the Besht, are summarized and related to the figure of the Tzaddiq:

It appears.to.me as.follows: the Tzaddiq, by way of his engagement in "Torah for
its own sake", and his offering his hearrto ihe place [of thè õivine1,
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blessed be--through thishe li-fts up and raises the dinim to their roots, and
sweetens them there, and fulfills the action ofcompassion and loving-kindness.so

For all of R. Elimelekh's obvious enthusiasm, caution is expressed in his

characterization of the heart of the Tzaddiq being offered "to" the Divine, rather than

serving "as" that Place. A little further on in this teaching, an interesting development

appears. R. Elimelekh gives a detailed description ofwhat is involved in Tzaddiqim

lifting up and sweetening the dinì¡n, and addresses himself to the question of the

relationship between earlier generations ofrzaddiqim and those who later follow:

Every single.day ofthe Tzaddiqim . . . they go up above, until they reach
the Creator, blessed be, and repãir fnitaqnlínt] thè channóls of the ínfluences
fhatzinorot hahashpa'otl. Anä afterwards, wLen another Tzaddio riiei unllL.
them, he too repairs the channels, and draws down the lpositivel innuenc'er. 

-

more than the original Tzaddiqim. Thar is, that which iñe orieiñar rzaddioím
re^paired and activated continues forever, and every Tzaddiq riho comes
afterwards.adds riqqun to the tiqqun of the first ones. A¡d ihis is ;'th;i;estate".
that is, their inheritance which lhey give as an etemal inheritance ¡or, 

itut ich '
they give the world to inherit", nõriihim I'olanfi: it shall be forevèr.ír ---

This passage describes the Tzaddiq phenomenon as a developing phenomenon.

The contemporary Tzaddiq is not only a means of recapitulating the past greatness ofa

Moses, a flanina, or a Ba'al Shem Tov. However far back one may consider the

"original Tzaddiqim" to go, it is understood that Tzaddiqim, today, contribure

something new to the channeling function which the great one ofthe past established.

There is a sense ofa transmission which, rather than losing power, gains in power as it

is relayed.

R. Elimelekh's interpretation refers to the quotation fiom Isaiah 60:21, ,'your

people are all Tzaddiqim, and shatl eternally inherit the eaÍh . . . ." As in the reference

to this quotation in the zohat,52 a pun is employed by which rather than "etemally",

50Elimelekh of Lizhensk, No'ant Elitnelekh (Cracow: JosefFischer, 1g96,
facsimile edition p.ublished in Israel by Books Export Enterpriserl ,r*-ãrr,il;.'Ï,e
translations from this work are my own.

51mi¿.



"l'olanl'is taken as meaning "for the world". And yer although R. Elimelekh is likely

to have been familiar with this passage in which the zohr introduces its theory of the

Tzaddiq' he does not focus on the idea ofall Israel being (in some sense) Tzaddiqim.

The subject which interests him here is tiqqun, which is usually translated as "repair" or

"restoration", but which has a range of meaning which is difficult to render in the

English language.

From the way in which R. Elimerekh emproys the term, the "repairs" effected by

succeèding generations ofrzaddiqim are more than problems that have been solved, or

damage that has been undone. He employs a notion in which riqqunin are invested

with a positive existence, which continues and accumulates Íìom one generatíon to the

next. These tíqqunin, which subsequent generations ofTzaddiqim add to the

contributions of former generations, seem to represent additional channels bringing

down positivè influences from the Divine, or perhaps, the conversion of channels which

had brought down evil into channels manifesting good. Thus the focus on the function

of a "channel" has shifted away flom a focus on the figure ofthe Tzaddiq, to the

function of the tiqqunim which they effect.

How then might R. Elimerekh's depa.rture from the traditional emphasis on the

Tzaddiq being the channel, be accounted for? Bearing in mind that R. Elimelekh

(along with his brother, Reb Zusya) is particularly well known in Hasidic lore for his

cevotion and faithfulness as a disciple before he became a Master himserf,53 I find t

unlikely that he would have deliberately ignored or objected to the teachings of his

Master, the Maggid of Mezerich. It is possible, however, that he had the sense of
participating in a situation in which the quantity ofrzaddiqim was increasing even as

, - ,. 52volume I, folio 59b. See rhe section on fh" HobgÇhf, moddiq in fh,
Medieval Archetype of the Tzaddiq, in Chaprer Three of this thesis.

53See Buber, Early Masteß, as well as Langer, Nine Gàtes.



the quality was decreasing--a situation which he himself encouraged, by popularizing

the institution of the Tzaddiq in his writings. Thus out of humility or perhapó out of

prudence, he did not want to identify fully himself and his peers with the archetype of

the Tzaddiq. Thus he emphasized the function or the tíqqun of the Tzaddiq, rather rhan

the function of the Tzaddiq, per se. By detaching himself and his peers from such a

channel, he was able to visualize it as something that they might contribute to, rather

than as something they embodied imperfectly.

By doing so, R. Elimelekh made the institution of the Tzaddiq acceptable to a

wider, more uninitiated audience. unlike the original disciples of the Ba'al Shem Tov,

much of his audience would have been unfamiliar with the subtleties of Kabbalistic

thought. Although by attaching themselves to Hasidism they were taking a standing

against the secular "Enlightenment", they were more likely than previous generations to

have been influenced by a rationalist outlook. The thought that an aspect of God is

actually manifest in Tzaddiqim, and ultimately in oneself, rather than attracting such

people, would have been likely to alienate them. Thus it seems that whether or not this

was done deliberately, beginning with R. Elimelekh Hasidic teaching was dilured, so as

to make it more palatable for public consumption.

And yet the idea that the "channel,, created by Tzaddiqim has a real existence

which is not diminished in modern times, is nevertheless preserved in this teaching.

The notion ofan objective function of the Tzaddiq has not been denied, but has been

removed from its place within the Mastel and disciple. It is ironic, but indicative the

process of reification, that later generations of Hasidism (who were probably unfamiliar

with other Hasidic sources) are likely to have considered this book "so profound that

few can ever hope to understand i1."54

. . . 54Jacobs, "Doctrine of the Zaddik", last page. (page numbers are not included
in this pamphlet).
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The "Reincarnation" of the Tzaddiq

The simplification of the idea of the Tzaddiq presented in the No'am Elimelekh

by no means diminishes the importance of this idea; if anything it inflates it. And yet it

conveys this idea with a good deal more subtlety and refinement than modern scholars

have noticed. Thus, in his published lecture, "The Doctrine of the Zaddik in the

Thought of Elimelech ofLizensk", Louis Jacobs focuses on how the Hasidic idea of

¡eincamation is employed in these teachings so as to emphasize the specialness ofthe

individual Tzaddiq:

The occrilt 3_spect of Zaddikism has sometimes been overlooked by biased
admirers of Hasidic spirituality ignorant of this side of Hasidism or refusing
to admit that there is any such thing.55 It has not been sufficiently noted, "
for example, that the doltrine of th; Zaddik,s role is bound up *iit, tt 

" 
ULti"i

in gi!ry\, the transmìgration of souls. There are three ways, iay Elimelech,
in which a man can become a Zaddik: his ancestors may have been Zaddikim
and he ínherits his charismatic gifts from them; he mayhave been named after
a famous Zaddik; or he may have been a Zaddik in a previous existence.
Although it is possible for one lacking any ofthese qúalifications to become
a Zaddìk,.through his own efforts jn suUaling his injtincts and rising to God,
this is both extremely difficult and very rare.56

Within the ìr'o'øm Elinelekh, a number of ways are mentioned by which a

person might qualify as a Tzaddiq. Going back to the texr which Jacobs cites as his

reference, the qualifications for being a Tzaddiq are presented as follows:

There.are threeJevels 
^[of 

spiritual attainment] which cause a person to be a
Tzaddiq. The first is fro.m the side ,of gllgttl (r'recycling", or 'ìreinc;rrnation',),
in which one was a Tzaddiq in the firslgtþ1, anj becãuse of this it is easy fór
one to be a Tzaddiq now, as well. Secoñd, because ofthe merit of one's aácestors
who were Tzaddiqim, that because of their merit it is distributed among them,
in honor of the distinguished household, that there continue to be Tzadãiqim 

'

among them. Third, because the Etemal, blessed be, ruled at the creation'of
the world that there shall be names such as ,,Reuveni', and names such as
"Shim'on", and now, when a certain person has himself a gilgul in the wor.ld

55This might be meant particularly as a criticism of Martin Buber.

. ^ ^^ 
56Jq9obg, "Doctrine of the Zaddik". For this a subsequent quotations, see notes

19,20 and,21. (l am referring to note numbers, in lieu of pale numbqrs.)
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and is named by the name of a certain Tzaddiq who already was in the world.
It causes that.person to also be a Tzaddiq,_ be_cause he has awakened the light
of the Tzaddiq who is in the world on hiÈh.57

I have avoided using the word ,'reincamation" in my translation, because it

seems to me that R. Elimelekh may be speaking of gilgutin a broader sense, of one,s

entering the cycle of life with a certain affinity ofthe soul. This then would be not so

far removed Íìom the second "level", which speaks of a momentum for sainthood a

given family maintains. Thus the emphasis seems to me to be not on "who" one is, as a

single entity continuing from one lifetime to the next, as much as on ,,what,, 
a person

may have inherited from one's family, from a certain Tzaddiq, or even from "oneself,.

In a similar vein, being named for a particular Tzaddiq is not an automatic means of

becoming one; the significance ofreceiving the name of a Tzaddiq is that it signals a

predisposition for being "awakened in the light ofthe Tzaddiq" represented by that

name.

My interpretation is substantiated as the text proceeds to specify that the first

kind ofTzaddiq is not distinguished by knowledge gained directly from "past lives,,,

but by knowledge which has been made available in the realm between lifetimes:

The differentiation between a Tzaddiq who is of the qualitv of "the orisinal
gilgul" and the Tzaddiq who is of the quality of "the .e,itbf on"È an"Es'tors,,
rs such, thar the Tzaddiq of the quality of "the original glþl', benefits from
advice obtained because tre was ãlreaäy in the woild on"hi"gh, un¿ t .ui¿
ev€r'ything-what in the future would be in rhe world. AncItúat is whv he has
this power to give advice. But the Tzaddiq because of "the merit of the fathers"
is not like this. And this is rvhat David the Kins said. upon him be oeace:
'þace me with Your advice, and you shall havé me foliow honor",'whi.h -r.n,that he would pray for himself, that he would be a Tzaddiq, or [at lêast] on 

.'

this level, 
^that 

people who benefit from his advice, or at thË uery t.uii,' 
-

because of the honor of his ancestors.58

This discourse opens with what would seem to be a concern with the

classification of rzaddiqim, and then develops into a consideration ofthe qualities

57 No'am Elimetekh, "Bamidbar,', 69.

58r¡id,



which characterize Tzaddiqim. Some Tzaddiqim have knowledge based on experience

previous to this life and some are granted knowledge because of their family line, and

thus two kinds of knowledge have been distinguished. yet no less a figure than King

David is related, only approximately, to one or another of these qualities. From this

example of the application of his theory it appears that R. Elimelekh did not divide up

the world nearly as neatly as Jacobs would have us believê. what had appeared at first

as an "either/or" kind of designation tums out to be a much more general kind of

description.

As for Jacobs's conclusion that it is "extremely difficurt" for someone lacking

any ofthese three kinds of qualifications to become a Tzaddiq, he substantiates thís

with a second source, whioh on close examination appears to be making another, nearly

opposite, point:

There are two varieties of rzaddiqìm: there are Tzaddiqim who were sanctified
by theirfathers who wereholy and ¡God-lfearing and cðmplete . . .";"d;h;;;--
are Tzaddiqim who are called "Nazãrites',-becaule of their ieparation nom 

-

themselves . . . and these Tzaddiqim will not be able to fall q'"i.Ltv nå- -
their holy level, because they havè nothing on which they uö tiuníne. ;¿ th"u
are surrendered in their [way ofdivine] knowledge, and íegard tne.iätuei *iír,
open €yes, constantly.and without ceasi¡g. But tÉe "holy fzaddiqim" who were
s¿nctrtred by therr fathers, though they be full of rorah and lthe fulfillment ofl
commandments, because "the merit of the ancestors" is theii suþÞort. thev can'
sometimes_come,-because of this regard ancr greatness, to ttter"iåi" i¿i q,ii"lLv
from their level.5e

Here we have an argument not favo.ing but rather opposing the institution of

Hasidic lineages transmitted from father to son, which were already beginning to

characterize the world of Hasidism. At the very least, this is a warning about the

tendency of such developments to foster complacency and comrption. Clearly, R.

Elimelekh viewed the whole business of inherited rzaddiqhood as unreliable, and

. . .59.1¡o'qm Elinelekh, "Emor", 63a-b. I have checked this reference carefullv.
and lt rs thls discussion at the "beginning" of "Emor." which is what Jacobs specifiéi in
note 21 of his essay.



certainly less desirable than attainment through one's own pious efforts! yet Jacobs

draws the conclusion that "the semi-magical aid of either parental endowment or the

force of a special name ol the mysterious rebirth ofthe holy man are generally

necessary" to make one a Tzaddiq. He cites as an additional source for this conclusion,

a text which is a little less damaging to his claims:

Thus the person must be serving the creator, blessed be, on the followine levels:
the one, that he must proceed constantly with attachment lto the Divine.1eveuutl
and also must constantly be anxious abôut his service; alsò, he must acúieve ' '
mastery in his service, to eliminate all of the dinim; and if úe does not make
nothing of all these,_then he_will need to enter into gilgrri for this . . . as one
comes to lec.ycling [giigull tec,ause of these, to resórã them llitaqnanl, and not
because of sin, heaven forbid.60

There is an emphasis here on humbleness, on the need for Tzaddiqim, or

potential rzaddiqim, to be constant in their spiritual efforts, which is not conveyed in

Jacobs's interpretation. The text mentions gilgut inrelation to the Tzaddiq,s fulfilling

his vocation, yet there is a subtlety here, as well, which Jacobs has overlooked. Gilgzl,

in this context, is less a cause than a consequence of the Tzaddiq phenomenon. Rather

than a "mysterious" reason for becoming a Tzaddiq, gilgrt is the result of a high but

incomplete level of spiritual attainment, in which the consequences ofpast actions have

not entirely been eliminated, so that they provide the momentum for completíng the

task in a future life.

Therefore I have once again avoided translated the terrn gilgul as "rebirth" or:

"reincamation", because these te'-s carry assocíations which may not necessarily be

applicable. The question of the precise meaning of gílgut in Hasidic tradition deserves

detailed study, beyond what is possible here.61

60No'ort Elinteletçh, "Ki Tisa", 52b.

_ _, 6lGershom Scholem devoted a chapter in On the Mystícal Shape ofthe
Godhead to "Gilgu.l: The_Transmigration oi souls" (rg7-25q, in whióh hã discusses the
meanrng ot gtrgur ln the Jewish mystical tradition. Although he discusses Hasidic
applications of this idea, scholem focuses more on Hasidic*conðeptions of the soul than
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The "Reíncarnation" of "Moses"

Jacobs refers to a specific application in the No,am Eti¡netekh of thd idea of

gilgul to the case of Moses. This is an interesting example, in which he interprets gligul

in terms of the deliberate plojection of unfinished work into the future, and implies less

of mythic sense ofthe hero who reincarnates than but an archetypal idea ofthe

momentum ofthe Tzaddiq. This is based on the notion just considered: that a Tzaddiq

may restore, in the future, that which was not completed in his own lifetime. Jacobs

summarizes this material as follows:

The soul of Moses often returns to earth to inhabit the body ofa Zaddik,
which is why Moses died outside the promised land. Had Ívfose, .nt.r.å
the land and carried outthe specíal prècept-s that can only be performed ìhere,
he would have had nothing further to reciify and there cóuld Lave been no '
justification for his retum io earth.62

While this is a neat little summary of what R. Elimelekh has to say on the

subject, the opening words, "the soul of Moses often returns", say both too little and too

much. For R. Elimelekh does not appear to mean that the soul of Moses retums and

takes possession of the bodies of people who then become Tzaddiqim. Nor does he

porhay Moses, as such, entering the wombs of certain women so as to reincarnate.63

Rather, it is the "aspect" (beþínah) of Moses which is said to retum, not,,often',, but

constantly, in every generation. Let me carefully examine the text:

The reason that the Holy, tlessed be, transported Israel by way of the desert,
was that when they went forth from Êgypt'and received the Tórah . . . because of
the greatness of their holiness, they had the power in their hands to sweeten
the.dinim. 

-That 
ìs why they were þuided by way of the desert, wnich ii the place

and root oI the dinin--in order that they might sweeten the dínim (as it is beðause
of this that the scapegoat is senr to the ãeseñ, where the root ofthè dinint and

on the exact literal or metaphorical connotations which gligul assumes in a Hasidic
context.

62louis.Jacobs, note 25.

63Both these mo des of gitgul are discussed by Scholem, ',Gilgut,',221-3
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"shells" are located, as ís known). And if onry the generation of the desert had
entered the Land oflsrael, there would not have beãn any exite tor lsiaèi ¡in tãter
generationsl, because the dini¡n would, have been sweeteied entirely, to ttr'ái. 

- -

roots,64

It appears to have been the practice ofR. Elimelekh to avoid speaking evir of
the children of Israel, as he avoids making any direct reference to the Golden calf, or

to any ofthe sins of Israel in the desertl Rather, he opened this teaching with the

question of how the generation which saw the Hand of God at the Red sea and then

stood at Mount sinai and received the Torah, could have fallen so low? what is most

astonishing to the modern reader of this text, horvever, is not the fallen state of the

People Israel in the desert (whích is familiar to us from the biblical text), but the

tremendous (missed!) oppornrnity which R. Elimelekh ascribes to the deseü experience

the opportunity to clear all residual consequenóes (or "karma,,) and secure a glorious

destiny for fi.rture generations to come.

This tragic blunder of Israel has as its complement, the (arso unspecified)y'/r.r

cuþa oî Moses.65 According to R. Elimelekh, it is indeed fortunare that Moses did

whatever he did, which baned him Íìom entry to the Land oflsrael, in accordance to

the theory of the unfinished work of the Tzaddiq which we considered above. It was

this that allowed something of himself to remain, and to be made available to future

generations:

And because-the generation of the desert did not enter the Land oflsrael,
our,Rebbe Moses.lMoshe Rabbeinul, upon him be peace, also had to ¿ie
rn the deseft, so that in every single generation he would undergo gílgzri,
i.l the,soul of a Tzaddiq, and theie wãuld be, in every generatio"n, "'
Tzaddiqim like him who would be able to sweeten túe-d¡zjn¡. For if our

64No'an Elinelekh, 89a.

. .. . 65Indeed, we have a very good i[usrration of the Hasidic doctrine of ,,deliber.ate

:ii",il lhisj,tory, a subject which F.ebbe Elimelekh discusses -or. t ffy ãrrå*1.,;;;i;"
tne Noan Elinelekh. It is the issue of the place of "deliberate sin" in Hasidic doctrine.
and its relation to Sabbatian source_s,_along with the question olilg"inôã-"ãé 

"riñä"'-'nt.ok:hiaþmodel, which dominates Schole¡i's discussi'on of the rzaïdiq in lliri¿ir., i"
his chapter "Tsaddik: The Righteous One',.
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Rebbe Moses, upon h_im be peace, had come to the Land of Israel, he would not
have been able to undergo gilgul, lor then he would have accompiished ail
of the Commandments whichãre bound up with the Land of Isräel. e¡d no*
that he has died in the desert, he still has nbt accomplished the commandmints
which are bound up with the Land of Israel, and heìan vnderyo gilgu!.66 -

such a discussion does not really set forth a specific "doctrine of the Tzaddiq".

Nor does it set forth ofa clear doctrine of reincarnation. what we have, once again, is

a Hasidic expression of the rabbinic genre of Midrash: an interpretative retelling of an

event first nanated in the Bible, which is not meant to be taken literally, but is intended

as a figurative inte¡pretation offering insight into contemporary life as it might be

reflected in the biblical text.

Indeed it is hard for me to imagine that R. Erimelekh riterally intended that

people should believe that Moses could not fully perfect himself because he was unable

to perform the agricultural commandments related to the Land ofisrael. The value of

citing this idea would be, first ofall, that it calls to mind a correspondence between the

various Commandments and the various limbs of the body--an idea which fir.st

appeared in the Talmud and later became an important element of Lurianic Kabbalah.

Thus the figure of Moses is related to the microcosmic idea of achiev ing tiqqun within

oneself. Such an idea allows R. Elimelekh to speak of an unfinished momentum

relating to Moses, the model rzaddiq, withour specifically ascribing sin to him. (Thus

v¿e find that the notion of the sin of Moses, like the notion of the sin oflsrael, has been

discreetly set aside.) The fact that Moses was unabie to enter the Land of israel is thus

cast as a deliberate and purposeful sacrifice.

we are dealing here with a kind of instruitive myth. Jacobs observes that ',the

striking parallel of all this ro Buddhist teaching is too obvious to require further

elaboration." Indeed, anyone familiar with the Mahayana literature of the Bodhisatva--

in which this figure is conceived as someone who deliberately renounces the

66 No'am Elimelekh. 89a,



consummation of perfect enlightenment until every sentient being attains it--will be

struck by the strength of this Hasidic parallel. But in the generous exaggeration ofa

story such as this, the very idea ofgl/gøl itselfundergoes a transformation. If this is not

clear from the context thus far, it is made even clearer as the teaching continues:

A¡d this is what Moses, upon him.be peace, ,said, "yh-h became enraged with me
[or "in me"],.also, becausé. of.you.,, Tiat is, ',to become enraged,, tlhiä;aA 

--

is "to.branch". [l'anafl (as the letters a,'yh &. h are exchangeible).' For thisouls
have in them branches and branches, which ari joined at th"e root'on tugtr. 

---'-
And this. is^[the signiflrcance ofl what Moses saiä, "because you did noiáter
the Land of Israel, and did not iweeten the dininí rc their roóts. t am comoeit"¿
to.undergo gllgul, also, with you, so that there be, in every generation. ti;;¡ã"
who can sweeten the ddn¡¡r." And because of thii, the Tzád?iq rr.lréá "røãiñel,
as they say, 'that's brilliant, Moshe!" . . . And thué "became eniaged [or
'enbranched'], also, in me," means that,'I, also, have to be a branãh.w'iihin
the souls," that he is ro expand [in meaning, trabbotl .. . . And the Tzaddiq

. f as. th.e power to sweetenThe dinim in his ñoly mouth, by *ay oinìr-tea-in=g una
by being engaged in Torah for its own sake.6í

once again we find the fabric of Hasidic tradition woven of familiar threads. It

seems to me that R. Elimelekh is careful not to pin down exactly how Moses manifests,

in terms of gilgul. Just where we would expect him to explicate his notion of

reincarnation, he does rot state that Moses is the eternal "root', of the branching ofthe

Tzaddiqim in Israel, in the sense that Moses personally reincamates in a single Tzaddiq

in every generation. Rather, R. Elimelekh faithfully reflecs an archetypal sense of a

Tzaddiq "like Moses", by speaking in general terms of an element of Moses which is

involved in a kind of branching which continues to ramify itself for each generation.

By recalling the quotation from the Talmud, R, Elimelekh seems to be saying

that the Moses function is not really so much a matter of a special birth as a matter of a

kind of activity which, like the expansion (rabbot) of rabbinic discourse, can be

emulated by individuals so that it replicates itself. Thus gligøi itsolf has become a

67tbid., 89a-b.
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metaphor, which is later displaced by the familiar metaphor of creating new insights

into Torah, which is a simple example of becoming ¿ ,'Moshe".

With R. Elimelekh we come to the beginning of the end of the archetypal

understanding of the Tzaddiq which inspired the early development of Hasidism. Early

in the nineteenth century, such a prominent figure as the Seer of Lublin, the disciple of

Rebbe Elimelekh who was most successful at amassing a Hasidic following, was less

concerned with objective, archetypal ideas and more concemed with concrete issues

such as remaining humble while performing mir.acles. At the same time R. Shneur

Zalman of Liadi, a disciple of the Maggid and a peer of R. Elimelekh, established a

powerful line of Hasidic teaching based on a philosophical re-definition of the term

"Tzaddiq' away Íìom an archetypal and towards more of the earlier, ethical sense of the

term.

Ironically, it was R. Nahman of Bratzlav, a Hasidic Master unrelated to the

lineage of the Maggid of Mezerich, who continued to develop the archetypal idea of the

Tzaddiq characteristic of earlier Hasidic works. perhaps it was becausehe was not

personally connected to the Maggid that Naþman was able to find his own creative

expression in developing an idea which close disciples might have believed the Maggid

already perfected. Both in his teachings and in his original tales, R. Nahman presented

images of the archetype of the Tzad<iiq which have never been equaled, before or since.

It is all the more remarkable, given his imaginative articulation of an objective

understanding of the Tzaddiq function, that R. Nahman is also outstanding among the

$eat Hasidic Masters for n of having passed along the mantle of rzaddiqhood to any of

the disciples following him.



R. Nahman,s Tzaddiq and the Complete Human Being

It is to be expected that parallels to the archetypal idea of the Tzaddiq might be

found in many or most spiritual traditions, and that some will have closer affinities to a

Hasidic understanding than others. I have arready indicated that particularry strong

parallels are to be found in the Islamic sufi tradition. Indeed, I have found a Hasidic

conception of the Tzaddiq to be virnrally the same asthe sufi ideaor al Insan al Kanù:,

"the Complete Human Being".68 L"t.e sum up the thesis that the Tzaddiq is

conceived ofas an archetype in Hasidism, by illuminating it in the light of this parallel.

Given that both Judaism and Islam deveioped out of common monotheistic and

prophetic roots, and that both shared a monotheistic perspective which rejected the

ways in which Christianity m¡hologized Jesus, it not surprising that such a

correspondence might be found. Generally speaking, a typological approach to

mystical symbolism appeared side-by-side in both traditions in the Iberian peninsula in

the 12th and 13th centuries--the Kabbalistic typology of the Ten sefirot paralleling the

Sufi typology ofthe divine Names. How then might a sufi understanding of the idea of
the complete Human Being shed light on the much-neglected figure of the Tzaddiq?

^ , , ,lt*ol Kiener anticipates such parallels in his article "Ibn al-'Arabi and the
Qabþalah: a_study of rhirreenth century Iberian Mysticism,' (published in Taichunp.
],rlyuu,.ln Jttudies.in Mystical Litefature, vol.2, n.2, June tgg2). Kiener describes"ibn
ar- Arabr's conceptton o,I Insan al Kanil, quite aptly, I believe, aÁ a fisure who is
srmurtaneousry "cosmological", "mystical" and "human". I believe KIener's instincts
were qulte correcu these three categories, taken together, point verv much in the
direction of an archetype! In searcñing fôr Jewisñ'p;;;iÍ"ir,'i; i;uíj'fi-J riuirioni¿..,
etntcal.conceptlon of Adan Hashalaym (literally, the "complete Human Beins") lacked
a mystical dimension, and clearþ fiionly the "tiú'nun" quãiln.utr.;;ffi t;il;?J '**"
conception.of I dant Qadnnn ("Þrimordíal Man") is "coimolosical"'but neithã a mu"ti"
lo, :1.,1 a human being...Perhaps because the name ,'Tzaddiqtr 

bears no apparent "
resembrance to the term "complete Human Being", Kiener eritirely overlo'o'ked the
Zohar's conception of this figuie, although it fits"ali tt r.. of üi, "äol;ï;ì;;;iy.



I will focus on two works which reflect the mature development of the spirirual

master traditions of Judaism and Islam. In a book entít\ed Al Insan al Kamil, 'Abd al-

Karim al-Jili presents a distillation ofsufi thought concerning the figure ofthe

complete Human Being, and the knowledge such a person contains, which reflects the

outlook of one who is known as "the greatest Shaykh', of Sufism, Muhyiddin Ibn al

'A¡abi. The discourses of R. Naþman of Bratzlav colrected in Liqqutay Moharan,

constitute an original presentation of the idea of the Tzaddiq which, like the work ofthe

Maggid before him, reflects and summarizes the Tzaddiq tradition of Hasidism and

Kabbalah, even as it takes it to new heights.

Viewing elements of these two works side-by-side, it is apparent that v/hey were

describing much the same phenomenon and in much the same terms. And yet, although

they often employ a remarkably similar technical vocabulary, there are considerable

stylistic differences between the two works, which reflect the different conditions in

which they appeared. R. Nahman, after all, was a yiddish-speaking Jew whose

teachings were recorded in Hebrew, in the ljk¡aine, at the beginning ofthe lgth

century, whereas Jili was a Muslim writing in Arabic, in Baghdad, at the beginning of

the 1sth Century. As it happens, both authors died at the age of3g.

The relationship of rhese works is typical of the relationship between Hasidic

teachings, and the more philosophical works of late medieval (Jewish) mysticism. R.

Nahman's approach is an extreme example ofthe approach ofother Hasidic authors,

who applied the absrract cosmology of l6th century Kabbalists such as Rabbis yitzhaq

Luria and Moshe cordovero (who were closer to Jili both in time and in outlook) to

their home-spun psychology in which the experience of the individual is described by

way ofa free association ofideas and images. Thus Jili, in effect, provides a frame

which allows one to focus on the substance of Naþman's thought, without being

distracted by his images and associations.



Completîon

Jili identifies the complete Human Being as "the synthesis of all the essenrial

realities ofexistence."69 Such a being "comprises in himself conespondences with all

the realities of existence. He corresponds to the superior realities by his own subtle

nature, and he corresponds to the inferior realities with his crude nature.',70 Nahman

conveys a similar notion of the comprehensive nature ofthe Tzaddiq, which he also

identifies with the idea of "completton" (shlaynut). yet even as Naþman describes how

the completeness of the Tzaddiq spans the spiritual and material poles of existence, he

emphasizes the practical application of this principle in the Tzaddiq,s teaching r.ole:

This is.the principle of the completion of the Tzaddiq--that he be able to be both
"above" and "below". That he might show someone ùho is ,'above,', who in his
own estimation seems to be on anèxalted rung, that he is just the opposite.
And so, on the contrary, for one who is fa¡ beIów, on the iowest ruirg, wittrin ttre
very earrì, he shall show him that, quite the opposite, he is directly üpported
fsanukh) .by. God. . . . .Truly, the eslence of coinpletion is ro be bóth '',aiovã; and"þetow", ln heaven and on earth. For when he is in one world only, this is not
completion. Just the_two ofthem together . . . in the.aspect of "asiáll, thai is-
in heaven and in earth"--unifying heãven and earth.Tl

While the Tzaddiq has the task of teaching the proud to be humble and the

alienated to be aware of their nearness to God, this is not merely a matter ofpreaching

abstract ideals. The Tzaddiq is able to communicate the nature ofthese relationships to

God because his own experience comprehends the poles both of neamess and distance.

The Tzaddiq teaches from experience, and deepens his experience by teaching. But

69Jiß, Universal Man, " exr:acts" translated by Titus Burkhardt (Sherbome,
Glouceste¡shire: Beshara, 1983), xix. Although Burkhardt rranslated úì" æi^ oiäto,
al Katnil (which is allo ltre title of Jili's bookfas "universal Man',, and ottters tiunitaiã
it as. "Perfect Man', I believe that rhe word "complete" more closély áppr"ii."iå, tn.
Arabic meaning of the term Ka¡rril, as I explain bålow.

7olbid., **.

. , 71Lîqqutay Moharan II, folio 68. In all of the quotations from R. Nahman, the
manslatron ls my owlt.



how is it that the Tzaddiq is able to refleot the entire spectrum of human experience

within himself? According to Jili this is a universal matter of human nature. The

complete Human Being is someone who has activated this innate human capacity:

Each individual of the human species contaìns the others entirely, without
any lack, his own limitation being but accidental . . . . For as faíãs ihe accidental
conditions do not intervene, individuals are, then, like opposing minors, i;;Íi;h
one fully reflects the other. . . . Only, some contáin the ïôthe, i.opÈ u,jdi tninÃ'
only by power, whereas others, namêly, the perfect [or ctmple[e, [ar;;{ ilän;i
the prophets and saints, contain them úy acti'on.zz

we have already seen how the Ba'ar Shem Tov and the Maggid conceived of the

spiritual Master as a mirror in which others are reflected. Here is a more general

statement ofthe holographic idea that each human being contains all other people--and

all of existence, including the Divine--within himself or herself. This idea is developed

in much of Islamic Sufi literature, as an interpretation of the ramous hadith qudsi (,,ho]y

tradition" of the Prophet Muþammed, related in the name of God): "Neither My seven

heavens nor My seven earths contain Me, but the heart of My faithful believer contains

Me." As the Jewish tradition has tended to be more focussed on the specific role of

Israel than the general category of human beings, such a cosmic view of human nature

is not usually expressed so explicitly in Kabbalah. yet R. Nahman cites a Hebrew

verse, Proverbs 25:3, which he interprets (out of context) in much the same vein as the

lvell-known hadith: "as to the heights of the heavens and the depth ofthe earth, the

heart ofkings has no measure."

It is found that "the heart ofkings" is much greater than ,'the heishts of the
heavens and the depth of rhe ear-ih" . . . . Seé and understand anã Ë ;i;ì"
th-e. greatness of the creator, how the least grasps the much, as suctt u smulilit
of heart and mind may grasp, within itself,-sucir ereat thinssr And this is ãnlv
because divinity. is found there, as låe essence ofâívíniry ií within the heart. .' . .It rs found that the essence of the king's greatness, his e'niovment and his rule.
is onlv, in the heart, that he knows in Íis*heart thai he is tiiís o;"rãif th;àìiåt"..
and rules them all according to the desire and will ofhis niart. ,lid¡ìon-nol ii
understand, within yourself . . . that the heart ß able to grasp, withiít iset¡- ' '

72 thniversal Man, xix.
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without measure or lin¡t... . . The Tzaddiq, within his hearr, how fortunate he is!
For the essence of the enjoyment and delight of the world to .or", .ná uti s ió--'
worlds--is all within the heart.73

Like the power and wealth ofkings, the spiritual delight ofrzaddiqim reflects

this capacity of the heart to contain all things within itself, even the ,,principle,, or

"essence" ('iyqal of divinity. The unlimitedness of God is reflected in the unlimited

capacity of the human heart. Moreover, this is a capacity which can be developed.

Thus elsewhere R. Nahman speaks, much as J i does, ofthose who develop their innate

human "power" or "potential', (koakh) and put it into ,,actron' 
Qto,e!). According to

Nahman, what distinguishes those rvho are "complete" is that they have fully activated

their potential for knowledge--a comprehensive knowledge of all levels of existence,

reaching to the highest:

The essence of knowledge fDa'atl is to make use of one's knowledÊe. that is.
to bring forth one's consõiousnesi[seikher]from potential intã u"ti8n] 

-Ëãiã'"r,ir¿

also has knowtedge, bur with a chiid the kirowleage is stiir in!;i;ii;, .;;;;ì;
actton. . . . .tsut one who.is complete in knowledge, who has 6rought ii fonh from
potential into acrion and has graiped, in his knorílédg", ti,ui*r,ì"liìi;"*i;i; fäi'
human-knowledge to grasp, iõ thén ciose to the knowieåee órtlì. llàríö"".'- '"'
blessed be. . . . And then one's knowredge nurses from iúe knowledgé of G'od.z.l

As in the teaching of the Degel, earlier, it seems at first thar what is involved is a

matter of knowledge, if not intellectual knowledge than the girosrs of the individual,

Yet as the teaching proceeds, knowledge itself grows in meaning.

. BÌt rj is impossible to complete one's knowledge so as to be complete in
knowledge, except through. being engaged in briniing people near to'the'seivice
or uod. lt ls through this that one's knowledge is madè complete. as thev unifv
one's knowledge. . . . And this is why Abrahãm and Sarah ,ri.ãtih;;i¡;ii;''
draw ln converts llegay.er geyrinl], as it was through this they completed their
kno\'vledge_a-nd came close . . . to the knowredge oÍ cod, blessed bè, and merited
to have children."75

T3Liqqutay Moharan, folio l9l. The italics are mine.

74lbid., folio s3.

75Ibid.
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Again R. Nahman emphasizes the typicalry Hasidic notion that in order to be a

Tzaddiq it is not sufficient to commune with God; like Abraham and Sarah, one musr

put one's spiritual knowledge into action, in one's relationships with one's fellow

man.76 R. Naþman proceeds in this text to list ,'fìve things, which in itself Isic]

constitutes the knowledge of God." More to the point than a consideration of the

technical marks of spiritual attainment according to R. Nahman at this point, however,

is his view of the nature of "completion". R. Naþman conceives of shlaymut not in

terms of a Greek notion of abstract and unblemished "perfection", but as a more

Hebraic idea of the "wholeness" or "completion" of experiential knowledge. Rather

than a special divine favor bestowed upon certain individuals, completion is thus the

fulfillment of human potential.

R. Nahman's use of the term shalaym accords with the A¡abic etymology of the

term kamil, which refers to an organic process by which fiuit becomes "ripe" and wine

becomes "mature". Thus we find that in both Jewish and Islamic mysticism,

completion is understood as the fruit ofa process of maturation. It is regarded as a

seasoned maturity which is the destiny of every human being, although it is recognized

that there is a wo¡ld of difference betrveen those rare individuals who are fully mature

and the rest ofus, who are not. Thus in Jili's words:

The Prophet said'that God had . . . created Adam in His form. For God is livins.
knowing, power'fuI, endowed. with will, hearing, sight and ,p...t , in iñ"iá*. 

'"'
way thar man is living, knowing, etc. . . . he isihen] to co¿ìnutltri.nìn;;i;o,
rs to the person who examines himself in it, . . . For God imposed on Himself to
contemplate H_rq own Names and eualities only in Universaf*un . . . ;d h;- 

-"

[who is not so] is ignorant of his own capaciry, since he is the frace ofiiri àiuin,
pact, and he does not know it.77

76This idea is developed in Chapter One, and is expanded further in Dresner,s
The Zaddik.

77 (.Jniversa! Man, xx-xxi.
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As human beings ale made in the image of God, we express the eualities of the

Divine by means ofour human faculties. It is through faculties such as seeing and

speaking, living and knowing, that it is possible for man to knorv God, and through

these same faculties that the creator knows "Himself' by means of the creation,

particularly human beings, and most completely by means of those who are complete.

R. Nahman describes specifically how the eualities of the Divine may be

revealed within the human heart:

The revelation of His Kingship cannot be grasÞed. exceot bv means of
the Qualities lniddotl, as it isby means oithe'euâtitiejtt aí His divinitv
is grasped, and it is known that ihere is a Mastei who rules and con¿uct's. . . .

A¡d the heart is the designer ofthe eualities, thar is, the wisdom ofthe hru.i . . .

And there is design þetzerl for good-and for ill. . . . That is: sood thoushts aie
good design, and bad thoughts aie the evil desisn. For the esíence ofthË 

- -

"designs" are the thoughts ãnd wisdoms of the ñeart. . . And when a nerson
thinks in bad thoughts, he confuses the space of creation, in which is tlie
revelation of the Qualities.T8

R. Nahman interprets the traditional notion of yetzer hatov and. yetzer hara', the

inclinations for good and for evil, in terms of the indivídual's thoughts and',designs,,.

The middot in this case are considered not as merely human "virtues", but as divine

"Qualities" which can only be revealed in accordance with how they are accommodated

within a person's heart. Thus it is the responsibility and creative opportunity ofevery

individual to "design" one's thoughts so as to make one's heart a place of the revelation

of the Divine.

God lltithín

But whar of the more radical idea, hinted at in Jiri, that it is through facurties

expressed in man that God knows the world? In his essay on the significance of Adam

as Khalifat Allah. "God's Representative" on earth, Ibn al 'A¡abi states quite explicitly

7 8 Liqqutay Moharan, 49.
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that "man is to God that rvhich the pupil is to the eye, the pupil being that by which

seeing is effected; for through him God contemplates His crearion and dispenses His

mercy."79 R. Nahman expresses much the same idea, as follows:

In this way Tzaddiqim are called',the eyes of the assemblv" (Numbers i5l . .
because it is thro'gh this that states of consciousness and ihe'power ofvisÍon
rs.made functional, and the "eyes" are opened so that the worid now has a Master
of the House who is in charge-of the woild. And this is the 

"r¡;;i ;¡ 
,;l"lh;-"'*

beginnì19" l'.Reis*ín, whoie consonants can be ,eananged io'sp"rij-_,;ii.," n"ua
of the House" [RosH BayiTf. "Head" is the aspect of state-s of miird .'. . the asoect
of "and I will fitl him with.the spirit 

"f 
c9ã;i;;ird;;ãîã ,îäË^ii"¿i"Ë ä"'j"'

knowledge and in all work" [Exòdus 35].eo 
'

while R. Nahman states that Tzaddiqim serve as the "eyes of the assembry" of
Israel, the implication is that they function as organs ofdivine perception as well. Thus

it is by means of "the states of consciousness and the power of vision', which Tzaddiqim

provide, that the Creator is transformed into a "Head" or "Master of the House,'.81

Indeed it seems that God as well as man is in need of a complete Human Being, whose

consciousness can reflect both "above and below". It is in such a being that divinity

and humanity fully converge, and the crearion is fulfìlled.

. - - . 
,rtbl '.A¡abi, lI/isdom of the prophets,12. I am reminded of the famous ouote

by Meister Eckhart: "The eye with which maá sees God, anã iñ;;t; ;i,h;i,ì;h ðoJ
sees man, rs the same eye."

, SjLiqquto¡' Mqlal.at ll,folio 67. i have exrracted this quotation from a
complex passage in which R. Nahman declares that "when the piaise and beauw of ttre
lry. TZqd.¿iq is_ re-vealed, and his name is made grear, this is thä aspec;;¡;"kü" HË-
[God's] blessed Name great, as it were", Nahmãn goes on to ir¿i.ãi" iñrt'üõi-rt'iñ" H"r"
Temple^an! the "houses" of teJìrlin are anarogous tõ this "House". r teliiuã t'tàiiú"--''
point of this teaching, howevér, is in the traniformation of the divine 'iin th;
begrnnlng", into a human "Head of the House,,.

8lThe t"r- "Master of the House" is employed in well-known Þassaqes of the
l:har, toìdentify human beings.who are in union with the Divine. If i:õ;fi;ãi; " -
Moses, who is described as the "husband" of the Shekhinah, and more eeåêrallv to the
ln..r9t1 human-beìng",describedasrhe"husband"ortneróráh. Sã,tf;ã2-åtäí,;ãr.'z-,
fols. 22b ¿nd 99a-b, rranslated by Daniel Matt in Zohar: rne aooi à¡ øit¡siì']r,,üit 

":"pages 105 and 125, and discussed in a note on page 253.
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Thus in both traditions, the cosmic desígn of human nature is fulry rearized in

the archetypal figure of the spiritual Master. How then is such a universal archetype

reconciled with the particular claims of Judaism and Islam? Jili openly affirms the

universality of the Complete Human Being:

universal man is the pole around which evolve the spheres of existence, Íìom the
f¡rst to the last; he is unique as long as existence lasts. . . . However. he outs on
different forms and is revealed by ãifferent cults, so that he receiv.s'muliioti 

-

names. . . . At each epoch, he has the name which conesponds to the sarb'of
the time. It is thus that i discovered him in the form of my master Shaiaf ad-din
Ismail al-Jabarati; I did not know that he was the prophet] I saw him as my
master.82

Here we fìnd a touching confession on the part ofJili, the disciple. When he

first "discovered" the existence ofthe complete Human Being, he was blinded by the

light of his own spiritual Master, and identified his function with him. It was only later

that Jili recognized the Complete Human Being in the prophet Muhammed-_and

presumably, through him, in all the great Prophets and Masters. In Jili's language, each

of these "forms" describes a single "pole". Thus the ar¡s mundi frg.ore of the prophet

Muhammed is understood very much as an archetype: the various prophets and Masters

are expressions of a single over-arching Type, represented by Muhammed, conveying

the unity of the Divine.

The Qur'an proclaims the equality of all the prophets even as it identifies

Muhammed as the Prophetic "seal". There is therefore no conflict betrveen Jili,s Islamic

belief and his acknowledgement thar the complete Human Being has appeared in a

multiplicity of "cults". Muslims think of Jesus, for example, as a prophet sent to the

Jews; from a Sufi perspective Jesus might be considered, more precisely, as a Jewish

insan al kamil, Had Jili discovered that Judaism shared an archetypal conception of the

82(Jniversal Man, xx.
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spiritual Master figure, this most likely rvould not have threatened but only confirmed

Jili's world-view.

It is probably easier for a later religion to accept the validity of earlier

revelations, at least in theory, than for an earlier religion to accommodate the claims of

a later one. The Hebrew Bible, of course, preceded both the New Testament and the

Qur'an, and generally equates other religions with idolatry. And yet, implicit in R.

Nahman's idea of the Tzaddiq is a world-view which affirms the validity of a variety of

faiths, much as Jili's does. Thus, by means of the metaphor of the',melody,,of each

faith' R. Nahman describes a hierarchy of faiths which lead up to rhe supreme and

transcendent faith of the Tzaddiq:

It is found that every kind of wisdom, according to its qualitv and its runp.
has a song and melody which is unique to it. A;d so it goesi fïom *ns tõ'-ne.
lor the.quality of wisdom on a higher rung has itself a higher song andïelodyl'
according.to its.quality. . . . tt iijust as ùe see, that eveã in ttre iaittr oiiãõlaiðrs
ulteral.ly.' "worshippers of stars and conste ations"] in their mistaken teachings.
each idolatrous faith has its particular melody which thev sins una urrunn" ln--'
thei¡ houses of worship, so just the opposite,'in holinessieaclì' faittr hai iiong and
melody.83

Thus far goes religious pluralism, which includes within it a discrimination

between holy and idolatrous faiths. What lies beyond?

A¡d that melody which ìs. unique to that faith which is high above all of the kinds
ol wisdom and faith which are in the world-+hat is. that fãith in the Infinite Lipht
lohr ayn soll.Itself,.which sui.rounds ail worlds-+hát melody, i;", ir;-ü;; .il 3'i'
the.songs and melodies which are in the world, belonging tó eachwisdom and
faith. And all of the songs and melodie s of all'of the i,viüom, ure ¿ruwn fià.
this.song and.melody .._. as this is rhe melody which belongi to ttt.inn"iì. Lisltt
Itselt, whrch rs above all. . . . As for the quality of the melody which belones ió
this faith on high, there is no one who meiits iíexcept ror tle'rraããlq JiüE- 

--

Generation, who is the archetype [behinahl of Mosei.s¿

It is difficult to know precisely where R. Nahman would have drawn the line

between idolatrous faiths and those which partake of"holiness". Did he mean to

83 Liqqutay Moharan, folio 64e.
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acknowledge the "holiness" of christianity, or at least of Islam? I find it hard to believe

that.R. Nahman meant to include only Jewish sects in the description above; given his

orthodox milieu, he probably chose deliberately ambiguous language. Thus it seems

that the difference between Nahman's analysis and Jili's is mainly a matter of emphasis:

while Jili acknowledges that the complete Human Being has appeared within a variety

of religious groups, Nahman projects the ontological position of the Tzaddiq above all

religious divisions. The position of the Tzaddiq is not derived from Torah but directly

Íìom God, conceived here in terms of "Infinite Light". Thus it would seem that the

faith of the Moses-like Tzaddiq, from rvhich all faiths are derived, transcends even the

categories of Jewish faith.

In Islamic Sufi teaching, the Prophet Muhammed is the ultimate exemplar of a/

Insan al Kamil. The discourses of R. Naþman, like other Hasidic and Kabbalistic

works, may be actually a little more flexible in this regard; while Moses is a central

example of the Tzaddiq, other examples, such as Abraham, Jacob, and R. Shim'on bar

Yohai, are cited in much the same spirit. Thus, whereas the individual rzaddiq loosely

is described in a wo¡k such as the iy'o'a m Elimelekh as the gilgul of Moses, in this

particular teaching the Tzaddiq is described as the beþinah, (the ,,âspect',, "quality",

"type" or, I am suggesting) the "archetype" of Moses. Thus even the $eatest "Tzaddiq

of the Generation" is identified more with the archetypal function of Moses, than with

his personality. This idea of the "Tzaddiq of the Generation,' closely conesponds with

the Sufi idea of a single qutb, or "pole,,.

Yet R. Nahman's mention of "the Tzaddiq of the Generation", rike Jili,s mention

of a "unique pole", may nevertheless appear to introduce an element of exclusivity and

distance. How does such a unique figure relate to the innate potential of the individual?

As discussed earlier, in Sufi teaching this is where the idea of a rabita, a',Link, or

"Point of contact" comes in. In the case ofJili, his master Sharafuddin served as the



Point of Contact by which he found his connection to Muhammed, and presumably,

within the Prophet, to God. God is often characterized in Sufi teaching as the Essence

(Dhat) of all. Thus a Point-of-Contact who has realized the connection with the

Essence within himself, identifies a point wherein others might connect with the

Essence within themselves.

Although Kabbalists more often identify God as the Infinite than as the Essence,

the notion of God's being "within" is not entirely foreign to the Jewish mystical

tradition. It is implied, for.example, in the oft-quoted word,s of Tiqqunay Zohar,,,There

is no place empty of Him." Earlier in this chapter, reference was made of the Maggid,s

use of this same term, Essence, for God. Indeed, R. Nahman,s idea that both the

"essence" of divinity and the entire creation are contained within the human heart,

echoes the Maggid's idea that God is the "unconscious" of the Tzaddiq. Is there any-

thing in R. Nahman's teachings which specifically co*esponds to the function of a

Point of contact, allowing the individual to locate access to the Divine within oneselfl

R. Naþman, indeed, has described how the Tzaddiq functions asjusr such a

"Point" (nequdaå), which allows others to connect with God within themselves.

According to Nahman, once a person has identified such a point within the Tzaddiq,

one can activate it in oneself and in relation to one,s friends:

Evelyone in Israel has in them, .indjvidually, an aspect ofTzaddiq . . . as it is
written (Isaiah 

_60): "Your people lisrael) aíe all Tåaddiqim.'i . . .'fo, it rr"i,
rn everyone. in- lsrael a precious thing, which js a kind ofa "point,' which does not
exlst rn one's äiend. . . . And this aspect, which exists in oneself more than in
one's^füend, pours our and enlighteni aná awakens the heart of onå;, Ãiãüå. .^. .It is. found that everyone needs-Ío engage in conversation ua*.àn onår"lïãn¿
one's Maker, in order to illuminate this "point". . . . And also, evervone needs to
engage in conversation with one's friendô, in the fear of heavén, in ói¿e, iÀ 

-- -

receive.awakening in one's heart Íïom the point which is rnor. [a.uàiãf.ãj in
one's ÍÌiend than in oneselfs5 -

85rbid., 3¿d.
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Here, again, is the quotation from Isaiah in which he described how, in the

future, the people of Israel will be "all Tzaddiqim", with the mystical meaning that was

implied in the Zohar, and without the example of circumcision. If there was any doubt

until now, it is clear at this point that R. Naþman means to entitle all of Israel to a share

of the function of the Tzaddiq.

.And there, within this point, love reigns, which is called "priest". And this
point.is the aspect ofTzaddiq, in^relatioñ to ones friend, as thìs poinr bringi 

-

illumination to the heart of ones friend. . . .

^ .And all of these. points . . . are branches of the Tzaddiq, who is the Universal
Point fnequdat,klaleut) îor arr of rs¡ael. That everyone netds to receive, at ärst,
fiom the Tzaddiq, and afterwards they receive "thii one from that", and each onê
shall receive from withrn. . . .

A¡d this is the interpretation of "You shall be to Me a kinedom of oriests"--that
is' rhe qúality o.f.þoly lqyg, "and a holy nation"--thar is, that-holinessis the quality
of holy love, while "and" is the quality of the heart.86

R. Nahman brings to the archetype of the Tzaddiq, which is to be found in each

member of the community of Israel, the notion of a universal "point" which one first

comes to recognize within the figure of the Tzaddiq, but which is uniquely expressed

by each individual. This "Point,,, as R. Nahman presents it, is not an end in itself.

Rather, it is the origin of a bond of love which links Master and disciple, friends to one

another, members to the community, God within oneself, all within the realm of the

heart.

Thus for R, Nahman, as for Jili, the notion of a',Complete" human being is very

much the same. The spiritual Master represents a potential which is latent in every

individual, and has already been realized in the great ones ofthe present and past.

There is, however, an existential 
.dimension in the work of R. Nahman's which is

particularly typical of a Hasidic approach: an emphasis on the creative initiative ofthe

individual who is actively, or potentially, a Tzaddiq. Even as the idea ofthe archetype

of the Tzaddiq is conveyed, it is not portraye d as afait acconrpl1. what distinguishes

86Ibid.,34h.
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Hasidic literature, generally, from other mystical literature, both Jewish and non-

Jewish, is an emphasis on everyone, even the Tzaddiq--or the Tzaddiq, most of all--

extending oneself outwardly to others and inwardly to God, so as to continue to grow.

It is with this thought that I conclude this rather lengthy introduction to

the Jewish conception of the archetype of the Tzaddiq. Although it is not to be found

exclusively wíthin Jewish tradition, I am proposing that such an archetypal approach

chàracterizes the Jewish contribution to an understanding ofthe spiritual Master figure

among the various religions of the world. I hope I have succeeded in introducing one

ofthe central ideas ofthe Jewish mystical tradition. It is this idea, I believe, which

provided the inspiration for the Hasidic movement as a whole, and which was expressed

in the teachings of the early Hasidic Masters in a way which bears witness to the

greatness of their being.
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EXC{IRSUS

THE PHENOMENON OF THE TZADDIQ

In addition to the discourses of the Hasidic Masters, and the popular Hasidic

tales, the main source of information on the Hasidic phenomenon of the Tzaddiq in the

eighteenth and nineteenth century, are polemical anti-Hasidic accounts by various

Mitnaggdim. As was demonsrrated in Chapter One, even supposedly objective

accounts of Hasidism by early modem historians such as Heinrich Graetz, are highly

propagandistic. Are there more recent accounts which show how the idea ofthe

Tzaddiq was realized among living Hasidic Masters? High quality sources are difficult

to find. As it approached the modern era, the Hasidic movement itself went into

decline. In the course of the nineteenth cenfury, various aspects of traditional Jewish

life were undermined as inroads were made by the secular ,,Enlightenment". whatever

remained of the Hasidic movement in Eastem Europe at the beginning of the twentieth

century, was severely shaken in the First worl<l war and utterly destroyed in the Nazi

Holocaust. of those Hasidic communities that were transplanted and therefore survived

world war II, primarily to Israel and the New york city area, it is mainly the Habad

movement of Lubavitcher Hasidism which has grown in recent decades, representing

more than a faithful remnant. In a more informal way, the teachings of R. Nahman of
Bratzlav have athacted growing interest, and the Breslover community has grown in

recent years. but that community has had no living Rebbe to guide it since R. Naþman's

death in 1810.

Yet detailed accounts are available of how Hasidic Masters conducted

themselves in 20th century Hasidic courts. I will pursue two of them here: one by Jiri



Langer and the other by Zalman Schachter. Both write as "participant observers,,

sympathetic to what they are observing. Although both grew up in the modern world,

each of them, as a young man, chose to become a Hasid and to attach himself to a

particular Tzaddiq. Although both describe Hasidic institutions which are no longer at

their peak, each brings sensitivity and understanding to the behavior they describe.

Langer's Description of the Belzer Rebbe

In Nine Gates to the Chassidic Mysteries, Jiri Langer provides the modern

reader with a general orientation to the world of Hasidism. Langer journeyed to the

Ukraine in the early part of this century and became a disciple of the Rebbe of Belz. I

Although much of his book is devoted to the same Hasidic tales which have been made

famous by Buber, Langer presenrs them from a distinctly Hasidic point of view. In a

review which followed the English language publicatíon of the book in 1962 (it first

appeared in czech in 1937), Zalman Schachter relates that "a Belzer Hasid told me thar

Jiri Langer, during the later years ofhis master, Rabbi Issachar Dov of Belz, became his

master's Nuncio Apostolico whenever he was needed in that task. "2 Langer's

perspective on Hasidism is very much that of a disciple rather a Master:

His gnomic sense'of Hasidie (as different ftom Rehbish) humor and whimsv
create a rendition of the Hasidic matÈrial which is altogêther different fronithe
Gothic Hasidism ofBuber. . . , Compare this saying (5y Jacob yitzhak of

I In the "Foreword by Frantisek Langer" in Lanser's Nine Gates lvii-xxxi ).
Langer's brother refleus onìhe significance of thisiouñey: ,,To write tdis book ínv
brother Jiri Langer has to hansport himself from thé livinÁ reality of the twentieth'
century into the mystical and eèstatic atmosphere of the lñiddle Áges. Nor could this
be effected merely in a metaphorical way, oi the wings of fantasvl It had to beein with
the.reality ofpurchasing a railway tickef at a station iñ prague toã little place iñEastern
Galicia."

2zalma¡M. Schachter, review of "Some Recent Mystical Literature" in
Judaism, Vol. 11, No. 3 [Summer 1962]),
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Lublin) as given by Langer and translated by Stephen Joully [sic]: 'I would rather
have a rascal who admits he is a rascal than a saint who is c'oiscióus ofhis
sainthood,'with the same in Buber's Tales of the Hasr'd¡nr. translated bv Olsa
Marx: 'I love the wicked man who- knows hê is wicked more than the úghtãous
man who knows he is righteous."'3

It is not his versions of the tales, however, which constitute Langer's greatest

contribution to knowledge of the Tzaddiq. In the Introducti on to Níne Gates, Langer

relates his own observations of the Belzer Rebbe, He candidly reports what he's seen

and heard and experienced, and yet does not assume a stance ofscholarly "objectivity',.

By eamestly defendin! elements of Hasidic ideology, Langer is more a representative

than an observer of Hasidic traditions. yet, because he wrote for a modern audience,

Langer relates a wealth ofdetail concerning Hasidic customs and beliefs which are

taken for granted--and therefore escape notice--in traditional Hasidic literature. Indeed,

Langer may be forgiven the gushing enthusiasm of a nue believer which sometimes

breaks into his descriptions, when it is remembered how extraordinary it was for a

person ofhis generation to make the journey back from modern society to such a

haditional world. Indeed, upon his retum to his native prague, Langer endeavored to

keep up an orthodox, Hasidic way of life.4

3Ibi¿.

4eridging the traditional world of Hasidism with that of cosmopolitan prasue
was not an ea-sy,task for Langer. When he retumed fiom his first ioumiv to A"È-h"
attempted t^o totlow a rigidly orthodox pattern in a way which alienated úim from'the
rest ot hls tamlly...lt may in_def have been Langer who inspired the story

-lÍ:!1T9pho.tJ" 
by Franz.Kafka. His brother points out thãt upon Jiri's"retum, ,,the

attrlude ot ou-r tämily to Jiri seemed to us at the time to resemblè the situation iÁ
Katka's nover ' . . in which an.entire family finds its way of life completely upset when
the son of the house is suddenly changed iito an enor.óuicoct roacñ, an.í
consequently has to be hidden hom tñe rest ofthe world. . . ," (Nine Gates. xvü\.
Langerhad made friends with Kafka during the First world wà.. ';rãäiåuì¿iíitrv
fo.J,l{ {ll,a \ildred spirit; his..diary.contaìn"s ,.u.rui chiriidi",ytr,ïã"¿ lég.ìîì''
whrch he had heard flom Jiri." (lbid., xxiii-xxiv).



Jiri Langer set offon his pilgrimage to the Tzaddiq of Belz in 1913, before that

community suffered the shock of world war L He gives the followíng account of their

first meeting:

The Sabbath candles are already lit in the rabbi's hous_e. I enter with the other
guests--there is a long queue of them-+o greet the saint5 for the first time.
He has been told that I am the lad.from piague; indeed they have told him . . .

that I have succeeded in plaiting (in the preõcribed fashion, of course) four fiinees
to my Leíb-zidaÉl, or vest, with my own hands. For this work of art Ée calls mã
to him once again. Once again he'shakes my hand, this time tineerinÁiv. ãnd 

-

regards me kindìy. He looks at me with only one eye. The other-eye is'blind.
It seems to me that a ray of light shines frorir his seeing eye and piérces me io the
heart.ó

Langer goes on to describe the physical appearance of the Tzaddiq and his

manner of dress. Later, (in contrast with his own casual introduction) he describes the

mo¡e formal way in which the Belzer Rebbe received the petitions of his disciples:

The saint's entrance hall is already crowded--in Belz it is always crowded--with
scores of suppliants, mostly womên. Some come to ask the saÍnt to intercede
with God for success oftheir business, others for recovery from an illness, other.s
for ad'ice for or against a marriage. The needs of the châssidim u.. *uni ãnJ 

-

varied and only he, the saint, can satisfy them through his intercession with the
Most High. After reading some of the petitions, the-saint asks for details before
beginning to pray or give advice. He rêads some petitions with obvío;;
displeasure, especially those asking for cures. He'scolds the suppliant ánd tells
him to go to a doctor. But he wislies him a speedy recovery.T "

some variation is allowed for in how people may present themselves, although

there are established conventions. "Those who come to Belz fiom Hungary kiss the

saint's hand. The Poles do not."8 It is undelstood that one may derive blessings from

such a Tzaddiq, regardless of how happy he may be to bestow a particular form of

blessing.

5The word "saint", as it is used here, is almost certainly the translâtor's rendition
of tzaddiq.

6l.anger, Nìne Gates,5.

7lbid., to.

8lbid., t l.
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Some bring a nntbeya, that is, a coin which the saint will endow with secret
power and which then can be used as a kanteo, or amulet. The saint places the
coin on the table and draws three circles round it. He does so with obvious
reluctance. But once the coin has been consecrated bv the sainCs hand. the
suppliant receives it back with an expression of radiant joy on his face.9

In these examples it seems that the Tzaddiq has an objective role in connecting

the suppliant wilh the grace ofGod, which does not depend on his viewing their request

with favor. Indeed, even a rebuke that follows the violation of some essential point of

Hasidic etiquette may be understood by a disciple such as Langer, as a blessing in

disguise.

we_take very good care not to catch the saínt's eye during a service. As he enters
the House of Study we press together in one confused mãss, to leave him ;, ñ;h
tiee spac€ as possible. .., . I.f y. are not suffìciently careful and agile he shouts
at us--using words like_"cattle!" or even "robbers!"--and sometimes he slips off
his gartel (belt) and belabours the careless individual who has sot in his viÀv.
But, surprisingly enough, his blows do not hurr in the least. Nõr do his worâs.
)ve la¡glr quietly to ourselves with joy, because we know thar rhev aranoiìniutr,
but a high mark ofhonour, a secret bressing which he disguises with blows and
rough.words. .Fo¡ the Devil m.ust no-t-reco$r-ize them, o, ñ".ay ,top tf,"rn nàrn
ascending to the throne of the Most High. Nevertheléss we trv io keio our
distance from the saint; the farther we Áet the better it is.l0

If these are the blessings that come from the Tzaddiq with a grimace, what kinds

of blessings does he prefer to bestow? Langer describes how, after proper coaching, he

formally presented his own request:

A kvitel is a small piece ofpaper on which one ofthe saint's clerks writes
the name ofthe suppliant and . . . in a few concise words, the substance of
what he is coming to ask of God. On my kvitel . . . I am âsking God ,'thar I
may_persevere in my studics and in the îear of Cod". Not oneîord more. That
was how the Chassidim advised me to w¡ite it. . . . i am the last in the oueue.
The saint reads my kvitel with undisguised deright. when I come oui ã'ilir ioor.
tne Uhassldlm are wâiting for me outside, to wish me luck: "Get gepoilt!"__
"Well done!" I I

9fti¿., ro-l l,

lotuid., t¿-rs.

llrbi¿., lo-li.
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How, precisely, does the agency of the Tzaddiq relate to the blessings ofGod?

some insight may be gained into a Hasidic view of the relationship of the Tzaddiq and

God, from Langer's interpretation of the custom of making a payment for the

intercession of a tzaddiq:

Besides the kvítel, we place a pidyen on the sainr's table; this is a small sum
ofmoney according to one's means. The saint is in dutv bound to acceot sifts.
This custom was instituted by the holy Baal-Shem, and it has a metaphysiË;l
background. When the saint intercedes with God on behalf of us unúofthu
people, the Lord asks him: "Of what importance is this sinner to you? Híve vou
lny.obligati_on towards_him, dearly beloved son?" And the saint óan reply to'
God: "Yes, I have an obligation towards him. He assisted me and mv fäníitv."
Our money offering is thus our-only link, mean as it is, between us ánd the'saint;
it is the necessary prerequisite for our prayers to be heard. Hence the saint
accepts gifts.. Buthe rerurns the gifts óf pbor people immediately. From declared
unbelievers he will not take any gifts at áll,l2 

'

In Langer's descriptions one sees the mechanical function of an intermediary

who can lift people's prayers to God and bring down God's blessings. The kind of help

to be received from the Tzaddiq appears to take place entirely within his

comprehension; there is no particular emphasis on the Tzaddiq "within" an individual.

Indeed, it is regarded as something of a rarity to seek help from the Tzaddiq in one's

own spiritual development.

The nature ofthe help of the Tzaddiq is such that it can even be rendered long-

distance. Thus, "the devout who live outside Belz send their petitions and contributions

to the saint's office by post, or if the matter is urgent, by telegra¡¡.,,13 Nor does an

actual exchange of money, or even the forming ofan intention in the mind ofthe

Tzaddiq, appear to be essential, Thus it is believed thar "the suppliant obtains reliefas

soon as the clerk unsticks the telegram even though the saint has not yet received the

remittance. " l4

12rbid., l r.

13ltid.

141¡id.
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This is Hasidism at its most impersonal. In contrast with the tales, we come

away with no sense of the character ofthe Belzer Rebbe, or indeed, of Langer's own

character, To paraphrase the well known aphorism about the Maggid of Mezeritch, it is

not clear whether it is Torah, primarily, that Langer has leamed from the Rebbe, or

whether he has learned from him "how to tie his shoelaces". Langer grants that the

institutions of Hasidic life which he observes are in decline. As he relates his

experiences without embellishment, Langer seems to be a reliable witness of this world.

The self-consciousness one might expect Íiom modern authors poised between tradition

and modernity, especially those who are documenting the trials and tribulations ofthe

master-disciple relationship, is entirely missing from Langer's account. Sharing his

discoveries but not his doubts, Langer presents the community of Belz from a vantage

point within that community.

Despite its humble appearance, the world of the Belzer Rebbe is for Langer a

magical realm which may sometimes impinge on mundane reality. Thus his brother

recalls that when Jiri was drafted into the army for the First world war, he credited his

Rebbe with his miraculous discharge. His brother fills ín a different side ofthe story: it

was only after he himself had advised the doctors assigned to the case of Jiri's cour.t

martial for refusing to bear arms on the Sabbath, that Jiri was discharged for reasons of
insanity! i 5

while Jiri Langer keeps private his own inner sense ofhis Rebbe, he vividly

describes a spiritual experience in which he appeared. It was this visitation from the

Belzer Rebbe which prompted Langer to return to Belz a second time, for an extended

period of study:

One night I cannot sleep._ I am lying, facing the kitchen door, which looks
towards the East. I have left the'doór ajar. t have just been rêading som" troty

l5Ibid., *i*.
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Hebrew book in the kitchen. The kitchen windows are open, open towards the
East, the East where Belz lies at the end of a train joumey of a?ew hours more
than,a d.ay_and a nigït. . , . It is useless for me to õlose niy eyes to induce sleep.
Suddenly I am.dazzled_by a bright light penetrating into my áark bedroom
through the half-open doôr. Wlãt is it?--'l know thãt I have put out the-lamn.
and there is no one in the kitchen. I stare at the light, and in'the Ài¿¿i.. ófit,
a few steps.in q_on_t oflne, I can see quite clearly iÍrrough the trAf_ofen Ooorl-øe
saint of Belzl He is sitting in his room at Belz lôokine-fixedlv at mä. On his
expressive countenance shines that barely recognizabÉ, subliine smile o¡ rtii, n
of wisdom. I have no idea how long the-appariíion lasti, but it i, iong;;;gh --'
to shake me. l6

In terms of the phenomenology of religious experience, details of this account

may be of interest. First Langer projected himself yearningly in the direction of his

Master, and then he received a vision of him. How would such an experience have

been understood within the Hasidic community?

My.vision 
_of the saint of Belz that night was a great favour. So the chassidim

said when I told them about it. To bãhold a liv-ine saint from far u*i" á"ã.
moreover, while still awake, is not indeed an absõlutely isolated phen"omen'on
among the Chassidim, but it is a grearer expression of ôod's fauoir than. iãi
instance, a conversation with sorñeone whó is dead or with the pròptrei Ét¡tu¡. tz

Entirely missing from Langer's account is any sense of the Tzaddiq relating to a

"Point" which is to be found within the disciple. It should be remembered that Langer

has portrayed only his earliest encounters with the Tzaddiq, in a community to which

he was a newcomer. Langer lived on in prague for many years, and according to his

brother, eventually found a congenial adaptation ofhis orthodoxy and Hasidism to his

secular sunoundings. During world war II Langer emigrated to palestine, where he

diecl of tuberculosis. He completeci a book inspired by Freudian psychology on råe

Erotic ín Kabbalah which, however, has not been translated into English. If, indeed,

his relationship rvith his Rebbe may have deepened and marured and gained in

psychological perspective, it is a story that has not been told.

16rbid., tz.

l7bid,, 13.
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Schachter's Description of the Function of the Tzaddiq

Fortunately, Zalman Schachter has pursued a more detailed study of the Hasidic

master-disciple relationship. Schachter focuses on the formal "meetings" or encounters,

known as yeþidur, between Hasidic Tzaddiqim and those who seek them out. unlike

Langer, Schachter brought to his observations academic training in the psychology of

religion. His descriptions of the yeþidut are based upon his own experiences as a

disciple of the present, and former, Lubavitcher Rebbe, and his meetings with other

Hasidic Rebbeim, as well as on convelsations with other Hasidim of these and other

Rebbeim. It is informed, as well, by an extensive knowledge of Hasidic literature, as

well as of the modem studies of Hasidism that did not exist when Langer wrote Mne

Steps.

schachter applies a therapeutic model to his analysis of the meeting between a

Rebbe and his disciple: "The yeþidut is a very specific and professional encounter in

which the rebbe is clearly in the role of the helper, and the hasid is in the role ofthe one

in need ofhelp."l8 The notion ofTzaddiq as helper, of course, recalls the work of

Buber. But Schachter digs deeper. In the Preflace to the new edition of schachter,s

study, which appears under the title Spit ítual Intinacy, he proceeds from a

consideration of the therapeutic parallel, to a consideration of the Tzaddiq function

which is invested in the figure of the Rebbe:

In the hasidic setting there was. , . a basic presupposition: the rebbe is a
complete zaddik. . . . in actual behavior he and the täddiq are indistinguishable.

I SZalman_Schachter, "The Encounter: a Srudy of Counselling in Hasidism" (ph.
P. diss.,,Hebrew Union Coltege, 1963), 193. Schachier refers io ih;:'i;;þ;;;;;i'he'- "
Hasid, aìthough he notes that women, non-hasidim, and even non-Jews sdmetimes
approach a Rebbe for yeþidut. Though the typical case he is describins invotveiá mate
member of the Hasidic community, the geneiàl description of the yeþiãut would apply
in these other cases as well.



The heavy moral expectation [on the part of the disciple] does not allow a transfer
of th-e rebbe mo.dality to_rhose of us who would not qiralify for the loftier rungs.
. . . In the hasidic world-view, the rebbe was seen as a universal, general
oversoul, a n'shanah k'laltt, and the hasidim who came to him sa.'l him
themselves as particular souls clustering about him.l9

Without developing a particular theory of the archetype of the Tzaddiq,

schachter-shalomi takes it for granted that a distinction may be made between the

individual Rebbe and his Tzaddiq function. Indeed, in the lighr of the thesis that the

Tzaddiq is an archetype, it is should be apparent that a particular individual may fully

represent the function ofrzaddiq and still be distinguishable as a person from that

function. In a later chapter, Schachter-shalomi ourlines the kinds of haining which

prepare one who might become a Rebbe, and the kinds of spiritual attainments rvhich

characterize a lzaddiq.20 But here he is concemed with the question of how those who

are outside the world of Hasidim, such as people involved in therapeutic counseling,

might partake of the model which is specífic to the figure of the Hasidic Master?

Does this mean that in a present--day encounter we cannot make any part of the
rebbe function that is nof part of a liasidic social setting our own? Íil our
experience, a person who serves as rebbe is not aiwayiin the rebbe mode. As
counseling is a function so too is rebbe-ing. . . . one-is not a rebbe--rather one
ac¡s, one functions as a rebbe,, is in an inte-r-active and reciprocal process with
others and only forthe rime that one is rebbe-ing. So . . . ii is posiible that
different persons will each at times be rebbe-ine-in a havurah. än affinitv øroun.
Thus in the end the ultimate function of rebbe ii one of attunémenr.2l ' - '

This model ofone person ministering to another on the basis of the Tzaddiq

function, is anticipated in R. Nahman's description of the "point" of the Tzaddiq which

may be found and activated "rvithin".22 clearly, for R. Nahman, disciples are enabled

to function in this way because of their prior contact with an individual who is fully a

I 9Schachter-Shalomi, Spíríuta I Intirnacy, xvi-xvü.

20See "How a Rebbe is Groomed" in Spiritual Intintacy (7 5-ll0), especially the
sections on "Training" (86-91), and,'Gifts of the Spirit (101-4),'

2lIbid, xvi-xvii.

zzSee Liqqutay Moharan, folio 34, quoted in Chapter Four.
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Tzad'diq. Schachter-shalomi, it seems, does not subscribe to such a view. on the basis

of his own experience, he perceives the Tzaddiq function as one that is situational. He

points, moreover, to a synthesis ofthe two:

The classical rebbe-hasid encounter took place in an hierarchical environment.
Thus, the democratic rhetoric in which most psychòlogical *orr. tui."i ïí.." ã1".
nor harmonize easilv with the hasidic moder.'Both rr."inì..ã àiiåìïåñ.iJ "
rn vrew of an emerging holistic, organic moder that a ows for gradations imnãi"¿
þv the svstem ofhierarchy, as we as for the democratic varueíof rhe,"uùålr,^iã
rélationéhip.2:

schachter-shalomi's presumption that there are "democratic varues" to the

"rebbe-hasid relationship" seems a bit forced, given his aoknowledgement that even in

psychological work much of the emphasis on the equality ofcrient and counselor may

be rhetorical. But he does in fact provide a remarkable insight into the very special way

in which Hasidic Masters actually work with those who come to them for counsel.

The Yehidut

schachter begins his actuar description of such encounters by emphasizing the

importance of preparation for the yeþidut on the part of the Hasid and the Rebbe as

well. "Despite the fact thar the hasid comes to the rebbe in a'crisis, situation, the rebbe

will not meet him impromptu, but will prepare to meet him'with a face that expresses

füendliness'."24 The hasid prepares himself both in body and mind:

In preparation for the yehidut, the hasid u'ill visit the miqveh lrituar bathr and
rfnmerse hrmself in it. He dresses in his better clothes, and giias nimsetdwiitr agartel--a p',yer sash. 

- 
upon arriving at the rebbe's, he'wilr elthä write üiJ åî"qu*ret of nave.tne gabbai [secretary] write it. Generalry, hehas skipped the meal

þerore the yehidut. He has the money for the pidyon reädy as tre seätt trimseLr in
lne anteroom. r'hen he examines his conscience and reviews the events of his life
since the last yehidut. ... . He rethinks his varues ánã cenrers them 

"ròunã 
t¡,. 

----

Le9?e. . :. .ln his imagination, the hasid stands already before the rebbe as he
rnlnks ot alr these things. He is convinced that the rebbe can read his mind as

23Schachter-Shalomi, Spiritual Intimacy, xvi.

24Schachter, "The Encounter,', 194.
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he sits outside and wairs. He feels rhe.lack of privacy in his own thoughts.
The whole sense.of expectarcy and wide-openìess tóward the rebbe, tlhe sense of
y.egrnin_g to be what the rebbe would have liim be, prepares the hasid for the 

-

t'shuvah process [ofrepentance, or "return',] which is ihe yehidut."25

Schachter describes, in some detail, the non-verbal interactions with which the

meeting between Rebbe and Hasid most often begins:

të'lhen the gabbai calls him, the hasid's heart beats faster: he tenses. With his
free hand, he smooths hi*eard, adjusts his sash and hat, touches the meäiah
[inscribed with words of Scripture]-at the doorpost with â reverent kd;. 

".d--enters. He approaches the rebbe's desk and prdffers the quittel anð, the'pidyo¡.26

The tension felt by the hasid acually helps the Rebbe ro get a feeling of his

condition:

_.4 gerrcrous look on his face, the rebbe takes the quitte! and, the pidyon. . . .

The rebbe surveys the hasid. The hasid believes thät the rebbe,eäaíñs roret.u¿.
I he_hasid's looks, his stance, his garb, his self-consciousness--all these are noted.
by the rebbe as he turns to the quluel. Generalry there ís no *ot¿ rpoLén u.i. un¿
the tension in the hasid mounts. The hasid usuaily remains stanàìng Ë¡;r¿iü. 

'-
rebbe and will refuse to sit in his presence even when invited to aoio uy irr" 

-

rebbe.27

And yet, the tension felt by the hasid at the opening of the yehidut is shared by

the rebbe as well.

The rebbe reads the quitte! with a sense of anticipation. will it be a complaining
quittel? This may already be indicated by its length. . . . The more the hãsid
brings detail of circumstance to bear on the quittel, the less his insight into his
condition, the more he anticipates his need to be protected against the rebbe, and
the greater his defensiveness. . . . The hasid who writes a short qaittel shows
more tn¡st in the rebbe (and in G-d).28

The Rebbe at first scans rhe qvittel to gain a general impression from its length,

(and, if it is written by the hasid, the appearance of the hand-writing). He also takes in

2sl¡id., lgs-lgo.

26rbid., r96.

27bia.

28bid., zos.



the general appearance of the person before him, what the body language may express,

and in the case of a hasid appearing in traditional dress, the statement of identification

with a particular Hasidic tradition which has been made. Then the Rebbe will look

more deeply, at the soul presented before him.

The rebbe looks at the name in the quite!. .. . Having cleared his mind before
they_ehidut, the rebbe is flooded by-impressions whicñ take him to the iooi ãiir,"
hasid's soul. Before he reads furthêr, the real needs of the hasid are made,ctiai 

-

to him, as well the way in which these needs will be me. He beholds this soul
before him as it stood in the fullness ofthe divine thought and design,29 un¿
looks at all the blocks and arrests that have kept the hasid from maiÉrialiiine ttìis
design. He looks deeply into the quiuel, readd it for its manifest .ont.nt. .nã 

----

compares it vvith his estimate of what should have been w¡itten in it.30

- 
29schachter later (ibid., 208) discusses. the need ofthe Tzaddiq to apprehend

"the first vision G-d had of this soul . . . in which all the potentialities ðf a doil are
realized in divine fullness". He cites a story Buber relatêd, in For the sakeãfÈroi"n
(20'1.-208)' about how one who would servé as a Tzaddiq must leam to f.n.ittàtã-â 

- -

we?lth of pastJife information about the person one wishes to help:
_ 
"The Yehudi, having been appointed by the Seer. to minister to lïe hasidim in his

absence, went... to fulfìll . . . the functions of his office. . . . At that very moment
sundry strangers entered. . . . A¡d now something came to þass that frishiened him as
nothing had during all his life. He looked at one õf those who had enteíed. a u".u 

.'-

ordinary p_erson, and looked involuntarily upon the man's forehead. in the'next iílstant it
looked to him as if a curtain were drawn-apãrt. He stood at the brinÈoia rr; *h;;;-- 

-'

dark waves assaulted the very heavens. Aird now they too were split urrn¿åi ur-in"
curtain had been an^d thus gave space for a figure, totálly unlike tËe visitor, but wiih the
s"me sea-l_upo,n its forehead that was seen upon his. Bui already that figurô was
devoured by the waves; behind it stood anoiher, different agaiíbut witi that sãme seal.
it too vanished and farther and farther the depths revealed irgures after fidil. ih;-
Yehudi closed his eyes. when he opened thém again, nothiñg was to beiieen'uuiìnat
ordinary man and the people about him and the rõoin with itJordinarv furnishinss.

I'or a long time he did not dare to look at the next visitor. So soon ás he did so-the
same thing took place. Again a curtain was tom asunder and again waves roit"¿ in it 

"abyss and again vision succeeded vision. At this point the yehidi mastered the
disturbance ofhis mind and decided to obey the piain and open bidding that had been
glven him. He observed and sought to graip eveiy figure. He let it sirik into tt e àãpltt
of his memory. He forced his eyés to remain opeñ ailone as possibre. en¿ su¿aèniu
when it came to the fourth and fifth visitor he nbticed a cñangè had been accomplishéd
withinhim. His visicin penerrated the depths independently; 'iitn innuman swiä;.';-ü
plerced those realms it reached to the background of that iow of figures and came upon
the very being of the primordial."

3obid., ig6-rgz.



The art ofbeing a Rebbe involves not only seeing the divine potential ofthe

Hasid, but seeing, comprehending and identifying with the human limitations this soul

has taken upon itself. A theory of reincamation would seem to be taken for.granted, but

how literally or metaphorically this might be taken does not seem to be an issue.

The rebbe becomes aware of the hasid's ancestors who have accompanied the
hasid in spirit into -the yehidut chamber. He marks their pleadins o'f their needs
in this descendant.rl For a flash, he integrates all this in'himselfl he becomes
the hasid, and., standing r¡ hjq plagg, sees how far the hasid is from being able to
accept the right counsel for himself. The rebbe is flooded with immensã
compassion: he sighs. . . . looking at himself, he seeks to find his own exþerience.
in a conesponding way, in that oithe hasid. In a flash ofdecisiòn. the ¡:e'bbe
mends this problem in himself and begins to question the hasid.32

First it was necessary to look inside the Hasid to see the depth of this soul and

the history bearing upon it. Then it is necessary for the Rebbe to find the Hasid within

himself, not in a psychic but a psychological sense. By his own struggle to be trurhful

with himself about the tendencies which separate him from God, it becomes possible

for the Tzaddiq to help the person standing before him.

This is a difficult moment for them both. ,,The hasid blushes at the rebbe,s sigh.

He is sorry to have cause the rebbe griefand concem fol his soul.,,33 Until this point,

the hasid has been passive. All of his activity has been by way of preparation. Now "he

feels as if he must apologize, but the rebbe begins his guestioning.,'34 The Rebbe, who

has also been receptive than until this point, now actively takes charge of the encounter.

Nor does he limit himself to asking about what is written in the qvíttel.

3 llt is not clear to me whether Schachter means this visitation by the Hasid,s
ancestors to be different from the vision ofpast lives (see n. 24 above), änd perhaps to
follow after it, or whether he means for it tó be more òr less the same ihins. ' In either
case, this.psychic vision ofother entities is not taken as an end in itself, buï as an
introduction to a deeper spiritual vision of this particular soul.

32Lunger, Nine Gates, 197 .

33lbid., lga.

34lbid.
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The questioning may remove the rebbe and hasid far away fïom the explicit point
of the quittel. The rebbe may inquire about the hasid's business, his family, or his
progress in his study and prayer life. The hasid replies to the rebbe's {uestions.35

As their conversation proceeds, "the rebbe may . . . ask the hasid to state v/hat

he wants despite the Quittet."36 It is important that the encounter be fresh and genuine,

that it address the condition of the hasid and not be contrived. As we saw in the case of

Jiri Langer, "the rebbe delights in a Ba'al Shemseque quittel . . . [which] is what the

Apter, R' Abraham Yehoshua Heschel, called a quíttel requesting advice and a blessing

in the service of G-d."37 But only if it is sincere.

The absence of such a Ba'al Shemesque quittel does not upset the rebbe. He
oxpects these to be rare, and because of their rarity, all the more valuable.3S

The approach Schachter describes for actually delivering 'etzah,,,advice', or

counsel, is not a matter of filling the hasid with new information as much as availing

the Hasid of more of a panoramic perspective, in order to enable the Hasid to see him

or herself as another would see him, even as God would see him, The Rebbe may, at

this point, employ the technique of echoing the words of the hasid, so as to serve as a

mirror reflecting the condition which the words of the Hasid imply.

The rebbe may take one of the hasid's answers and repeat it to him, either in the
same manner, or with a different intonation. This shifts the level oi conversation
}p-to the plane where the ezah can be given. Ifthe hasid is ready, havine
followed the insight, having recovered-from the shock of hearinÉ what hE reallv
w-anted to hear, the rebbe will proceed. If the ¡ebbe sees no flasñ ofreccsnitioí
of the.shift of levels, he may tr¡ another tack to bring the hasid to experiãnce
himself in the necessary way.39

35tbid.

36rbid., zos.

37tb¡a,,zoe 
.

38Ibi¿.

39ruid.,lsa.
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The Rebbe is understood as being aware ofhigher levels of the Hasid's soul--all

the way up to the universal source ofsouls in the archetypal figure described in

Kabbalah as Adam Qadmon, or "primordial Adam,,.40 Being privy to knowledge of

the soul, he is a figure of tremendous authority. yet the task ofthe Rebbe is not to rest

upon this authority and impose answers upon the Hasid do not correspond to the

knowledge the Hasid has of himself or herself. Rather, it is the task ofthe Rebbe to

mirror the Hasid so as to help him or her to stretch to a higher level of understanding.

Instead of telling the Hasid what to do, it is the task of the Rebbe to pr.ovide the Hasid

with a vantage point from which he will be motivated to act on his own behalf.

Often the hasid does not receive the answer he expects from the rebbe.
There is no guarantee that the problem he broughi to the rebbe will have a
solution. The hasid notices, however, that the rebbe is about to sav somethinp
significant. . . . His face takes on more authoritative lines. Uis vò'ice ¡eóãm.'.
at once commanding and blessing: the hasid is "all ears,'to absorb the rebbe,s
ezah.+ |

The etzah of the Rebbe is likely to start out sounding surprisingly open_ended,

and end on a note of surprising firmness. Because the Rebbe's counsel is likely to touch

upon the "blind spot" of the hasid, there may well be some confusion at this point. For

as much as the disciple may wish to submit to the word of the master, he or she may be

incredulous. "Has he really understood my question?" ,,Have I understood his

answer?" such confusion may open the door to a moment of doubt, which may in fact

open the door to a greater sensitivity. "Is this person, in fact, capable of serving as my

master--or am I capable ofbeing a disciple?"

when the rebbe has finished, the hasid may ask a few questions about somethins
he has not understood. He may even want to argue with the ,ebd. Ce*;;li;l '
however, the rebbe maintains liis position. Atthãueh ttre instruciiôns mav rraíL
been clear, the hasid may nor undärstand how the fãllowing of ttt.i" inüir"tion,

4otui¿., zoa.

4lbid., r9s-199,
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can solve his problem. As he stands before the rebbe, he must make an act of
laúh.qz

There really is no choice at this point, Having asked for clarification and

received an answer--however satisfactory or unsatisfactory that answer may be--the

Hasid who would remain a Hasid submits at this point, and "inclines his head for the

blessing. . . . once more there is a shift in the rebbe's expression and manner, and the

hasid, alert to this shift, srrains to catch every syllable of the rebbe's blessing."43

Indeed, there is always a chance that the blessing itself will casr a new light upon the

entire encounter, resolve any obscurity, and lift it to a gteater wholeness.

The time for questio.ning_ is pasl once again it is the rebbe who bestows; the task
of the hasid is to collect himself so as to ieceive all that he has been siven. 

''-'-

When the rebbe has concluded, the hasid will utter a fervent "Amen'iand start
moving^backward. without tuming his back ro the rebbe, and withour iakinãhis
face off him, he moves toward the door. The yehidut is finished.4

The yeþidut is finished, but both rebbe and hasid have homework to do.

Following the yehidut, "the hasid is generally left to work through the rebbe,s counsel

with the help of. . . his fellow hasidim."45 The Rebbe has endeavored to help the hasid

to see himself, but his responsibility does not end there. ',The rebbe may make a few

notations on the quittel, and place it where he can later use it to intercede on behalfof

the hasid."46

Thus, while some of the techniques may be the same, the yehidut is

distinguished from an ordinary counselling situation by what it is expected to achieve.

schachter conhasts the external framework ofthe two: "The intensity of the yehidut is

42tbid,., tgg.

43rbi¿.

44t¡i¿.

45bid., zol.

46rbid., l9g.
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probably far greater than in any other helping encounter . . . its frequency is probably

less . . . and it is probably much shorter in duration."47 yet, because it is ,'so

authoritative and implicitly directive" the impact ofeven a single yeþidut is likely to be

great. "The hasid has faith in the direction of the rebbe working in his daily life . . . and

his behavior is generally decreed by norms from without."48 Even in a contemporary

setting, the orthodox milieu of a Hasidic community provides powerful reinforcemenr

for the counsels of the Rebbe.

Schachter's description ofhow the Tzaddiq functions as a "helper" fits the

outward form Langer described, and fills it with meaning. The role of the Tzaddiq is

both psychological and spiritual; the Rebbe finds the Hasid within himself so that the

Hasid may find in the Rebbe a the mirror of his own higher wisdom. The r.ole of the

Tzaddiq as a spiritual counsellor may not be his only way of bridging the realms of

heaven and earth, but for most Hasidim and non-Hasidim who make contact with a

Tzaddiq, this is likely to be the Tzaddiq's most accessible function,

_ . . .47tqig., 203, It appears that there is some variation in the amount of time that
Kebþerm wlrl allot to an encounter. "with the present [Lubavitcher] rebbe, the time
varies from five minutes to a half hour, with a iirst inteì.view taking'uf to ão ttoui.- rn.
pattem of time spent at yehidut with other rebbeim is similar." suõir ån enCounter 

-

mlght be sought out at by an eamesr Hasid at least once a year. "Apart from
emergencies and rites de passage, a yehidut once a year wás considered the minimum in
the.general hasidic, situation, and it remains so today. A favorite ofmany hasidim is to
visit the rebbe on their birthday, or as close to ir as ihey can." (202) tt tír, ttt".urtot
ofthe Lubavitcher Rebbe to aócept those seeking his côunsel onlv ôn certain niehts ói
the.week, and at certain times of ihe year he woild be unavailablê. iwÈ;;;bbiñ;;.
still located in small sl¡l¿¡ls (villagesj in Eastem Europe, such a strict resimen *u, noi-
always_followed. The hasid who came to see the reblie generally came ñom out of
Ío"T,l l. stâyed at the rebbe's sl¡te¡l for at least three diys . . . tándl the fact of the
nasrc s navlng to travel some distance generally gave him more opportunity to prepare
himself. The rebbe i¡f the shtett was gãnerally'rñore easily u.""rritÈ io f,ii ñ;iàìil'-
$a¡. th9 modem rebbe." (20r) I have been gíven ro undeístand that tl.te r-"uâ"ü.r,Ëi
Rebbe rs no longer publicly available for yeþidut.

48lbi¿.
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Of course, it is not possible, in a study such as thís, to verify whether a given

Rebbe in fact sees the "design" of the soul of his disciple as Schachter suggests he does,

It is enough for purposes of this thesis, however, to appreciate that a typical Hasid

would perceive that he does. Given that Schachter has based what he describes on

interviews with contemporary Hasidim, as well as his own experience, he is a reliable

source of information on such experience. Nor is it possible, in a thesis such as this, to

verify whether a given Tzaddiq fulfills other aspects of the function of a "foundation of

the world". Yet schachter offers evidence that there is a co'espondence, even today,

between what Hasidim believe and experience and the classical Hasidic theory ofthe

archetype of the Tzaddiq.
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